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CD OR CD-VIDEO?
We test both Philips options
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AMPLIFIERS
Creek,Cambridge, QED,
Rotel,Technics,Marantz

LOUDSPEAKERS
Wharfedale, Celestion,
Tannoy, B&W, Alexander

£1500 COMPETITION
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TELARC DISCS
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MUSIC
Tilson Thomas and Previn
Decca Weekend Classics
Tate conducts Schoenberg
La Bohème

LISTEN TO THE WORLD'S FIRST GOLD METPL DOME
*26mm Dome with vented voice coil assembly.
*FFluid cooled. * Extremely High Power handling.
*Superb Diecast Bass/Mid Driver, using large aluminium vic assembly.
*Vented Pole'Magnet. * Unique cone:surround materials.

REFERENCE 1200/GOLD HAS LARGE SOUND STAGE
EXTREMELY DETAILED AND CLEAN TOP- END PERMRMMOIF
QUALITY IS INCONTESTABLE
PUNCHY PRECISE BASS
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Will the visible benefits of CD-V make it
an essential purchase? Our in-depth test
(page 51) compares the audio
performance of the CDV475 with that of
Philips' latest audio-only models the
CD582 and CD782, and we also look
(page 59) at 'The Visual Impact'.
Photography by Tony Petch, art direction
by John Gash
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discusses recording plans with
David Nice

25 HEADROOM by Ken Kessler
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FEATURES

63 HOME AND AWAY sums up the
origins of the six affordable integrated
amplifiers tested this month by Paul
Miller. They comprise aselection of UKand Far East- built models, including: the
Cambridge P40; the latest Creek
CAS4040S2; the Marantz PM45; QED
A240SA in revised form; the Rotel RA840BX3; and Technics' SU V450
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99
RECORD REVIEW INDEX
details all the discs reviewed, with
an instant '
best of the month'

27 THE HI-FI SHOW: complete report
on the biggest and most well-attended
show to date at the Heathrow Penta
Hotel, sponsored by HFNIRR. Trevor
Butler and Steve Harris do the donkey
work, while Ken Kessler samples la
crème de la crème!

41 AVERY FISHER interviewed by
Barry Fox, who talks to the great
American audio pioneer about his
lifelong involvement with high fidelity
and music, from his first system in 1937

59 THE VISUAL IMPACT in which the
CDV475 Compact Disc Video player gets
a ' user report' from Trevor Butler, who
looks into the practicalities of using
CD- V in asystem at home

93
ANDRE PRÉ VIN
records the Beethoven
Symphonies:
interview with David Nice

140 REGIONAL DEALER GUIDE

37 LIVE ISSUES starting an occasional
series in which Ben Duncan discusses the
realities of live, recorded and reproduced
sound equipment, starting with live rock
PA system design. He explains the
technology from front to backline

51 CD or CD- VIDEO? Martin Colloms
offers acomplete technical review on two
audio compact disc players from the new
Philips range, and follows up with atest
on the audio performance of the new
CDV475 CD-Video player.

101
RECORD OF THE MONTH
Strauss's ' Frau ohne Schatten'- the
first complete recording
101
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
Decca's bargain CD label; galaxies
of ' Planets ; Mahler Symphones
3-5; rival sets of La Bohème; and a
wife mistaken for ahat
129
ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
' kicking off with abunch of salsa
stars and including James Brown,
Five Star, Michelle Shocked

SUPPLEMENT: with this issue comes a
24-page supplement, the HFNIRR Guide
to Analogue Audio, offering buying
advice on turntables and cartridges, plus
much else of interest to the enthusiast
who still enjoys using black vinyl discs

146
BACK DOOR
Ken Kessler dips into the Goldman
Lennon biog and sneaks ascoop
review on an important new
Reatles book
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FOUR BY TWO covers four pairs of
loudspeakers which are closely matched
in both size and price. Martin Colloms
reviews B&W's new metal-dome
equipped DM-560; Celestion's current
DL6 Series II; the Tannoy Mercury S:
and the established Wharfedale 507.2
77

89 THE GREAT? causing asensation at
several hi-fi shows, the Alexander 514
and 566 ' mini' speakers must be the
smallest models yet to have any hi-fi
pretensions. Ken Kessler assesses these
metal -cased miniatures and examines
their potential as arange of new giantkillers
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REACH FOR
THE BEST
RA810A

20W STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA820A

30W STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA8206X3

RC/R13850

30W AUDIOPHILE STEREO
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

STEREO CONTROL AMPLIFIER AND
50W STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER

These fine compolents are but a small selection from Rotel's award winning range of real Hi•Fi products
which offer very high standards of technical performance and musical enjoyment. All are based upon
Rotel's UK balanced design concept which ensures that within the resources available, each aspect of the
products design has been

optimised.

To

find

out

why

Rotel

has

received

What

Hi•Fi?'s

prestigious

awards for 1988 for Best Turntable, Best Radio Turner, Best Loudspeaker and Best Hi•Fi System (amplifier Turner - C.D. Player - Loudspeakers) call Rotel for details of your nearest dealer.
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RDL
25 HEATHFIELD, STACEY BUSHES, MILTON KEYNES, MK12 6H12
TEL (0908) 317707

FAX (0908) 322704
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HEN WE BILLED The Hi-fi
Show as being in its ' sixth successful year', we were of course
anticipating the event. Happily.
our confidence was not misplaced; the Show
more than lived up to the slogan, and was
undoubtedly the best show we have yet
organised at the Heathrow Penta Hotel. We
believe that this year's event has firmly
established the Show as the primary UK
venue for the launch of new products; in this
issue, we have devoted several pages to afull
report in which we have tried to cover all the
new designs which had their UK or world
launch at the Show.
This year, IIFNIRR sponsored two demonstration rooms which were running throughout the two main public days. In addition, we
took the opportunity provided by the availability of ( supposedly) identical rooms and the
presence of so many ' hi-li people' on the
trade days to carry out some double-blind
listening tests which, it was hoped, would
reveal the delectability or otherwise, under
'blind' conditions, of Peter Belt's PWI3 techniques. These tests were carried out as ajoint
effort between Quad and with the trade
paper Private EyeFi. The statistical analysis
could not be completed in time for this issue,
but will be ready for next month.

High-tech
Most of the activity covered at the Show was
in the field of the so-called ' specialist' hi- Ii
manufacturers, this being a definition which
somewhat unfairly lumps together Britain's
largest and oldest-established loudspeaker
and electronics manufacturers with anumber
of small, new and hopeful companies producing everything from a new arrangement of
triodes to a different flavour of Blu-Tack.
The enthusiast- run companies are in a sense
the lifeblood of hi-fi, but of course the ' new
technology' which drives the industry forward
in amore general sense is the preserve of the
giant companies which dominate the larger
field of consumer electronics. Last year
(when we were talking about the Show's ' fifth
successful yearl), we speculated about the
future of Digital Audio Tape. which was
already available through unofficial channels;
and we welcomed the launch of CD- Video,
which did not happen. This year, we saw the
new Sony ' domestic' DA[ recorder priced at
under £800, and those unofficial channels
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HE ' HIGH END' FEATURES
strongly in December, with aspecial
32- page supplement devoted to the
pursuit of cost- no-object excellence
in hi-fi equipment. We will be looking at
high-end systems from all the major sources,
that is to say, we'll be looking at just what
kind of system each of the various high-end
importers can put together when given the
chance to do so. We'll he discussing what
makes apiece of equipment high-end ( or not)
and where the future lies. There will be
reviews on Apogee, Infinity. Audio
Research, Krell, Spectral, Stax ( with the new
Quattro II CD player) and many other
mouth-watering brands.
However, the December issue will also
feature generous review coverage of affordable equipment too. There will be tests on
mid-price cassette decks ( including new models from Denon, Pioneer, Sansui and Teac);
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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have begun to look like cracks in the political
dam behind which there must now he ahuge
weight of unsold DAT machines.
'Ibis year, too. CD- Video was launched,
on 3 October officially; hence our extensive
review coverage this month. As originally
ballyhooed. CD- Video was to be a medium
for all the family, since the 5in, 8in and I
2in
discs could provide, respectively, pop videos,
educational programmes and feature films.
but for the moment it seems that the cati
logue will concentrate on music. Potentiall\ .
CD- Video is the ideal medium for ' serious'
music videos, but the combination of big
soundstage and small screen poses artistic
problems for the producers; much the same
problems. in fact, as those posed by stereo
Ty. All commentators will probably agree on
the failings of La Bohème in this respect. It
seems to me that the creators of CD- V opera
productions ( for example) must find solutions
to the dilemmas of stereo/visual presentation.
If they do not, all we will he left with is the
presentation () I classical artists in stylised
pop- type singles'. Intriguing as it is, the noir
promo- video of Joshua Bell is not a good
enough reason for investing in ' Cl) with
pictures'. When talking pictures arrived in
the late 1920s, the film industry soon found
effective ways of adapting the Broadway
stage musical to the screen: (' D- V has ti)
adapt. so to speak. the screen to the musical.
To return to The Hi Fi Show, we would
like to thank all the exhibitors, the IIFNIRI?
staff and contributors, the Penta Hotel staff
(not to mention AR. who provided the
exhibitors' disco on Saturday night!), everyone else who ‘( orked so hard to make The
Hi Fi Show asuccessful event, and above all,
the visitors who came to see and hear it all.
We look forward to next year with the pledge
that we will try very hard to overcome the car
parking problems which provided the only
real problems and which, we are afraid,
inconvenienced so many visitors.

STEVE

HARRIS

around £ 10. It is expected that the other
majors will soon follow WEA's lead.

Avery Fisher
It is with great pleasure that we are able to
present, this month, an interview with Avery
Fisher. Mr Fisher, who lives in New York and
is now in his early 80s, was unable to attend
the 1987 IIFNIRR Christmas dinner party, at
which he would have received in person the

CD prices

Last year
Fisher ( right) WaS awinner of 111:NI
kl? ..s .Lifetime 'Achievement A ward: this year, Harry ins
was able to present him with the certificate!

Masive promotion for CD- V may draw attention away from a significant move in the
pricing of audio- only compact discs.
Recently. WEA announced that the trade
prices of their discs would be cut by approximately 80p. When retailers pass this reduction on to the customer, the result will be to
bring the non-discounted full- price titles to

IIFNIRR Lifetime Achievement Award.
Barry Fox, visiting Avery Fisher in New York
this summer. was able to present the Award
for us. His interview with Avery Fisher
reveals why our small tribute was just one of a
multitude of honours that have been showered on this most remarkable pioneer and
contributor to audio and music.

T
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Tested next month: Denon DR- M UM X cassette deck

tests on the complete range of Acoustic
Energy loudspeakers, comprising that hugely
successful small speaker, the AEI , along with
the larger AE2 and the massive AE4 model;
plus many other equipment reviews.
Features for December will include a look
into the way one particular London cutting
studio stays ahead, whether cutting vinyl discs
or mastering CDs; a profile of Sidney Harman. the founder of Harman/Kardon, who
sold his hi-fi empire then bought it back; and
a report from the Tokyo Audio Fair. There
will also be coverage of the Radio Show in
London and the Milan high-end show, not to
mention the Bolton and Edinburgh shows.
Our music coverage, as always, will cater
comprehensively for both classical and nonclassical tastes, with artist interviews and
CD/LP reviews. The December edition will
be published on Friday, 21 November. Order
your copy now.
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At long last, the lazy Ken Kessler
finds atonearm lifter which does the job
without risk to life, limb or stylus.

B

ACK IN THE MISTS OF TIME. when enough turntables
were being sold to justify the existence of dozens of accessor \
manufacturers, there were certain gadgets which eluded
perfection. Most problematic of all was the creation of a
decent add-on tonearm lifter for manual turntables. The brief for such
acreature would include things like gentle handling of the arm/
cartridge, gentle triggering, to avoid undue force on the cantilever and
suspension, easy resetting and universality. ( Idon't list ease of
installation, because that's done once and then forgotten.)
Leaving the Colton Magnalift out of this because of respect for the
dead, we had the delightful, damped Audio-Technica Safety Raiser
(great name, shame about the fragility and unpredictability), the
Monitor Audio Stylift ( which more often than not smashed the arm
against the turntable lid or triggered itself before the record ended).
an all- but- forgotten Thorens' device ( which needed more triggering
force than was deemed appropriate), the Heath Robinson- designed
motorized Deccalift, and others too frightening to recall.
What everyone wanted was alifter which didn't interfere with the
arm. More than one of us wished that the lift device fitted to the
Empire Troubador would be made available separately. . . until we
actually used this magnetically-operated system and witnessed how it
yanked the arm out of the groove with alarming force, and at a
diagonal ascent, that we feared for our cartridges. Now, through the
magic of neodymium magnets. Alphason has dusted off that old
technique and produced their Automatic Tonearm Lifter - and it's
wonderful.
Okay, so it's abitch to install but once that's out of the way you'll
delight in its simplicity. What you get is apost that is fixed, via
adhesive pads, to aTot between the platter and arm pillar which
holds atriangular piece of plastic that slides up or down to match the
height of the arm tube. At the end of the plastic piece which points at
the arm tube is ahorizontal slot with metal inserts above and below.
Also in the kit is aC- ring which'you clip to the arm to align with the
gap. The C-clip sports atiny powerful magnet. When it nears the post
at the end of the record, voila! The magnetic force pulls the arm out of
the groove, clipping nicely into place. All you do is pull the arm away
to take off the record and play the next. The Alphason is ready for its
next pick-up without resetting.
Ifound the device an absolute pain to set up because the gap which
receives the magnet is so small and alignment is critical, but this means
that - unlike the Empire - actual travel is limited. Much trial and error
is involved ( and you must remember to re- adjust only the tracking
force to allow for the weight of the C- ring), but it is worth it if you're
as lazy as Iam.

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper; black ash box £22.00
HFNIRR 003 Test CD: left, right. sweep, even music! £ 11.95 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95 D
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber 0 steel D. inc fixing kit, set of 8.
£10.00 Cl
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only OK for most
synchronous ut ( specify type); black ash case £79.95 12
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 E
HFNIRR 008 Toolkit: cutters/pliers/knife/tweezers/screw, nut and hex
drivers/alignment protractor, in ablack zip case £32.50 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mw class A unit
allows use of headphones; black ash case; 220/240V-only £79.95 12
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 12
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240v mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 0
HIWIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kd form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £37.50 0
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £ 19.500 singles unit ( 200) £29.50. 12
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £49.95 D
Goldring Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 14.95 12
Mission Isoplat: 17in xI3in Medite isolation platform; £ 19.95 0
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 12
Michell Banana Plugs: gold plated 4mm connectors; set of 4 £9.50 El
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 0
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms book on the theory
of speaker design £ 18.00 12
Allsop Carbonoptic record cleaning brush: £5.00 12
Allsop CD cleaner: hand-held cleaner; includes fluid £ 12.95 D
Tape head de- magnetiser: electronic cassette de- magnetiser £ 12.95 12
Authenticity mini- vac: mini vacuum cleaning £8.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones for isolation, set of 3.Small
£5.45 E Large £8.45 E
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £39.95 D
Record interface mat: vinyl, self adhesive fixing £28.50 0
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £27.50 El
Extra rings for Sicomin. pack of 20. £2.50 El
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 El
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane sheet. 6in x6in self-adhesive
£11.95
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95 0
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: the ultimate record cleaning
system £375.00 cleaning fluid for the vpi system, per 5L £ 12.50 D
HFNIRR self- built loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
kits, please indicate
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 El Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95

Saint-Saens £6.95 D Close-ups: Kahi Laretei. piano. £6.95 U Datos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
D Chesky scherazade £ 11.95 ID Marni Nixon/Gershwin £ 13.500 Appalachean Spring
£13.500 Beethovan Appassionata ( RDCE4) £7.50 D Vintage Tenor ( RDCE 1I
)
V.50 U Romance d'Amore ( RDCE8) £ 7.50 CI
Supercut Records: Randy Newman: Little Criminals £7.00 0 Paul McCartney/
Wings: Band on The Run £7.00 [1 Earl Klugh: Living Inside Your love £7.00 ID
Santana; Borholetta £7.00 D Jackson Browne; Running On Empty £7.00 CI

Incatech mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush mounting.
complete with two 13amp plugs. £25.00 0
Cassette alignment tape £ 18.50 0Last formula I £ 11.95 12Formula 2
£16.50 DFormula 3 £7.50 DStarter pack £ 12.50

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

0 Ienclose POIChequelM0*
Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmee
My card number is

Expiry date

111111111111111

Signature
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 2(10, Bedford, MK40
1YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club hotline le 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

• Please delete as necessary.
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ABSOLUTE SOTINIIS

HOT PROPERTY
KOETSU
80th ANNIVERSARY
Esdu'i\ its

may he enough to ensure notorict, hut it does
not :Ili\ us guarantee the presence of true greatness. The
rarity of the Koetsu 80th Anniversary moving coil cartridge is
aresult borne of necessity, not marketing technique. Handcrafted and individually calibrated, the 80th Anniversary
model is Sugano's ultimate statement. Work- intensive by its
very nature, the 80th Anniversary has been conceived in the
manner of ancient Japanese tradition: it is Sugano's way of
honouring the 80 music lovers who will comprehend its
brilliance. At last we have awork of art to reproduce works
of art.

WELL TEMPERED TURNTABLE & TONEARM
Radical approaches to
are rarely rewarded with the
success of the Well-Tempered Arm, because radical in itself
may not necessarily mean better'. Designer William
Firebaugh applied lateral thinking to an age-old conundrum,
and his fresh solution has been recognised by the hi-ti
community as amajor step forward in LP playback system

MANDRAKE
INTERCONNECTS
Preiiiiush asimple task, perhaps the most confusing aspect
of
today is cable selection. The realisation that cables
have as much effect on sound as active components has
resulted in aflood of misinformation and misdirection —
however well-intentioned the designer. Amidst the myriad
cables offering avariety of technologies is one interconnect
which transcends the buzz-words, transcends the confusion,
and transcends the limitations which have compromised all
others. The Mandrake interconnect, an exclusi‘e Absolute
Sounds product. utilises only the finest conductor material in
construction. Pure silver has long been recognised as the
best conductor of all, but it has taken Mandrake to combine
the absolute clarity, low distortion and better conductivity of
this material with the rhythmic fluidity of phase aligned
copper cables. Combined with WU connectors, there is no
cleaner path between your components. The effect? Nothing
short of magic: like its Namesake.

design. He has now used alternahie approaches to turntable
conception, creating aperfect partner for the WellTempere
Arm. Already favoured by the most discerning listeners in the
world, the Well-Tempered Table has been chosen by many
top manufacturers as their primary music source. Radical?
It's arevolution.

For the full inside story contact:

Absolute Sounds
318 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW20 8QU
Tel: 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Micro-Seed, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber
'I have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the hest'
Oscar Wilde

fl-IE

PROFESSIONAL
TOUCH

Win Technics' top professional CD player, the Sl-P1200, plus six Telarc discs — first prize in this
£1500-plus Technics/Telarc competition

B

0TH TECHNICS AND TELARC
have been involved with digital
audio since the early days of the new
technology. With this competition,
HFNIRR is happy to be able to offer some of
the most exciting Telarc discs as companions
to the Technics CD players which form the
'hardware' element of the three main prizes.
Ten runners-up will receive consolation
prizes of a year's subscription to HFNIRR.

ITHE PRIZES
First prize will consist of the Technics SLP1200 'Technics' high-quality professional
machine, chosen by the BBC for monitoring
use, plus six Telarc compact discs. Four of
these are 'spectaculars' by Erich Kunzel and
the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra: Hollywood's
Greatest Hits (
including the themes from
'Exodus', ' Love Story', 'Jaws', 'Out of
Africa' and many others: CD80168) Orchestral Spectaculars (
CD80116), including
Dukas' Sorcerer's Apprentice', A SaintSaens"Samson and Delilah' and much else;
William Tell and Other Favourite Overtures
(CD 80116), which also offers Offenbach's
'Orpheus in the Underworld', Suppé's ' Poet
and Peasant' among others; and Star Tracks
(CD 80094), with themes from 'Star Trek,
'Star Wars', ' Superman', ' ET' and other
sci-fi/fantasy movies. Fifth and sixth discs are
the André Previn/RPO recording of Hoist:
The Planets (
CD 80133) and Mozart Symphonies 40 and 41, Sir Charles Mackerras/Prague
Chamber Orchestra (CD 80139). Second
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Prize will be aTechnics SL-P350 CD player,
plus four Telarc CDs: Hollywood's Greatest
Hits, Holst:The Planets, Star Tracks and
Tchaikovsky:1812 Overture (
CD 80041).
Third Prize will be the Technics SL-XP6
personal CD player plus two Telarc discs,
Hollywood's Greatest Hits and Star Tracks.

THE QUESTIONS
I) What level of sampling accuracy is given by
the latest generation of Technics Compact
Disc players?

2) What military aspect of Tchaikovsky's
/8/2 Overture became a famous test of hi-fi
systems when recorded digitally by Telarc?

3) What is the name of Panasonic/Technics'
parent company in Japan?

4) Which orchestra, recording on Telarc, can
now claim to have overtaken the Boston Pops
in record sales?

5) What do you consider the most important
benefit of digital recording technology
(answer in not more than 20 words)?

Please send your entry, to arrive before
November 30, 1988, to Technics/Telarc Competition, HFNIRR Editorial, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

The Rules
I) All entries must

be on the entry form provided. Photocopies
will be accepted, but only one entry per reader will be
considered.
2) There is no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes.
3) Employees of Link House Magazines and associated companies, or Technics. Telarc and their agents and relatives, and
overseas readers, are not eligible to enter the competition.
4) All entries must be received by first post November 30, 1988.
The Editor's decision will be final and binding. No correspondence of any form will be entered into regarding this competation.
5) The prize winners will be notified by post and the results will
be published in the February 1988 issue of HFNIRR.

Name (caps)
Address

Daytime tel n
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CD VIDEO.
NOW
YOU CAN
SEE
THE MUSIC.

hen the compact disc first appeared back in 1983,
it was hailed as nothing less than a revolution in
recorded sound.
been heard before.
unadulterated music.

Nothing quite like it had ever

No hiss.

No crackle.

Just pure

Now, with over 15,000 titles and a

rapidly expanding catalogue, CD is firmly established as the
standard by which other recordings are judged.

SILVER FOR PERFECT SOUND

Not prepared

to rest upon their laurels, however, Philips take CD one step
further.

Using the same laser technology that allowed them

to produce perfect sound, they now produce perfect sound
with brilliant pictures.

CD Video.
GOLD FOR PERFECT SOUND AND PICTURES

ONE PLAYER. TWO KINDS OF DISC.
Now there are two kinds of compact disc, the already familiar silver version for perfect digital sound
only.

And a new golden CD Video disc for perfect sound with pictures of startling clarity.
Both kinds of disc are playable
on

the

revolutionary

new

CD

Video player shown here.
YOUR CHOICE:
SOUND ONLY. OR SOUND
AND PICTURES.
Connected
speakers

up
and

a complete
centre.

to
TV

CD

your
it

gives

amp,
you

entertainment

One on which you can enjoy not only your favourite CD recordings, but also the wealth

of new entertainment available on CD Video.

CD Video singles and albums are in selected record

shops now - on 5", 8" and 12" discs. I> CD
Video players are at your nearest Philips
dealer.

Phone 0800 300 700 and we'll

give you his name and address.

Having

opened your ears to the best in recorded
sound, Philips will now

CD VIDEO

PHILIPS

open your eyes.

PHILIPS

ANEW RANGE OF SONY TAPES.
WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET.

When you make arecording you want it to

new range apart, they also look special.

sound as close as possible to the original.

But, it's alook with apurpose. The Metal- ES,

Astatement of the obvious?

UX Pro, UX-ES and UX-S all benefit from the

You might not think so when you listen to

new Infinity Shaped shell, which, apart from

some tapes.

looking rather nice, makes them much

That's why Sony have launched a new

tougher, gives the tapes asteady even flow

range of 8audio cassettes. Every single one,

over the heads and reduces modulation

whether it's top of the range Metal- ES or

noise to aminimum.

the world favourite HF has been carefully

And not to be left out, the UX, HF ES and

designed and engineered to give you the

the HF S all have a new wide window so

ultimate in performance in it's category,

you can see exactly where you are on the

including higher levels of retentivity and

tape and the HF has the widest window

coercivity so not only do your recordings

of the lot, because the whole cassette is

capture the original but having captured it,

clear - just like the sound.

they keep it.

Just another way of saying ' what you see

And it's not just the sound that sets Sony's

is what you get:

SONY

WW1'
90.

SONY-

VIEWS>
Puffing and sucking
From: Alan A Tomkins, West Midlands
Dear Sir, While awaiting the pundits'
pronouncements on my query about
conduction across metallic junctions (' Views'.
May 1988) may Ipose another question,
please?
Ears and hearing have been developing
over along period, but present-day ones are
probably not very different from those of
early Man who had to rely on hearing to stay
alive. He had to take notice, and quickly, of
signals from predators' approaches like the
crack of atwig or the fall of adisplaced stone;
alternatively and more happily. the noise may
have signalled ameal! Having heard the
signal, his brain set nerves and muscles to
work for the necessary action. Time being so
important. Nature has provided reflexes to
save it by bypassing long nerve- paths,
although reflexes seem unlikely to be
involved in our listening for pleasure.
For these vital sound signals and their
time- importance the initial pressure change
must be critical. Continuous sound.
consisting of successive compressions and
rarefactions (' puffs and ' sucks') at various
frequencies and magnitudes. cannot be easily
related to the initial transient so important to
early Man and probably getting alot of
Nature's development- attention. The initial
puff - or suck - must be difficult indeed to
measure, important though it may be. An
oscilloscope beam for the indication is free
enough from inertia, but the transducer to
generate an electrical signal from the puff, or
suck, introduces problems, as do any reactive
components between it and the oscilloscope
beam. Perhaps we must go back to the early
experimenters' candle flames and moving
mirrors for a ' time- base'? Or can modern
technology cope with such problems? Ido not
know.
Considering the signal itself; is the initial
sound from asnapping twig apuff or asuck?
Other natural sounds, like speech, start with
puffs, cg, the plosive consonants p,t,d, etc.
Drum beats, on the other hand, perhaps start
as sucks as the skin is struck. Literature ( well.
any references Ihave) seems to dodge the
question: ' frequencies' are given, cg. 3kHz
for aspoken ' t'; and, in the late James Moir's
High Quality Sound Reproduction (
second
edition, p21) is anote on Starting Transients
referring to investigations by Kellog on
speech sounds which ' indicates that there are
initial transients which are characteristic of
the individual and not the word spoken'.
Speech, and singing, must be mainly puffs
-easily confirmed by holding alighted match
near the mouth while speaking. Yet the
diaphragms of loudspeakers do not advance
into the room and then quietly return as the
vocalist inhales for the next phrase. But a
flame flickers when speech is reproduced,
there are no ' puffs only' as from actual
speech. What has happened to the DC
component? The surprising thing is that our
'AC-only' systems reproduce speech well
enough to delude us. Perhaps we have been
'conditioned' since the first telephone
demonstration when to transmit speech
through wire seemed so marvellous that any
deficiencies were accepted - and we have
fooled ourselves ever since. Doubtless there
are degrees of delusion; modern reproduction
of vocal sounds being better than that from
early telephones.
If we can ignore the loss of the ' DCcomponent' of speech can we also do this
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with other sounds which may rCIV,as early
Man did, on initial transients? Iinade roughand-ready tests some years ago. Breaking
twigs and banging stones together was not
consistent enough for assessment. so an
electric spark was tried as asubstitute - apuff
as the air breaks down and the heat from the
passage of the current warms and expands the
air. as acandle flame confirms. A spark of
about half aJoule between brass spheres ‘‘
arranged to discharge acapacitor. charged
via ahigh resistance. at about 2- second
intervals. It waS used out of doors. Various
(old) microphones about 20cm from the
spark ' heard' the noise, amplified and fed to
loudspeakers also out of doors on the other
side of the house from where the spark itself
could not he heard.
There were significant differences, even to
ageing cloth ears, between the spark and the
microphone and loudspeaker in use. The
differences were judged not only by me. but
confirmed by my wife who knew only ' those
things' were in use. Quite the hest
combination was an STC ' ball and biscuit'
microphone and aQuad ES loudspeaker. No
doubt the geometry of the microphones'
various cavities has an important influence, as
did their distance from the spark, but laziness
prevented further investigation.
Iassumed for the purposes of this crude
comparison that the amplifier. etc. were
having no undue influence. In today's context
the ' etc', like leads and connections, were
also ignored; they were ordinary ilex' and
cheap plugs and sockets. twisted wires, or
screwed junctions. Do the proponents of'
super cables. single- crystal conductors, exotic
insulation. etc consider how much ' ordinary'
wire there is between the listener to the
record or broadcast and the source of the
sound?
Ibelieve that more attention to initial
transients - which Nature may have ' built in'
to us - the loss of the l)(
etc.
might help in getting closer to the original
sound.
Yours faithful/v.

The Emperor's new clothes
From: The Rev. B. Elliot, West Germany
Dear Sir, Ii nu ears ago Ibought aPhilips
CD 204, and was sen pleased with the results
-quite aleap forward. Ibought against the
advice of many who insisted agood turntable
would do better, yet even after purchase I
was prepared to keep an open mind. Not
having avery good turntable Itook my CD
player to afriend who had aSondek. We both
listened long and hard. We agreed his best
pressings ( some from the 1960s) equalled the
CD. but that CDs produced amore
consistent quality. Some time later I
discussed this conclusion with aLinn dealer
who implied we both needed our heads seeing
to! My friend was aretired recording
engineer and could therefore be expected to
have experienced ears. Never mind!
Icite this as an example of the problems of
subjectivism raised 11\ Douglas Self. Iwonder
how much ' agood sound' depends on taste.
My father doesn't like - Ile remembers
the Glenn Miller sound as he heard it on a
'40s wireless. That's what Ile likes - that, for
him is faithful reproduction. But working not
far from where aMilitary Band rehearses. I
know well the sound of trumpet and clarinet
and Ibelieve my hi-fi more accurately
reproduces the sound of the clarinet than
does my father's wireless. Nevertheless, we

are all to some extent at the mercy of fashion
and taste, and the opinion of those who set
themselves up as authorities and arbiters of
aste.
Douglas Self speaks of the flight from
Reason to Faith, and he may well be right.
John Locke, aphilosopher from the Age of
Reason, said we accept matters of fact upon
evidence, but matters of faith upon the
authority of the proposer. Is that where we
have got to? An accepted authority ( the
reviewer) tells us something is good or had
and we believe it - the Emperor has new
clothes.
The relativism of this approach becomes
clear when we look at other markets. ' Spend
most of your money on the source', say the
British authorities, yet afew months ago I
was in aGerman hi-fi shop and saw apair of
active speakers costing £ 1500 being
demonstrated with avery basic Philips CD
player and an oriental mass-produced preamp, all hooked together with very ordinary
cable. Look in the German hi-fi mags - all the
CD players except the real cheapies and the
portables are placed in the same class, vet no
consumers are more demanding than the
Germans. They have decided abasic CD
player is better than an exotic turntable - that
is clear, because the only turntables in sight
are in the rack systems. The different
priorities of the German market serve to
illustrate the relativism that goes with
subjectivism.
A subjectivist approach is often coupled
with inconsistency. How can Itake seriously
those authorities who advocate cables and
equipment more exotic than the equipment
the professionals use to produce the
recordings; or how can Irespect their
opinions on the use of discrete components
when the professional recording equipment
uses integrated circuits so liberally? Where is
the ' rubbish in. rubbish out' principle now'?
Lost detail is lost irretrievably so overengineering cannot produce better sound,
only better profit.
So what do Iconclude? My instincts are
with Douglas Self - the subjectivist nuances
do not exist, but have been conjured up to
generate amarket. For let's be honest - the
Emperor just has to have new clothes or the
tailors will have no job.
Yours faithfully,

Unquestioning ' subjectivism'?
From: James Blackler, Saarbrücken, West
Germany
Dear Sir, While broadly in agreement with
the views expressed by Mr Douglas Self (* Self
13

SICOMIN
Ultra low mass Kevlar/Carbon Fibre, spiked
isolation platforms, and composite CD
dampers. for the ultimate in resolution.

...Lend me
your ears...

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probably the only specialist Hi -Fi Dealers who recoid
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers:Audio Innovations, Audionote, Beyer, BLO.
Decca, Denon, Foundations. Goldring, Helius. Iecklin Float,
IPW. IBL, Marantz, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Pink Triangle,
QED, Revox, Rote', The Rock, Sennheiser, Snell, Sony. Sugden,
Supra, Systemdek, Torlyte Platforms, Target. Valdi, Voyd, etc.
Selected Second Hand Equipment available, ring for details

emit) Pciedh
The 1'1'1 Re, , ,I,I Cleaning Service now amilable

Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers.

5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: 102521 714555
GLà
Open Monday to Saturday 10am — ópm
Demonstrations by Appointment

VISA

\S ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
R4P7LE50R
9
4D
7.
LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
... LOGICAL
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521
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Assured'. August) Ifind he does tend to give
the impression that everything is known that
needs to be known about amplifier design.
From his own knowledge and experience he
may have good grounds for believing this to
be the case, but he has not proved it. To
make headway against the fanatics of the
subjectivist school he must give their theories
cognizance and prove them wrong.
On the other hand, HFNIRR must be
criticized for its apparently unquestioning
support of subjective reviewing in the lax
manner in which it is customarily done. One
cannot avoid the thought that this is an
extremely cheap way to review equipment
and fill copy. It is heartening to see that some
measurements are beginning to reappear
although it is difficult to see how they are so
much cleverer than the multi- tone distortion
tests mentioned by Mr Self. Iwould be much
readier to support such testing methods if the
magazines were prepared to put their money
where their mouth is and arrange only
rigorous, at least single-blind, testing. Wellmeaning though Iam sure they are, Iam not
convinced that reviewers can differentiate as
finely as they think they can, and they have
failed to convince alot of people more
knowledgeable than I.
To my mind, the crux of the matter is that
if adifference is audible the electrical signal
must be different and the difference must be
measurable. Where Mr Self slips up is that he
refuses to allow that such differences may not
be measurable yet. It could be so. until
proved otherwise. Unfortunately, anyone can
say something is so and leave it hanging in the
air until somebody else proves it wrong. Hi-fi
is not important enough for anybody to put
huge amounts of time and money into
proving anything one way or the other. The
subjectivists claim that they can hear
differences, and stick by it despite current
inability to measure any difference. They do,
however, come up with plausible
explanations for these differences: real loads,
power supplies, earthing, capacitor and
resistor construction and theory, and so on.
The only way to deal with this is to take each
point laboriously and prove it.
This is made more difficult by the fact that
these very reviewers must be used in the tests
because they are part of a, probably
extremely small, group of trained listeners. I
am sure Mr Self is aware that trained listeners
are able to hear nuances of sound which
ordinary members of the public do not hear; I
have experience of this myself. and believe
that tests conducted using members of the
general public ( it would be of interest to
know who the subjects were in the study by
Preis and Bloom into phase perception) are
not valid in this case. ( Iam quite sure if
anyone cared to train they would also be able
to distinguish those penguins' cries, but
nobody trains.) The question is, how small a
nuance can be perceived? This will differ
even among trained listeners.
For their part. the subjectivists must
acknowledge the weakness of their position,
which is basically 'you just have to believe
me', and seek the proof of their convictions;
define and demonstrate these differences in
an unequivocal way. They should test blind,
and should fix their subjective references.
Here in Germany. the magazines have a

reference listening room, with reference
equipment: somewhat different from the
constantly changing and largely unknown
systems used by English magazines/freelance
reviewers. Subjective standards without
constant reference are usually very unreliable
and it is unlikely that asensible comparison
can be made between an amplifier heard
today and areference last heard three months
ago. Mood and physical condition are also
variables, and it is further unlikely that an
amplifier reviewed at the end of ahard day
receives the same treatment as one reviewed
in the morning.
The matter will undoubtedly only slowly
clarify itself. Many of the subjective
differences will probably be shown to be
small frequency response aberrations which
are after all audible and distortions which are
present but sound good. As an interesting
aside, here in Germany they maintain that
equipment intended for English ears has a
'soft' treble, that is rolled off, and produce
graphs to show it. In the meantime, efforts
must he concentrated on finding testing
methods which can quantitatively analyse the
differences, point for point, between an input
and an output signal. of areal dynamic music
kind. in away that can he shown either to
have no effect on the signals. or to affect
them both absolutely identically. One can
then perhaps say: on test signal number 4the
transient peak at 4.2(1 seconds was 2dB lower
than it should he and longer by 40 nanoseconds. Or. of course, it was not.
Yours

Unrevealing comparisons
From: RAI Duffin, Middlesex
Dear Sir, Recently Icarried out some
Compact Disc Player direct A- B comparison
tests. My machine; aPhilips CD 450, was
compared with those of some friends. The
other machines were; Philips CD104. Sony
CDP303 ES and aMarantz CD94. Each of
these was paired with the '450 in turn. The
outputs of each machine were switched
remotely by means of adouble- pole
changeover relay into the pre-amplifier. Each
machine was loaded with acopy of the same
disc and synchronization was achieved quite
easily by use of the search facilities. The relay
could be operated from the listening position-.
Speakers involved were Quad
Electrostatics ( earlier models), TDL
Monitors, and BBC LS3/5As with the Audio
Pro sub-woofer. Headphones were also used
directly from the pre- amplifier. Some of the
discs used were: HFNIRR Test Disc, the
Dutoit Planets on Decca. aPoulenc disc on
Erato ( Concert Champêtre) the Telarc Rite
of Spring and the Dutoit Firebird on Decca.
The players stayed in sync remarkably well:
in fact one was able to use the left channel of
one machine and the right of the other!
There was anoticeable difference between
the '450 and the ' 104 on switchover. hut if one
came into aroom with one playing one would
be unlikely to know which it was. On direct
comparison the '450 had slightly more treble.
The '450 and the Sony were compared with
the TDL System. and also to headphones. No
quantifiable differences could be discerned.
The '450 and the Marantz were compared on
the BBCs plus woofer. and also on phones.

again no differences were heard. None of us.
in any of the experiments, had apreference
for either of the switch positions. The main
findings were not so much about whether one
sounded better than the other but the fact
that there were not any real differences.
All the systems were of areasonable
standard and although we all appreciate
music and hi-fi, we are not in the ' freak' class.
We also go to hear quite alot of live concerts.
It would seem that direct comparison is quite
arevealing, or in this case, non- revealing
method of evaluating machine differences.
Irealize, of course, that these finding were
arrived at on different systems and on single
samples of the machines, but many reviewers
exalt and damn models on single samples:
laboratory measurements do not reveal all.
Some player imperfections are often
attributed to the analogue sections, which
usually comprise two or three op-amps and a
few passive components in each channel. In
the July Electronics and Wireless World.
Douglas Self suggests that the audio signal
may have passed through as many as one
hundred such amplifiers since it left the
microphone! Iwould be interested to know if
anyone else has done any direct comparisons.
it's quite easy to do and as player outputs are
either standardised or adjustable, level
matching. which can affect A- B testing (
ie, a
machine can sound more forward or laidback) need not be aproblem.
Direct comparison by this method would
be the ideal way of evaluating the change in
performance expected when amachine has
had one of the upgrade modifications done to
it. Ideally two of the same models would be
compared first and then again after one had
been modified. Any change would he
immediately noticeable. Are there any CD
player owners out there who have done any
experiments of this type? Iwould be
interested in your comments.
Yours faithfully
[A future article by Ben Duncan will deal
with the recording-chain- quality fallacy: and
see ' Live Issues', p33 — Ed]

Better than being there
From: Bryan Stanton, JBHS Associates, New
York, USA
Dear Sir, Your coverage of the Chicago CES
[Ken Kessler's ' Chicago Blues'I in the August
issue was better than actually being there.
I've attended — and read about — those
damned things for the past 20 years; the first
10 of which were as amember of the press,
and the last eight as aPR man. The many
magazine follow-ups I've read have never
captured the zany- but-wonderful spirit of the
CES as did your article. Plus, you ferreted
out details and exhibitors that never seem to
get covered in any of the US audio press ( is it
your honest face'?).
Granted, many of them are products not
readily available in the US market, and our
press do not mention them to avoid confusing
their Stateside readers. But, it's these very
same colourful participants that make the
CES such an interesting and international
audio forum. It was agreat read! Ihope your
sore feet have recovered.
Yours faithfully

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from BINDERS, 78 Whalley Road, Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. BB1 2LF.1971 to 1982 are covered by
two binders ( Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £4.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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Nigel Kennedy listens to Nigel Kennedy on Stax headphones

STAX
THE BEST HEADPHONES IN THE WORLD
Path Group PtC, Desborough Industrial Park, High Wycombe, Burks HPI 738G Tel 0494 459981 lelex 837134 PAM G AX 0494 461209

PATH
GROUP PLC

NEWS >
MERIDIAN LAUNCH DIGITAL SPEAKER
AND MULTI-ROOM SYSTEM
As 'scooped in our CES report veneered plywood, braced and
(HRNIRR August) Meridian has damped internally and fitted with
become the first speaker manufac- capped, spiked adjustable feet.
turer to offer an active louds- The grille utilizes a low profile
peaker with digital inputs. It injection- moulded frame with
means that digital sources can be acrylic woven textile cover in
heard with fewer intrusions of the black and the speaker is available
signal path. Digital-to- analogue in finishes including black ash or
processing takes place inside the American walnut as standard with
new D600 Digital Active Louds- rosewood or high glóss black lacpeaker, including frequency divi- quer, to order. Dimensions are
sion; the divided analogue signal 900 x210 x300mm ( hwd). The
is then fed directly to six power price per pair is £2495 complete
amplifiers, driving six speaker inc VAT.
Also as reported in our Summer
units.
The D600 also provides remote CES coverage, the completion of
control operation (with the Meri- Meridian's 200 Series model linedian 209 handset) to alter play- up means that the company can
back levels, left/right balance and now supply a multi- room system
frequency balance, as well as pro- based around 207- Pro CD Player
viding control over Meridian 200 (with its own pre- amp stage), the
Series components. The D600 201 Remote Control Pre- amplialso features a display to inform fier and the 204 FM Stereo Tuner
the user of the system's operating Timer, to complement their active
status, along with Meridian's loudspeakers. With the addition
Music Sensor Circuitry to provide of aplug-in board and accessories
instant music from stand-by from an extensive catalogue of
mode. Drive units include two multi- room fittings, the 200 Series
160mm Bextrene cone bass/mid can be used to provide sound
drivers and one 25mm Titanium throughout the home, with source
diaphragm tweeter with diecast selection, playback level setting
aluminium chassis. Amplification and function commands accessible
consists of two 70W bass/mid from each zone via hand-held or
power amplifiers and one 35W HF wall mounted key-pads.
power amplifier per enclosure;
The Multi- Room Network is
these are non- switching Class- A designed to accommodate every
possible domestic situation,
designs.
Power supplies use toroidal enabling the user to feed different
wound multi- screened transfor- sources to different rooms. The
mers to CSA/UL specification, system also provides a lock-out
fully regulated with large reserve facility to keep others from
capacitors. Electronics include an tampering with the sound in each
on- board 64 stage switched room. Accessories are available to
volume control, rear mounted on- fit each room, with either basic or
off switch and high specification comprehensive remote operation.
DAC integrated circuits and ana- For further information contact
logue inputs for use with non- Boothroyd Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton
digital sources. The D600's Road, Huntingdon, Cambs
cabinet is constructed from 20mm PE18 7EJ. Tel ( 0480) 57339.

ADC'S FIRST COMPONENT SYSTEM
ADC, of cartridge and equalizer ers, and inputs/outputs for two
fame, has launched a range of tape decks. The matching tuner
components to complement the can store up to 10 AM and 10 FM
already available CD- 2000E CD stations and features signalplayer. The new products include strength meter, flourescent disthe A-2080E integrated amplifier play and mono button; the T(£399.90) and T-2000E AM/FM 2000E also utilizes Schotz noisetuner (£239.90). The A-2080E is reduction circuitry. The amplifier
rated at 60W/channel, into 8ohms comes with a remote control unit
RMS, and features discrete out- which operates the entire ADC
put devices. DC-servo design and system. Soundtec Marketing Ltd,
the ability to drive low- impedance Unit 9, Belfont Trading Estate,
loads. Facilities include CD Mucklow Hill, Halesown, West
direct-switching, headphone out- Midlands B62 8DR. Tel ( 021) 550
let, facility for two pairs of speak- 7387.
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CAMBRIDGE DAC, TUNER
Cambridge Audio has introduced
two new D to A conversion units
and an AM/FM tuner. The DAC3
(€299) incorporates all of the
necessary digital processing, error
correction and digital filtering circuitry required to process the
digital output of CID or DAT
machines; the unit also features
Cambridge's 16- bit, 8-times oversampling conversion system with
passive audio stages. Front panel
controls allow for the selection of
either CD or DAT inputs and
provide absolute polarity inversion in the digital domain. The
DAC'3 is also equipped with a
high quality volume control,
allowing for direct connection to a
power amplifier. The DAC2
(€450) is similar to the DAC3 but
features four digital inputs ( two
CD and two DAT) and two digital
outputs. Circuitry includes Cambridge's 16- bit, 16- times oversam-

piing conversion system, as first
used in the CD2 CD player. This
unit also offers polarity inversion
in the digital domain, as well as
three audio outputs including
Direct, Passive Variable — fed
from the front panel volume control — and Active Variable which
takes the signal after a Class-A
buffer stage. Also provided is a
headphone facility with its own
5W discrete Class- A amplifier.
Both units adjust automatically to
the sampling rate of the input
signal, automatically changing to
the CD or DAT mode regardless
of control settings. The T40 AM/
FM tuner (£ 199) has been
designed to match the P40 integrated amplifier. It offers LF. MF
and FM wavebands and utilizes a
MOSFET front-end feeding a
linear-phase IF system incorporating both ceramic and variable
'Q' coil filters.

THAT'S HARMAN
Harman UK has announced two
new tape types in the That's
range. RX is anew budget tape, a
ferric said to be identical to the
IECI Primary Reference Tape in
terms of relative sensitivity and
sensitivity at 400Hz, with dynamic
range well above class average.
At the other end of the spectrum is That's MRX-Pro, a topquality metal tape featuring new
shell design for improved wowand-flutter and greater azimuth
accuracy. The new MRX-Pro is
said to have greater sensitivity
and 3dB greater dynamic range
than the older version.
On the Harman/Kardon front,
anumber of affordable new components have been added to the
range, following the success of the
company's Manhattan system.
Two new cassette decks have
been introduced, the TD2I 2
(£199) and the TD262 (£299). The
former features Dolby B&C, solenoid controlled two-motor transport and fine- bias, while the latter
adds HX Pro, record-mute, and
memory functions.
Three new CD players have
been added, all featuring the company's discrete, wideband, zerofeedback analogue section, threebeam laser pickup, 36-track memory and audible two-speed cueing.
The HD200 (£249) is a 6- bit,
2-times oversampled player, the
HD400 (£299) adds infra- red
remote control, and the HD800
(£359) offers 4-times oversampiing and headphone socket, with
volume control. Two receivers

have also been introduced, including the 30W/ch HK440VXi (£299)
with 12 FM and six AM presets,
unique ' black-out' display, and
facilities for VCR and two tape
decks.
The HK880VXi (£599) produces 60W/ch and features remote
control command of all major
switching, monitoring and tuner
functions. The video facility
allows for simultaneous video/
audio signal switching; also featured is an external processor for
the insertion of an equalizer or
surround-sound decoder.
Harman has also announced
two new integrated amplifiers and
an addition to the top-of-the-line
Citation range. The PM6351
replaces the PM635. The new
model offers 20% greater instantaneous power, adds inputs for
two tape decks with copy facility
and sports binding-posts instead
of spring-clips for the speaker
connections. Price is £ 159. The
PM650VX1 (£350) is rated at
70W/ch, features interactive video
switching for two VCRs and two
tape decks and accepts m-m and
m-c cartridges.
The Citation 25 (£589) is afully
remote controllable pre- amp
added to Harman's prestige
range. Facilities include interactive video switching with copying
facilities for two VCRs and two
tape decks, m- m and m-cphono,
CD, AV1, AV2 and tuner inputs.
Contact Harman UK, Mill Street,
Slough, Berks SL2 5DD. Tel
(0753) 76911.
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NEWS>
MENTMORE RESTYLED
Hi-fi hobbyists in the UK are
familiar with the Cranfield Institute Of Technology because of its
involvement in the design of The
Rock turntable, as well as the
development of Granitan, a
super-dead granite/resin composite used for the original Rock's
plinth and some prototype speakers. Cranfield student Paul Fearis
has now entered a project with
valve amplifier manufacturer
Mentmore Industries.
Launched at arecent exhibition
the amplifier project was

described in the catalogue as one
which: ' aims to widen the appeal
of such equipment ( valves] for
domestic use'. The project has
involved the re- design and
development of an existing power
amplifier, coupled with the launch
of a new complementary preamplifier. Dealing largely with
the user interface and aesthetic
design, the project has produced
an elegant and striking visual
image for the product, offering
improvements in both sonic performance and safety.
Dubbed the ' M- Series', the new
range consists of a full function
pre- amplifier, the TVP-I , and the
TVA 50 stereo power amplifier
rated at 50W/ch. Though based
on existing designs, the circuits

BRIEFING
ALBA plc has purchased 80% of
the issued share capital of Satellite
Technology Systems from a subsidiary of TVS Entertainment plc.
AIWA UK LTD has moved to
Unit 5, Heathrow Summit Centre,
Skyport Drive, West Drayton,
Middlesex. Tel 01-897 7000; Fax
No 01-564 9446.
ASTON AUDIO has been
appointed to act as service agent
for all Burmester products in the
UK until such time as a new
arrangement for distribution is
made. Tel ( 0625) 582704.
BBC ENTERPRISES has released
a new series of spoken-word cassettes under the ' BBC Radio Collection' banner. Among the first
titles released are Maureen Lipman's ' How Was It for You?',
'Macbeth' ( with Dennis Quilley
and Hannah Gordon), ' Poetry
Please, Winnie-the-Pooh - The
House at Pooh Corner', and
'Round The Horne'. All tapes are
Dolby-encoded.
BIB has introduced a new ' dual
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

have been revised extensively for
sonic improvements and reliability, as well as for easier, more
consistent, production.
The pre- amp is a two-chassis
unit, consisting of the control unit
and an outboard power supply;
the same case also forms the
chassis of the power amplifier.
Using expanded polyurethane.
Fearis has sculpted a fascia with
chamfered edges, the front vertical surface being the same height
as the control knobs. Finished in
deep charcoal Nextel, the fascia is
split so that the left hand quarter
is coloured in cream with the
Mentmore logo.
The controls are extensive,
offering fully adjustable m-c and
m- m inputs and a host of linelevel inputs, volume, balance and
a novel muting-circuit. The product was conceived to allow for
either upward or downward
model development using the
same fascia to maintain a family
resemblance.
The power amplifier, though
based on the same low- profile
case, has to provide greater height
to allow for the tall-ish EL34
tubes, so Fearis produced a ' valve
cover' consisting of stepped layers
of metal, designed to dissipate
heat at a specific rate.
Naturally, the power amplifier
can be configured as amono unit,
so Mentmore can look forward to
producing a family of distinctive
products without needing perpetual chassis and faceplate restyling. Due for launch in January
1989, the pre- amplifier is set to
retail for £998 with the power
amp's price set at £917. Mentmore
Industries, 24 Mentmore Terrace,
Hackney, London ES 3PN. Tel
01-986 4125.

pack' cassette cleaning system.
Contained in the system are the
Mini Tape Head Maintenance Kit
with head cleaning tools, head
cleaning brush, cleaning fluid, and
replacement felts stored in a cassette library case and a Cassette
Cleaner/Demagnetiser also supplied in a cassette box. Price of
the kit, REF A-629, is £3.98.
FOUNDATION AUDIO has
appointed the Path Group as official UK distributors. New to the
line of speaker stands are the Sir
Fred models, retailing for £79.95
per pair and available in heights
of 14, 19 and 23in.
HITACHI is to launch a 100min
audio cassette. Types include the
metal HD- M100 and the high- bias
HD8-100.
INTERTAN, who trade in the UK
as Tandy, announced net profits
for the year 1987 of $23,797,000.
KEWMODE has added two new
headphones to its line-up. The
CD 2+2 Digital Compatible fourspeaker earphone and PRO 990
CD Compatible model both retail
for £ 14.95. Kewmode. Winches-
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DUAL, DENON PRICE CUTS
Hayden Laboratories has
announced price reductions: Dual
503-1 turntable £ 114.95 ( from
£124.95); Dual 505-3 turntable
£139.95 ( from £ 149.95); Denon
TU 450L digital tuner £ 119.95
(from £ 129.95); Denon DRM07/
88 cassette deck £ 124.95 ( from
£139.95). We are informed that
the DRM07 cassette deck has
been uprated to ' 88 status through
better quality components, tighter
tolerances and improved production techniques.
Two new products have been
added to the Denon stable, the
DRM-10HX cassette deck
(£179.95) and the DCD 910 CD
Player (£ 299.95). The DRM10HX is a three motor design
featuring Dolby B, C and HX Pro
noise reduction, ' SF Hyperbolic'
record/playback head, variable
bias control, music search, auto
tape select, one- touch recording,
digital tape- counter and dual
power supplies.

The DCD-910 CD player uses
twin super linear DACs, providing 16-bit 8- times oversampling.
Features include digital output.
LC-OFC analogue filters, remote
control including volume, facility
for 3in CD singles, viscoelastic
floating transport. anti- resonance
casing, auto-edit, index search,
two random- play programmes,
headphone socket ( with vol control) and 20 programmes with
calendar display. Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.
Tel (0753) 888447.

NEW TAPES FROM MAXELL
Maxell has uprated its popular
UR ferric cassette and added two
new types to their catalogue.
UR•s performance has been
enhanced with an 0.5dB increase
in mid and high range sensitivity,
while high range MOL has
increased by 1dB.
Available in 46, 60, 90 and
120min lengths. the new UR
comes in aclear shell with tinted
oval window; price for aC90 will
be around £ 1.15. UDI-S is aType
1formulation using pore- less Ferricrystal particles with a sharp
coercivity distribution; compared
with Maxell UM. high range is up
by 1dB with dynamics increased

by 1dB as well. Unlike other
Maxell tapes using the oval window, UDI-8 features an arrowshaped window which indicates
the direction of travel. Available
in 46. 60 or 90 min lengths, aC90
will sell for around £ 1.38.
Completing the trio of new
tapes is UDII-S a Type II formulation untilizing the same shell
as the UDI-S. Superseding UDII,
the new tape offers greater sensitivity and higher MOLs. Also
available in -16, 60 or 90min
lengths, UD11-S will retail for
about £ 1.55 for a C90. Maxell
(UK) Ltd, 3a High Street. Rickmansworth Herts WD3 IHR.

ter Works, Winchester Place,
London E8. Tel 01-249 7133.
RENDAR LTD has announced a
comprehensive range of low-cost
switches and connectors, including gold-plated jack- plugs and
sockets, panel and PCB- mounted
sockets, straight, in- line and rightangle plugs. DIN and phono plugs and sockets and DC-power
connectors. Rendar Ltd, Durban
Road, South Bersted, Bognor
Regis, W Sussex P022 9RL.
(0243) 825811.
TANDY'S 1988-89 electronics
catalogue is now available from
all outlets. The catalogue now
runs to 140 full colour pages and
contains 473 new products.

Seoul; trade- only. Exhibition
Dept, EIAK, 648 YeogsamDong, Gangnam-Ku, Seoul 135,
Korea. Tel ( 02) 553-0941/7.
22-23 OCTOBER Guitarist ' 88
Show, Kensington Town Hall,
Hornton Street. London W8.
UK's largest guitar exhibition.
open 10.30am-7.00pm; admission
£1.50.
24 OCTOBER Meridian MultiRoom System Musical Evening,
sponsored by Aston Audio. Stanneylands Hotel, Wilmslow. Tel
(0625) 282704 for free tickets.
28-30 OCTOBER Zeus Audio Hi Fi Show, Stormont Hotel, Belfast, N. Ireland. For full details,
contact Zeus Audio, Tullynure
Lodge, 18 Castlecaulfield Road,
Donaghmore, Dungannon
BT70 3PQ. Tel ( 08687) 67935.
3-6 NOVEMBER 85th AES Convention, Los Angeles, California
USA.
13 NOVEMBER Audio Centre of
Sheffield's Hi Fi Show, Hallam
Towers Hotel. For information
contact Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road. Sheffield, SIO 2HS.

EVENTS
21-23 OCTOBER Scottish Hi Fi
Exhibition ' 88, Post House Hotel,
Edinburgh.
21-26 OCTOBER The 19th Korea
Electronics Show, organised by
the Electronics Industries Association of Korea ( EIAK), Korea
Exhibition Centre ( KOEX),
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...when it comes to music, nobody plays it better than Yamaha

Sit back, relax and enjoy the dynamic, natural sound of aYamaha

cassette deck. Engineered to the highest standards, the Yamaha

range of hi-fi cassette decks offers something for everyone —

professional 3- head systems, auto- reverse decks, twin-tape

machines plus advanced features like Play Trim and Dolby HX Pro'

Dynamic Bias Servo— and much more. Plus they're all RS remote

control compatible — in harmony with the test of you! Yamaha

system. So whether you're buying your first cassette deck or

reaching for new heights of excellence, choose a

Yamaha — they're music. naturally.

For further information and the name

of your nearest Yamaha dealer, contact us at the address below.

=

YAMAHA 1887-1987

YAMAHA HIFI

Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Limited. Yamaha House 200 Riclunansworth Road,
Watford, Herts WDI 7IS. Tel Watford I0923133166.
•
Dolby HX Pro is atrademark of Dolby Laboratory Liœnsing Corporation.

NEWS•
MIDIS AND PERSONALS FROM KEN WOOD
Kenwood has launched five new
midi- systems, ranging from
£499.95 to £999.95. All feature
remote control operation. with
volume via a motorized pot. The
basic system is the M-32C'DS,
rated at 30W/channel and priced
at £499 with DP- 320 CD player
and speakers: it is also available
without turntable for £449.99.
The M-42CDS is also rated at
30W/channel and sells for £549.95
including the DP- 520 CD player;
price without the DP-520 ( M- 42S)
is £399.95. The M-62CDS is rated
at 50W/channel and is available
for £649.95 or £499.95 without the
CD option.
The M-82CDS adds surroundsound and is rated at 60W/chan-

nel; price is £779.95 or £649.95
without CD. Top of the line is the
M-92CDS, rated at 75W/channel
and featuring surround sound and
a4- times oversampling DAC circuit and surround (£999.95).
Kellwood has also announced
that they will now be making their
range of per mil hi ri available in
the UK. The range will start with
five models including the CP-3X
(£99.95) and (' P- SR (£ 109.95) cassette players. the CP-S710 cassette recorder/tuner (£ 189.95) and
the DPC-55 (£ 169.95) and DPC77 ([ 269.95) portable CD players.
Trio-Kenwood UK Ltd, 17 Bristol
Road. The Metropolitan Centre.
Greenford, Middlesex UB6 8UP.
Tel ( Dl) 575 1550.

ART AUDIO'S QUIN-TET
New company, Art Audio, has
kicked off with a valve power
amplifier called the Quin-tet.
Rated at 25W/channel, the Quintet operates in Class- A mode and
features a cascaded input stage,
full regulation and no overall
feedback. Price of the Quin-tet is
a sensible £395. Also due for
release is the company's pre- amp;
details are still to he finalized but

we do know that this unit will be
housed in a I9in rack- mountable
chassis and will feature full regulation, zero negative- feedback
and full tape controls. Price will
be £ 175. Art Audio also plans to
release a transistor power amp,
pre- amp and two integrated
amplifiers before Christmas. Art
Audio, 130 Main Street. Calverton, Notts. Tel ( 06(12) 653604.

OXFORD GOES UP MARKET
The ostentatious surroundings of
Oxford's top hotel saw the official
opening of a new high- end outlet
in the city last month. The new
shop is offering products from
Absolute Sounds and Oxford
Acoustics, a company the proprietor, Jon Harker, left to start
this new venture.
A complete system will he featured each month and the first of
these was demonstrated to an
invited audience of about 100 at
the Randolph Hotel. They heard
aselection of works ranging from
Hoist and Britten to The Eurythmics, Eddy Louiss and the Kings
Singers. The finalé was a rendition of the ' Garage Door' from
the HFNIRR Test CD — making
the Apogee Divas visibly rumble.
These were driven by aKrell KSA
200, with Audio Research SPI 1,
while the Oxford Acoustic Crystal
Reference was complete with Air
Tangent and Koetsu, with the
intricacies explained by designer
Fraser Shaw.
A California Audio Lab's Tempest II CD player had to be
pressed into service for a single
CD in each of the two sessions —
and it was interesting to notice the
audience bobbing up and down
trying to assertain the source: CD
or Gramophone!

Taking just three hours to assemble the equipment, there was a
near hitch when Ricardo Franassovici from Absolute Sounds discovered that he'd left his demonstration records on the pavement
in down- town Wimbledon. A
courier service saved the evening
and had them at the hotel just in
time.
The evening drew people from
far and wide. Robert Wakeling
from Essex was pleased he'd
made the journey as he won a
Koetsu Red in the prize draw — as
his wife said: ' It's gone to the
home of amusic lover, and won't
be wasted.'
Even the most expensive highend equipment couldn't overcome
rumblings from air-conditioning
units which had to be switched
off, causing the Lancaster suite to
become rather warm. Sounds of
high-speed drilling occured only
during pauses, probably more by
luck than judgement, all part of
the hotel's major refirbishment
programme. These interuptions
didn't detract from a most enjoyable and educational evening
which demonstrated just how
much information could be
obtained from some rather old
vinyl recordings, given the right
equipment.
TB

NEWS FROM THE SOURCE

Tel (0742) 737893.
21 NOVEMBER Rogers Musical
Evening, sponsored by Aston
Audio. Stanneylands Hotel,
Wilmslow. Tel ( 0625) 282704 for
free tickets.
21-22 NOVEMBER Linn Turntable Clinic, Tonbridge Hi Fi Consultants, 31 High Street, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel ( 0892)
24677.
7-10 JANUARY 1989 Winter Consumer Electronics Show, Las
Vegas, Nevada, USA.
21-22 FEBRUARY Sound EightyNine, Heathrow Penta Hotel.
Applications for exhibition space
should be made to Sound And
Communications Industries Federation, 4b High Street, Burnham, Slough SL1 7.11-1. Tel
(06286) 67633.
7-10 MARCH 86th AES Convention, Hamburg, West Germany.
For details contact Norman
Bolewski, Malvenstrasse 12. D1000 Berlin 45, W. Germany. Tel
+30/8 31 28 10.
18-21 APRIL Fiarex ' 89 International Trade Fair, Rai Centre.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Amsterdam, Holland. For details,
contact RAI Gebouw By, Europaplein, 1078 GZ Amsterdam,
Holland. Tel 020-549 12 12, FAX
020-46 10 06.
AUGUST 1989 East Coast Electronics Expo, Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, New York City,
USA. Contact Larkin-PluznickLarkin, 100 Wells Ave, PO Box
9103. Newton, MA 02159-9103
USA.
25-28 OCTOBER Broadcast '89,
Frankfurt Fairground, Frankfurt,
W Germany. For details contact
Wilhelm P Hosenseidl on (069)
7575-6452.

PEOPLE
PETER BELL has been appointed
UK agent for Origin Live products including Skyline stands,
Soli-Core cables and the Oasis
turntable with Jubal arm. Peter
can be reached on 01-520 9228.
KENNETH BLAIR, PABLO
ESPINOSA, ROBERT MAHER,
ROBERT RAPLEY and ERIC
SCHUYT have been awarded

NOVEMBER 1985

Source- Odyssey has announced a
new turntable. the SO. Featuring
anew DC motor, the SO incorporates electronic speed control and
a high quality outboard power
supply. The turntable's platter is
made from brass alloy, fitted to an
inner platter fabricated from alu-

minium. Although the SO has the
same dimensions, plinth, suspension and build quality of the original Source, it will retail for
around £ 170 less at £675 including
vat. Source- Odyssey Limited, 157
Curie Street, Glasgow G14 ( ITS.
Tel 041-954 5585.

grants from the AES Educational
Foundation.
TONY FAULKNER long-time
contributor to HFNIRR, is moving to the USA to establish Green
Room Productions Ltd in New
York, a fully-equipped, state-ofthe-art studio for classical music
recording. The staff of HFNIRR
wish him best wishes in his new
venture.
ALLAN SMART has been
appointed manager of Cambridge
Hi Fi Ltd Bedford, a new shop.

assistant, and later as manager of
the International Artists' Department, he reached the peak of his
career with the gramophone company when he supervised all the
major recording schedules.
Arriving at HMV when electrical recordings had superseded
acoustic sessions, he recorded
great artists like Rubinstein,
Schnabel, Casals and Yehudi
Menuhin — whose first recording
he made. He was also responsible
for making many records with
Guido Cantelli.
Other famous names in the ' 30s
for whom he was responsible
include Toscanni ( recently issued
on CD and LP). The list is almost
endless — de Sabata, Schwarzkopf,
de los Angeles, and under the
EMI label Janet Baker and
Barenboim.
His widow, the Italian vocalist
Gioconda de Vito, survives him.
DA

SHOPTALK
CAMBRIDGE HI-FI LTD has resigned from BADA. The company
will be opening a second shop in
Bedford at 31 St Cuthberts Street.
Tel (0234) 325035.

OBITUARY
A back- room pioneer of the
recording industry, DAVID
BICKNELL, has died at the age
of 82. During the 44 years he
spent with HMV, fitstly as an

MIKE LEE, Commercial Director
of Nimbus Records, died suddenly on 7 September.
21

reviewing the reviews....
The uncoloured bass extension is probably the first feature that one notices. Organ, piano, full orchestra
or electronic bass are immediately characterized by anew depth and fullness, with the whole room
apparently coupled in as an extension to the speakers themselves. Iwould rate it as one of the most
impressive loudspeakers now being made in the UK.
John Borwick, Gramophone

Briefly the TDL Reference Standard is abass reproducer which in frequency range can compare to the
most advanced and most expensive subwoofer constructions, and in respect of the quality of the bass
reproduction these loudspeakers are equal to any commerical design we know of, or have tested. The
bass reproduction in other words is complete, precise and accurate.
Steen Michaelsen and Michael Madsen, High Fidelity (Denmark)

To summarise, it is adistinctive but altogether fascinating speaker, amust for lovers of the type of bass
that strikes you to the marrow; very absorbing and very accurate. There is no doubt that this is aspeaker
for lovers of full-flavoured best quality Barolo, rather than delicate Sauvignon.
Bebo Moroni, Audio Review (Italy)

Gainsaying its large size, the Monitor sounded agile throughout the frequency range, the main treble
register being rated as exceptional. The midrange ran the treble aclose second. The bass remained clean
at full power, and well differentiated from the mid and treble. Cathedral organ could be reproduced at
impressive levels, with fine weight accorded to the pedal registration; but by contrast, its reggae
performance was not to be sneezed at. In particular, if extended bass is important to you, then you owe it
to yourself to hear this speaker.
Martin Colloms, HiFi News

The extreme bass of course has aunique feel with large transmission-line enclosures like this. The bass
end is unusually extended, as Isoon confirmed by picking out deep organ pedal notes, timpani, etc. The
bass had atightness which added definition all the way up the scale, and this loudspeaker seems to have
less 'hangover' than most.
John Borwick, Gramophone

You don't have to possess Midas'd ears to know instantly that the big TDLs are Something Special. They
stretch down through the bottom octaves with such authority that those who think British designers
can't deal with bass will be eating their words, sans salt and pepper. Deep? You are going to feel the
music, not simply hear it. Not only is the bass deep and exceptionally well-controlled, it has scale. The
quantity and 'size' of the bass is perfectly proportional to the upper registers, rarely swamping it and yet
possessing adimensional presence which can only be described as majestic.
Ken Kessler, HiFi News
copies of these reviews, together with product literature are available on request.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: (0494) 41191

Telex: 838050TDL-G Fax: (0494) 461803

652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA Tel: ( 203) 324 7269 Telex: 643678 CONSORT Fax: ( 203) 356 1586
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HERE IS ONLY A MUZZY dividing line between being economical
with the truth and lying. When BSB,
the British Direct Broadcast Satellite
Consortium, made alot of noise and created
a flurry of favourable publicity by unveiling
the tiny 'squarial' (asmall flat-plate aerial to
replace alarger dish) they didn't say the one
on show actually worked. But they also didn't
say it was only amock-up; they didn't say that
none of the firms ( Sabra, Ferguson and
Tatung) pledged to make receiver systems
had tried using it; they hadn't invited the
inventor to be present and answer questions;
and they subsequently refused to put the
press in touch with him.
The saga of CD life has an even fuzzier
border line. Although Philips soon abandoned that stupid launch slogan: ' perfect
sound for ever', it was dropped because the
hi-fi press questioned the claim to perfection,
not perpetuity. Over the last five years the
CD makers have not claimed infinite ' life',
but they have, for the most part, brushed
aside questions on ' life', while failing to
mention that they were working to cure life
problems. Now, thanks only to the rash of
scare publicity we know what some of those
problems are, for example the interaction of
inks with lacquers.
Hence, and despite cries of anguish from
the record industry, the recent revelation that
not all compact discs are equal in their
resistance to artificial ageing tests is the best
thing possible for the new medium.
Even before the first CD went on sale, five
years ago, audio engineers knew in their
bones that sooner or later there were bound
to be problems. The factories pressing CDs,
marginally less communicative than the CIA,
were not interested in hearing questions, let
alone giving answers. The record companies,
which either own or employ the pressing
factories, got on with the business of selling.
Now the gaffe has been blown, the record
industry has no choice but to get down to the
serious task of ensuring that all discs sold will
last for as long as possible — despite the kind
of user abuse which would immediately make
a vinyl LP unplayable.
Common sense tells that any factory which
takes chances on chemistry, and cuts corners
in the production process, is likely to end up
making discs that will sooner or later
degrade. It is up to Philips and Sony, who
license production and cull royalty \ism
every disc pressed to police their licences.
The record companies are especially fortunate that the storm has broken sooner
rather than later. The British Phonographic
Industry, their trade body, estimate that by
the end of this year there will be 80 CD
pressing plants up- and- running round the
world, with a production capacity of 900
million discs per annum. This year around
550 million CDs will be sold. Sales for 1989
are estimated at around 760 million. It does
not take a mathematical genius to see that
there is a massive over-capacity which will
encourage the factories to drop their pressing
prices, even below the current level of around
70 pence per disc. Just two years ago, when
demand for discs outstripped supply, the
factories were able to hold their prices steady
at around £2.
Vinyl pressing plants are closing down, and
record shops are raising the price of LPs,
while reducing the cost of CDs, as part of a
concerted effort to kill the LP as soon as
possible. CDs take up less shop space than
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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records and are far less trouble to sell —
customers no longer keep taking back records
complaining that the pressing is faulty. With
CDs there is far less room for argument:
either the disc plays. or it doesn't.
In both Britain and North America aclear
pattern is emerging in the record shops, fewer
and fewer racks are now used to hold LPs,
and more and more are being devoted to the
display of prerecorded cassettes and CDs. In
Japan and the USA the new three-inch CD is
taking over the racks once occupied by vinyl
pop singles. The scare over CD life will have
only a temporary effect on sales. Even if
customers try to revert to buying music on LP
instead of CD. they may well not find what
they are looking for on vinyl.
Both Philips and Pioneer have already hit
problems with video discs which are made in
much the same way as CDs. Not surprisingly
they, too, were economical with the truth and
did nothing to publicize the need to re-call
and replace discs which suffered from what
the trade christened ' laser rot'. The video disc
problem was noticed early because the picture signal is analogue.
The commercial strength of digital CD is its
remarkable ability to tolerate faults. You can
drill holes through adisc without affecting the
sound when it plays. This is what lets pressing
plants stay in business. Most CDs are ' peppered' with tiny pinhole faults — which show
clearly when the disc is held up to a bright
light, large holes look like black specks of
dust. But, whereas faults on an LP produce
crackle, pop and hiss — and avideodisc gives
fuzzy pictures — a CD sounds fine until the
faults are so had that it refuses to play at all.
This is why so many music- lovers love CD.
Buying records has become apleasure again.
after years of taking pot luck in the search for
a good vinyl pressing.
But this strength is also a weakness.
Because the system disguises faults introduced at the production stage it will also
temporarily disguise faults caused by ageing.
Thanks to the recent frenzy of publicity, we
now know that artificial ageing tests, with
discs cycled between extremes of temperature and humidity. show that gold discs last
longer than aluminium, and some aluminium
discs last longer than others. What we don't
yet know, and what the industry will now
have to establish, is the extent to which
artificial tests parallel real life use — with CDs
left in cars, by radiators, and in attics.
Thanks to the frenzy, we also now know
that some plants which once lacquered discs
with asolvent are now using lacquers which
are hardened with ultraviolet light. And, we
also know that some plants are using soft
lacquers because the record companies want
to print pretty labels with brightly coloured
inks which will not adhere to harder lacquers.
It is afallacy to deduce that cheap CDs are
the ones most likely to fail first. Just as many
budget LPs were produced on the same
presses, and with the same materials, as full
price albums, so many budget CDs are
produced alongside full price discs. It is not
cost-effective to downgrade production standards for one batch.
So far, all the publicity on fading CDs has
centred on what it means to the people
buying and selling music records. The significance to firms using CD as a data store is
arguably far greater. Instead of an hour or so
of music, a five inch CD can store 600
megabytes of data, which is equivalent to 600
million text characters or a bookshelf full of
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encyclopaedia. The prospect of one of these
CD ROM discs losing valuable archival data
is too awful to contemplate.
The watershed, which led to the release of
the first hard facts on CD life, followed the
disclosure by Matsushita of Japan that it had
been experimenting with a wide range of
metals, including gold, silver, nickel, and
even platinum, to guarantee longer life for
CD ROMS. Several record companies.
including of course Mobile Fidelity, are now
selling gold music-discs in Japan and the US.
While the record industry was publicly
tearing itself apart with claims and counter
claims, the Research and Development
Department of the British Library was conducting independent life tests.
The BL research project is jointly funded
with Plasmon Data Systems of Melbourn.
Cambs, because Plasmon makes optical discs
of WORM ( Write Once Read Many Times)
type which the BL wants to use for archiving.
A WORM drive contains ahigh power laser
which burns sound, picture or data ' pits' into
a metal layer on a plastic disc. Plasmon has
already tested its own WORMs and believes
they will last many centuries, but the BL is
taking no chances. It is testing WORMs from
five sources, including IBM and Philips as
well as Plasmon.
WORMs are made from polycarbonate
plastics like CDs, but the metal coating is
different. The BL will also be archiving CD
ROM data discs, so it is testing these too.
The ovens are at the National Sound
Archive in Kensington, and tests were due to
begin in September. Some discs will be kept
in aconstant- humidity environment, at 20°C,
as a control, while other batches will be
cycled through different temperature bands,
ranging between — 20° and + 65°C, with a
variety of different humidity swings. The
discs will be checked every 500 hours for data
errors and again at the end of the test after
4000 hours. If there is no sign of any
degradation, the tests may be extended.
The BL is not testing music discs but at the
beginning of August the BPI started talking
with the BL technical staff about some kind
of collaboration which would let the record
industry include music discs in the BL tests. It
remains to be seen whether the record
companies managed to respond in time.
Whatever happens. the truth will out in the
end. The Consumers' Association, publishers
of Which?, plans its own independent tests.
Which? magazine has come a long way in
testing audio and video hardware since the
bad old days of its ' blob' ratings.
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Athena
by SUMO.
An affordable upgrade
to high- end sound.

D Flexible inputs and outputs
Inputs are provided for moving- coil or moving- magnet
cartridge (switchable), CD, tuner and video and there are
two tape recorder loops. MC cartridge loading can be
optimised. A switchable line level 'direct' facility bypasses
active gain stages. There are two preamplifier outputs, for

EJ A high-end preamplifierf or £ 595

further flexibility. Athena can deliver an output of up to 20 volts,

SUMO'S Athena preamplifier was designed for enthusiasts,

and a peak to peak current of 350mA, giving effortless

by enthusiasts, to offer remarkably detailed and transparent,

headroom.

yet warm and natural sound. Sound directly comparable with

D Guaranteedfor three years

cost- no- object equipment at much higher prices. Yet, thanks

SUMO products are designed and made in California, and

to the falling US Dollar; the American- made Athena now

backed by parent company Califone International, amajor US

costs only £595. An affordable upgrade to high- end sound.

manufacturer of educational electronics. SUMO's sound

D All discrete, Class A circuitry

quality is matched by impeccable standards of finish,

Athena's high- end

sound

is

the

result of painstaking

construction and reliability, and athree year guarantee.

In its review of Athena and matching power amplifier Polaris, HiFi News said 'the
SUM( Ts offered sound which approaches the upper level, easily justifying atotal price
of .E11)0 ... power aplenty, excel lent recovery of detail... politeness coupled with real
energy ... I'm hard pressed to name aUK- made pre/power combo at the same prite
point which inspires the same confidence'.

development of every design detail, coupled with the use of the
MATCHING COMPONENTS BY SUMO

highest grade components. All discrete,Class Acircuitry uses1%
metal film resistors and metallized polypropylene capacitors
with oxygen free copper leads. Components are mounted on a
military grade glass epoxy printed circuit board, and external
connections are made via gold-plated sockets. A muting circuit
prevents switch- on 'thumps'.

AURORA am/fm tuner. £595

ANDROMEDA power amplifier: .C995
Digitally synthesised tuning. 8 presets. 2 x 200w into 8 ohms, 2 x 375w into
Switchable wide/narrow IF. Dynamic 4ohms, 2x450w into 2ohms. No current
noise reduction for weak signals. Size limiting. ± 40 amp peak capability per
matches Athena.

channel. 1.4kW transformer.

POLARIS power amplifier. f:595

THE

2 x 100w into 8 ohms, 2 x I
75w into
4ohms, 2x250w into 2ohms. mosiy:r

2x 65w into 8ohms,2 xI20w into 4ohms.

NINE PLUS
amplifier. .£ 1195

Class

A power

output stage with active bias correction

Unique, patented topology for pure Class

for transconductance error. No current
limiting.

A operation. No current limiting.
Prices are suggested retail including VAT

Acoustic Gold

SUMO: AFFORDABLE HIGH- END, FROM CALIFORNIA. FOR MORE INFORMATION AND THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DEALER, WRITE OR PHONE:
ACOUSTIC GOLD LTD., 1 ORSTON LODGE, OLD FARM ROAD, HAMPTON TW12 3R(2.
01-941 6737 ( 24 HOURS)

HEADROOM.

K

ESSLER WITHOUT A LEASH is
not a pleasant thought, but that's
what ' Headroom' is: KK unleashed.
It dawned on both SH and myself
that were constantly bombarded with products which can be described only as ' Kesslerish', and that a showcase without the usual
review- format restrictions was needed to
highlight these out-of- the- mainstream products. In asense, we wanted to deal as much
with the concept of a product as the sound,
because we're learning ( and it's about time,
too) that there's more to hi-fi than performance, like specifications, and whether or not it
fits your budget. Like acar or aneck- tie it has
to suit your taste and personality.
The first few instalments of this column will
be dealing with a new genre, products from
the grpup I've dubbed 'The Men Who Would
Be Croft'. Glen Croft is, like Tim de Paravicini, a stone- gone valve genius who's too
busy doing other things to build enough
product to satisfy the market he's created.
With Tim, it's other audio projects which
keep him away from the soldering iron. With
Glen, it's anybody's guess. All Iknow is that
I've given up trying to force, antagonise or
humiliate Croft into becoming a real-world
manufacturer. But in his wake is another
valve revival, this time of affordable products
to underpin the high-end tube goodies which
have transcended cult status.
(This, by the way, explains why we stopped
running ' Classical Glass'. So successful were
our efforts to re-establish valve gear in the
UK market that valves no longer need
justification in a solid-state world. Manufacturers, retailers, and journalists now treat
valve components merely as an alternative to
transistors, rather than as an amusing curio.)
'The Men Who Would Be Croft' are
manufacturers who produce eminently
affordable, musical valve pre-amps. As with
the products of their mentor, these pre- amps
are — like the unbelievably good Croft Micro
— devoid of frills, simple in concept. short of
luxury, and high on good sound for the
money.
In the past six months, I've sampled no less
than seven new valve pre- amps retailing
between £350 and £ 1400. By current standards, that spread is the norm for entry- to
mid- level solid-state pre- amps. covering such
makes as Cambridge, Nairn, Audiolab, and
too many others to list. The tube alternative,
however, has usually been much more costly,
with the exceptions being Beard. Radford
(Woodside Electronics) and a couple of
others. But these are too professional. too
smart, too . . . too sensible to be Croft- like.
No, what we're examining is the hair-shirt
side of hi-fi, a ' let's rough it' attitude that has
acommuter riding amountain bike when he
could just as easily use a svelte Peugeot.
The British contenders in this group
include Foundation, best known for their
speaker stands, and newcomers Rose, and
Verna. ( The latter company is related generically to Glassic, the tube head- amp of fairly
recent memory.) From Yugoslavia we have
the Oakley, and from down under there's the
Vacuum State, distributed by Max Townshend of The Rock fame. In addition to being
sensibly priced, these pre-amps all have in
common styling which ranges from the bland
to the bizarre, and not one of them will earn
you what John Atkinson calls ' high- end
brownie points'. In other words, the only
reason you'd buy one of these pre- amps is
because you believe that the sound is the best
for the money. If you want sex-appeal or ego
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reinforcement, you'd better talk to your bank
manager.
To put these pre- amps into perspective. I
listened to them in the same system which has
in recent months housed the £3000. amazingbut- flawed Matisse and my latest purchase,
the Audio Research SP-9. If you want to read
that last remark as an endorsement, then go
ahead and do so. Ibought the SP-9because it
is, quite simply, the only pre- amp within my
financial grasp which is of true high-end
quality and performance; the SP- 15 will have
to wait until Iwrite abest-selling novel. ( To
dispel any jealousy or envy, keep in mind that
agood pre- amp is as necessary to my career
as aquality set of spanners is to amechanic.)
Given that this is my reference, the ' Croftlets'
were judged in terms of sacrifices they made
vis-à-vis the SP-9 and £ 150's worth of Micro
with cost as the variable. And considering
that one of the pre- amps had a price tag
equivalent to 80q of the cost of the SP-9. it
made the Audio Research offering look like
even more of a bargain, and the Croft look
like more of a steal.
Iwant to start with the three Foundation
pre- amplifiers because they will be the easiest
for you to find. All of these pre- amps suffer
from relative obscurity, but the Foundations
have the benefit of acredible dealer network
because Cliff Stone has been making and
selling his superb speaker- stands long enough

A true rarity: Crays power amp

to have earned aplace on the map. I'm still
recovering from the notion of a leap from
speaker stands to tube pre-amps. but hi-fi
always has been a source of surprises.
Stone first warned me of his entry into the
valve wars over pizzas in Croydon, and Imust
admit that Iwas sceptical about ambitious
plans for a range that would grow to three
models and — eventually — power amps. But
within the year. Stone presented me with
working production samples. From the fertile
brain of designer Nick Poulson. Foundation
has created afamily of pre- amps based on a
single, simple circuit, each upward step gaining specific levels of refinement. The pricing
is sensible, the styling individualistic without
being lovecrattian and the performance/ presentation good enough to dispel any sense of
'garage operation'.
Maybe that's a bad thing in this genre,
because the hand-hewn aspect is important to
some people. (' It's no shame to be poor.'
Tevye, Fiddler On The Roof.) Iprefer the
carved- from- solid- by- laser approach, so I'm
pleased that Stone did his best to produce
products of which the owner would not he
ashamed. (' But it's no great honour, either.'
Tevye, Ibid.) The NPI (£349.50), NPI()
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(£600), and NPUX1 (£ 1000) share identical
chassis, similar fascias and look- alike frontpanel layouts, and it's easy to be confused as
to which one is which, but alook inside and a
close listen reveals the accuracy of Stone's
pricing structure.
Poulson's philosophy is asensible one. He
believes that the fewer the parts, the lower
the veiling. He thinks that the power supply is
supremely important and he slavishly follows
the belief that all components — active and
passive — have their own sound. The results
are pre- amps tweaked to the maximum,
which means that only the foolhardy or the
wasteful will anoint these with ' designer'
capacitors, resistors or cables. Considering
the real-world pricing, the ingredients are
good enough to grace mortgage- level exotics.
The NP 1000 was the original product.
Foundation using trickle- down practices to
create the lower- priced models. Where the
NP1000 uses a valve- per-channel on both
phono and line- level stages, the NPIO uses a
shared valve in the line section. The NPI(XX)
uses three transformers in its power supply,
with full valve rectification and neon tubes as
voltage reference; the NPIO makes do with
one less transformer and no neon. Oh, and
the NP1000 gets agold strip across its fascia
as well as optional wooden finishes. The
NPIO is available only with ablack ash front.
But something happened during the
development of the NPIO and NPI000.
Foundation decided to distribute adelightful
little power amplifier from Berlin, the 50W
mono- block Da Capo. This solid-state gem —
able to drive the I
ohm Apogee Scintilla for 40
minutes before reaching melt-down — simply
would not work with the NP10/1000. Why?
An under-20kohm input impedance. To
make the pre- amps work with the Da Capo,
Foundation would have to add something — a
super no- no in accordance with Poulson's
less- is- more philosophy — but a cathodefollower was added for experimental purposes. Designed specifically for use with the
£696 per pair Da Capos, the NPIO, plus
follower, would also drive other power amps
with sub-20kohm inputs, but the price of the
system was higher than Stone wanted. So
Poulson simplified the power supply, eased
up on the choice of components, replaced the
real- wood fascia with black- lacquered
medite, and hey presto! The budget- priced.
Da Capo compatible NPI emerged as
Foundation's entry level pre- amp.
(Next month: Foundation and Empire, a
rose by any other name, and other insights on
passing acamel through the eye of aneedle.]
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How often have you read in a
review of amidi or rack system
'wonderful electronics, shame about
the speakers'? Now you can unleash the
potential in your system with
Wharfedale's Delta 30, atrue high
fidelity speaker built by an acclaimed
specialist speaker manufacturer. At
home with both digital and analogue
sound sources, it's also an impressive
'first' purchase when system building
with hi-fi separates.
Turn your system ' real' at
your local Wharfedale Dealer
or contact us directly for

dfull colour literature.
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THE HI-Fl SHOW
IF

Britain's biggest audio exhibition, held once again at the
Heathrow Penta hotel: Trevor Butler and Steve Harris report

OR THE SIXTH year in succession,
the country's largest Hi Fi Show took
place at London's Heathrow Penta
Hotel last month, with over one
hundred manufacturers and distributors
demonstrating the latest equipment. Sponsored by HFNIRR, the event attracted record
crowds over its four days — at times too many
for car parks and courtesy buses to cope.
On the ' public days, Saturday and Sunday,
HFNIRR's own demonstration programme
proved very popular, with tickets for the
entire day being snatched up within an hour
of the Show opening; the HFNIRR bi-wiring
and bi-amping demonstration was certainly
popular. Playing tracks with and without the
bi-wiring/bi-amping connections to allow the
audiences to judge the issue for themselves;
overall an improvement was found by
employing asecond power amplifier and with
two sets of wires to each loudspeaker,
An interesting variant was to change the
standard quality inter-connect cable between
CD machine and pre-amp for some Mandrake silver at 500 times the price — again a
general improvement was noticed, as there
should be at the price.
A second HFN/RR-sponsored technical
demonstration was the amplifier listening/
measurement comparison run by Paul Miller.
Paul played musical excerpts through three
specially-built versions of a proprietary 60W
MOSFET amplifier, which displayed different distortion characteristics ( reflecting the
variety of current commercial designs) while
their overall distortion measurements
remained low. Using test gear, Paul was able
to display the corresponding spectral
measurements on amonitor. A high proportion of listeners preferred an amplifier which
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displayed relatively high levels ot even-order
harmonic distortion to an alternative which
showed predominantly odd-order harmonics
within a lower overall THD figure. The rest
of the hi-fi system consisted of a Marantz
CD65SE CD player and Quad ELS 63
loudspeakers.
If there had been aprize for the 'best room'
room, it would have gone straight to Roksan's, pictured above ( and see ' Show Stoppers', page 31).

Esoterica
All the major ' high end' importers were
active at the show. Absolute Sounds, as
usual, had two rooms running timed demonstrations, which were packed to capacity
throughout the public days. In one room, the
system was based on the astonishing new
Audio Research SPIS pre-amp and DI25
power amp driving Magneplanar 2.5 speakers. The front-end lineup was California
Audio Labs Tempest II CD player, and Well
Tempered Turntable with Koetsu 80th
Anniversary cartridge. In the other room,
amplification was provided by the new Krell
KSA-200, driving the new Duetta Signature
speakers from Apogee — subject of a forthcoming scoop review by Martin Colloms.
Alternating with the Apogees in this demonstration room was the impressive tower- like
Duntech PCL 5(10 Marquis from Australia,
which had its world launch at the Show. The
Marquis retails at £3850 per pair, providing a
level of performance that Absolute Sounds
consider to be unique in a 'box' speaker —
though that term hardly does justice to the
monsters from down-under. Front-end cornponents here were the Micro-Seiki CDM100
CD player and Goldmund ST4 with Koetsu

Red Signature. Other new components launched at ths show by Absolute Sounds were
the Jadis Defy stereo valve power amp.
offering 100W with all the style of the JA80
monoblocks and, in complete contrast, the
Goldmund 2PH pre-amp.
Acoustic Gold had many exciting products
on show, including the ATC monitor speakers
(the 050 model is shortly to be reviewed by
KK). But the show-stealers, now in final
form, were the unusual planar speakers first
shown by their designers, Highwood Audio
of Calgary, at Chicago CES. These emerged
at The Hi Fi Show as the Sumo Aria. Drive is
applied by a moving-coil motor unit to the
centre of the large full- range mylar
diaphragm, which then drives the rest of the
membrane in the manner of ' ripples-spreading-in-a-still pond' to give an effectively
spherical sound source. On appropriate material ( Hildegard of Bingen) the Arias did
display sweet treble and fine imaging.
Audiofreaks was launching a thoroughlyrevised version of the Kuzma Stabi turntable
and anew version of the Stogi arm, and was
also showing the Empire cartridge range.
Audiofreaks also showed the latest Ray
Lumley and Doxa amplifiers. Distributor and
valve amp manfacturer Audio Innovations
was demonstrating asystem consisting of the
£5000 Voyd Reference turntable ( which has
three 0.5bhp motors!) Helius Cyalene arm,
Audio Note IO vdH cartridge and transformer, running into A- I's own Second Audio
Pre-amplifier and Third Audio Amplifier,
which achieves 20W Class A using direct
heated triodes, driving Snell A3 speakers.
But in a second room, Audio Innovations
showed the massive Agathon horn-loaded
speakers, each using no less than three
27

Lowther drive- units - only one faces the
front, the other two are inside the box. The
front baffle is formed into an inverse tractrix.
Sensitivity is claimed as 97-98dB right across
the audio band. The even larger Agalma had
to he left behind as it was too wide to go
through the hotel doors!
Making a big impression at the show this
year were the combined forces of Infinity,
Jeff Rowland and Oracle - three major
brands now distributed in the UK by Gamepath Ltd. better known to the hi-fi public as
Rotel UK. Present at the Show to launch ( or
re- launch) products into the UK were the
principals of these three major North American companies - Arnie Nudell of Infinity.
Jeff Rowland and Marcel Riendeau of Oracle. Arnie set up the Infinity IRS Betas with
his usual pinpoint accuracy, and visitors were
able to marvel at the superb internal construction of the Rowland amps.
On show were the Model 3 and Model 7
monoblocks, as well as the Model 5 stereo
power amp and Coherence One pre- amplifier. More eye-catching than ever was the
Oracle Delphi Mk Ill, now available in
silver/gold finish. The Oracle Alexandria
turntable is also now in Mk III form, completely revised with new ' European' styling,
new ' silent' DC motor and refined suspe nsion
system designed for easy adjustment.
Announcing the UK distribution of Carver
amplifiers, HW International displayed its
new range. Carver, purveyors of professional
equipment for many years, has launched a
limited hi-fi range to this countr‘ . Based on
the Bob Carver theory that magnetic field
power does the work in compact and coolrunning solid-state amplifiers, the company
says sufficient power has become manageable
and affordable for the home user. The Carver
direct- drive full range ribbon loudspeakers
with unidrive planar subwoofer system were
demonstrated in a first floor room - with
1000W rms power handling, the lowerground foyer, where HW were based, was not
the place. Outwardly resembling the
Apogees in shape, they're called Amazing
and that's probably not an understatement,
judging by the responses at the Show. Hafler's new XL600 power amplifier was
unveiled at the HW International Display. As
'big brother' to the XL 280 ' straight- wire'
amp, it offers 450W rms per channel into
4ohms. Sharing space with Shure's famous
microphone line-up was their collection of
cartridges, with the introduction of the new
VST-5. Using the VIS series technology, it is

Ind mg the Imey ( I ) Islais'
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Dynavector's new pre-amphfier - the beautifully- built
SSA-504
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rated a worthy successor to the VISV.
The Path droup's room was full of upmarket products like the Sfax Quatro Cl)
player - an 18- bit 8- times machine. The Stax
electrostatic headphones made the Glenn
Miller sound more exciting than usual perhaps helped by the fact that the CD,
recorded by the company's German dealer,
was a binaural one. Aragon amplifiers were
also present and are anew range to Path. The
24K WS pre- amp at £ 1395 sports six inputs
and two main outputs. both in phase, variable
m- c loading ( 10-47k) and separate psu. Two
power amplifiers are available, the 2094 dual
mono at £ 1195 and the 4004 ( 400W into
4ohms) will cost £ 1795.
Presence Audio launched no less than nine
new products. New British amplifiers include
the Cadence valve pre- and power amplifiers.
and the Albarry AP2 pre- amp. while from
France comes the smallest in the YBA family.
the YBA 3pre- and power amp combination.
Both Presence rooms at the show featured
the Opus 3turntable from Sweden, one with
the Decca International arm, as rewired by
Presence, and the London Super Gold cartridge. Spica TC-50s were shown in their
latest Presence- modified SEX form, on Zyp
stands constructed from carbon- fibre tubes
while Alexander speakers were seen with
their new and cheaper stands (£ 69 per pair).

Specialist systems . . .
As befits a company which has grown from
two to 18 staff in two years Alphason launched ahost of new products and were able to
play their own complete system. To complement the tonearms and Sonata turntable, the
cheaper Solo was shown, with its self-lubricating bearing which improves with use. The
2m springs provide good isolation although to
be cost-effective a lighter platter is used and
there is just one motor.
New amplifiers were displayed, the 100W
version employing a new FET with high
threshold voltage, and a matching pre- amp
with separate discrete regulators in each stage
and a separate psu.
Alphason's own-design ribbon drive unit,
which has been in development for two years,
could take either six months or another six
years to reach production. Meanwhile the
18- litre Amphion and 36- litre Orpheus speakers were demonstrated; with just a single
inductor, there is no crossover employed.
In their usual spacious display area Acous-

tic Research were demonstrating their Spirit
range, a smart- looking new speaker series
designed and styled in the UK though using
AR's American driver technology. Also seen
for the first time in the UK was AR's
electronics range, now completed with a
cassette deck, retaining the angled front
panel styling of last year's series but with the
casework now in metal and conveying much
more of a quality ' feel'.
Ariston gave effective demonstrations of
their value- for- money disc- playing system,
using both the well-known 0- Deck and the
newly- introduced Icon turntable, with their
own remote-control amplifier and speakers.
With both a static display on the ground
floor and demonstrations in Room 1003,
Kenwood claimed the best of both worlds to
display their full product line-up. Even their
midi-system M Series was proudly displayed
with larger pieces, including KA 660 and 550
amplifiers, in their upper room.
Best known for its amplifiers, Nene Valley
Audio has become asystem manufacturer by
introducing the NVA turntable, asuspendedsubchassis type with an integral floor stand
(159(1), and the Cube 1 (£490) and Cube 2
(£330) speakers. These are shaped as their
name suggests and use upward- facing Elac
bass/mid units with metal- dome tweeter facing forward.

Amplification and digits
With digits prominent at the Show. A & R
Cambridge attracted interest in the Arcam
Black Box D/A converter. This British company also had their Delta Series complete
system, including the new 60 integrated amp,
in between products by Livewire and Audioquest which the company distributes.
We understand that the Black Box may
well include a satellite TV board and a
provision for NICAM TV sound decoder
around the already custom-built NGA 35037
chip.
The CD1 from Cambridge Audio has
finally entered its Series II phase, with 32- bit
and I6- times: the question is, where next?
The CD2S Compact Disc player was among
the débutants, priced at £999. Cambridge
announced two new add-on decoders, the
DAC2 and DAC3. The latter is I6- bit 8times: the DAC2 16- bit I6- times with four
digital inputs and two digital outputs; available for £450 it even sports aClass A amp to
drive the headphones. A new tuner, the T40,
was unveiled, to match the P40 integrated

Jeff Rowland's exquisitely- made ¡ire-amplifier, now in
Mack

1ownshends new allOrdable Rock', the Avalon
(turntable
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Completing amplifier .specialia New Valley Audi',
disc-playing system — the .VVA Cube speaker

amp. This new three band tuner will be £ 199 —
a simple analogue design, the MOSFET
front-end feeds a linear- phase IF with ceramic filters and variable Q coil filters.
In an effort to clear the air of confusion,
Creek Audio Systems had two ciemonstrations
with active and passive versions of their L40
speakers. Also shown was the 4040 integrated
amplifier ( reviewed this month) which, like
the 4140 and T40 tuner, entered its Series II
in August with new styling, graphics and logo
— increased performance specification and
reliability. A more sophisticated option is
also now available — the 5050 amplifier.
Deltec Precision Audio was demonstrating
its pre-/power amp combinations with Acoustic Energy AE2 loudspeakers mounted on Ax
Z- shaped slate stands. Esoteric Audio
Research played a very loud system ( when
asked to turn it down, they turned it up!)
including their multi- drive unit line source
speakers, and launched Tim de Paravicini's
long-awaited pre-amplifier, matching the 509
power amps.
Along with speaker stands ranging from
the Designer Series through Sir Fred down to
the new Concord budget model at £ 39.95 ( 14.
19 and 23in heights). Foundation Audio
showed the NP- Ipre-amp and jewel-like Da
Capo mono- block power amplifiers from
Berlin.
With the Claymore amplifier as aflagship,
which has had good exports to Europe, Inca
Tech is looking to Taiwan to wave the Union
Jack and also has hopes for sales in China.
The company's new slimline Sabra runs
40W/ch — the Show version was so hot off the
production line it wasn't even silk-screened.
Just the latest addition to their amplifier
range employing Class A tactics.
Showing its complete range of amplifiers
was Ion Systems, these including the Obelisk
1, 2and 3integrated amplifiers and the Nexus
series pre- and power modules; also new is
the Ion-JC compact loudspeaker. Ion has also
now taken on distribution of the Magnum
Dynalah analogue tuners, and three models
are available.
Budget amplifier specialist ITL was showing the current range of minimalist MOSEET
designs — the MA80 integrated, MA- 8 preamp and MA- I00 40W/ch stereo power amp.
NAD, alias Hi Fi Markets, was showing,
although not demonstrating, a new 6-discplus-single- tray CD player. Costing £470, it
will play pseudo- random tracks from seven
discs and looked well built, employing the
JVC/Toshiba standard type of tray- loading
mechanism. It also sports CDR and will he
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available in November. A matching pre- amp/
tuner will cost £500 and include full- remote.
The Show models were designed to operate
on American voltage and we await the first
UK imports.
New products, and not only amplifiers,
were the order of the day for Naim Audio.
Their NA IBL speakers at £690 a pair are
two-drive units with an integral stand which
plays an essential role in the sound quality
and is not just decorative. At 6ohms they are
rated 65W ( msic prog) and are finished in
black ash. The Naim 2 integrated amplifier
was having its debut and is alow cost product
intended for ' first serious hi-fi buyers'. With
four inputs, there is a simple conversion to
allow the NAIM 2 to be used as a pre- amp
which would then drive the NAP 90 or 140 for
higher power levels.
High-grade components and careful design
mark the Orell integrated amplifier ( to be
reviewed next month by Paul Miller). Its
internal layout looked impressive, although
the show demonstration, using rather too
insensitive Harbeth speakers, did not do it
full justice.
A room devoted to accessories made up
half the QED Audio Products' display — the
now familiar headphone splitters, distribution
networks, switching boxes and, of course, the
79- strand speaker cable. The company ' snew
multi- room sound distribution system was
shown; Systemline is fully controllable via
remote.
Looking to ' match Nakamichi styling', as
OED said, the T260 tuner and A240 basic
amplifier were shown with the A240 SA and
new A270 top-of- the- range model ( a5(1W per
channel version with ' Super Analogue' board
hard- wired in as standard) to be officially
released in November. although OED had
sold their first production batch by the end of
the Show.
Woodside electronics showed the new Radford 50W Class A monoblock along with the
rest of the Radford valve amplifier range, hut
also unveiled the new, completely reworked
and updated version of the classic Radford
Tristar speaker.

Audio-visual and DAT
Philips had their CD475 Compact Disc Video
player on demonstration in a multi-screen
arrangement on the Covent Garden Records
stand. The CD- V player also featured
strongly in Philips' hourly presentation in the
well-equipped York Theatre. Playing to a
packed audience, " lb.' Story of Home Enter-

Innormit edesigu and massire construction feature in
this Space turntable

tainment• included the new DFA888 16- bit
4- times digital amplifier and an audio-visual
controller, the AV775.
The Philip audio/visual history of recorded
music tended to concentrate on the present
rather than dwell on the past, but with so
many products to demonstrate, time was a
limiting factor. Being about as far away from
Philips as is possible within the same hotel.
Marantz had their CD-V player costing £599.
thereby ending any similarities with those
carrying the Philips logo. The Marantz PM75
digital amplifier was on show — 100W rms
with DIA converter, and full remote, £199. In
gold. the ' 95 version has 3 x 120W/ch.
switchable class A/B or Class A at 20W/ch.
the usual 16- bit 4- times DAC, with 5-gang
volume pot and unlike the PM75, no tone
controls. It costs £ 1500.
Concentrating on the launch of separates
and A/V Component midi systems with surround- sound capability and rear speaker
options. Yamaha used a US-standard NTSC
CD- Video player; the UK ( PAL) version, to
he launched next year. will probably be a
second- generation model. The midi 555 lineup is based on the KA-M555 cassette recorder/amplifier unit Nimble deck, 35W/ch
front, 5Wrch rear), while the AV- M99 system
has a separate ( 40W front, 3W rear) fourchannel amp and complete- system remote
control.
Amark showed the Thomson TVP3000
digital video projector system, whose remote
control provides an ' idiot- proof' setting up.
For the first time in the UK, we saw aDAT
recorder aimed at the domestic, rather than
the professional user. Playback Studios, the
established professional equipment supplier,
showed the Sony DAT DTC-M100, a less
chunky domestic version of the heavyweight
DTC-I000, and which will retail at under
£800 in the UK. Supplies come not from Sony
(UK) Ltd hut from Sony's professional equipment division. Late entrants to the show
Great Products & Publications were also
demonstrating and promoting the DTCMI00.

Turntables

1"
ual .1sstems launched the superbly-finished Swiss- built
hmemble weaker%

Dual's turntables were displayed in Hayden
Laboratories' Britannia Room. Having just
had a £ 10 price reduction, the range was
attracting wide response — and the company
reported an excellent Show. For entry-level,
the SS430 for under £90 was alongside the
famous CS503 and 505. now Mark II.
Celebrating their 70th anniversary, Ortofon
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announced the availability of a limited, special edition cartridge based on their MC3000.
Only 801 are to be made available worldwide
and this ceramic- bodied device has yet to be
priced but will be more affordable than the
3000 because of an inferior diamond.
In addition to the well-known Revolver
turntables, SEE Ltd showed a new lowerprice version, the Rebel. This offers asimilar
package but with a basic OEM arm and
simple paint finish, at £ 160.
The company making nothing but
tonearms, SME Ltd, was attracting much
attention. Their Series V was in use throughout for recitals. The one-piece pressure diecast tonearm utilizes magnesium to replace
fabricated construction with an enamel- free
cartridge platform to avoid interface resonance. After four years of design this arm
shows that structual resonances are responsible for making vinyl discernible from master
tapes.
Helping Monitor Audio to achieve nice
sounds in the Vanguard Room was Source
Odyssey, launching a new and more affordable version of the Source turntable simply
called the SO. Now priced at £675, the SO
includes detail improvements but maintains
the existing high standard of construction and
finish. Options are black and mahogany with
complementary leatherette top plate. Also
shown was a new turntable table with additional lower shelf. the TS1. retailing at £ 175.
Thorens' internationally renowned designs
were shown in the Portfolio Marketing room
alongside Proton- manufactured goods.
They're offering, for £549. an all- in- one
system. for the Al 3000 has AM/FM tuner.
22W/ch amp. Compact Disc player and cassette deck, all with remote control in a
streamlined case. Thorens legendary TDI50,
TD125 and TDI 60 were joined by a revised
TD320 turntable and supported by the new
arm, TP(N1 ( reviewed in October).
After running acompetition to find aname
for his new record deck. Max Townshend has
called it the Avalon. Retailing at £ 299 complete, this new turntable features the Rock's
front-end damping principle, a solid vinyl
platter and ahigh-start/low-run power supply
to give smooth starting and low motor noise.
Max was running the Australian- built
Vacuum State tube pre- amp and EAR 509
tube power amps into the Townshend Glastonbury speakers, which seemed immune to
the usual hotel- room bass- boom problems.

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy, who established their name
with the two-way miniature AE I loudspeaker, showed the AE2. which uses two
bass/mid units with asingle tweeter in offset
position between them, and their new
flagship AE4. This is alarge and very heavy
model using four of the same size bass/mid
units in a ' square' array. For B&W, who had
their major launch amonth before. The Hi Fi
Show proved ideal to attract repeat trade
orders for their 500 Series. Bose's new 401s
were shown together with the much- imitated
Acoustimass satellites-and- bass- bin speaker
system launched last year. The principle is
said to he to launch sound into the room by
two air masses rather than avibrating surface.
A new budget speaker from Castle is the
Warwick. a two-way reflex design which
effectively replaces the Tyne. Cabinet details
include internal bracing and a medite front.
Price is £ 169; a matching stand will be
available. After along absence from the UK
30

Tim loudspeakers completed Alphason's stunning new
line-up - this is the smaller model

¡or Lowther enthusiasts?.4 win) innovations •
hornloaded Agatlum loudspeaker

market. Celef was back this year with three
new models. Cirrus ( around £ 180). Nimbus
(£230) and Stratus (£360).
Most eye-catching loudspeaker in the
Celegion room was the beautiful black pianofinish version of the new SL I2Si loudspeaker.
the two- bass unit member of the SL6 family.
Celestion's SL700 demonstration used the
Pink Triangle PT TOO deck and PIP preamp, but the power amplification was provided by astack of Precision Power monoblocks from T&R Industries, a new company
based in Coventry. The monoblocks offer a
peak power capability of over 450W and
weigh 10kg each; T&R have also announced
apre- amp, aCD player upgrade service and
their own cables, LN001 interconnect and
SP001 speaker wire.
Gale's new GS 501s are priced around
£700; they look rather like the famous 401s.
with either chrome or black metal end-caps.
Being atwo-wa y design, they differ from the
four-way 402s, and have high power handling
capability — rated at 200W rms. The Maxamp
active loudspeaker, with anew development,
was on show from Goodmans — plans are
underway for a full remote with in-built
infra- red eye. available from next year. The
company also displayed its new 5300 CD
midi-system, 35W/ch, spectrum analyser.
twin cassette and digital tuner for £ 99.

On show for the first time in the Harbeth
room was the HL5 monitor speaker, accompanied by the HR Compact launched last
year, and their early production batch of the
BBC LS3/5A. The HL5 uses an in-house
bass/mid unit with an aluminium tweeter and
good cabinet damping. Swedish loudspeakers
from the JWS Audio product line included
the new budget S70, asealed cabinet, rated at
70W rms with 19mm dome tweeter and 8in
fibre woofer. Matching stands allow storage
space below.
HFNIRR's October front cover came to life
in the George IRoom as KEF showed its new
C Series loudspeakers. Four of the six models
use the Uni Q driver unit with matched
directivity. Also undergoing evaluation was
the Meridian multi- room network concept.
including the 201 full- remote pre- amp. 210
twin system board and the 222 controller for
placement of sensors and handsets to allow
for multi- room operation.
Monitor Audio's impressive demonstration
featured the new Reference Monitor 1200/
Gold MD, aprestige speaker model featuring
M- A's new 26mm gold metal dome tweeter.
M- A bass unit and sand- ballasted cabinet.
Monitor's R952 and R852 models now come
with gold tweeter and hi- wiring option too.
and there is an update kit for owners of
existing MD models. Musical Fidelity was
showing the new MAI(X) monoblock power
amplifiers, designed to carry on where the
successful MA50s leave off, but even bigger
news was the new Reference 4loudspeaker —
which bears the same relationship to the MC4
as the Reference 2does to the MC2. Demonstrated on low stands with their backs to the
wall, the Reference 4s made apretty impressive debut.
Richard Allan launched an attractive new
small two-way loudspeaker, the CDS; we will
he reviewing this model soon.
The Rogers room witnessed the UK launch
of the three new models first seen in Chicago,
with power provided by a Muiscal Fidelity
A370. The LS2a and LS6a replace the
existing ' 2and ' 6. using metal- dome tweeters,
improved bass units, improved cabinets with
re-sited ports and restructured crossovers
(hi-wirable in the cases of the ' 6a). Using the
same drivers as the LS6a, the LS4a is a new
compact two-way model for stand or shelf
mounting. and will retail at around £210.
SD Acoustics were demonstrating the new
OBS floor- standing speaker, a three-way
model said to take the characteristics of
well-established SDI a stage further. It
retains the 'open baffle' idea but utilizes a
metal- dome tweeter and gives hi- polar radiation throughout the midrange.
The name might give away the market that
the ex- Wharfedale men of Studio Power are
aiming at, but the £ 129 Sapphire speaker is
actually quite a different beast. Made for
Studio Power in Denmark, it is designed to
be amplifier- friendly, with high efficiency and
drier bass to give a good feeling of clarity
even when used with mediocre system amplifiers. Available in white or black, the Sapphire is flanked by two other models in the
Studio Power's metal- cone ' Audiophile
Range', the £80 Signet and £ 169 Symphony.
Two new dual-concentric speaker models
announced by Tannoy were the DC 1000 and
DC 2000, along with their new range of
matching stands. The DC 1000s are biwireable employing a hard wired crossover
with dual concentric 8in driver in black ash or
walnut. The same finishes are available on
the DC 2000s; they have an 8in active bass
I
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driver and dual concentric 8in driver, infinite
baffle, plinth and a high 92dB sensitivity.
Whilst most exhibitors chose to have either
static displays of their products or listening
demonstrations, Wharfedale decided to
employ a member of the Magic Circle to
entertain those who flocked to the Windsor
Room. Magician Michael Bailey which ably
put on a show to remember, but pushed
home the ' Magic of Wharfedale' slogan but
allowed only the briefest demonstration of
the company's Five Series loudspeakers,
which included the brand new 505.2, filling an
important gap in the range at £ 169. Also on
show were the high-power ' V' series, Vanguard and Ventana. Wharfedale will repeat
the ' magic' formula at other shows up and
down the country.

SHOW STOPPERS
Now this is achange: for once Ican write a
show report and not have to worry about
leaving out any key players. Editor Harris
has asked me to describe what Ithought
were the most mind-boggling of the new
products, a hit- list as it were. Quite
simply, I've drawn up a list of knockouts
without referring to my notes. It seems to
me that these products. by virtue of their
'first thing that comes into your mind'
unforgettableness, must be the ones which
score the highest on the Kessler scale of
show assessment.
1) The Roksan Room: I'm talking about
the room as a whole, not just the nifty
little Roksan Hotcakes mini speakers
(their answer to AR Partners and Bose
Room Mates). Now Idon't want to suggest
that all exhibitors are lazy or unimaginative, because most do make an effort to
transform their rooms into aesthetically
appealing sites. So what does Roksan do?
They create an atmosphere. Owing to the
heritage of the company's founders Tigris/Euphrates basin I believe - they
transformed aprefab room into amuseum
smacking of both Middle Eastern antiquity, complete with ' stone' pillars and
tablets, as well as ashowcase for modern
art: Roksan products. It was a delight to
visit, being an oasis for the eyes and ears.
2) Oxford Acoustics: Beyond doubt, the
most talkedabout products at the show.
The new Crystelle turntable baffled all
and sundry by sporting a two- point suspension sub-chassis, with the suspension
in the pedestal. Iknow it sounds crazy,
but it's for real, the principle not amillion
miles removed from that of agrandfather
clock's pendulum. If this wasn't enough,
the company showed enough radical electronics to make you forget that turntables
are their main business. In addition to a
tiny phono amp and monoblock power
amps in Pink Triangle PIPlike wooden
chassis ( a passive pre- amp will complete
the set-up), Oxford also showed agigantic
two-box pre-amplifier which will sell for
£6000. The line pre-amp is housed in one
chassis, the phono stage in the other, and
the main feature is that this runs on
lead acid batteries, with 16 hours playing
time on afull charge. A third box contains
the charging power supply. Readers with a
good memory for our technical features
will be interested to know that this has
been described as the LFD 'on steroids'.
3) The Cadence Valve Amplifier: You
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Headphones

More new products

AKG Acoustics had on trial their new K280
Parabolic twin transducer-perchannel model
at £ 110 to complement the 1988 range; and
revolutionary new headphones were displayed by Beyer Dynamic. Although infra-red
is nothing new, Beyer's DT 690s worked well
in line-of-sight for a considerable distance
and provided high quality sound, being based
on the 990. Price is £ 199, so this is not acheap
import.
Among the comprehensive range of headphones dangling on the Sennheiser stand
were the HD540 Golds, at £ 160 a pair. and
also a special version of the 480, the 480
Classic with adiaphragm mass half that of the
ordinary 480s. offering a cleaner sound.

More new models were unveiled at this show
than in any previous year - space precludes
mention of them all here. There were new
models from Onkyo, Rotel, Sansui, Teac
(with reel-to-reel much in evidence). Nakamichi and Revox (
showing their new black
finish option and the new cheaper ' 100' series
separates). and many other items, both
homely and exotic - ranging from the Forsel
air- bearing tonearm ( imported from Sweden
by Moth Group and selling at under £ 1000) to
the Nitty Gritty record cleaners, on sale from
Speed of Sound. With trade and public
attendance up from last year, the show was a
great success - and we look forward to even
bigger things next year.

had to be quick to catch the nearlyfinished version of this, because Presence
Audio was running a pair of these new
British monoblocks in a not-yet-finalized
state as far as aesthetics are concerned.
The pre-production pre-amp and power
amps were there for one day only. and
they impressed me because of their simplicity, the lack of clutter and compactness
showing concern for both ergonomics and
domestic suitability. Total price should be
just under £3000 for the set.
4) The Sonus Faber Amator MOSFET
Power Amplifier: I'd cough up the £ 1500
tariff for this 80W stereo amplifier simply
to own it as an example of Italian styling it's that beautiful. The styling fillip which
makes it more than a lump of sculpted
metal is the design of the handles, compound curves of gorgeous rosewood.

British-made, hut for export only - the tasteful
Audio:: tube premaplifier

5) The Audion Valve Preamp: This one

sticks in my mind simply because Audiofreaks said that this UK- made pre amp is
for export only. Clocking in at £ 1500, its
probably the most tastefully styled tube
pre-amp in its price sector. Shame we
can't have one.
6) The Marantz CD 12 CD player: Like
the Audion. another one for the privileged few. Marantz' Ken lshiwata said
he wanted his company's name on a CD
player that would rival the California
Audio Labs Tempest II, so he created this
no-holds-barred two-box killer version of
the CD94 with out- board DAC chassis.
The snag? Only 500 numbered examples
will ever be manufactured, and those are
to be shared among the Europeans with
100 reserved for the UK. Those with
number fetishes be warned: Ishiwata-san
is keeping Nos Iand 500 for himself to
prevent them from attaining ludicrous
collectors' prices. The CD 12 will set you
back around £2500, but move quickly. I

think a few have already been sold from
our allocation . . .
7) The Finial Turntable: No, it wasn't
there. but a spokesman told me that ( 1)
there will be Finials available in Southern
California by the time this sees print and
(2) we'll be seeing them in Europe next
April.
8) The new Esoteric Audio Research Preamp: No name yet, not even any legends
on the fascia, but this looks like Tim de
Paravicini is about to match his amazing
power amps with a worthy control unit.
Mind you, Ihaven't yet heard the two-box
monster he's already launched, but Tim
enthusiasm was reserved for this more
svelte, gorgeously fnished prototype.
9) The Audio Research SPIS: Hey, what
do you expect? For afew years now, the
SPI 1has been THE pre-amp to own, and
the SPIS is supposed to be even better. It
looks similar, but with an engraved logo,
and it features technology learned from
the later hybrid, the SP9.
10) The Goldring Excel: If Ihadn't been
so nosey Imight have missed this early
example of a highground moving-coil
from the UKs premier m-cmanufacturer
(or is that only m-c manufacturer?). At
first Ithought that this solid metal construct was an Audio Note, but then I
remembered I was on the Veda stand.
Staff tell me that it will sell for a shade
under £500 and will be available by
January or February.
11) The Beard P1000: Bill Beard's entry
into the high end stakes. This 2x100W
power amplifier is achrome-plated beauty
which runs so many valves at such low
levels that valve life should probably be
measured in decades. Idon't want to say
too much, because I've been promised the
scoop review, but suffice to say I'm using
Beard amps at the moment. If the P1000 is
half as good as the mono'ed P100, I'm
going to bliss out.
12) Oracle, now distributed by Game path, has always had a reputation for the
best-looking products imaginable. The
new gloss-black Alexandra is a stunner,
easier than ever to install, and useable
with other tonearms. The revised Primier
and Delphi models have somehow been
made even prettier.
13) The Radford T90 Tristar: It's back.
with a new midrange, same styling, lom.
price. And that's reason to rejoice.
Ken Kessler
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AT OVER £100 THIS COULD
LEAVE YOU FEELING ABIT LIGHTHEADED.
How do we convince you and your wallet to part

unique technology used to achieve the very low mass of

company with more than ahundred pounds

the diaphragm and moving coil assembly (only 20% of

for aset of headphones?

that found on a typical competitor's headphone),
results in an exceptionally transient response and a

Well, not any old headphones, you understand.
These are abit special (at this price they have to be!)

reduction in the non-linear distortion, qualities normally
found only in the best electrostatic headphone.

Do we tell you that the Beyer DT 990 and DT 770
are compatible with compact disc players? Yes, but who
doesn't?
Or, do we mention that you can listen to anyone
from Mozart to McCartney, while someone else in the
room is playing the organ? (an unlikely event, we admit,
but you never know what turns people on).
Perhaps we could persuade you that it will go
nicely with other status symbols, like your Porsche.
Wait aminute, though, we haven't mentioned the
most important thing, yet. The sound.
If we can blind you with science for amoment,
here are just a few outstanding features that should
help to convince you.
The DT 990 is an open headphone with an
unbelievable frequency response of 5-35,000 Hz. The

The DT 770 closed headphone combines the latest
transducer technology with aunique bass reflex system.
This achieves asuperb bass response with well defined
sound image, plus excellent pulse characteristics.
As you would expect they are both light, very
light, and extremely comfortable.
You must hear them to appreciate their real value.
You just can't compare
them to anything else,

beyerdynamicnn

simply because there's
nothing else quite like

EXCELLENCE IN SOUND

them. So get down to your HiFi specialist and listen to

(

the new Beyer DT 990 or DT 770.
Expensive? Yes.

Worth it? Yes.

Every penny.

Need you hear more.

FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER, CONTACT BEYER DYNAMIC, UNIT 14, CLIFFE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LEWES, SUSSEX BN8 6JL TELEPHONE- (0273)4 79411.

LIVE ISSUES.
Ben Duncan celebrates 21 years of live music reinforcement and
takes a ` crash' look at the audio technology used at today's concerts

W

ITH ORIGINS in the streets, the
precursors of Rock had arrived
at a set of instruments which
were either loud by themselves
(brass., percussion and the human voice), or
could be amplified by the most primitive
equipment (the guitar ano its derivatives).
Once it had dawned that guitars and then the
whole group could be amplified almost ad
infinitum (
1965-7), aseries of outdoor festivals ( 1968-70) tested the capabilities of existing
audio technology to its limits, with the music
drawing unprecedented crowds' to share in a
live musical performance.
It was 21 years ago, at the 1967 Windsor
Jazz and Blues festival ( it later moved to
Reading), that Charlie Watkins assembled
the first high power music PA system. Rated
at lkW, it owed its existence both to a
growing dissatisfaction with previous
amplifiers which were underpowered, or too
heavy, unreliable or distorted, or just rendered impotent by their tendency to howlround; and a need to promote WEM's new
'silicon transistor' amplifier capable of one
hundred watts. With new-found levity and
small size, it was easy to use them in tandem,
each driving a column speaker. Within a
year, British groups were touring the world
with WEM PA systems of up to 4000 watts, a
previously unheard-of power.
The components that make up modern PA
systems have arrived via two distinct evolutionary paths. Front-end components (the
mics, mixers and processors) owe much to the
recording studio techniques developed in the
60's and 70's. But the back-end parts ( the
crossovers, amplifiers and speakers) are unique. Even 500kW of music PA has scant

military or industrial value. Good only for
bringing live music and speech to populations
the size of cities, the past 21 years of original
R&D effort into combining power with sonic
purity has been largely self-driven, and ultimately self- funded, by rental to artistes and
their record companies.

without the euphonic distortion of their
associated tube instrument amplifiers and
speakers. So the instrument amplifier's
speaker is miked-up, but sometimes acleaner
DI feed is also taken directly off the instrument ( or off the amplifier's pre-amp output),
so the two sources can be balanced at leisure.
The individual mic and DI cables are
grouped at two or more stageboxes, which
lead back to the splitter rack, at the side of the
stage. Here, each signal is split-out into a
series of multicore cables which lead to the
mixing console outfront, the stage monitoring
console, and maybe for recording and broadcasting too. Inside, 1:1+1 transformers
(ideally in combination with active circuitry)
isolate each feed, first to prevent ground
loops, and second, to avoid loading the mics
too heavily, and dulling their response.
The monitoring system (what Rock musicians rely on, to keep lively in the absence of
a conductor) is the principal source of the
muddle and congestion that can plague PA
sound quality. With 5to 40kW of monitoring
on stage, the soundfield adjacent to the mks
is less than coherent. Newly developed,
differential noise-cancelling microphones are
set to overcome the problem in the future.
More quality-conscious musicians already
live with low-key monitoring, even using
headsets, while good engineers mute unused
mics on cue.

Capturing the muse
Looking at the diagram close miking means
having one microphone placed close-up to
every instrument. Instrumental balance is
then left open, and each mic can be chosen to
match its instrument. Close miking is de
rigueur for live sound reinforcement.
Dangling a single microphone above the
stage would sound awful and severely restrict
'gain before feedback', owing to the excess
ratio of reflected (
cf. direct) sound components in the soundfiéld being sensed. The PA
system would then be overly prone to howlround, and limited to producing SPLs somewhat lower than those on stage. Fairly useless, in other words.
The outputs from electric instruments
(guitar, bass, keys and electronic drums) can
be derived directly. When this happens,
connection is made via a DI CDee-eye' or
'Direct Inject' box), which contains a transformer. It's needed to isolate the musicians'
backline equipment from the PA, to avoid
ground loops, and convert the unbalanced
source into alowimpedance, balanced feed,
for immunity against noise pickup en route.
At the same time. the sound of some instruments ( notably guitar and bass) is incomplete

At the control surface
The PA mixing console (or ' desk') has much
in common with its recording counterpart. To
the hi-fi reader, either can be looked upon as
an all-dancing, modular pre-amplifier, with
the capacity to combine and control up to 100

I. In July 1969, 256,000 people gathered in Hyde Park, r. here The
Rolling Stone headlined. Between 1967-9, there were 30 festivals
in the USA, attended by an estimated 21
4 million people.
/
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JBL speakers are used in the most demanding locations around the world. For more information

"In terms of sound quality
the machine is unparalleled
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LIVE ISSUES

signals. If the field of knobs looks daunting at
first, it helps to remember that the signal from
every mic and DI box is allocated its own
channel, while the eventual output is no more
than the familiar stereo pair.
Let's imagine for amoment that we're in an
auditorium. It's 4.30pm, aPA system is set up
in the gloom around us, and the guitarist is
playing afew notes up on the stage, so we can
begin to set up the mixer. Looking at the top
of the input channel strip' in figure 2. the first
knob actively adjusts the input gain, for the
best compromise between S/N ratio and
headroom. The ' Peak' LED at the bottom of
the strip, illuminates 6dB before the mixer
clips. Visual clues are vital with so many
channels and considering the 15dB+ PMR of
live Rock instruments. For the potentially
high signal levels coming off DI boxes and
some mics, extra headroom is gained by
depressing the ' PAD' button, which places a
—20dB attenuator at the input. Of the
remaining buttons, ' 48V' engages phantompower for capacitor mics while ' 0' allows
transposition of the signal polarity.
The next live knobs are for equalization.
The microphone is placed inches from the
guitarist's combo; the position is ideal for
overcoming the reverberant soundfield, hut
for the same reason, the instrument's timbre
is ' out'. Corrective EQ is available in four
bands. Hidden behind the knobs marked
'HF' and ' LF' is an upmarket version of the
familiar Baxandall (' bass and treble') tone
circuit. Alongside each, a button selects the
shelving frequency, beyond which the boost
(or cut) will level off. Less familiar are the
flexible ME ( Mid frequency) controls, with
tunable centre frequencies covering most of
the audio band. Imagine the guitar sounds a
bit ' fat'. The EQ is normally switched ' out'.
so we depress the ' EQ IN' button, and set the
MF2 knob to cut ( —). By sweeping the MF2
frequency between 100Hz and ( say) 500Hz,
we can swiftly ' home in' on the formant we
wish to dispose of, trimming the amount of
cut for the best effect.
Below the EQ section, the ' Pre' knobs set
the levels out to the prefader auxiliary outputs, or ' sends'. The signal borne by each
channel can be partially ( or wholly) routed
through sound processors in the adjacent
'FX' rack. Processes like reverb, compression. gating, and time delay are valuable tools
for the refinement of raw, live sound. While
the audio quality of some processors is less
than perfect ( in regard to composite music
signals), before fretting about the noise and
distortion they contribute, it's encouraging to
know that ( i) each process is commonly a
small fraction of the overall mix. ( ii) artistes
pay extra for ' toys' ( processors used for
blatant gimmickry), and ( iii) experienced
engineers will use EX very sparingly.
The row of six routing buttons allow the
channels handling related instruments (
cg.
nine drum mics) to be combined, into one of
four stereo sub-groups for ease of control
before the ultimate stereo mixdown. For
immediate routeing through to the stereo
outputs, we need only press the one marked
'ST'. For immediate use, we can leave the
PAN control in the centre; when set either
left or right, it governs placement in the
'stereo' image. Because n thousand people
can't all stand on the stereo hotspot. consciNEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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entious engineers avoid extreme panning.
The channel fader ( below this module) allows
us to adjust the channel's output relative to
all the others and to close off unused mics.
The console's stereo outputs feed into the
adjacent control rack, containing '/' rd octave
(27- hand) graphic ' house equalizers. The
limited ability of electrical EQ to cure acoustic ills is well heeded; E() settings are usually
kept within ± 3dB.

Frequency division
As with hi-li, the drive- unit which can produce useful power and acceptable quality
over the whole audio bandwidth has yet to he
invented. When adrive- unit's power handling
goes up, power bandwidth shrinks. Modern
high power drive- units are limited to between
21
/ to 31
2
/ octaves, for reasonable
2
This means 3 or 4 different drives are
required to span music's 9 or 1(1 octaves.
Compared to domestic hi-li's affair with

Turbusuutuh 1AIS 4full- ran qc horn- loaded .peaker:
front lop u) bottom (-)1)) be seen‘ treble, mid and bass

two-way speakers, 3-way division has the
advantage that crossover points can be kept
away from the most critical frequencies of all,
namely the vocal range. For example. the mid
drive- unit in Turbosound's TMS-4 enclosure
(above) spans 200Hz up to 4kHz. The bass
driver is ideally restricted to handling less
than 2octaves below 200Hz. down to 80Hz,
though the 31
/ octaves to 40Hz is possible.
2
Today, afourth frequency band ices the cake,
commonly feeding asub- woofer that extends
below 30Hz.
Active frequency division is a foregone
conclusion because, more than anything, it
squares up the tradeoffs between clarity.
power bandwidth and efficiency. Most users
have now settled on active crossovers with
the — 24dB/octave. Linkwitz-Riley alignment
as standard. Today. BSS Audio's MS- 360 is
the ' industry standard' crossover. It has a0to
180 0 phase- trim between adjacent bands
which provide the tools for phase and time
alignment between non- coincident driveunits and integral gain- reducing limiters, set
to catch transients which would otherwise
drive the amplifiers into clip, preventing
damage and earache.
The crossover outputs leave the control
rack and travel hack to the stage. At the
splitter rack, left, right ( and for subwoofers)
centre — signals are split-out to their respective destinations, either side of ( and above
and below) the stage. Here. in the wings, is

the PA system's aptly named back end.
comprising racks of power amplifiers, and the
speakers. The remainder of the PA signal
path is simplicity itself, if you've ever hookedup an active speaker system with individual
amplifiers. Each frequency band drives a
series of amplifiers. The inputs are all paralleled, or ' daisy chained'. The output power
chosen is generally between 1.5 to 3times the
driver's continuous ' rms' power rating, spanning 150W ( for HI' drive units) up to 2kW
(for sub- woofers) into 8 or 4 ohms. Each
amplifier is hooked up to the 2or 4paralleled
drive- units inside Ior 2 enclosures.

Uncaging Skylarks
To the average concert goer, the audio power
appears stupendous. A few facts will help
make sense of these wattages. First, basic
psychoacoustics: a tenfold increase in power
produces ( at best) a doubling in perceived
loudness. Taking an R'n'B hand playing in a
club or pub as our reference, a typical hi-fi
enclosure would need ( a hypothetical) Ito
5kW of power input to reproduce the SPL at
2 metres. Second, if we want the music to
emanate from a point source ( for realism),
thousands of human bodies are necessarily
some distance from the speakers. Starting at
Imetre, the direct soundfield falls off by up
to — 6(113 for each subsequent doubling of
distance. Third, thousands of human bodies
and their clothing are highly absorbent above
500Hz. Fourth, the volume of air to be moved
weighs several tonnes. A tightly packed
crowd generates several kW of heat. producing rising thermal currents which sweep the
emerging sound upwards. Fifth, smoke in the
atmosphere dramatically increases HF attenuation with distance. Finally, to double the
required power provides only 3dB of headroom against compression or distortion on
peaks. ( See table at the end.)
The world's most powerful single- source
music PA ( seen in our header picture) was
constructed for the aptly named ' Monsters of
Rock' ( a Heavy Metal showcase), at Castle
Donington, last August. Rated at 523,000
watts, amongst acrowd of 107.000 it amounts
to amodest 5watts per person. More often,
the power budget is 1/2 to 2watts per person.
With conventional
and studio monitoring technology, the SPL that can he generated by asingle speaker enclosure is strictly
limited, even with 3 ' high power' driver;.
Throwing- in extra cabinets willy-nilly would
produce diminishing returns, because without
tightly controlled dispersion across the audio
band, as much as 70'4 of the extra power is
absorbed by acoustic phase cancellation.
Soon enough. the sheer weight and bulk of
the cabinets ( not to mention the amplifiers
and cables, and the hundreds of man-hours
needed to set it all up) would he enough to
make hiring and transporting such a hypothetical system wholly uneconomic.
Musicians, of course, revel in the grandesse
of large and highly visible PA speakers. Rock
'n' Roll PA system designers have worked to
square the circle on all fronts. More than
anything, the increasing cost of hiring articulated trucks, the fuel, the pressure on space
(the PA jostles for space alongside lights.
lasers, staging, backline and catering), and
the labour needed to unload, set up, tear
down and pack the equipment provides a >
37
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Well, not exactly.
According to arecent review of the SL P990

Pop stars actually breathe, just like us mere
mortals.

in Hi -Fi Answers magazine,"There is aweight of

Musicians turn pages when reading music.

information present in the signal that is not even

A choir is individual voices singing together.

hinted at in the output of most other CD players.
The low - level claims for the new four - DAC
system are totally justified':

Bass guitars have more than one string.
But enough of the interesting details, let's

Technics new
18 bit,4 DAC
high resolution
system.
Don't worry
all will be
And at the risk of gilding the lily, every out-

made clear.

put is gold plated.
Even the inside of the headphone jack.
Hi- Fi reviewers will be pleased to know
that the SL P990 features an on/off button.
Everyone else however may be interested

get down to the boring ones.
To achieve high resolution Technics use 4
DACs ( Digital to analogue converters) instead of
the usual one or two.
Unusual in asystem costing less than aMini
Metro there are independent power transformers
wound with oxygen-free copper wire.
Of course it costs afew coppers more but it
does give asweeter sound.

in the auto scan, auto cue, peak level search,
random play and repeat facilities.
Needless to say there's also acomprehensive
visual display and an 18 bit 4 DAC legend to
impress your knowledgeable friends.
Because when you've got asystem as good
as this, why hide your light under abushel?
With our compliments, enjoy
afree CD specially compiled
by Telarc available with selected
Technics CD players.
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AVERY FISHER

J

APANESE ELECTRONICS companies all face the same problem —
how to sell into the West with an
unpronounceable name and no traditional heritage outside Japan.
Sony, being relatively young, was able to
do the smart thing — coin a name which
sounds Western and use it both as acorporatc
name and trade mark for the company's
products. Sony also had the advantage of a
founder. Akio Morita, who was prepared to
live in America. learn English and tour the
'world creating publicity.
Matsushita was stuck with a traditional
Japanese company name, so created Western
brand names: National. Panasonic and
Technics.
Sanyo approached the problem in adifferent way. The Japanese company bought an
American hi-fi company. Fisher. and thereby
laid claim to the reputation of audio pioneer
and founder. Avery Fisher. Although Sanyo
has made some efforts to capitalize on the
Fisher heritage, the fiftieth anniversary of
Fi passed virtually unnoticed in the
Fisher Hi British audio press — until IIFIVIRR gave one
of its annual awards to Avery Fisher in
recognition of the work he had done for the
audio industry.
Inevitably Fisher, now over 80. and living
quietly in New York, was unable to attend
the award ceremony last Christmas. Because
Iwas due to be in New York on holiday. I
managed to take the award to him in person.
Ialso took the opportunity of talking with
him about his life in audio in an effort to
make up for the opportunity lost by FisherSanyo of honouring the man who gave the
company their name and history.
Although the full significance seems sadly
lost on the Fisher crew in Germany. the story
of Avery Fisher is truly extraordinary. He
went into the hi-li business simply becau'se he
could not earn enough money at his chosen
and preferred trade, book design. Then when
he sold out, and amassed millions, he cave
most of the money away to further the cause
of live music.
The story of Avery Fisher should be
required, compulsory. reading for all those
firms earning money out of hi-li who throw it
at the sponsorship of wholly non-musical
pursuits: cricket, motor racing, ballooning.
water-skiing, hunting, shooting. fishing.
tiddly-winks. You name it, they sponsor it;
and usually only to give the boss achance to
meet with famous personalities who would
otherwise not give him the time of day.
The story goes like this: Avery Fisher was
born in New York and educated at the city's
university. He started work as abook designer in 1933, for publishers Dodd Mead, and
you will see his name credited on the front
cover of Winston Churchill's ' History of the
English Speaking Peoples'. Even after making acareer in audio. Avery Fisher still went
on designing books more or less as ahobby,
for example Edwin Way Teale's ' The Story of
the Seasons', published in 1976.
'I had a general education, majoring in
English', Avery Fisher recalls. ' Typography
was my only saleable skill. My first job, after
graduating from college as an English major.
was in an advertising agency where one was
expected to do alittle bit of everything. 1was
writing copy on books to be advertised. The
agency specialized in book publishing
accounts. Because I had acquired some
graphic skills in college as editor of the Year
Book, they had me doing layouts and other
graphic work for some of our book publishing
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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If anyone can claim to
have invented the hi-fi system,
it is Avery Fisher, founder of
the Fisher company.
Here he talks to Barry Fox

accounts. Istarted there in 1929 and stayed
until 1933 when the bank crisis came along
and the agency closed. Ithen decided to visit
some of the accounts to see if they had any
openings for someone of my skills. Iwent to
Dodd Mead and Co and they hired me. I
stayed on for ten years, from ' 33 to '43.
'I designed books by Agatha Christie,
George Bernard Shaw. and Edwin Way
Teale's -Glass Jungle' of 1937. This book was
selected by the American Institute of Graphic
Arts as one of the best designs of the year.'
Early in his career, Avery Fisher learned a
lot from the Japanese about book design. He
still treasures a 1932 dictionary of Japanese
family crests. The Fisher trademark and
company logo, abird on the wing. was based
on one of young Avery's early book designs.
He got into audio because, while working at
Dodd Mead, he had begun collecting records
as a hobby.
His father was also a record collector. It
was young Avery's job to wind up the
gramophone after each three or four minute
record had played. Earlier he had studied the
violin with Sam Frank°, playing in string
quartets and chamber music ensembles.
'I studied violin from the age of about 6to
18. It gave me a sense of values.'
In his spare time. Fisher gave private
record concerts to friends and was dissatisfied
with the quality of reproduction equipment
available.
So the young Avery Fisher started to look
round for better reproduction equipment.
This was in the mid ' 30s and he found what he
was looking for in the cinema industry. He
found RCA Photophone amplifiers, Western
Electric loudspeakers and Bell Labs pick-up

arms. He found them because, ten years
earlier, in the early 20s, engineers from Bell
Laboratories in the US had toured universities looking for bright young graduates to
join the company. As an experiment they
synchronized a recorded sound track with a
recruiting film. A train of gears held a
disc-gramophone in step with the film projector.
Thinking they were on to agood thing. Bell
engineers then showed the system to every
major film producer. Only one. Sam Warner.
liked what he saw and heard. In 1926 he and
his famous brothers recorded the music for
Don Juan using what Bell now called
Vitaphone. The Jazz Singer followed in 1927,
originally with adisc sound track. A sequence
of 16in discs, running at 33rpm, were locked,
with fingers crossed, to the projector. The
snags were obvious; cinema projectionists
either broke the discs or put on the wrong
disc for aparticular reel of film. So Bell Labs,
Fox Studios and Movietone developed the
optical technology which became a standard
for the cinema industry.
Western Electric ( the manufacturing wing
of Bell Labs) equipped movie theatres with
the best possible reproduction system. The
system not only had to play clean, it had to
play loud as well to satisfy a large audience.
Bell and Western needed apowerful magnet
for their loudspeakers but that was at atime
before Alnico or ceramic materials were
available. They found that the answer was to
use a large coil, wound on soft iron and fed
with a strong DC polarizing current. These
'field- excited' magnets were used in most — if
not all — cinema speakers.
Each system was rated at 50 watts and had
three drivers, an 18in Jensen woofer, Western Electric mid- range unit handling the band
400 Hz to 3kHz, and aWE HF unit reaching
nearly 20kHz. Efficiency was very high. Just
the ribbon coil and iron core for an I8inch
woofer weighed 31 lbs. The DC was rectified
mains.
There was no home radio or gramophone
to match the sound which the public could
hear in a cinema, because the equipment
used was way out of domestic price range.
But cinema technology moved on. With an
eye to fire risk, cinemas got rid of their
field- excited speakers and installed less
efficient permanent- magnet speakers instead.
Avery Fisher saw an opportunity and took
it with both hands.
'When the installation company. Altec,
stripped out the speakers. they sent many off
to South America, just to get rid of them.
You could buy them for $ 25 each. Also, we
were able to buy speakers after the 1939
World's Fair closed. The League of Nations
waterfall had numerous 27in woofers and
Western Electric mid- range units. A cinema
owner bought them all for $ 1500 when the
exhibit was torn down. He stored them in the
dressing rooms of an old theatre near here
and then sold them off.'
In 1937 Fisher's friends heard the system
which he had put together from cinema
cast-offs, and asked him to make similar
systems for them. It was then, with $ 354
capital. that he went into business, starting
with three people.
'This was the year that Ihad felt Icould be
of more value to that firm over and above
being a graphic artist, and Ihad a look at
some of their costs. One of them was the
matter of purchasing photo engravings, and
those photo engravings were being purchased
from two separate sources at the time. The >45
41
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AVERY FISHER
later offered the chance to buy the company,
book manufacturing department was buying
but refused, preferring to spend his money
them from one source and the advertising
instead on music.
department from another source.
Avery Fisher admits that he had no training
'I suggested to my superior that if they
in electronics, and his skill was in telling
would combine those two sources they could
engineers what to design and make. ' God
save something in the order of $ 10.000 ayear
gave me the ears which let me tell engineers
which, in 1937. was a sizeable sum. They
how to satisfy very demanding hobbyists.'
thought that was agreat idea and in fact they
By 1966 the Fisher catalogue boasted 67
did adopt it.
pieces of equipment, all made in the USA.
'At the same time I asked for a little
Fisher's competitors were Scott. McIntosh.
improvement in my salary and Iwas turned
AR and Marantz. The company had installed
down. and Iwould say that that was the point
hi-fi equipment in the White House for
at which Iacquired a sense of desperation
President Kennedy, and made up aportable
which impelled me towards doing something
system which fitted into aluminium travel
about my life, my income, my future.
cases to travel the world with the President
'I had already become a hobbyist in the
reproduction of records in the home and I on Airforce One. The power supply transformers were switchable to cope with any
thought it would he a good idea to develop
voltage. and Kennedy would have them set
that hobby. So Istarted putting together sets
up in his living quarters as soon as he arrived.
for friends, and that's how it started in 1937:
'The company Istarted in 1937 of course
The young Avery Fisher was earning $ 18 a
prospered and in 1969. at which time Iwas 63
week with Dodd Mead. After six months he
years of age. I felt that I wanted to do
got a $2raise. Fisher had asked for a $5raise,
something else with the rest of my lite. So I
and been told ' We could probably get some
sold the company to Emerson Electric% of St
young man out of Yale for less'.
Louis.
'That was when Iknew Ihad to get out',
'This company is not to be confused with
recalls Fisher. ' If they hadn't said that to me,
another long-time company called Emerson
Iwould probably still be working as a hook
Radio. No connection whatsoever.
'When I sold my company to Emerson
Electric Ireceived ablock of stock, there was
an exchange of stock, and Iset aside aportion
of that block for my key employees so that if
under the new ownership their positions
became difficult they would at least have a
sizeable cushion to fall back on.
'And it worked out that way because the
company subsequently moved to California
and some of my colleagues with homes of
An early fisher stereo tuner
their own and families did not want to move
to California. So they had a platform from
designer. Ispent the next six years working
which to reorganise their lives. And they did.
there, raising capital, while running my small
'When Isold to Emerson in 1969 Istayed
audio company on the side.
two years and then Igave them back the key
'I have to thank the very discouraging
to my office so that Icouldn't be tempted to
situation in which Ifound myself in 1937 for
go back in. There were around 1000 employbeing impelled to move to an entirely different field that year. Now, of course. I'm glad I ees at the time. But Emerson just didn't
know how to run a hi-li company. Their
did. But Iwould never have done it because
business was electric motors. Practically
the work Iwas doing at Dodd Mead and
every appliance in the country, air conditionCompany was receiving very fine recognition
ers, compressors. control equipment. had an
for its quality and Iwould have been very
happy to stay there for the rest of my life if I Emerson motor in it. They made lighting
equipment and heavy components. So they
could have made a livelihood there.
had no knowledge of consumer electronics.
'But it was not to be, and Iam glad it
They had no feeling for
no sensitivity, so
worked out the way it did because producing
they didn't have the necessary marketing
equipment that served people's innermost
skills. People who had been selling lighting
pleasures, like the enjoyment of music,
suddenly had to start selling hi-fi. Seven years
brought me in contact with a side of these
later. Sanyo bought from Emerson. Idon't
people that was rather intimate and importknow how much they paid. but it can't have
ant for them. Many of these purchasers of my
been very much.'
equipment became lifelong friends of mine.'
Under Emerson management. the Fisher
In those early days, Avery Fisher was
Company had gone rapidly downhill and in
making three or four systems amonth, while
1975 it was bought, for a song, by Sanyo.
moonlighting from his job at Dodd Mead. In
1938 a full system cost around $ 200, a Fisher Europe was set up in 1977 and Avery
Fisher now has no connection with the
Garrard turntable, 25watt amplifier, radiocompany — although out of loyalty to longtuner and loudspeaker.
serving Fisher employees who helped him
'Homes became showrooms. We did all
build the company, and still work for Sanyo.
our selling by word of mouth.
he still makes himself available at public
'I had none of the benefits of alaboratory —
events.
you either have good ears or you don't. It is
The original Fisher
system, made in
nothing to do with intelligence — just making
1937, is now a permanent exhibit at the
use of nature's equpment.'
Smithsonian Institution in Washington.
Although akindly man, who is clearly very
During the war, all civilian manufacture
anxious not to say anything that would hurt
stopped. and the only way to stay alive was to
anyone, Avery Fisher obviously still feels
work for the military. In 1940, Fisher instaldeeply unhappy about the cruel way his
led an instrument landing system at the La
employers treated him, with the constant
Guardia Airport in New York.
threat of dismissal if he asked for more
Avery Fisher talks, rather sadly, about how
money.
the modern Fisher company has no hi- ti
In a neat twist of fate, he was many years
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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museum and very little interest in history.
'The Japanese are brilliant at getting on a
moving train,' says Fisher, ' and mass-producing aproduct once validity has been proven.'
He and his wife listen to music on a 1938
speaker system. switchable between KEF
I
05s.
'We just can't bear to discard them,' he
says. 'The modern Fisher company is a
business. They miss the kind of joy that came
from making those early systems. The people
in the industry now will never know how
much fun it was to be in the business then.
The love of sound brought people together
for lifelong friends. Inevitably the Japanese
have no history. They have just stepped- in
over the past twenty-five years.'
He recalls how the old hi-fi shows used to
be: a few rooms in an hotel with rival
manufacturers showing their wares.
'The most frequently heard words were
what's new? All the heads of the rival
manufacturers would be there. It was always
a pleasure to meet up. Now it's become a
factory industry, which is sad.
'When Isold my company in ' 69 Iwas, for
the first time, in possession of liquid assets.
Before that time, whatever earnings I had
were ploughed back into the company for the
simple reason that I had no outside stock
holders. Iwas the sole owner of that business.
and that's the way Iwanted it to be. Ididn't
have outside capital to use. But when Isold
the company it generated liquidity which I
had not enjoyed before.
'And at that point Ifelt that some of the
good fortune that had befallen me had to go
back to the community in one form or
another, and I felt the best place for that
would be in aplace like Lincoln Centre. One
has to realise that what Iwas producing over
the years, high fidelity equipment, was
essentially asound projection unit. It had no
voice of its own. Without a signal or programme, whether from radio or recordings, it
stands mute. The equipment does not create
music by itself. It had to depend on programmes, whether from radios or records or
tapes, programmes created by talented
people.
'I felt Iowed something to those people
whose output brought my equipment to life
and gave it areason for existing. And that is
why Ifelt that Iwanted to turn asubstantial
portion of my good fortune back into the
world of music. So Iwent to Lincoln Centre,
they didn't come to me, and Ioffered them
this endowment which they, of course.
accepted.
'Twenty percent of the income of that
endowment goes toward the support of the
Avery Fisher artists programme, which works
on two levels. We have the Avery Fisher
prize which has asubstantial cash stipend to
established musicians who have made acontribution to the world of music. The other
level is called the Avery Fisher career grant
which goes to talented young musicians who
are ready for amajor career. We give them a
cash stipend but most importantly they are
chosen by the executive committee of the
programme which includes key people at
Lincoln Centre, the managing director of the
symphony orchestra, the people who run the
Chamber Music Society at Lincoln Centre
and who do the programming for Avery
Fisher Hall.
'If ayoung musician receives their imprimatur it means agreat deal to them in getting
bookings because those who are looking in
the various cities to build up winter musical
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AVERY FISHER
programmes rely very heavily on the credentials of the musicians that they want to
hire. And so this is very helpful to these
young people and it has worked out very
well. The programme was started in 1976 and
today there have been 41 beneficiaries of the
programme.'
What was once the Philharmonic Hall at
the Lincoln Centre in New York now carries
the Avery Fisher name. The original hall was
built in 1962 and was. immediately. heavily
criticized. After years of tinkering, the
auditorium was completely gutted. redesigned. re- built and re- opened in October
1976, with seating capacity of 2742.
Architects had come to the conclusion that
the original auditorium was so seriousk
wrong in design that there was no hope ot
improving the acoustic by cosmetic changes.
They worked with musicians from the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra to agree a
design that would keep everyone happy.
The original Philharmonic Hall cost $ 21
million. Reconstruction cost $6.4 million.
which represented one of the most honest.
and expensive, admissions of defeat in the
history of concert hall design. It wasn't just
that the hall sounded wrong. it smelled wrong
too — the air ventilation intake had been built
at road level, on busy 65th Street outside. so
the orchestra found itself breathing traffic
fumes.
Of the old Philharmonic Hall. Avery
Fisher generously recalls:
'The acoustic was not as had as some
people said, and not as good as others
maintained. But it was certainly nowhere
near as good as it could have been.
'A hall can't talk back. Critics can say what
they like about a hall and they always have
the last word. It is the same for musicians.
Halls and musicians are at an enormous
disadvantage.'
So what was wrong with the original hall?
'The original Philharmonic Hall was, in a
sense, pie- shaped. in other words the side
walls converged toward the stage. The
general idea was basically agood one, it was
to have all the seats facing forward, including
those in the boxes. Architecturally speaking.
Iguess that was avery attractive concept. But
the convergence had some drawbacks. As
you were sitting in the audience looking
toward the stage the converging walls psychologically made that stage seem somewhat
further away from you than it actually was.
because one equates convergence or perspective with distance and as the lines converge
you think in terms of something that's far
away, or at least some distance from you. So
psychologically you were, in a sense, separated from that stage even though you
weren't actually separated.
'A performer on stage. looking out toward
the audience, had a sense that the audience
was gathered right in front of him. because
the side walls were from his point of view
spreading outward, diverging rather than
converging.
'A major problem was that there was a
very porous ceiling with acatwalk on top. It
was for the engineers if they had to replace
some of the lamps in the ceiling. The ceiling
was so porous that if you were up there
during aconcert you could hear the concert
just as well as you could down in the hall,
which effectively meant that acoustic energy
was being lost up there, never to return to the
concert hall. And the people down below
were losing that much of the energy generated from the stage as part of their concert
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through it. It's kept within the hall.
'The walls of the hall have an outer barrier
of Sinch thick concrete blocks faced with
linch thick wood panels. The wood panels
are of random width, so you don't have any
pile-up of particular frequencies.
'So there you have it, you have containment, scatter and exclusion. With those three
components you have made a great start
toward avery successful hall. And there's no
secret about it. it's as simple as that.'
Fisher won't be drawn into any discussion
about Carnegie Hall. which was recently
refurbished and is now coming in for criticism. Clearly. Carnegie Hall has hot spots. the
acoustic has been changed and opera singers
can be seen to move back on the stage
towards the curved wall, to try and project
their sound better into the auditorium.
'You see if Isaid anything critical about
Atreit Fisher ( righe) pre.semipg lus rwiginal
svstem
Carnegie Hall', says Avery Fisher. ' people
lo
inStillailnl ji 1961
would say: " Well that's Avery Fisher and he
would say that, wouldn't he?".'
experience.
In Avery Fisher's apartment in New York,
'There was a concave back wall which
where he holds regular musical soirées with
acted like a lens and created an echo. They
New York classical musicians, he is still using
tried putting fibreglass in the back wall but
LPs. with not aCD in sight. It has to he said
then that made the whole hall sound dead.
that the turntable and amplifier were nothing
Also there were hot spots and dead spots.'
too special. with afair amount of background
Restructuring halls is an expensive business. But Avery Fisher had accumulated a noise. But Avery Fisher is aman who listens
to the music, not for problems. Playing a
small fortune from the sale of his company to
fifty- year-old Erik Satie recording, Fisher
Emerson. In 1973 he pledged $5 million to
makes apoint which could well be taken on
the Lincoln Centre. with another $ 5 million
board by the companies now using computer
promised for live years later.
techniques to expunge hiss from old record'Then they realized that the hall had to be
completely rebuilt. So Igave the other $ 5 ings:
'All you need is alittle sensory adaptation.
million in 1976. That made a loss of interest
When you turn awater tap on when you are
of S2 million, making a total of $ 12 million.
shaving, you hear it running. By the time
The endowment fund helps with maintenyou've finished, you don't hear the water any
ance, and keeps ticket prices low as well as
more.'
sponsoring young artists.
Fisher is strongly opposed to the idea of
'You have to think of a concert hall as a
careful listening:
mechanism, to encapsulate a body of air
'The best time to judge sound is after you
under controllable circumstances. And you
have to consider the architecture of music as a have been away on holiday. The first few
seconds listening to asound system will give
structure of the moment, there's nothing
vou an instant judgement. It's those first few
permanent about it. and during that moment
seconds that count, before you make any
it rises from total silence and it eventually
adaptation or allowance.'
returns to total silence.
At his home in Connecticut. Avery Fisher
'For a concert hall to be a good platform
has an even bigger system with fifty- year- old
for that experience you have to start with
field- excited speakers mounted in cabinets
total silence. You don't want to hear noise
seven feet tall. ' 1thought Iwas going to give
from police sirens outside: you don't want to
my wife an anaesthetic while they were
hear the subway rumbling, and the subway at
installed', he recalls with amischievous smile.
Lincoln Centre is just 25 feet for the concert
Before Ileft, we tried the experiment of
hall. They've avoided this by putting all the
playing records and switching between KEF
columns on massive lead footings.
I
05s and 50- year-old Western Electric cinema
'So, you have to have silence, exclusion.
speakers.
The next component of a successful concert
Inevitably the KEF speakers are far less
hall could be called containment. The acousefficient than the Western Electric units with
tic energy sound generated around the stage
excited magnets. around 6dB down Iwould
of that concert hall should be contained
guess. The Western Electrics. although workwithin the room. It shouldn't leak out
ing like a loudspeaking telephone, produce
through porous ceilings or through open
remarkably good sound — which prompted
doors or through thin walls. It should be kept
me to wonder whether perhaps the next hi-fi
in that room to be savoured by the audience
innovation could be a rediscovery of the
which it is drenching with its sound waves.
fifty- year-old idea of loudspeakers with fieldwith its acoustic energy. That's what they are
excited magnets.
there for. They want to be showered with the
And a final question. How does Avery
sound.
Fisher feel when he goes to aconcert at the
'Finally you have to have acomponent that
Avery Fisher Hall?
Icall scatter. It's important to have surfaces
'Well, Iguess you think I'm overwhelmed
so designed that no matter where you sit in
by the fact that my name is on the building.
the concert hall you will hear much the same
It's not so. In the beginning it was mindconcert as you would if you were sitting in
boggling, you know. But truthfully 1 have
another spot in the concert hall.
disassociated the building from any particular
'At Fisher Hall. at Lincoln Centre we have
person. It's a logotype as far as I am
a ceiling of saw- tooth construction which
concerned, and Igo into the concert hall with
literally splashes the sound all over the
audience beneath it. That ceiling is over 3 the same mindset as any other concert goer.
Nothing special about it . .
inches thick so that no sound ever leaks
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NA1M NAC 32-5 Pre Amp

Arcam FM/LW/MW Tuner
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At Auditions we've got special demonstration

afew of the very best Hi -Fi names that fill our show-

studios where you can do just that. Where you can

rooms at Auditions. But what's in aname unless you

give our equipment a proper hearing, in a relaxed

can compare and contrast it with other names first.

atmosphere, before you make your final choice.

WALTON-ON-THAMES, 44 High Street. Tel: 0932 232393.
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ORPINGTON, 200 High Street.Tel: 068970625.
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T HI-FI TO CHOOSE FROM,
_E ROOM TO HEAR IT
For our recommendations on ready to run
systems, we believe the following all offer
excellent reproduction and value.
Cyrus One Amplifier
A &RAlpha Plus Amplifier (20 + 20)
Dual CS:503/1 Turntable
Mission 700 LE Speakers
Inc. 10m x76 Strand Speaker Cable
£349.95
Cyrus PSX Power Supply

Mission 700 Speakers

AR A04 Amplifier (40 + 40)
AR EB 101 Turntable
AR 6BX Speakers
Inc. 10m x79 Strand Speaker Cable
£399.95
Musical Fidelity Al Amplifier (20 + 20)
Manzntz CD65 DX CD Player
Gale GS 220 Speakers
Inc. Target TT2 &HB81 Stands
Chord Co. Interconnects, 10m
Exposure Terminated Cable
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Nairn Nait Amplifier (25 + 25)
Alphason Sonata Turntabk/Opal/Eroica
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Naim Cable
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Alphason Sonata/HR 100S/007
Gale 301 Speakers
Inc. Target Ti?, Ho,
brook HBS1
Stands, 10m Exposure Terminated Cable
£2749.95

A little room to hear it

Naim 32.5/Hi Cap/Naxo/135 (75 + 75)
Alphason Sonata Turntable/HR1OOMCS/OC9
Nairn SBL Speakers
Inc. Target TI2/TT5 Stands
10m Naim Cable

Mission PCM

7000 C. D. Player £8499.95
We've also got expert staff standing by to give
you friendly impartial advice whenever you need it.

Auditiouf

It's not often you get room service when you buy
your Hi -Fi. So sit back and enjoy it.

FREE MAIL ORDER. For Auditions carriage free mail order service,
contact our Walton-on-Thames store.

STAFF. Staff are required at all levels for Auditions stores opening
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CD OR CD-VIDEO?
Two new-season CD players from Philips look set to become best-sellers — but should you
really go for CD-Video? Martin Colloms tests the Philips CD582, CD782 and CDV475

T

HIS REVIEW COVERS, firstly, two new-season CD players
and, as aseparate item, the CDV475 CD Video player from
Philips. The two audio-only players come from alarge range
and comprise the full-width 582 (£200) which lacks both FTS
and adigital output, and the 782 (£250) which incorporates both these
features. Remote controls are provided for both machines, but that
accompanying the 782 is the more elaborate, offering afull numeric
keypad and remote controlled volume via the single audio output. The
smaller remote handset for the 582 offers stop, pause, play.
track-skip, repeat and shuffle- play on its control fascia, while the more
expensive player adds index location, audible music-search. trackscan, programmed A-B music- phrase repeat, display time modes, and
remote track selection and programming.

PHILIPS CD582 AND CD782
Both machines are compatible with the commonly used Philips RC5
remote control interface. The 782 has the additional feature of a
coaxial digital output for other ancillaries, such as adecoder upgrade,
but it is the cheaper 582 which can also play 3in CD singles. Regarding
headphone arrangements, the 582 has afixed- level socket for which
headphones should be chosen for acompatible long-term loudness,
while the 782's output has aseparate, variable level control. Both
machines have all the usual fascia controls, and feature the current,
smoother-operating drawer-load system with atouch- to-close tray.
Up to 20 tracks can be programmed in random order — in fact the
display count runs to 99.

Technical details
We had been expecting some significant changes in the design and
technology of these new machines, but on inspection they proved to
be pretty standard. For example, the 782 is clearly aderivative of a
CD373 (
HFNIRR Nov '87) with amore sophisticated inbuilt remote
control sensor. The same barely adequate remote volume control is
fitted, with acoarse seven steps of 3dB, and permanently wired into
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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circuit. The CD582 is clearly aderivative of the CD360 (
HFNIRR
April '87), but some improvements in chip layout and printed circuit
design are apparent, while afew of the passive audio components are
of selected quality. With the current integrated chip set, good levels of
error-protection are achieved. Decoding remains the same, with the
4-times oversampled SA7220 digital filter followed by the TDA1541
dual 16-bit DAC.
The latest CDM2/CDM4 transport has been fitted, with its fast,
smoother acting swing- arm or radial 'linear' motor (
je: it does not use
arack-and-pinion or other similar worm drive). As before, the chassis
and main casework are lightweight, made from moulded plastic with
the top cover comprising an undamped steel sheet.

Sound quality — 582
While the above data suggest that their is alack of real invention
about this machine, its subjective performance did indicate agenuine
advance. Scoring ahigh 68%, such budget players are now making a
nonsense of the sonic performance returned by some heavyweight
models costing up to twice the price. In its sector, the CD582 was
every bit as powerful acompetitor as is the Marantz CD65SE in its
category. The tidy, coherent sound drove along nicely, and worked
quite well even when used as part of avery costly reference system.
Bluntly, the 582 was the best Philips player Ihave as yet auditioned,
regardless of price. Building upon the solid Philips foundation of a
focused, lively and dynamic presentation, in its price sector the 582
offered new levels of subtlety, clarity, focus, and bass precision. ' Near
audiophile sound on the cheap' was one panelist's reaction, and Ican
only agree. Referenced to last year's top recommended CD360 (and
its full-width 460 version), the 582 was more musical, with less
congestion on loud, complex passages. It was notably clearer
throughout the frequency range. Considering the asking price, it was a
surprise to see ratings of ' very good' applied to the stereo parameters
of depth, width and focus. The bass was quick, tight and tuneful, while
the mid was very close to neutral in tonal balance. The treble was only
betrayed by the mildest hint of sibilance, grain and edge.
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THE Q DECK
Winner of What Hi Fi Award 1988
and Hi Fi Choice " Best Buy". Is now
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is backed by awell matched system of
Amplifiers and Imagé Loudspeakers.
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Sound quality - 782
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Lab report
Full tests were done on these players, and it was fascinating to
discover that not only did they have very ordinary quality DACs, but
the poorest dual-DAC was used in the better sounding ( but cheaper)
deck! Low-level resolution does affect sound quality, but it is clear
that whatever was subjectively correct about the 582 is not avital
function of linearity. The figures are given in this table.
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Things did not go so well for the 782, which sounded very like a373,
scoring a60% rating. This was well above average, but still no match
for the 582. However, this has to be judged agood result for the price,
if allowance is made for the permanently in-circuit volume control.
The basic classic Philips CD performance was there, but with aless
immediate quality - slower, lower definition, mild de- focusing, aloss
of depth, etc. The bass would nonetheless be rated as good', but was
unfortunately shown up by the superior performance of the cheaper
582. The mid sounded alittle coarser and harder, while the treble
showed atouch of brittleness as well as aless musical character. Good
as the 782 was- it had no problem in eliciting strong approval - it was
surprising just how much difference there was between it and the
fixed-output 582.
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The 582 is satisfactory to - 80dB, but is well off the rails by - 90dB,
and could not resolve the signal at all on one channel at - 100dB. The
782 has the better DAC, particularly in terms of channel-matching,
though even here the 1I
dB or so error at - 90 is excessive. The 582
would rate as 15- bit, the 782 perhaps 15.4-bit, taking into account the
overall linearity. In practice there is not much to choose with respect
to distortion, whether at high or low level or in terms of FIF
intermodulation.
Given the significant low-level errors, the monotonicity plots were
satisfactory, while the 782 delivered marginally superior - 90dB
sinewaves by comparison with the 582 ( Graphs 1and 2). Similar
correlation may be seen in the 0-10kHz spectrograms for - 70dB
distortions with dither ( Graphs 3and 4), that shown for the 582 being
on the poorer channel. Likewise, differences may be seen in up- band
spuriae ( Graphs 5and 6).
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CD or CD-VIDEO?
Channel balances and phase responses were line, and at 3.5s to reach
test-track 15 the access speed was faster than with earlier models.
Outputs are linear- phase, absolute- phase correct, with alevel close to
2V sourced from alow 200- ohm output impedance. and the
de-emphasis curve was more accurate than most. Both machines
delivered very good signal-to-noise ratios under all weighting
schemes, typically in the region of 104dB.

Conclusions
Despite reservations concerning the CD582's low-level resolution, this
player delivered acracking performance in the auditioning and
attained an excellent rating in its price group. In fact, many budget
amplifiers it could he called upon to partner will not do it full justice. I
would like to see better DA( .sfitted. but cannot argue with the
excellent value offered - an enthusiastic recommendation is in order.
Overshadowed for sheer value by the 552. the CD782 was
nonetheless aline performer in its own right, and offered agood set of
features for the money. Try out the remote volume facility before
purchase. Maybe Iam- being too tough on it, since Iwould personally
favour more but smaller steps in place of the few 3dB steps that are
offered. In any case, the package is ahigh value one, and deserves
strong recommendation.

answer positively straight away: yes. the CD audio section was
virtually uncompromised. A respectable 60(i overall score was
attained, and this pla er met the standard set by such established
models as the CD360 46o. With remote control such players typically
retail at around the £ 200 level, which helps us estimate the value of the
video disc player section at sonie £ 300 in the total of [500.

Sound quality
With asignificantly above- average score, the 475 was judged to have
very good bass, with no apparent bandwidth restriction. Sounding
extended, the bass also had agood measure of tuneful articulation.
The mid- range was generally crisp, with good definition, offering a
relatively neutral balance which was alittle on the ' lean' side and
showed some ' forwardness in the stereo sound- stage. Treble sounds
were quite tidy, with above- average focal precision. and like the
mid- range they showed good definition and detail. Only amild sibilant
excess was noted, while the high treble was amite ' breathy'. with mild
added grain.
Stereo images were nicely focused, showing presentable depth and
width, with awelcome degree of ambience and layered perspective.
As with nearly all Philips players. the dynamics were good. the player
pi -(
1‘ iding the expected standard of life and pace.
I.!Ned as part of ahigh-performance audiophile replay chain, the
video discs wc re tried on agood quality Sony portable TV with aI
6in
screen. Ihave to say that the results were disappointing for several
reasons, and not the most obvious ones at that. Picture quality was
line, to the established LaserVision standard, but the calibre of sound
quality primed to be quite out of place. The reproduced sound- stage
dominated the screen image, and the sonic impressions of depth.

PHILIPS CDV475
Physically. this machine is not much larger than afull-sized
conventional CD player, but one immediately notices the difference
when the larger- than- life loading tray emerges. its surface contoured
by labelled recesses for the different sizes of disc - 12, 8and 41,'-iins.
Facility for the 3in CD- single has been omitted, although this can be
played if one of those plastic adapter rings is clipped onto the
mini- disc.
My brief was to assess this unit on the basis of its audio CD
performance. asking the obvious question: ' In addition to its video
capability. is it also agood general-purpose CD player?' Well, it
certainly can play (' Ds. and incidentally Iwas able to try afew of the
sample 12cm videos in anormal Cl) player, which does reproduce the
sound- only tracks. The CDV-175 was conveniently compared with this
month's two Philips ( .1) players. and first impressions suggested that it
was certainly up to scratch. The transport was acceptably quiet. but
became more nois\ when driving the larger sizes of video disc. Higher
power levels and speeds are required. and this is reflected by the
increase in motor whine. However, when running atelevisiem, the
additional distraction of the line- scan whistle puts CDV noise in
perspective. When the sound- track is played at anormal level. Idoubt
that many would notice the CDV working.
With its small area of operating panel, most of the facilities are
present in the remote control, afull- feature item with anumeric
keypad for track selection and repeat.

Technical details
A different laser- head is used in this model, and while Philips CD
players employ an arcurate swing- arm tracking system. for CDV a
linear worm-drive head is fitted. The main drive gets the head near the
target. while line tracking is achieved by ashort- travel swing- servo.
An oversize motor and disc huh are fitted, while the clamp and
clamp- arm ( the latter is damped) are built on acorrespondingly grand
scale.
Audio sound- tracks are to the 16- bit CD standard. in contrast to the
earlier laser players which employed an analogue FM sound system.
Digital decoding is to the usual Philips format, namely 4- time
oversampled linear- phase digital filtering and dual 16- bit DACs.
followed by low-order analogue filtering. In this respect. the CD
section of the CDV is very like anormal CD player. However. we
were interested to see il the video section would compromise the
audio, as has been noted in earlier models. Or have Philips now
managed to deliver atrue multi- purpose digital disc player? Ican
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position and focus fought the small screen, which usually gave a
contradictory impression. For example, rock tracks were often set on
awide sonic stage with heavy echo, anear-cathedral acoustic in sonic
cases, and severely conflicted with an image of asinger presented in
close-up in asmall studio. The La Boheme opera disc had aclassical
symphonic style hall acoustic, including the vocals, which did mental
battle with the operating screen sequence of asmall garret room.
Switching on the awful built-in TV speaker solved the problem by
compressing the sound- stage to fit the visual dimensions of the screen.
Ihad not anticipated such aconflict between sound and vision!
[Trevor Butler covers this in ' The Visual Impact' following this article
-Ed]

Lab report
In most respects this machine measured very much like anormal
Philips CD player. though there were some differences. For example,
the full- level HF intermodulation products are normally at - 90dB or
so, measured in terms of the difference- tone at IkHz. The CDV didn't
like this signal, and gave - 48dB. suggesting mild slewing in the output
filtering or buffering. Graph Ishows the associated spectrum. which is
harmonic- rich almost to 100kHz and shows how muddy the audio
pass- band could become with treble slew limitations. In Graph 2the
modulation was reduced by 10dB and the output stage is now well
clear of this problem. delivering adecent - 80dB of up- band IM,
holding the IkHz products near the baseline.
Another oddity was seen in the HF spuriae, which differed for the
two channels. Now measured against the background of a - 70dB
signal. one channel gave ultrasonic signals at - 90dB. the other at
-111dB, though both were more than sufficiently good for test
approval. Graph 3shows the - 90dB case ( at 40kilz), generated by
the dithered IkHz tone seen at the start. The first two divisions cover
0-20kHz and no distortion harmonics are visible down to afairly tidy
noise- floor, itself at - 35dB. Referred tofu!! modulation, the noise
and distortion thus sit at - 105dB ( some of the noise is dither). which
speaks well for the ability of the CD medium even with such modest
player designs. A higher resolution of the - 70dB distortion revealed
that specific down- band harmonics lay at - 40dB, which is 110dli
below full modulation level.
Moving down to - 90d13, asinewave could be reproduced despite a
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CD or CD-VIDEO?
high level of 2nd- harmonic distortion ( Graph 4). Monotonicity was
considered reasonable, compressed at the lowest level with some
DC-offset, and thus reflecting the low-level amplitude errors: just
-IdB at - 80, and - 7dB at both - 90 and - 100dB. Thus the player
expanded the dynamic range at the lowest recovered levels. 15.5-bits
is afair estimate for overall resolution, and it was interesting to
discover that afull-level 20kHz sinewave was handled quite well, with
in band products at alow - 90dB. This confirmed that the slew
occurred after the digital section.
The output was absolute-phase correct, linear-phase, and close to
the 2V standard output with alow source impedance. Channel
balance was fine, while the frequency response was the usual ruler line
even down to 5Hz. The minimal high-level distortion results applied
also at low and mid frequencies, and the de- emphasis was sufficiently
accurate. On our sample we could not select atrack in advance, which
blocked the track-access- time measurement, but this was estimated to
be fairly good at around 5s. Mechanical noise was rated average -

poorer with larger video discs- and agood level of errorprotection
and shock and vibration immunity were also demonstrated.

Conclusion
Given afair valuation for the video section, the CD part performed to
standard aside from the full- level intermodulation performance,
which did not significantly impair the listening results. The latter were
pretty good - representative of awell recommended and respected
budget player from Philips. The CDV thus fulfilled its purpose, and
provides aneat multi- function unit for integrating into afull
audio/visual centre. In fact, for this purpose the standard provided by
CD sound- track is actually too generous. Idid learn one lesson: many
videos are not compatible with atop-class audio system. The screen
images seem more like aweak slide-show barely related to the
convincing sound-stage perceived in the mind. Look out for some
good demonstrations before purchase, and assess what is involved for
yourself.
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Add our £125 sub- bass unit to your £150-per- pair
"Best Buys" and your system will sound as if it
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers.
Although very compact, this ingenious Push- Pull
design will fill-in that missing " Bottom Octave"
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THE VISUAL IMPACT
With Pioneer also launching their Compact Disc Video player in the UK, Philips try again
with their own CDV 475. Trevor Butler assessed the merits of ' CD-with-pictures'

W

E HAVE ALREADY ASKED THE question CD' or
CD- V' — in other words, can the concept of home
Compact Disc- Video take off, with sufficient demand to
make the medium aviable commerical enterprise? Philips
tried, unsuccessfully, to launch CD last year; it was shown in
Amsterdam, Chicago, Berlin, at The HiFi Show and at regional
shows in the UK last autumn. Machines were promised to the shops,
but the distribution didn't take place — though the player development
was more or less complete, there were both technical and marketing
problems with the 'software'. A number of the players were
reportedly modified and used in the BBC's Domesday project. The
others were presumably stored and have now been unwrapped for this
latest launch. The issue has become something of an embarrassment
for Philips, in contrast to their lasting success with the CD format
itself. This is really now make-or-break for CD- V, and competition is
fierce. The video tape-machine manufacturers are improving
standards on stereo hi-fi models and developing new, smaller tape
formats, and we are promised stereo terrestial TV services as well as
the satellite TV explosion. CD- V is really up against it.
Like Pioneer's CL-D12(X), the Philips CDV475 player will play the
old LaserVision software, but with only analogue sound and pictures
from aPAL disc, and with sound-only from an NTSC disc format.
Martin Colloms has tested the CD capabilities of the Philips' CDV 475
along with two of the latest Philips CD-only players. My brief is to
look at the '475 as aprimary video source, but since the facility to
record doesn't exist, the machine must be seen as an extension to CD
and not as areplacement for aVCR. For around 0(10 more than a
basic CD player, you are getting the ability to watch analogue pictures
alongside digital, CD-standard audio. My first problem was that the
television/monitor is in the living room, and the hi-fi is upstairs.

In use
Having carried the 26in telly upstairs. Iproceeded to explore. Inside
the box accompanying the player was amains lead ( no plug), twin
audio-cable with gold-coloured phono plugs, remote controller with a
set of batteries, and ascreened video cable with Belling- Lee plugs. I
was also provided with arange of discs, covering the four types the
machine can handle. The small 12cm ( Sin) CDV 'Clip' discs are
single-sided, with about six minutes of pictures in sync with sound,
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and 20 minutes of audio-only. The standard 12cm CD audio-only discs
will play just as if you were using aCD player — although here, of
course, up to 74 minutes of stereo audio are possible. The 20cm CD- V
discs have up to 20 minutes of video on each side, complete with
sound, while the 30cm long-play discs can carry an hour per side — they
reminded me of old 78s, but were heavier.
Having aPhilips television with two speakers, Ifirst tried direct
connection, thereby by-passing the hi-fi. With the aerial sockets
connected Iwas transferring only the composite video signal, and
couldn't tap the digital sound from the CD- V's phono sockets.
Although the player has aEuroconnector. Philips had not provided a
lead to enable me to utilize the SCART socket on my television.
Dispensing with this idea, Iconnected the audio through the hi-fi and
the picture direct to the TV. This proved to be more straightforward.
Physically the video player is alittle larger than afull-sized CD
machine ( 420 x100 x395mm, whd) and weighs around 8kg but, when
the huge loading- drawer is open, the player extends to 615mm deep,
and ample room must be allowed for this. Iencountered anasty noise
when the drawer's path was impeded. One immediate drawback is
that with the loading tray open it is not possible to read the display
below, although this encourages the operator to close the drawer as
soon as possible. Indeed, it closes itself after ashort time.
When the larger discs are played, motor speed has to increase, and
consequently the noise- level rises, but not to an intolerable level,
except during the quieter passages of some classical music. An
interesting feature is the ability to plug an aerial into the player so that
it can work in astraight-through mode to allow the TV to operate
normally; Iwas able to run aerial to VCR and VCR to CD- V without
any trouble. Philips suggest that, if using aVCR, and that is operating
on channel 36, the CD- V should be re- tuned away from this channel,
and 38 is suggested as an alternative. This is simply achieved and, once
set up, may be safely left.
The remote functions seemed the most appropriate to begin with,
so, having installed the batteries. Igrasped the remote controller —
slim unit with many more functions than are available on the front
panel of the player. Or so it seemed. The functions available depend
on the type of disc bought, not necessarily the standard of hardware.
Whilst the machine sports the ability to have freeze-frame option
and avariety of running speeds (including reverse), all this turned out
59
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THE VISUAL IMPACT
to be possible only with what are called Active Play Format discs none were provided with the test player! 1would have liked the
opportunity to try freeze-frame with the EP-size and long- play
software options.
Linear Play discs, then, are intended to be played in chronological
sequence, that is, in the same order as they were recorded. This makes
the most effective use of the disc's surface, and means more playing
time for your money. The alternative, Active Play discs ( CAV), on
the other hand, offer the extra facilities. This needs adifferent type of
picture storage ( see Inside CD Video, HFNIRR September. p28) with
each picture being individually numbered. The snag here is that this
reduces the available playing time to just 36 minutes. The television
screen alters colour to indicate the type of disc in the machine and,
throughout, displays of the actual functions are available emblazened across the picture. Ifrequently found the large letters
'ERROR' appearing, until I'd got the hang of it!
Trying first asmall CD- V single, looking rather out of place on the
huge loading- tray, once sucked- in to the interstices there is apause
while, with an increasing motor whine, the disc is read. The machine
picks up speed and proceeds to the picture and sound track. Iquickly
learnt that ' pause' is not the equivalent of freeze-frame, having
pressed it to answer the door. Pause obviously disengages the
mechanism, and upon restart there is atremendous roll problem as
the whole system gets into sync.
Without vision, the rest of the CD- V single's tracks seemed rather
barren and out of place - just to stare at acoloured screen which told
me that Iwas listening to aCD Single somehow didn't compensate sorry. I'm sure that this would be true with ordinary silver CDs, hut I
couldn't bring myself to try them for fear of destroying the vision I
already had with my favourites - for you see. Ihave the capability of
imagining, in my own mind, amatching picture - but then. I'm just
weird!
Picture quality was adequate, on apar with standard VHS video.
Sound- wise, through the hi-fi. Inoticed asubstantial quantity of bass,
with asharp mid- range. aslightly thin balance, and an odd sort of
front-sounding stereo sound stage. Good detail was obvious in the
treble response, with perhaps even atendency towards sibilance. The
dynamics were above average and there was plenty of life and
excitement overall.
One major drawback was the fact that, even with asizable monitor,
the speakers from the hi-fi overwhelmed the vision, and Ihad
difficulty in imagining that Iwas there- this isn't helped by the desire
of those artistic people in charge of the software to have some rather
obscure scenes interspersed with the actual performer being in-vision.
The passages where the viewer is subjected to what amount to
Cinemascope like pictures, with alarge black band top and bottom,
also caused adistraction. Ifeel that if Ihad been able to use the TV's
own speakers, given the right connection leads, this problem would
have largely been overcome - the trouble then might well have been a
compromise on sound quality. Having seen similar set-ups in public
places, with huge screens, this problem doesn't occur - but to increase
the size of the screen in adomestic environment would have been
impractical.

Technical details
The Philips CD- V 475 is a 16- bit machine with 4- times oversampling,
and quite respectable specifications. A headphone socket is mounted
on the front panel, with its own volume, and was able to supply more
than enough sound to apair of high impedance ( 2k) headphones.
The large receptacle for the discs is rather ' plasticky', and moves
about on its mounting. Nevertheless, it worked satisfactorily, and.
when given agentle push, the tray is sucked in and the disc starts to
play.
The rear of the unit got rather warm, not to say hot, after playing
several of the long- play discs, which rotate at aphenomenal
rate-of- knots, although this was nothing to worry about, as ageneral
air-gap around the player should ensure there are no mishaps. But
perhaps there is some ground for suspecting that the power supply
isn't quite man enough for the job.
Other problems are more obvious: if locating the video disc player
by the hi-fi, substantial lengths of co- axial aerial leads may be required
-to and from the player - thus resulting in adegradation of RF. If the
new unit is found ahome alongside the telly and video- recorder.
however, audio cable will have to trail to the audio amplifier. What
I'm trying to get at is that, whilst the CD- V is trying to be clever ( CD
plus pictures), it is in fact neither one thing nor the other, or both.
A provision is made for those with aseparate or accessible DAC in
their system, in the form of arear phono plug entitled ' Digital Out'.
This can be connected to apre- amp via your converter, and is also
suitable for future Compact Disc applications such as CD- 1or digital
sound processing.
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The Philips City 475 Winer. os large loading drawer holding along-play disc ready
for use with audio amplifier ..speakers and TV mémitor.

The mechanical noise was thought rather poor, especially with the
larger discs, hut t:ie machine was able to cope with adegree of shock
and vibration without any problems- quite impressive. While waiting
for the desired track to be selected, the viewer is entertained with
prompts on the screen. The full timer information ( elapsed, remaining
and total) can be read by asimple command, and an intriguing facility
offers repeat between two selected points- although the dying- frame
isn't stored on the screen until the first is recovered, thus rather losing
the appeal. The usual programmable track selection options are
possible, and are entered via the remote handset.

Conclusion
As an existing CD player owner, Iwould not rush to the shops and
buy aCD- V player, assuming that they really do reach the shops this
time. But if Iwere looking for abasic player, and had afew extra
pounds Iwould be very tempted by this new concept. The software, as
with DAT, may be the ultimate deciding factor. The discs are not
cheap - and, of course, only the smallest ones can be played on
portable or car machines, or be of use to friends with only ordtnary
CD audio players. Prices are £ 17 for asingle-sided I2in disc, and £ 20
for adouble- sided pop I2in. while the classical equivalents will be
even dearer. Perhaps, as with the progrtsion of CD, prices will drop
considerably once mass production begins. The catalogues are rather
restricted at present. although new titles are promised all the time.
While the audio CD format has become aworld standard, this is not
the case with video- disc digital style. Anyone buying discs should
make absolutely sure they are marked ' PAL', for the NTSC ones will
not produce the desired effect in this country. Indeed, it was the extra
bandwidth needed for the PAL signal which led to some of the earlier
problems, and delays, in getting CD- V to the consumer.
It seems to me that the demand for the small CD- V singles may well
turn out to be limited. With substantial length videos, with stereo
sound, now widely available, only the keenest pop fans might find the
video singles atemptation they can't resist. The inclusion on the
screen, particularly during the audio-only parts, of the track title and
performer/artist would have added something - and when this
information is already encoded to the disc, it seems ashame not to he
able to retrieve it. The longer duration discs could be most enjoyable acomplete feature film, for instance. The production of La Bohème I
watched had the potential, but Ifound myself closing my eyes as the
sound- stage became absurd - the recorded sound of agrand opera hail
purporting to come from asmall room in asmall period house - and
the acoustics left alot to be desired.
With the ' rough edges' still to be sorted, certainly the concept of
CD- V marks agreat achievement in technology - I'm now going to sit
back and watch the market before signing my cheque. But if things go
well, Iwouldn't hesitate. Fingers crossed that the hardware makes it
to the retailers this time round and that the promised catalogues of
software come to fruition.
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"It gets kind of boring to keep reviewing
Sennheiser Headphones and finding that they
demolish the competition one after another."

For your free Sennheiser Colour Catalogue.
Write to: Hayden Laboratories Ltd., FREEPOST, Chalfont St. Peter,
Bucks SL9 9BS or phone (0753) 888447.

British and Far Eastern amplifiers at the £200 mark: Paul Miller tests the Cambridge P40, Creek
4040S2, Marantz PM45, QED A240SA, Rotel RA-840BX3 and Technics SUV450

A

BATTLE FOR supremacy in the budget market has
dominated the amplifier scene until recently: though
bolstered by the desire for upgrading, ashift in emphasis is
being witnessed towards the £200 price point. Established
integrated amplifiers are joined by fledgling newcomers and revamped
favourites at this level; much of the technology of good. sound
amplifier design is filtering down to be appreciated at alower price.
For the purposes of this test anew Marantz CD6511 player was
pressed into service. The evaluation of vinyl disc performance was
undertaken with aPink Triangle PT TOO/SME V combination, with
both AT- F5 ( m-c) and Ortofon 0M40(m-m) cartridges employed as
high quality, representative models.

the disc sources selected for listening purposes. L/R channel balance
also began to collapse below - 55dB due to the tolerances inherent in
their Omeg 10k- log volume pot.
Harmonic distortion hovered around 0.015(» midband but
worsened at very low and high frequencies. Third- order artefacts
dominated the CCIR IMD test, while the 22nd harmonic of aI
kHz
squarewave (1s power) broke clear at - 79dB, the second harmonic
reduced to an insignificant - 90dB. Interestingly, the ultrasonic 1MD
structure was fairly consistent between inputs with - 54.7dB. - 56dB

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P40

Lab report
Both m- m and m-cdisc sensitivities were fairly low at 4. I
9mV and
3941.i.V respectively, while the huge broadband phase shift through
these stages may warrant some experimentation with polarity at the
speaker terminals. Equalization was highly accurate above 100Hz but.
in common with the Rotel amplifiers showed asensible tailoring below
50Hz reaching - 3dB at 10Hz ( rel. to I
kHz). Full output was
maintained across awide 20-57kHz bands though asignificant I.05dB
loss in output was observed with both channels driven. Still. some
+1.36dB is available for programme peaks. while the low 0.063ohm
output impedance furnishes anominal damping factor of 127. Stereo
separation deteriorated to around 40dB at 20k Hz due to capacitance
coupling in the selector switch, while breakthrough of - 69.5dB ( R)
and - 42.8dB ( L) was observed between the line and ni cdisc aoput.
This proved clearly audible when the CD player was left running. and
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The P40 - like the P35 before it - is aslimline design offering the
minimum of facilities within agood looking and fine sounding
package. The same oversized rotary knolls are included for volume.
balance and input selection, ashallow indent offering some sort of
purchase on the face of each dial. These knobs do not feel terribly
secure; the same goes for the PCB- mounted phonos and 4mm soc-kets
at the rear.
Anyway. Cambridge have provided separate input loading and gain
settings for both m- m and tn-c cartridges, the two very- low noise
Signetics NE5534AN op- amps being joined by adual-channel
Signetics NE5532N device incorporated in thé shunt- feedback RIAA
network. Smaller push buttons for tape monitor, mono, and power
complete the lineup of facilities on the P40. whose smooth alloy fascia
is devoid of aheadphone socket and tone controls. All the four
line- inputs run directly into ahigh gain differential amplifier, via the
volume and balance controls. Localized regulation is employed in
both line and disc stage. s% oh large polyester coupling caps soldered at
critical points on the underside of the single. resin. PCB. An Airlink
toroid and 2x68004: ( Samhwa) reservoir capacitors form the main
supply which feeds the final quasi-complementary output stage.
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Cambrulge P40: disc equalization accuracv
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A QUESTION
OF BALANCE
Just as aballerina depends upon
petted balance to give aperfect
performance so does Celestion, and an
intrinsic pad of our speaker design is
the optimum balance of components
within each model.
Yeats spent perfecting our ad has
taught us that the right balance in our
speakers ensures the right hifi balance,
in your home— aqualify of
performance that can only be Celestion.
Celestion. Because sound
principles don't change.

CELESTICIT1
AI* I
Celestion International Ltd.
Ipswich IP3 8J1? England Tel: 0413 723131
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and — 52.8dB being recorded as second-order components derived
from a1:1 12kHz/50kHz composite input. Indeed, the 3D plot
obtained by employing apre- equalized 3-way composite sweep, via
the m-cinput ( 2mV @ lkHz) shows no sub-20kHz IMD routes
affected by the RIAA characteristic. Therefore, the broad carpet of
2nd-8th harmonic and 2nd- 6th order summation IMD routes are
specifically related to the line and/or output stage ( Iwould suggest the
latter). Note the escalation of routes associated with Fo50-o + yFO-20
and F20 + yFO•20 interactions ( y-= 1-5)— aphenomenon observed with
certain Inca Tech amplifiers and recognized as asubtle harmonic
manipulation. Subjectively, it appears quite pleasing, almost as if
concealing sonically undesirable artifacts that lie beneath. . .
active V/I limiting now complements the fuse protection incorporated
in the original 4040.

Sound quality
A distinct loss in transparency and resolution was heard when
switching between the line and disc inputs, though acommon tonal
balance tended to prevail. With am-ccartridge the very lowest
frequencies were poorly resolved, just as the far- treble appeared
mushy and relatively inarticulate — apoor result. Much of this
compressive fog was lifted by the m- m stage which enjoyed alower
level of background noise, perhaps contributing to the improved

stereo imaging, depth resolution and general fluidity of the music.
Delicate instruments were not revealed with the same lucidity and
poise expected of the line stage, but rising, fluttering notes simply
sounded faster, better integrated and unfettered compared with the
laboured presentation of the m-cinput.
Appropriately enough, the P40 proved most successful with CD
sources, where arare sense of control and delicacy was experienced.
The midband was pleasantly see-through while the treble delighted in
afree and explicit definition without incurring any cold or coarse
colorations. In fact, the treble seemed remarkably sweet, subtly
altering the timbral characteristics of brass instruments, for example.
yet in athoroughly positive and unfatiguing fashion — acontrived
effect no doubt. Low bass notes were also delivered in aquick and
coherent manner, re-creating sufficient ambience that listeners did not
have to strain when interpreting even the most complex mix of stereo
images.

Lab report
V/I limiting and the shared P/S were apparent not only by the 1.2dB
reduction in output when changing from one to two channels at 20Hz,
but also by the 0.36dB loss incurred via a2ohm load. Channel
separation deteriorated noticeably at high frequencies via the line
stage, while afaulty track on the volume control precipitated a
massive 17-18dB imbalance at very low levels (< — 55dB). Once more,
the input sensitivities proved fairly low on both mm and CD
selections while the output impedance of the tape buffer was too high
at 8.2kohm. RIAA equalization was fairly accurate at low frequencies
but drifted upwards to + 0.7dB at 20kHz, enough to add ahint of
sparkle in the highest octaves.
Standard THD and IMD tests revealed artifacts at the 0.014% level
on both inputs, though the more advanced LF IMD probe highlighted
bass residues nearer the 2.8% mark. A-wtd noise was reduced to just
—91.4dB ( CD) and — 82.4dB ( m-m) at two-thirds power while the
—75.5dB residual was composed of mainly even-order 50Hz/100Hz
hum products. This is reflected in the ramped supply modulation test
which also revealed the extent of LF IMD, notable in the case of the
CAS4040S2 because of its dire performance in this respect. Notched
down to — 110dB the dynamic range of the test system had to be
deliberately restricted to compensate for the huge 100Hz rectifier

Conclusion
This amplifier demonstrates aclear sonic hierarchy amongst its three
main inputs, steadily improving from moving-coil to CD. In many
respects the very clear failings of this product may be excused on the
grounds of cost over engineering, the inclusion of am-cfacility not
really representating the uppermost priority on a £200 amplifier. By
contrast the P40 will show its best when partnered with any one of the
Philips-based £200+ CD players currently available. Viewed in this
context, the Cambridge P40 warrants afirm recommendation.

Creek CAS4040S2: ultrasonic distortion (tn-nt)
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CREEK AUDIO SYSTEMS 4040S2
Some six years after the introduction of their first integrated amplifier.
the 4040, Creek Audio Systems have announced the arrival of aSeries
2version. A ribbed alloy heatsink now extends beyond the rear of the
cover, while the volume control has been shifted to the right of the
folded alloy fascia; the balance and tone controls now occupy the
middle ground; while the subsonic filter has been replaced by auseful
mute facility. All the usual inputs — disc ( m-m only), tuner. CD and
tape — are provided with the addition of amono button. Switched and
unswitched 4mm sockets are fitted at the rear, the former controlled
by the front- mounted headphone socket.
Nevertheless, the 4040S2 still retains the black vinyl chipboard
bonnet and shallow profile that distinguished it in the first place — it
still looks like aCreek amplifier but the finish is simply that much
better. Technically too, Creek have been ringing the changes. Many
passive components, including aplethora of coupling capacitors, have
been removed as aresult of the new split- rail power supply, while
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Creek CAS4040S2: disc equalization accuracy
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INCON [IKON
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DIM DELIEC MONSTER KINIBE5 MONSTER VECTEUll
Solid SLINK
INTERP35
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LINK 4
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LINK CD
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21 00
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,FPEAKER CABLES Stereo pairs terminated 4mm plugs

(state if other termination required)

Description
AQ Livewire BC- 2
AQ Livewire Type 6
KIMBER 4PR
KIMBER 4TC
QED 79 Strand
QED 79 Strand ( flat)
QED 200 Strand ( flat)
NMM NACA 4
LINN LK20
DNM Solid Core
MONITOR Studioline 4.0mm
MONITOR Speedline flat 1.5mm
MONITOR Silver Slimline 4.0mm
MUS. FIDELITY Lifeline
SUPFtA 2.5mm
Van den Hul CS122
Van den Hul CS352
Vecteur 9040

OED

2m

Sm

4m

Sa

7m

Cable
per metre

1690
31.00
27.00
76.00
12.50
13.70
18.50
19.95
18.90
19.70
23.30
35.00
40.90
56.00
16.95
37.00
67.00
35.00

18.00
39.00
34.50
108.00
14.30
16.10
22.50
24.42
22.90
24.30
29.20
45.00
5360
79.00
1995
48 00
93 00
45.00

20.00
47.00
42.00
140.00
16.10
18.50
26.50
28.90
26.90
28.90
35.10
55.00
66.30
102.00
2295
59.00
119.00

22.00
55.00
49.50
172.00
17.90
20.90
30.50
33.38
30.90
33.50
41.00
65.00
79.00
125.00
25.95
70.00
145.00
65.00

26.00
71.00
64.50
236.00
21.50
25.70
38.50
42.34
38.90
42.70
52.80
85.00
104.40
171.00
31.95
92.00
197.00
85.00

1.00
4.00
3.75
16.00
0.90
1.20
1.95
2.24
2.00
2.30
2.95
4.95
6.35
11.50
1.49
5.50
1295
4.99
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COMPACT DISC UNITS
CD-P Passive preamp that enables
you to feed your CD signal straight
through the power amp and control
the level or switch to your preamp
for other inputs. Best components
and gold sockets £39.95
CDS CD switch unit enables the
addition of a specially attenuated
CD input to amplifiers that don't
have one. It connects to the tuner
input and provides switching
between -tuner or CD' £18.95
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I Set of 4
Speaker clip adaptors £ 7.95
Also available amplifier and speaker terminals
(set of 4) Chassis Mounting £7.95

TENDERFEET
Low
High

£195 £295
7S
Free standing isolation feet that improve
performance of speakers or other equipment
- similar properties to speaker spikes and
usable where spikes may be unacceptable excellent for CD players

SPEAKER TIUSTANDS
TS12 ( 13" high) £47 9,1
TS17 ( 18" high)
TS22 I
23" high) £49 9,
LC19 ( 20" high) £38
Choice'
Beet
Buy
(May 28)

TORLYTE'
Torlyte is rigid yet light, has alow
Q broadband response. It has a
resonance tree construction, low
energy storage, but fast energy
transmission. Hence it adds
almost no character of its Own to
a system. The platforms can be used
independently or to replace chipboard shelves
on equipment stands and tables
SPEAKER
PLATFORMS
STANDS
Height
CDT ( 34 x 24 ) £37.95
I. CM'.
PRICE
31, £ 185 PLI (40 X 34) £37.95
P12 ( 44.5 X 35)539.00
45
£ 190
PL3 (48 X 37) £39.00
60
£ 195
70
£ 199
QUAD £ 185
AMPLAT (
aderivation of the above with
long spikes to allow use on carpeted floor
(power- amps etc.) Size as K2
£39.95
PLY Wall Shelf - wall fixing using Torlyte
material throughout £79.90

É0)

POST AND PACKING: £ 1.65 per order ( over £35 Post Free)
Overseas orders - £5 handling charge irrespective of value

1

PRICE
EACH
£2.10
£4.25
£1.29
£1.59
£1.75
£199
£3.15
£1.29
£1.49
£1.69
£1.99
£3.39
£4.95
£2.29
£399
£4.45
£1445
£595
£6.95
£5 95
£16 95

APPOLO
Hi-Fi Tables

AT4

Fully welded loi maximum
rigidity and are complete
with upturned spikes and
discs for top platform. Fully
adjustable carpet piercing
spikes are included and
shelves are Black Ash
veneered with Teak on the
Carriage
reverse. ( heights quoted are
Free UK
without spikes). All
measurements in
Mainland
millimetres.
ATI - Table height 463. Lower shelf offers
usable distance of 301 from top.
£S4.95
- 3shelves - height 743. Between top
and 2nd shelf 311, between 2nd and bottom
219
£75.90
AT4 - 4shelves - height 901. Distance
between shelves 222
£89.95
ATS - 5shelves - height 901. Distance
between shelves 177
£94.1411
AT2 - Double wall shelf. Distance between
shelves 222
£52.75
CT2 - Turntable wall shelf. 501 wide X 476
deep
£
AI.75

rICK- LIP ARMS
ALPHASON

MOTH
SME
ZETA

Opal
Delta
Xenon
Xenon MCS
HR 100S
HR 100 MCS
(suits Rega fixings)
Series 4
Series 5

£110.00
£165.00
£210.00
£262.00
£359.00
£412.00
£65.00
£810.00
£1206.00
£459.00
£549.00

CARTRIDGES eir STYLI
Cartridges Stylus
£1990 £990
C77
£3750 £26.00
E77
£4990 £37.50
P77
E77 mug' body
£4750 £26.00
P77 mug' body
£5990 £34.50
£16.95 £ 10.95
AUDIO
AT95E
TECHNICAAT 115E
£2795 £ 1895
£69.95
E
ATF 3
£10995
E
ATF 3SB
ATF 5
£9995
E
£13995
E
ATF 5SB
£14995
E
AT 007
Gold/Super Gold Ring for prices
DECCA
DENON
DL 110 (high) £5995
E
DL 160 ( high) £7995
E
GLANZ
GMC 20E £ 129.90 £79.00
ELAN
£ 14.95 £9.95
GOLD
EPIC Mk 2
£2295 £ 15.25
RING
G 1010 £35.95 £24.00
G 1020 £52.95 £32.55
G 1040 £78.95 £57.75
EROICA H or L £95.00
E
KISEKI
Full range
Ring for prices
KOETSU Full range
Ring for prices
LINN
Basik £ 19.50 K5
£2995 £ 19.95
K9
£69.00 £43.00
ASAKA/KARMA/TROIKA Ring for prices
MAP
1(20
E
£4295
MILLTEK AURORA £ 19990
E
OLYMPIA £298.00
E
NAGAOKA MP 10
£ 16.95 £6.95
MP 11
£21.95 £995
MP 11 boron £3795 £23.95
MP 11 gold £44.95 £2795
MP 10 SB £3995 £6.95
MP 11 SB £96.95 £9.95
MP 11 boron SB £62.95 £23.95
MP 11 gold SB £6995 £27.95
ORTOFON VMS 5E
£ 14.00 £ 11.00
VMS 10E £21.00 £ 16.00
VMS 20E £35.00 £24.00
MCIO Super £6&00
E
MC20 Super £ 179.00
E
Van den Hui
Full range
Ring for prices
SB Indicates solid body
EIndicates an exchange price can be quoted
SUPPUED POST FREE ( UK Only)
A&R
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AUDIO CASSETTES
DENON
DX 60 (3pack)
DX 90 (5pack)
MAXELL
UDII 90
XLIS 90
X11190
XLIIS 90
MX 90
TDK
AR 90
ARX 90
SA 90
SAX 90
MAX 90
MAX 90
THAT'S
EX 90
MRX PRO90
MAXELL OPEN MU TAPE
7- L/P 1800'
UD 3590
UD 35-180
I0.'." L/P 3600'
UD 25-120
7- D/P 2400'
UD 18-180
7" T/P 3600'
XLI 35-90B
7" L/P 1800'
XLI 35-180 B 10
L/P 3600'
Full range price list on application
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component at — 29dBV ( or — 54dB rel to full output = + 25dBV).
Linear distortion mechanisms resulted in artefacts at 60Hz
(-43.5dBV; 100Hz-401z). 140Hz (- 44.5dBV; 100Hz+40Hz) and
240Hz (- 50.7dBV; 2[100Hz]+40Hz), etc, together with the 2nd- 12th
40Hz harmonics (- 38.3dBV to — 71.MBV). More worrying are the
2nd and 3rd order artifacts at 10Hz (- 66dBV; 50Hz-40HA and 201-1z
(-49dBV; 100Hz — 2[40Hz]). The ultrasonic ( m- m) 3D plot shows
2nd- 4th harmonics with 3rd- order products ( F2o ± Fo.2u) caused by the
output stage. not the disc input.

Sound quality
Possessing agentle, reserved clarity throughout the midband the
4040S2 still incurred aslight loss of control at the frequency extremes
when used via its CD input. As such very low bass notes tended to spill
over and smother timbrai details in the upper bass, just as aloss of
high frequency air and spaciousness was heard, by virtue of the mildly
subdued extreme treble. Nevertheless, this character may well prove
ideal when partnered with some less forgiving CD player's, the tactile
and highly articulate vocal projection seeming to be aparticularly
strong point with this amp. Furthermore, despite this obvious blemish
at very low frequencies. the reduction in detail resolution here did
not seem to impair the punchy' and dynamic sense of rhythm enjoyed
by the 4040, its light and commendably see-through midband
exemplifying the subjective speed of classical and pop music alike.
These qualities were apparently magnified by the disc input, which
was undeniably weighty, delivering oodles of warm bass coupled with
areasonably tactile ' thump' when the occasion demanded! It was also
noticeably less reticent at the top end, some percussive sequences
appearing just slightly splashy or hard from time to time; though this
may represent just enough added sparkle for abudget record playing
system. Anyway, the 4040S2 was nonetheless marvellously integrated
throughout much of the range, resulting in avery clear, open and deep
soundstage — afeature exemplified by Joni Mitchell's The Beat of
Black Wings, where the regular beat of the drum- machine set up a
broad and cavernous acoustic, punctured by her sharply focused and
highly impressive vocal image.

hybrid which feeds the driver and output stage. the latter comprising
two pairs of C3181A/A1264 complementary bipolar transistors.

Lab Report
The relatively high 0.095ohm output impedance of this amplifier may
affect the low bass performance of the product in some systems. but at
least it maintained afairly wide and consistent 9-22kHz power
bandwidth. The shared P/S resulted in a0.78dB loss between single
and dual-channel drive but it held up fairly well into low impedances.
offering asubstantial + I . 2dB increase in output when switched
between 4and 2ohm loads. The rise time of the PM-45 was very fast
at < Ip.sec ( 10kHz), the line stage demonstrating excellent linearity
down to — 95dB while at very low frequencies all supply modulation
artifacts were suppressed to — 103dB ( rel. to maximum output of
+27dBV). Harmonic and intermodulation distortions were similarly
low, remaining fairly constant up to 2/3 power but decreasing at high
frequencies and via the m-cinput.
Such low distortion is reflected in the equalized 3D plot taken
through the m- cstage, with the amp running at :V.ipower (+ 22dBV)
into a4ohm load. All the artefacts are attributable to the output
stage. not the m- cinput. Traces of 2nd, 3rd and 5th harmonic
distortions are evident together with the downband IMD product of

Conclusion
As characterful as ever, the latest Creek 4040 just avoids lapsing into
the ' boom ' n' tizz' category of amplifier design. its punchy and lively
presentation proving ideal for abudget hi- ti system. Some
improvements in the resolution of low bass are expected once Creek
sort out the abrupt LF intermodulation. The very reasonable price tag
and new styling, bolstering the competitiveness of the unit still
further.

Alarairlz 1'1145 .ultrasonic divot-lion (m- e)

MARANTZ PM-45
Launched over ayear and ahalf ago to complement the other
components in Marantz's so-called ' Digital Monitoring Range', the
PM-45 integrated amplifier has recently been uprated with new Etna
(audio grade) and Ceraline supply and coupling capacitors. The
misleading ' digital' legend has also been removed from the broad alloy
fascia, while the gold badge has been amended to read LDPS. ' Linear
Drive Power Supply'. Status beacons are provided for the CD, phono
(m- m and m- c). tuner. 2tape and 2aux inputs. while aDirect input

Ataran:: PA145: disc equalization accuracy

facility allows both CD and equalized disc sources to be routed
directly into the power amp stage via the volume control, omitting
tone and loudness circuits. This technique simplifies the signal path
still further, despite the fact that Marantz also include tone defeat.
Tape monitoring and dubbing facilities are provided along with a
small rotary balance knob. A headphone socket and selection for an
extra pair of loudspeakers are on the lower portion of the facia. The
internal construction is alittle messy, with several isolated PCB's.
Still, alow- noise MOSFET diff. amp is employed at the input to the
disc stage, which is followed by adual-channelJRC NJM2041 op- amp
at the heart of the frequency- dependent feedback RIAA network.
Multiple regulation is employed in conjunction with an STK3042
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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F2o— 2Fo-20. The disc frequency response is alittle more eventful, the
m- m stage showing alift of + 0.55dB at 35Hz followed by aOdB
plateau throughout the midband, and asharp + I . 6dB rise at 50kHz.
The LF poles are also identified by the substantial 145 degree and 178
degree input;output phase shifts observed from the m- m and m-c
stages respectively. Stereo separation was acceptable, channel balance
very good, noise suitably low and the input sensitivities just about
spot-on!

Sound Quality
Any recent ' tweaking' of the PM-45 may have resulted in aslightly
smoother and sweeter balance but the essential character of this
established heavyweight still shines through. Via CD it erred on the
light side of neutral, but was mercifully free of any harsh or gritty
treble colorations, partnering the new CD65Il CD player almost as if
it were designed for the purpose! Deep bass notes were glossed over
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to some extent but this had little influence over the sense of drive and
acoustic space. the midband turning in aremarkably transparent
performance. This, coupled with afairly unrestrained stereo depth,
afforded abroad and open soundstage populated with fairly tactile.
sharply focused stereo images. Well-recorded vocals sounded
particularly realistic and any hint of acid sibilance was kept firmly at
bay with the Marantz player. Combined with other non- Philips based
players ( Sony and Technics). the PM-45 did begin to sound alittle
hard and acerbic at times — an anomaly that may be related to the
amp's RF susceptibility, both CD players suffering agreater degree of
broadband RF leakage than the Marantz CD651I.
Utilizing the phono direct option tended to tidy up the imaging or
stereo focus of both m- m and m-cinputs but they remained alittle
scrappy at the frequency extremes. Rhythm was unaffected but the
bass seemed softer and faintly ill-controlled, even compared with the
lean balance of the line stage. In its favour this encouraged awarmer
presentation but the stability and scope of the soundstage was
compromised, particularly when asked to handle complex classic
recordings whereupon the distinction between individual instruments
became progressively less obvious. In common with the line stage
though. both m-cand m- m inputs did enjoy asimilar degree of
openness and lucidity — both boons for long term listening.

unobtrusive mechanism.

Lab report
This amplifier struggled to meet its power specification, delivering
44.5W into 8ohms but falling 0.64dB with both channels driven — the
IHF dynamic headroom test managed to squeeze another 0.77dB into
8ohms. Output impedance was usefully low though, yielding a
notional damping factor of 141 at 20Hz which should help to tighten
up the bass despite the obvious + 0.9dB rise on the m- m input at 30Hz.
All inputs were sensibly tailored, the nominal — ldB point being set at
50kHz. Nevertheless, the large phase shifts encountered on both line
and disc stages were too severe to be caused by LF/HF poles and
suggest that the phase inversion is contrived; this is sufficient to bias
any A/B demonstrations and so care should be taken to observe
polarity at the speaker terminals.
Both A-weighted and residual noise was fairly consistent between
the m- m and m-cinputs at — 79dB (OdBW) and — 58.5dB ( unwtd)
respectively, though the substantial + 34.8dB overload margin on m- m

Conclusion
Marantz have increased the price of the PM-45 by £20, over the last 18
months or so. but this goes hand in hand with running production
changes and asteadily improving performance. Iwould have
preferred alittle more solidity and ' slam' to the subjective
performance. but as asimple line- amplifier it does mesh very well with
the current crop of Marantz CD players — likely partners in any event.
The PM-45 is not as subtle, integrated or simply as ' musical' as some
of the UK designs in this test but it does offer aworthwhile
improvement over many of its Far- Eastern cousins, combining an
excellent build and finish with acommendable sound quality.

QED A240SA
(2E1) .4240S.4: ul(raymie distortion ( in-c)

+3

AMPLITUDE ( 1d6/Div)

All OED's electronics have been uprated to Mk. II status, atrend
reflected in the new solid alloy casework and chunky, milled control
knobs of the latest A240SA. The matt black fascia is equipped with
two identical selectors labelled ' listen' and ' record', each
accommodating disc. CD. tuner and three other line sources labelled
video, tape and DAT. Iexpect the last input will be quite useful in
about five years' time! A tight dual-concentric volume control and a
headphone socket complete the line-up of facilities, the latter being
linked to the optional switched speaker sockets. The A240SA
integrated amplifiers benefit from this sturdy and attractive
presentation, the SA version retailing at a £50 premium which
accounts for the proprietary ' Super Analogue' disc board. This largc
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QED A2-10SA:

plug-in module replaces the Signetics-based RIAA network used in
the A240CD with adiscrete, dual- mono circuit that incorporates
separate input buffers for both m- m and m-ccartridges. An
independent L/R single- rail power supply ( as line stage) feeds a
two-transistor LF equalization network that is common to both the
m- m and m-cinputs, high frequency tailoring being accomplished
passively. Selected tantalum beads are used for all disc coupling
though adual-transistor ( Hitachi) m-cinput buffer offers a
proportionally lower noise and higher gain than the single device
utilized for the m- m buffer. Separate phono sockets are provided for
m- m and m-coperation and these are selected via two internal DIP
switches.
The line input is also based around asingle- rail power supply ( with
the appropriate capacitive blocking) together with simple series pass
regulation. A pair of BD911/BD912 15A bipolar devices are used at
the output of each channel in aDarlington triple configuration, the
limited heatsink protruding beyond the rear of the case. Protection
against abuse and switch-on thumps is provided by arelay which
disconnects the current source from the output stage — arelatively
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equalizaiion (lei unity

was reduced to + 27.2dB ( at 1kHz) and just + 16.8dB ( at 20kHz)
through the m-cstage. Evidence of slew-limiting on positive slopes
before 20kHz was observed and contributed to the unacceptable
CCID IMD of — 32.7dB. Interestingly, 3rd-order IMD products
dominated on the line stage while — despite their higher amplitude —
subjectively innocuous even-order products predominated on both
disc stages. Note the subjective comments. This is also reflected on the
3D plot which shows the 2nd- order routes Fo.50-o— F0-20 and F20 F0-20
tracking downband and increasing in amplitude according to the
RIAA characteristic while subsequent 2nd, 4th and 6th harmonic
artifacts adopt alinear trend.

Sound quality
OED's SA board did introduce acertain character of its own, though
within this broad envelope there were subjective distinctions between
m-m and m-c. The latter stage offered adeep, almost cavernous bass
that still retained asurprising degree of solidity and control — rather
like avery effective tone control. Higher frequencies were
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progressively smoother but lacked some of the crispness demonstrated
by the m- m stage. Ihave noted that other amplifiers suffering from
low-level but extended even-order distortion mechanisms tend to
appear either smooth, ' laid-back' or pleasantly relaxing, despite the
fact that there is aloss of detail resolution and transient ' speed'. This
is exemplified by arecording of Gottschalk's Le Bananier, the
warming of the fortepiano's tone making it sound rather more like a
baby grand. Via the m- m stage, the rise of the notes was both harder
and sharper, the image definition benefiting from an improved sense
of space and projection. Low frequencies were equally solid and
provided apowerful, driving impetus to modern pop recordings.
Somewhat by contrast, the CD input was leaner in tone, sounding
brighter, but appropriately more stable and transparent throughout
the critical midband. It proved free of fatiguing compression but could
lapse into aslightly grainy and tizzy presentation with vigorous
percussive or brass recordings, encouraging lower listening levels — if
only to improve the long-term enjoyment of this amp. Vocals were
nicely presented, the central image suffering little or no sibilance
unless exacerbated by agenerally bright recording.

Lab report
Though offering avery fast < 1µsec rise time at 111kHz. the restrictions
observed at progressively higher frequencies compromised the
squarewave linearity (- 73.4dB) and reduced the full-power
bandwidth to just 15iHz. The + 0.6dB dynamic headroom was
possibly reduced by supply regulation, although the steady-state
results were excellent, increasing by + 2.2dB into 4ohms and afurther
+2.0dB into 2ohms. Stereo separation deteriorated to around
48-49dB on all inputs at 20kHz, while the Alps 50k log- pot showed a
7-1IdB tracking error at — 60dBV. Third- harmonic products tended to
dominate the distortion spectra though these were kept between
0.03ri -O. I up to 10kHz. The substantial + 32.5dB ( m- m) and
+33.0dB ( m-c) disc overload margins are reflected in the 3D plot
which highlights those artefacts attributable to the line and output
stages. Third- harmonic distortion is strongest. though the
accompanying 2nd and 4th harmonic products should soften the blow.

Conclusion
QED's fully-fledged version of the A240 retains astrong position in
the specialist market place thanks not only to achange of clothes but
also to progressive if subtle modifications in the audio circuitry. It may
not seem quite as ' flashy' as the popular competition but it is avery
sensible design, thoughtfully constructed in away that augurs well for
protracted reliability. This said, QED have still to redress the
slew- limiting problems of the m-cstage and the high IMD that this
precipitates — once achieved, their analogue board may be more
appropriately termed ' Super'!

ROTEL RA-840BX3

Rote/ RA S40/1X3: ofirosooie ¡Rs/or/ion (// t-e/

AMPLITJOE ( 1dB/Oiv)

Rotel's amplifiers have steadily evolved over the last four or live years
into highly refined designs — the most recent examples also enjoying a
smoother appearance. with black plastic end- caps terminating the
edges of achunky alloy fascia. Anyway. the chain of development has
now reached the next logical stage«.with the established RA- 820 and
RA- 840 amplifiers adopting aBX3 suffix. Externally they are very
similar, though the chunkier RA- 84013X3 offers boil) bas's and treble
controls in addition to the dual-concentric volume control, full tape
monitoring, and input selection facilities.
Disc ( m- m and m-cselected at the rear). CD. tuner and two
AV/line sources are catered for, the latter with true video input
buffers. Another plastic selection knob allows the tone controls to be
defeated, as well as providing amono function that might be useful
when setting the rec. level on atape deck. A headphone socket and
remote speaker selection switch complete the complement of features,
though Iwas glad to see all the cable binding posts will also accept
4mm banana plugs. Inside, the amp is divided by an extruded alloy
heatsink which separates the main PCB from Rinel's own heavily:
screened, toroidal mains transformer. Two low-ESR Rubycon LPSS
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FREQUENCY
Rote/

electrolytics ( 10,000µF) are employed as part of the power supply
which feeds the final Class A/B output stage consisting of no less than
four pairs of 12A Sanyo B817/D1047 bipolar transistors. These,
together with the proliferation of Mullard MRS25 resistors, tend to
dominate the sonic signature of the amplifier and so the subjective
parallels with Cambridge's P40 are less surprising given their radically
different topology.
As before, the RIAA network is based round ashunt- feedback
network using selected low noise Signetics NE5534AN op-amps —
these are also used in the first-stage buffer for both m-m/m-c disc
stages while NE5352AN devices are employed for both line and tone
control operation. Inter-stage coupling is effected with high-quality
Siemens layer capacitors and Dubilier electrolytics, while certain
distortion mechanisms— such as TID — are reduced by controlling the
small signal bandwidth of the amp in earlier stages.
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Most interesting though is the dominance of 2nd and 3rd-order
summation IMD over the difference routes. Noté the tracks
associated with F2o+yFo-2(iand Fuso-oi
go-20 (y=1 or 2)— avery
specific distortion mechanism.
Noise was particularly low through the line-stage (- 110dB at 2/
3
power) though both m-m and m-cshared equal hum (- 58dB)
breakthrough. The line stage was slightly more sensitive than usual
(for Rotel) at 177mV, but both m-m and m-cwere virtually spot-on,
the — 3dB point at 10Hz on the RIAA plot being highlighted by a
phase shift at low frequencies.

Sound Quality
A precisely focused and highly stable soundstage was on offer via the
CD input, aquality retained throughout the most difficult or complex
classical passages. There was afaint midband coloration that cast a
smooth, rich hue over strongly projected vocals; but this also
prevented certain over-zealous performers from sounding excessively
brash or sibilant. Nevertheless this often produced the sensation of a
large musical bubble, restrained and struggling to burst forth but
ultimately fettered by atransparent 'wall'. This was true of Stanley's
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Voluntary No. 1 ( Amon Ra) whereupon arealistic picture of the tonal
colours and timbrai definition of the organ was painted despite the fact
that the dynamic shading seemed less ' free' and lucid. This will
certainly appeal to those who prefer asubtle, refined — if moderately
laid-back — presentation, though it should be borne in mind that the
CD input possessed aquicker and more fluid balance than either disc
stage, particularly m-c.
Rotel's disc stage enjoyed asimilarly solid and coherent bass
resolution, while the silky smooth treble made the Technics amp
sound ragged and disorientated in comparison. There was atine sense
of stereo focus and tactility, but it has to be said that the '840BX3 is
not as transparent or ' light on its feet' as earlier Rotel amplifiers. It
still retained that quiet, dark background to musical silences with a
tight poise characteristic of other Rotel separates, even though it
managed to lose the natural effervescence and pizzaz of certain types
of music. For the price it does seem atrifle churlish to denigrate the
amp in such away — but this is only because the amp does not
represent the giant leap that I ( and other listeners) might have
expected.

advantage over the standard line input despite the fact that all the
filters and active ( feedback) tone controls may be defeated from the
circuit by other selectors.

Lab report
As claimed by Technics, the SU V450 proved to be exceptionally
linear under steady-state conditions. Squarewave linearity exceeded
—90dB; all harmonic and IMD residues bettered 0.011% on all inputs
up to two-thirds power — due, in no small part, to aconcerted
single-pole feedback loop around the Class AA output block. This
and the low — 85.3dB noise ( m- m input, -1
/ power) is also highlighted
2
by the 3D plot which only hints at 2nd and 3rd-harmonic distortions.
Supply modulation linearity was excellent at — 102dB, the input
sensitivities spot-on at I58mV ( line) and 2.8mV ( m- m), and the disc
overload highly consistent at + 31.9dB. The m- m equalization showed
alift of some + 0.4dB at 75Hz and + 1dB at 50kHz, the LF output
rolling-off sharply below 20Hz. A gradual 36° to 86° phase shift was
observed between 20Hz and 20kHz on the m- m input while capacitive
coupling through the extended PCB routing degraded both m- m and

Conclusion
Returning to the previous generation of Rotel amplifiers: aconsensus
of opinion almost always put the cheaper RA-820BX2 slightly ahead
of the slower-sounding RA-840BX2. Having auditioned both BX3
versions Iwould suggest that neither possesses the speed and lucidity
of the older '820BX2 but that both the new BX3s adopt something of a
common, restrained tonality. The ' 840BX3 is obviously more
powerful but it also benefits from atrace of extra poise, control and
subtlety; what it will not do is leap out at you in aquick A/B
demonstration at adealer. Rotel's RA-840BX3 offers agentle solidity
that may simply prove too polite for listeners used to life in the fast
lane . . .

TECHNICS SUV450
This may he the cheapest amplifier in our group hut. in accordance
with its status as amass- appeal product it. offers avery high standard
of construction, together with just the right blend of features and
power output. The SU V450 effectively takes over where the SU V45
left off; its classic dull bronze fascia littered with push-button selectors
for the disc ( m- m), tuner, CD. aux, and 2tape inputs. A row of LEDs
denote the source currently in use while acouple of other pretty lights
inform the user of the amp's operational status — comprehensive
protection against abuse is provided. A huge and fairly stiff volume
control dominates the right hand side of the fascia while the left-side is
populated with the mandatory bass, treble, and tone controls. Main
and remote speaker outputs are provided though these don't accept
-Imm plugs.
Technics' High Speed' EX reservoir capacitors are in evidence.
their high purity electrolyte claim to reduce various forms of
distortion. Plenty of ICs are used inside, including disc eq.. tone
control, and the current mirror/cascade section of their proprietary
voltage control amp. A pair of C3944A/A1535A bipolars are

technics SU-V450: ultrasonic di,uetion ( inan)

Technics SU-145(): disc equalization accuracy

employed as drivers ( limited by Zeners), which provide areference
for the current flowing in the output via abridge network and a
specialized power amp hybrid ( SVI 3204). This is the basis of
Technics' much- vaunted Class AA principle, the appropriate logo is
plastered over the front of the amp. For some unknown reason
Technics have decided to use afinned-copper heat pipe for
heatsinking even though the integrated power amp hardly gets warm.
Strangely, all the switching is done far away from the input sockets,
while the input buffers and primary gain stages ( including the
feedback RIAA network) are located hard- up against the rear of the
fascia. Technics have equipped the SU V450 with a 'CD Direct'
facility but this simply avoids the tape switching section. the loudness,
volume, balance, 20Hz subsonic filter and tone controls are all still
operative! As aconsequence this facility offers very little sonic
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CD channel separation to just 37dB.
The output impedance was far too high at 0.147ohm ( 20Hz) and is
likely to degrade low bass resolution, while a5% loss in voltage was
measured when the amp was connected to areactive load. With purely
resistive loads, the 73W ( one channel) increased by + 1.55dB into 4
ohms followed by + I.58dB into 2ohms.

Sound quality
Employing the CD input. the SU V450 provided alight and airy
balance with no thick or obstructive colorations despite the fact that
the bass did sound alittle ' dead'. Ensuring that the amplifier was
thoroughly warmed- up. Iwas still slightly concerned at the unit's
dispassionate approach and tendency towards acold hardness at the
top-end with certain tracks. Mozart's Quartet K370 suffered alittle
extra coarseness as the natural, rich tone of the oboe was projected
with commensurate ease and dexterity. By contrast the vocal slurring
and splashy percussion heard from Fleetwood Mac's Tango in the
Night became quite tiring over avery short period, the metallic timbre
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listeners identified certain colorations that were peculiar to each
product and could be linked with certain measured phenomena.
Nevertheless, this is acautious first step and Ishould re-affirm that
though observed aberrations will usually have asubjective
consequence. this does not mean that all audible discontinuities will
manifest themselves on asteady-state 3D sweep. Similarly, just
because an amplifier is seemingly very' linear at this level of
measurement its subjective prowess is not necessarily aforegone
conclusion. The Technics amplifier is a case in point, of course. there
being other more complex dynamic mechanisms at work in the
subjective domain together with unpredictable spurious artefacts
(including RF noise) that occur at levels below that registered on the
plots, say - 100dB to - 1
,
40dB. Until these contentious mechanisms
are addressed we will always be restricted to just part of the
objective/subjective equation - hut work is progressing!
Nevertheless there are plenty of very specific aberrations taking
place in many of the amplifiers reviewed here, several units offering
substantial clues to their subjective qualities. In the case of the QED
amp it simply serves as aportent of its potential quality, the limited
overload margins and slew- limiting on the m-cinput not being viewed
as acontrived distortion mechanism. Some of the other distortions do
seem to have been consciously arrived at. though: designers
appreciating that to build ahighly linear amp at this price is nigh on
impossible. It is therefore better to manipulate those distortions that
are present and achieve apleasant. balanced sound quality without
incurring too much of apenalty in terms of precise detail resolution.
Likewise, abroad carpet of subjectively innocuous even- order
artefacts may even he responsible for concealing the more aggressive
and fatiguing- distortions that may lie beneath. In this context.
distortion is not necessarily ahad thing. so long as the subjective
consequences of the circuit design and subtle alterations in harmonic
structure are considered.
Ile Cambridge Audio P40 is asuitable example of this deliberate
'tweaking' and. together with the other home-grown designs in this
test. affords avery personalized account of music in general. The
St - V450 is closer to the traditional low- distortion breed than all the
amps in this test for the Technics engineers have not striven for a
particular ' sound'. As aresult they have fallen between two stools.

of the cymbals corrupted by an icy coldness which lent transient edges
amushy and protracted delivery. This was observed with both the line
or CD direct inputs, anot unexpected result if some sort of RF noise
was at the root of the problem - Philips- based CD players were most
suited as aconsequence.
Via m- m the amp afforded adeeper. weightier and moderately
lively balance with more get-up-and-go than the Cl) input. It provided
aspacious midband, good lateral separation and afair sense of stereo
depth to boot. So. the resonant ambience accompanying Alison
Moyers You got me Wrong proved rich and buoyant-.her voice
strongly projected and tactile in focus - quite unlike the line- input in
fact. It is unusual to witness an improvement from line to disc. but it
proved to be the case here if only because the m- m stage managed to
avoid the coarse and grainy colorations imposed. for one reason or
another. by the dedicated CD input. More likely this is not adirect
function of the line- stage but an interaction between CD player and
the amp itself. Either way the result was atrifle mixed.

Conclusion
Technics are clearly pursuing an alternative tack to the idiosyncratic
designs dreamt up by our home-grown manufacturers. There is
nothing wrong with this, of course. but it does leave the SU V450 out
on alimb as far as this test is concerned: it does enjoy a ' character' of
its own hut it lacks any glimmer of the musical sparkle - that
something ' special' - that distinguishes the very best performers.
Nevertheless, away from such competitive company the SU V450 is
likely to fare rather better. for it is certainly one step ahead of the
average mass- market amp that emerges from the Far East. If they
keep up the pressure Technics could produce areally first-rate
product.

GROUP CONCLUSION
This test provided asuitable opportunity to investigate the link
between reasonably low-level harmonic and intermodulation
distortions with the tonal and timbral characteristics of each amplifier.
The correlations are tentative, but repeated trials with several
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At last aworthy
competitor
for the Shure VIS

The New Shure VST V
incorporating V1S Series Technology
At atime when most companies are
distortion to an absolute minimum
raising the price of their top-end
without increasing groove wall wear.
cartridges, Shure are bringing theirs
In addition the VST Vfeatures
down. The latest advances in design
Shure's exclusive dynamic stabiliser
n16rJ
and technology have enabled Shure
allowing warped records to be
I "II 11 played, and aside-guard system to
to introduce anew cartridge
incorporating many ofthe legendary 111
Al II prevent accidental damage and
innovations of the V15 at a
prolong stylus life.
considerably lower price.
Anew cartridge is the most
The unique Beryllium MICROWALL
111111 P
r significant improvement you can make to
Stylus shank delivers incredibly accurate high
enhance the sound of asystem and you can
frequency trackability with the lowest effective
depend on Shure, the recognised leader in
mass, resulting in significantly less record and
cartridge design and development, to bring you
stylus wear. And the Micro-Ridge Tip reduces
the ultimate cartridge at an affordable price.

SHURE®

For further details on Shure VST Cartridges contact:
HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717

Martin Colloms tests and compares four moderately-priced 'boxes':
B&W560, Celestion DL6 II, Tannoy Mercury II and Wharfedale 507 II

H

AVINO STARTED this loudspeaker series five months ago,
it is worth noting that at an average of four models per
month this means 48 per year, irrespective of additional
feature and speaker reviews from other authors. Most of
these tests are backed by full laboratory documentation, and put
HFNIRR firmly on the loudspeaker test map.
This month we cover models in the £ 150 to £200 price range. We
have the new B&W DM560 (£200), the Celestion DL6 Il (£ 160), the
Tannoy Mercury II (£ 160). and the Wharfedale 507 II (£2(0).
All- in- all they make up agood comparison set, since all are two-way
systems of above- average sensitivity, with compact dimensions and
employing 200mm nominal mid- bass drive- units. Metal- dome
tweeters are well in evidence, with a25mm titanium in the Celestion,
a25mm aluminium alloy in the B&W, and a19mm alloy in the
Wharfedale; hut the Tannoy is an exception in its use of a25mm
soft- plastic dome. All the drive- units are made by their respective
manufacturers, not bought in from outside specialist producers.
Concerning bass- unit technology, both B&W and Celestion use an
established paper- pulp cone unit built on ahigh quality die-cast
chassis. Tannoy and Wharfedale employ amineral- filled
polypropylene for their diaphragms. with the Tannoy built on asteel
frame and Wharfedale using their unique panel- locking cast frame
which has no need for the usual fixing screws. With the exception of
the Wharfedale. which has arich- toned real wood finish, economy
prevails and the enclosures are covered with awood- grain print vinyl.
Three are reflex- loaded at LF, but the Celestion is an IB sealed- box
design. None offer bi-wiring.

All the 500s use paper- pulp bass- mid units to help achieve ahigh
sensitivity using moderate magnets. and as one moves up the range,
bass extension and sensitivity improve, the latter from 87 to 91(113, the
higher figure applying to both the 570 and 580. The 560 is rated at a
high 90dB/W, and is areflex- tuned two-way system, enhanced by
B&W's new metal- dome tweeter. Rated at 8ohms. it is deemed
suitable for amplifiers in the I0- 75W range. The enclosure measures
49x23.6x30.2cm ( hwd1, anormal size compact. The finish is a
vinyl-print wood- veneer, with electrical connection via 4mm socket/
binding-posts.

Technology
With a23 litre internal volume damped by an acoustic foam lining,
this system is tuned to 48Hz by awell-sized ducted vent, 45cm in
diameter by 70mm deep located on the front panel. A good quality
pulp- paper cone with aflared profile, doped on the rear surface.
provides the bass and mid- range. and is built on ahigh-quality
six- spoke die-cast alloy basket or chassis. A phase-correcting plate is
fitted to the 25mm aluminium dome tweeter, based partially on the
TDL developments.
The crossover is of normal commercial quality, 3rd-order for the
treble and 2nd-order for the bass. with the usual electrolytic
capacitors. Internal connections are made by fast-on terminals. The
enclosure is stronger than usual, with the front baffle reinforced by a
lime- filled polypropylene fascia, making atotal thickness of 35mm.
The main unbraced carcase is of 15mm undamped chipboard. and
matching designer stands are also available.

Testing
The speakers were used as part of ahigh quality system with both
vinyl and CD sources, including the Goldmund Studio/T4/Koetsu
Signature combination, aMusical Fidelity MVX pre- amp, and a
Cambridge Audio CDI player plus Goldmund Mimesis Three power
amplifier. Good quality 0.8mm single- strand speaker cable was used
in conjunction with rigid, well spiked stands ( Foundation and
Heybrook). Comparison speakers included the Tannoy M20 Gold II.
Spendor BC2, Celestion SL6S and DL4 II.
Full anechoic testing was supported by Room Averaged Response
(RAR) which seeks to present afair picture of the speaker's working
response in the listening room as heard by atypically seated listener.
A total of 64 averaged responses taken in 3rd-octave mode for six
microphone positions ( alternated with left and right speaker
positions) were used to generate the curves.

B&W DM560
This is our first test of one of anew range of B&W DM series, ranging
from the 550 at £ 150 via the 560 and 570 to the floor-standing 580 at
£400. Called the 500 Series, these models replace the previous 100
Series of which the DM100 and DM lit) were the most respected
examples. The 550 is the effective replacement for the 100. likewise
the 560 for the 110.
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LiveWire cables
realise your system's
true potential
"Y
OU don't need to own asupeifi system to enjoy
the benefit of these cables. So long as there's a
decent signal comingfrom your turntable or CD
player Livewire cables are likely to be an effective
upgrade" (What HiFi? March '88).
TURN

UP

THE

TURN

DOWN

QUALITY

THE

PRICE

We couldn't ham put it better ourselves. Livewire
interconnecting cables make sure none of your
music is lost in transit between deck and
amp. New HiFi Sound described the effects as

The Orell SA- 040 Stereo Integrated
Amplifier is probably the highest
specification amplifier in the world
for its price.
It
impressed
Hi Fi
Choice
magazine so much they gave us
their coveted
Recommended'
mark, which we wear with pride.
But you can only tell exactly
how good it is by hearing it in
action at one of our select dealers
around the country.
Get your ears around one soon.
Write for a list of stockists and
more information.

"Tighter imagery, smoother vocals, harderhitting drums and abetter sense of space".
It's the same storyfor our speaker cables: " Vocals
were smoother and more spacious, with layered
productions coining over with much greater
clarity" (What HiFi?).
Livewire is just one of the sound enhancing
products made in the USA by Audioquest—the
range includes moving-coil cartridges, Sorbothane CD feet and valve dampers, loo.., all
guaranteed to make The Smiths crisper, to give
Bach more bite... to show what your system's
really made of
In fact, without Livewire cables, your HiFi
sounds positively sheepish.

SA - 04

ARCAM
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
OF AUD1OQUEST PRODUC1S IN THE UK

Orell Electronics Limited.
25 Nathans Road, North Wembley
Middlesex HAD 3SA.
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For more information and details of your nearest Amain
dealer please telephone or Write:
A&R Cambridge Limited, Denny Industrial
Centre, If ab•rbearh, Cambridge CBS 9PB, England.
'telephone: (0223) 861550 (24 hours)
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Sound quality
The 560 was not considered much of asuccess in the listening tests.
delivering an uneven performance — one which worked quite well on
some material but seemed to tight other works. Irecall its predecessor
the DM110 storming through its listening tests, sweeping aside all and
sundry. But that was some years ago. and the 560 fails to perform the
same trick at the £200 level.
A moderate degree of coloration was present — the ' box' and
paper-cone type — awoodenness in the lower mid- range and acuppy
quality in the upper- mid. It sounded as if an attempt has been made to
cover up these effects by making the speaker rather too ' open' and
crisp sounding. On simple rock material this was no disadvantage,
providing afast and articulate presentation. However, on classical
material the orchestral string- tone tended to wiriness. Muted trumpet
also sounded rather fierce and thin.

value is 8ohms ( Graph 1c), but the tweeter range value drops to alow
of 4.5ohms — although this is in the final octave where the power in
most programme material is falling away. An 'average' rating was
denoted for impedance loading, and given a100W peak rating, sound
levels of up to 105dBA may be achieved in atypical listening room.
Amplifier powers as low as 10W will give quite reasonable listening
levels: amaximum of 96dBA, still shouting level!
Taking the axial reference response at 1metre ( Graph la), the
response is seen to be exceptionally flat, especially with the grille
detached. The grille has more effect than expected, the minor ripples
it generates rendered the more obvious by the fundamentally flat
driver outputs. The bass has amaximally flat response extending to
55Hz at — 6dB, which is about right for the class. It showed asteep
24dB/octave rolloff. With the grille removed, this speaker meets
+1/-2dB limits over awide 75Hz-20kHz range, pointing to very
careful system design. The phase- ring over the tweeter dome clearly
suppressed the dominant metal-dome resonance normally present at
close to 30k Hz, which can be up to 15dB high.
Good pair-matching was evident, with the two axial traces holding
to within ± 0.8dB — good for the class and an aid to stereo focus and
consistency of tonal balance. Moving out to 2metres, and using a
3rd-octave equivalent weighting (Graph lb), the smoothing effect of
this measurement technique has little beneficial effect visually where
such asmooth response is already present. It does show ahint of
upper-mid plateau prominence, 1.3dB high, plus indications of amild
'sting' in the extreme treble. The 15° vertical response is very well
integrated, and deviates little from the axial trace, while the lateral
off-axis responses are all nicely controlled.
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The bass was reasonably articulate, perceptibly from abass- reflex
system but with the rolloff ' corner' well disguised. In level, the LF
output was strong in the mid-bass but declined rapidly on approaching
the orchestral bass-drum region of 30-40Hz. Viewed as aself-sufficient
entity, the treble showed avery good quality — smooth, clear and
articulate. But as presented in this speaker. the treble balance
sounded forward and even produced aspiky, brittle quality that had
been absent with the DM1600, for example.
Stereo images showed no more than average depth, with fairly good
focus but some degree of sound-stage narrowing. Dynamics were well
represented, this speaker possessing good ' drive', but prolonged
listening suggested adegree of restlessness, which militated against
relaxed listener involvement. Taken overall, the subjective result was
astraight average.

Lab report
A high sensitivity of 89.5dB/W has been achieved, but at the expense
of some compromise to the 8-ohm impedance standard. The mean
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Excellent agreement was seen in the RAR responses (Graph 2). A
slight plateau is evident in the mid, which confirms that this speaker
will also survive aposition near the wall. The bass does not rise to a
'boom' and is well balanced to 50Hz, while no perceptible ' hole' is
evident over the mid/treble transition.
At a96dB sound level the distortion rated as good, typically 0.3%
of 3rd- harmonic over much of the range, with 2nd- harmonic nearer
1% below 600Hz and 0.3% above 600Hz ( Graph le). The minor
distortion peaks in the treble are artefacts of the dome resonance,
which can be pin-pointed at 29kHz. At LF, the distortion holds to
below 2% over the main working range, which is agood result. With
the test level reduced to acruising 86dB spl ( Graph Id), a
considerable improvement in 2nd-harmonic is seen, now generally at
0.3% or so at the lower frequencies and falling to the 0.1% baseline
over most of the remaining range. Most of the 3rd- harmonic is
concentrated at the 0.5% level, from ' kHz to 2kHz, but otherwise it
remains at alow level, particularly at low frequencies.

Postscript
B&W had recently discovered afaulty batch of tweeter capacitors on
the first production run which appeared to upset tonal balance, quality
and clarity of the treble.
Accordingly, asecond pair of 560s was auditioned. On direct
comparision with the first pair, made several months ago, the current
production was judged to be superior. In particular, the
disappointment expressed in the review concerning the metal-domed
tweeter, has now been overcome. It now sounds rather better.
smoother and with improved integration into the midrange. Aided by
this corrected balance, the mid also sounds clearer and more open.
some stereo depth is added and more detail reproduced. This amounts
to asignificant correction for the 560, and while Istill do not think it
represents particularly good value, it merits short-listing and aserious
audition.
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APOGEENIUS
It has taken atime span which runs the entire history of audio to perfect the full- range ribbon
loudspeaker. The reasons why designers persevered with this technology are clear: ribbon
loudspeaker systems are capable of the cleanest, fastest, most accurate sound reproduction that
technology can offer.
Apogee is the company which expanded ;he role of ribbon speakers to encompass full- range
performance instead it duty only as atweeter. Their initial foray into speaker design was hailed as a
resolutionary product by ribbon- speaker fanciers, and the company has followed the original Apogee
with aseries il models which make ribbon technology available to awider audience.
The latest step in the development of Apogee full- range ribbon loudspeaker systems is the Duetta
Signature II. Every aspect of performance has been impnwed. with sensitivity increased to facilitate
the use of agreater selection of poner amplifiers. The all- new electronic crossover network has been
designed for both better performance and greater system compatibility. Even the grille material has
been revised.
The Duetta Signature II. The ribbon that wraps you in sound.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

Absolute Sounds 318 Wiirple Road Wind)lechm London SW20 8Ql .
Tel: 9-1" 504" Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee. Audio Research.
California Audio Lakratories.
Counterpoint. DMP. Duntech. Enter. Goldniumd.
Kinergetics. Koetsu. Krell. Madrigal,
Mandrake. Magneplanar. MicumSeiki. I'S Audio.
Randall Research, Wilson Audio. Sonus Faber
>I haw the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best*
Oscar Wilde
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CELESTION DL6 II
The DL6 II is atidy, two-way sealed box that can be used in either
wall-mount or free- space modes, according to taste and the prevailing
acoustic conditions. When compared with the original DL6. the Nlk II
shows considerable changes. The earlier model was bass-retlexed.
with adifferently proportioned enclosure and aplastic-dome tweeter.
The new version has been upgraded by using the latest Celestion
metal-dome tweeter ( common to the whole DL II series) as well as by
improvements to the bass driver achieved via its revised suspension.
All- in- all. the Mk II really amounts to anew design. but one which
remains in apopular price sector.

Its dimensions are fairly bluff ( 45.5x24.5x26cm hwd) and enclose a
volume of 19 litres — pretty standard for the group. It comes surfaced
in avinyl wood-print, and both finish and fit were good. The deep
grille comprises afabric-covered plastic moulding which has been
slotted to help reduce cabinet edge diffraction. As an average
sensitivity is offered, amplifiers in the 15-100W range should be
suitable, while we obtained our best results with the speakers placed
on 40cm high, rigid spiked stands about 0.6m from the rear wall.
However, the speakers still sounded quite tidy when wall- mounted.

the change in horses could only be detected in the superior detail and
transparency produced by this metal dome. Orchestral strings were
smooth and natural, and awide variety of treble sounds were clearly
differentiated. The DL6 II was not imbued with aparticularly high
level of drive and pace. but dynamic presentation was above average,
resulting in arating of ' good' for the overall sound quality — a
respectable result at the price.

Lab report
Measuring an average 88dB/W sensitivity, the DL6 II will accept up to
100W of peak programme per channel, generating maximum in- room
sound levels of typically 103dBA for astereo pair. It rated
average- plus for loading, the impedance plot ( Graph 3c) showing a
typical 7-8ohm load with aminimum value of 4.8ohms at the very
highest frequencies. The system resonance lay at 80Hz and was well
damped.
Tested at 96dB spl, the 2nd- and 3rd-harmonic distortions ( Graph
3e) were unexceptional, with the third averaging 0.3% above 150Hz,
but the second remaining on the high side up to 500Hz, from where it
averaged I
eic down to 200Hz, then rising to 2.5% by 100Hz. Below
100Hz the distortion results were considered to be fairly good. At the
lower 86dB sound level ( Graph 3d) there was ageneral improvement
to agood standard overall — particularly in the 6(X)Hz to 20kHz range.
but not below 50Hz on the 2nd- harmonic. The 3rd- harmonic ' spike at
9kHz is illusory — it is merely sub-harmonic excitation of the ultrasonic
dome resonance. Can you hear the 3rd-harmonic of 9kHz?
Looking at the 1metre reference response ( Graph 3a). it is seen to
have agentle downtilt in the manner of the SL600 ( though not as
extreme) which might well give amildly rich effect in aspeaker of this
size. The response is quite even, with aslow, well-damped bass rolloff
promising good extension under room conditions. A slight
improvement was noted with the grille detached. The bass extends to
60Hz (- 6dB), which is about average, while the entire response could
GRAPH THREE
CELESTION DL6
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Technology
Built on a210mm aluminium die-cast frame, the bass- mid driver uses
ahigh quality flared paper-pulp diaphragm of 160mm effective
diameter. A true low- resonance driver, its selected surround helps to
give adecent mechanical ' Q' value. The new tweeter uses a25mm
titanium dome with atreated-cloth suspension offering afirst breakup
resonance at ahigh 27kHz. It has quite ahigh ' Q', with an output peak
of some 20dB, although the ' spike' is very narrow in consequence. A
die-cast plate is fitted with an integral protection grille.
The crossover is of standard quality, with aresistively damped
2nd-order network for the bass to give a3rd-order acoustic rolloff,
while the treble section has a3rd-order network. Ferrite inductors and
electrolytic capacitors are used. The heavy enclosure is built from
15mm chipboard stock, and is neither damped nor braced. The
interior is filled with apolyester fibre of moderate density.
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Sound quality
Unassuming on first acquaintance, the DL6 Il eventually revealed
hidden depths. A straightforward two-way box with fairly average
levels of lower-mid coloration, moderate boxiness and some plummy'
effect, this system proved to be nicely balanced, was well integrated,
and sounded both even and tidy over its entire working range — if
tending to the rich side of neutrality.
With extended listening, this Celestion was increasingly appreciated
for its lack of rough corners, being free of aggression or exaggeration.
Stereo sound- stages showed pleasing depth. though the mid register
was improved upon by the excellent treble. Focus was good, while
image width was also rated as above average. The overall clarity was
sufficient to convey an impression of the ambience and acoustic
present in many recordings. It was on the dry side in the bass and did
not mind aposition nearer the wall, which is an advantage for some
users. In its favour, the bass was free from boom and was considered
fairly articulate as well as quite tuneful.
The mid, however, was unexceptional and delivered competently
without drawing too much attention to itself; but transition to the
treble was superbly handled. The join appeared quite seamless and
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FOUR BY TWO
be contained within ± 3dB limits from 70Hz to 20kHz.
Moving out to 2metres ( Graph 3b), 3rd-octave weighting clearly
shows the response tilt, amounting to nearly 4dB from bass to high
treble — an aurally recognizable trait. The off-axis responses agree
very well with the main trend, confirming the fine integration of the
separate acoustic outputs of the drivers and closely agreeing with the
subjective impressions. This speaker has anicely uniform forward
response characteristic.
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Graph 4. Celestion DL.6 II: Room-averaged response ( RA R)

Tested in- room, the speaker's RAR shows amost uniform
mid-range ( Graph 4), but with adownward slope into the treble which
then rolls away smoothly. Please ignore the final peak on the graph —
this is well above audibility. In confirmation of the sound quality
report, the bass extends smoothly to 35Hz, but is rather on the dry
side, with the 50Hz point lying 2-3dB below the mid-band. Any more
than this and there would be adanger of the bass below 60Hz being
too weak to register very much subjectively.

Conclusion
The DL6 II may not be astar, but it performed respectably on test.
Yes, the bass could be fuller and the balance alittle brighter, but
nevertheless the system was eminently musical, kind to all sources,
and offered pretty decent stereo. Tidy and well controlled, its ace card
was the exceptionally accurate, revealing treble, skilfully blended into
the whole.
The build quality is high, and although this speaker may not excite
the hearts of those who seek aforward, forceful attack, it will
nonetheless give long-term pleasure to many, and certainly merits a
recommendation.

TANNOY MERCURY II
The Mercury II represents an evolutionary development of the
established model, with slimmer proportions (50x25x23.5cm hwd). A
compact two-way model, the enclosure is bass-reflex loaded at LF,
while for HF the Audax fabric dome used in the earlier model has now
been replaced by an in-house 25mm plastic-dome tweeter. A vinyl
print covers the enclosures — our samples were black-ash — against

which background the rather dramatic front- panel gold printing stands
out strongly. This speaker is intended for free-space mounting on
good quality stands, and we obtained the best results in the 40-50cm
stand height range.

Technology
Built from 15mm chipboard, the enclosure is undamped but is
reinforced by acircumferential brace which stiffens the thinned baffle
section between the two drivers. The grille is amoulded affair, lOmm
thick and offering apromising diffraction performance. The internal
volume measures 20 litres, and is tuned to 45Hz by afront- mounted
ducted vent, which is adecent 50mm in diameter by 110mm long.
Acoustic fibre (polyester) provides internal absorption.
The bass unit is built on asteel frame fitted with agenerous magnet,
and has anicely flared loaded polypropylene diaphragm, terminated
by ahigh-loss synthetic rubber surround. A rigid centre-cap is used to
reinforce the coil-cone junction, in contrast to the usual oversized
dust-cap. An active cone diameter of 160mm is available from this
nominal 8in driver. Mounted on an offset cast-alloy plate, which has
been designed to reduce diffraction, the 25mm dome tweeter has a
soft-plastic diaphragm of polyamide, asynthetic related to nylon. The
crossover is good quality, with a2nd- order 'acoustic' for the bass using
asingle inductor. An auto-transformer matches the treble level, giving
2nd-order filtering with agood quality film capacitor. Our sample
suffered from an intermittent short-circuit which was traced to awire
nipped by one of the binding-posts inside the cabinet. External
connection is via apair of 4mm socket/binding-posts.

Sound quality
Now asecond series model, the Mercury 11 has been available for long
enough to become well established, and shows no sign of relinquishing
its leading market position. This speaker is by no means faultless, but
its strength lies in the way it manages to present alively, decently
dynamic and believable performance, one which is immediately right
in all the important respects: clarity, bass power and extension, tonal
balance, and sound-stage presentation. The mid- range performance
was afurther strong aspect, with lower-than-average coloration and
decent levels of clarity and neutrality. This was allied to afull-bodied,
articulate bass, which just managed to steer clear of boominess despite
mild lumpiness and some slowness.
The treble was lively but not too forward — not of the finest quality
but skilfully blended into the system balance and complementing the
mid-range standard. At the limit, and driven to high sound levels, the
treble could sound alittle grainy and hard, while the bass became less
well controlled, but these were not thought to be serious defects
considering the price range. Box coloration was held to moderately
low levels.
Stereo images were well focused and well defined, with good stage
width and presentable depth. This speaker was consistently
informative, appearing to extract ahigh proportion of the fine detail
present in good recordings. The high level of clarity helped give a
good impression of orchestral dynamics, and here it was definitely in
the ' good' class.

Lab report
Although this speaker failed to deliver the smoothest of frequency
responses, the 1metre reference curve ( Graph 5a) does show awell
balanced trend. Measuring 88.5dB/W, which is about average these
days, the Mercury 11 just about fitted ± 3dB limits above 60Hz, with
the output marginally improved at around 4kHz by deletion of the
grille. The bass extended to 52Hz (- 6dB) and did not roll off too
quickly. Pair- matching for the two examples was held to within
±0.6dB, which was afine result. Given the 100W power-handling,
maximum sound levels of 104dBA should be possible, while 10-15W is
asensible minimum amplifier rating for more modest sound levels.
The sensitivity was only mildly prejudiced by the load impedance,
which dips alittle below 5ohms in the 10-15kHz region ( Graph Sc).
The impedance value is typically 10ohms, and taken overall an
'average-plus' loading was denoted.
Out at a2metre measuring distance (Graph 5b) the use of
3rd-octave equivalent averaging shows how inherently well balanced
this system is. The response at 15° above horizontal is worth studying,
since the output shows asignificant dip at 5.2kHz — well worth
avoiding. This can be achieved by using asensible stand height ( in our
case 50cm) which also helped bass clarity. Listening axes much above
tweeter level should be avoided. At 30° off-axis laterally the response
is nearly perfect, and this encouraged the use of atidy- looking
straight-ahead speaker position. But by 45° off-axis some rolloff was
inevitable, though it is rather less than usual for this type. Overall,
these were considered agood set of forward responses.
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Driving the listening room ( Graph 6), the bass shffers amild
prominence of 4dB or so at 50Hz, but the 25-30Hz band holds up
within I-2dB of the mid- band, confirming the good extension we
heard on audition. Once the room's LF variations are cleared, the mid
looks remarkably even apart from aminor prominence at around
IkHz. The mid/treble integration is fine, with the treble showing the
desired smooth rolloff towards the highest frequencies.
At 96dB spi the speaker shows an undesirable excess of 2ndharmonic distortion ( Graph 5e), rising to 4%. at 150Hz. and this could
well be connected with the moderate loss of bass clarity and control
noted at high sound levels. Otherwise. the 2nd- harmonic averages
around 2e/t below ' kHz, while third is satisfactory at under If 7(.With
the level reduced to 86dB ( Graph 5d), there is ageneral improvement
in distortion, though the 150Hz 2nd- harmonic peak remains afeature.

this time with amaximum of 1.5% and extended over abroader base.
Elsewhere the system behaved quite well with respect to distortion.

Conclusion
Clearly an outstanding example in its price class. the Mercury II was a
highly competitive performer and offers line value. It sounded like a
larger and more costly speaker with agood pedigree. and the results
do not appear to have been upset by the measured distortion in the
upper bass. All the other results were to adecent standard, and a
strong recommendation is therefore appropriate for this design. which
gives Tannoy an excellent coverage, ranging from the Eclipse to the
M20 Gold II.

WFIARFEDALE 507 II
Largest of the models in this month's group. the 507 II measures
49x25.5x29.5cm ( hwd). Real wood veneer finishes the enclosures.
including the front panel, which looks particularly neat with thin
anodised alloy rings circling the perimeter of the two drive- units. No
screws are visible, the drivers being mounted using aspecial key and
with the frames locking directly into the cabinet baffle. Electrical
connection is '. ia 4mm socket/binding-posts, recessed in the ' tray'
formed at the cabinet rear. The large reflex port is also fitted on the
back. Good results were obtained with the speakers mounted on 0.4m
high stands, and although free-space mounting was preferred, we
found aposition near the rear wall was also satisfactory.
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The bass unit of this two-way system has aI65mm mineral- loaded
polypropylene cone, built on an aluminium die-cast frame, while the
tweeter is Wharfedale's established 19inm alumium dome device,
mounted on amylar suspension. This tweeter is ferro fluid damped,
and has amoderate sensitivity, requiring ahigher than usual crossover
point. It has the virtue of ahigh first resonance, quite well damped
and well above 30kHz.
The crossover is assumed to approximate to 2nd-order, as we were
unable to gain entry to the enclosure. Reflex- loaded at 55Hz, the 24
litre enclosure is tuned by agenerously dimensioned port, 70mm in
diameter and 110mm deep. The enclosure is built from 15mm
double- veneered panels, reinforced, and exploiting the ' rear tray'
principle to strengthen the rear edges of the cabinet. A light filling of
polyester wadding damps internal standing- wave modes.

Sound quality
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Graph O. Talmo). Mercury II: Room-averaged response ( RAR)
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Looking well in the listening room with or without the grille in
position, this speaker sounded preferable, ultimately, with the grille
detached. Scoring alittle above average, it sounded fairly smooth,
with anice feeling of balance between the main bass and treble
registers, and perhaps amild prominence in the central mid- range.
The mid- bass was powerful. in fact too much so in my room, with a
lumpy effect which resulted in less extension to lower bass
frequencies. In consequence the bass was considered to he somewhat
heavy-handed and slow, though with some rock material it added a
satisfying degree of extra weight. The 507 II set ahigh standard in the
mid- range, where it was definitely in the ' good' class, and suffered
from only mild boxiness. The mid was smooth and lacked hardness.
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Graph 8. Wharfedale 507 II: Room-averaged response (
12A121

showing good information content. Vocal balance was still atouch
lean, but this would pass unnoticed except upon critical examination.
Once considered to be adistinguished performer. Wharfedale's
metal dome still put on agood show — silky. never exaggerated. but in
this example not fully integrated with the mid- range. A feeling of mild
separation existed between the mid and treble registers, this tweeter
sounding ' different from the rest, with atouch of whistly sibilance. In
its favour was anotable freedom from brittleness and hardness.
Stereo images were portrayed with good width and fairly good
focus, but with anoticeable loss of depth and ambience in the
recorded acoustic. This was disappointing, and in this respect the
performance rated as just average. Considered to be asubtle and
civilized performer. the 507 II also sounded rather undynamic and
could have done with more specific clarity and definition. This
negative aspect was balanced to some degree by its excellent
power- handling, the bass remaining decently clean on up to 150W of
heavy rock programme.

Lab report
In the laboratory, the 1metre reference response indicated an average
88.5dB/W sensitivity. A minimum power of 15W per channel is
suggested for use with this system. rising to amaximum of 150W of
peak programme if used with discretion. Decent maximum in room
TEST RESULTS
Size ( height xwidth xdepth)
Recommended amplifier power per channel
Recommended placement
Frequency response within ± 3dB ( 2m)
LF rolloff (- 6dB) at lm
Bass frequency extension ( typical in- room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V, je: 1W into 8ohms) at 1m
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristic ( ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair. inc VAT
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sound levels of 105dBA will then be possible. A normal — 6dB bass
rolloff of 58Hz was indicated, with the response maximally flat to
below 65Hz for ± 3dB. The 1metre reference response ( Graph 7a)
shows good overall uniformity, with asuccession of minor bumps.
From 80Hz the response lifts slowly to the mid-band, arise of 2dB or
so. Removing the grille had some effect, but from the curves it is hard
to tell which would be preferrable.
At 2metres the overall response is clearly shown ( Graph 7b), with a
mildly forward mid- range balance that is suited to near- to-wall siting.
A good stand height is essential, judging by the response taken 15°
above horizontal. This shows adip of some 7dB at 5kHz, and the
listener should therefore not be placed too far above this speaker's
median axis. In the lateral plane, very smooth responses are seen.
showing good driver integration on the median vertical axis.
Some problem seems to have been encountered by Wharfedale with
respect to tweeter sensitivity, since the speaker's impedance drops to
4ohms in the main treble range ( Graph 7c). The rest of the loading is
closer to an 8-ohm specification, and an overall nominal rating of
6ohms is indicated, which is an average figure.
At the full 96dB spl test level ( Graph 7e). the distortion is
remarkably even at around 0.8% of 2nd- harmonic over the whole
range above 40Hz. The 3rd- harmonic is in subjective balance at
typically 0.25%. though with aminor peak at 270Hz. With the test
level at 86dB spi ( Graph 7d), astrange phenomenon arose. Although
the distortion below 2kHz has improved considerably as expected, to
0.3% of 2nd and 0.2% of 3rd, the levels above 2kHz are actually
higher due to some dynamic change in linearity. Third is 4dB higher
from 2to 5kHz, while the 2nd- harmonic shows asimilar rise
establishing itself most clearly as aband- limited effect from I . 8kHz to
9kHz. Here, the distortion stays at around 1% and may alter tonal
quality and clarity in the treble.
Finally we come to the RAR ( Graph 8). If we ignore the bass for
the moment, then aside from amild upper- mid prominence it can be
considered quite well balanced in terms of room energy at the
listening station. The bass is worrying in the 50-60Hz range. where it
rises aclear 5-6dB above the main mid range level. It is also lumpier
than usual and somewhat depressed in the upper bass. The bass does
extend to alow 30Hz, but at the expense of the upper- band lumpiness,
and we found this characteristic to agree well with the listening data.

Conclusion
Although good finish and build quality help to justify ahigher price,
and while the 507 II was undoubtedly powerful. with good mid- range
and good treble, it did not really make the grade. The bass was heavy
and tended to aone- note effect, with tonal balance on the dull side.
As regards musical dynamics and stereo depth, it rated just average.
Worth considering, it is cleanly built with considerable care and uses
good ingredients. but in my view this model did not come sufficiently
to life for arecommendation. C.

B&W
DM 506

Celestion
DL6 II

Tannoy
Mercury Il

49x24x30cm
10W- 100W
On 4cm stand. free-space

Wharfedale
507 II

45.5x24.5x26cm
15W- 100W
On 40cm stand, free-space
or near wall
70Hz-20kHz
60Hz
50Hz
88dB/W
103dBA
Average+
Ver). good
£160

50x25x23.5cm
10W- 100W
On 40-50cm stand,
freespace
65Hz-20kHz
52Hz
45Hz
88.5dB/W
104dBA
Average+
Good+
£160

49x25.5x29.5cm
15W-150W
On 40cm stand. free-space
or near wall
65Hz-20kHz
58Hz
33Hz
88.5dB/W
105dBA
Average
Very good
£200

60Hz-20kHz
55Hz
50Hz
89.5dB/W
105dBA
Average
Very good
f200
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CAREFUL
LISTENERS
ONLY PLEASE
Audio Technica have built up aworldwide reputation on the quality of its transducer products ... those delicate
components which turn soundwaves and mechanical movement into electrical impulses or vice versa. Its made us
world leader in the field of cartridge technology and now the same micro- engineering expertise is at work in the 900
series ' phones.
The ' larger than life' sensation of our new ATH 909, ATH 910 and ATH 911 models comes courtesy of extra large
diameter drivers with copper clad aluminium voice coils which produce asuperbly natural sound right through to the
critical high frequencies. Add good ergonomic design, soft- feel earpads plus alow overall weight to create amost
impressive headphone.
Comfortable enough, you'll agree, for the most careful of listeners.
Audition the 900 Series soon at your specialist hi-fi store, local BADA
member dealer or simply contact us directly for more information.
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Techmca House, Lockwood Close, LEEDS LS11 SU U. Tel ( 0532) 771441 Fax: (0532) 704836

GREAT'

The best things come in small packages. Ken Kessler learns to ' never mind
the width . . .' with Alexander's 514 and 566 mini-speakers

S

CHUMACHER COULD NOT HAVE impressed the Yanks
very much when he wrote that small is beautiful. At least one
sector of the American hi-fi community remains astonished
at the British penchant for small loudspeaker systems, no
matter how much bass our designers squeeze out of them. The latest
to join the ranks is Alexander Acoustic Products of Bristol, and
they've launched speakers so small that even Wharfedale Diamond
lovers will take notice.
It's not just the size or the cost-effective pricing that makes the
Alexanders so remarkable. When Ifirst heard them — at the Bristol
Hi-fi Show — Iwas taken aback to find that the cabinets were made
from pressed steel. Rap ' em and they 'rang' just enough to make you
wonder if the designer had two wheels in the dirt. You know: instant
recipe for disaster. Such turned out not to be the case, due in no small
part to the use of bitumastic damping throughout. ( Iwonder if
Alexander has an account with Halfords.)
It rather makes amockery of the hi-fi tyre-kicking practice of
rapping cabinets to test their worthiness. In the case the Alexanders I
witnessed no loss of precision or smearing or dulling of transients or
anything else you may care to blame on cabinet resonances. But that
can wait.
The Alexander 514 and 566 differ only in cabinet size and topology,
both utilizing identical SEAS drivers made to Alexander's
specifications. The bass/mid driver is a100mm paper-coned unit,
crossing over at 8kHz to a19.5mm soft-dome, ferrofluid-cooled
tweeter. Because of the construction of the speakers, Iwas not
inclined to tear them apart to examine the crossover, but the scant
literature tells us that the network features hard-wired polycarbonate
capacitors, drives the bass/mid section without filters, and operates at
—6dB/octave for high-pass. Both speakers show 8-ohms impedance
and like more power than you'd expect.
Sensitivity isn't stated, but Alexander recommend a20-50W(RMS)
amplifier for the 514, and 25-75W(RMS) for the 566. The differences
come in two areas. The ' wee' 514 is apocket-sized 112x97x222mm
(wdh) while the 566 measures 112x157x407mm (wdh). This in itself
would endow the 566 with more bass, but Alexander augment this by
adding a60mm rear-firing port. ( Note: don't do as Idid and pick up
the speaker with afew fingers in the port- hole. It will knock the tube
loose, and it takes Rubik-like patience to re-position it.)
Both speakers are finished in black with arough-textured powder
coating paint, which gives them an industrial look. The drivers are
protected by aheavy- mesh grille ( Alexander the Grate?) which
further emphasises this look, but domestic acceptability would involve
little more than acarefully masked re-spray. The only other external
feature is the pair of banana-plug-only sockets at the back, which I
wish had been set to international standard to accept 19mm-spaced
banana plugs. But whether you deem the speakers smart or ugly,
they're so small that they'll disappear in any environment with alittle
thought.
While both models — especially the 514s — are ideal for rear-channel
surround, stereo TV, or even, in the 514's case, in-car duty, Itried
them as proper hi-fi speakers, judging them as would any music lover
with severe space restrictions. While you can get away with using the
514s in corners or on the wall, gaining in bass performance at the cost
of absolute imaging capability, the 566s must stand clear of walls
because of the port position. Ihope that Alexander see the potential
in afront-firing port, especially for customers who want the speakers
primarily for the space-saving aspect. To exploit the 566s to the
maximum, you must site them on stands, which means using precious
floor space in close quarters.
Because the Alexander stands were undergoing revision, Iused
speaker supports clearly not designed for such miniatures, judging by
the size of the top-plate. To avoid reflections at the front. Ipositioned
them with their baffles right up to the edge, the speakers held in place
with Blu-Tack, on the latest Partington Dreadnaughts. These
speakers are so small that they looked abit silly with the stand plates
extending on three sides; Ican assure you that they look 'of apiece'
when mounted on dedicated supports.
Although the Alexanders cost little, £ 119 for the 514, and £ 159 for
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the 566, Iauditioned them with
the best system Icould muster.
After all, it's their full potential I
want to gauge, not their
performance under adverse
conditions. So, with the Alphason
arm and turntable, afistful of
cartridges from £60-£2250, Audio
Research SP-9and Matisse preamps and Primare 928 power
amplifiers, here's what Ifound:
the world is not short of tiny
speakers which sound big enough
to let them pass as adults.
Invariably, they have some nearfatal flaws which the listener must
weigh against personal tastes. No
bass? No problem if you're more
concerned about the midband.
Weak on the maximum spls? Not
aworry if you listen at soft levels. While I'm not about to suggest that
the Alexanders have conquered every limitation inherent in downsizing. they seem to demand fewer sacrifices from the listener than
their cubic capacity would suggest.
It's hard not to think of the two Alexanders as one, because the
similarities greatly outnumber the differences. From apractical
viewpoint, the 566s have greater room-filling capability, going ashade
louder than the 514s before the onset of break-up; this in itself may be
enough to part with the extra £40. But think carefully before assuming
that the 566 necessarily offers better bass.
Throughout the midband and the uppermost registers, the only
differences which Icould detect related to playback levels. Matching
them as closely as possible, the 514 and 566 seemed cloned, which is as
it should be. Imaging was slightly more precise with the 514, probably
because of its smaller frontal aspect, but the 566 was no slouch. Both
provided clear, open sound, but had acharacteristic hardness which
reminded me of certain less-than-perfect metal driver systems.
This aspect of their behaviour was most apparent on acoustic guitars
and some vocals; but Ihasten to add that it did not mean aggravated
sibilance. Ihave no idea why, but the worst offenders I've found for
sibilance have been small boxes; the Alexanders, however, were not
among them. To best identify this trait, I'd have to say that the
speakers had atendency towards forwardness and slight coarseness
with borderline recordings which rendered the sound abit more
aggressive than I'd expect from some of their competitors.
It could, of course. be that punchy, grab-you-by- the-throat
presentation is aresult of bass deficiency, from which the smaller
Alexanders are bound to suffer. As you'd expect, the 566 offers
substantial gains over the 514, but there's adrawback that's as much
worth considering as the extra £40 on the price. The 514s are simply
more controlled in their lower registers, and Ifound this drier, tighter
bass preferable to the slightly ' lumpy' bottom-end of the 566. Then
again, I've always stated that Iwould sacrifice bass quantity for
quality; those who prefer music demanding alot of weight will feel
otherwise.
Even with the in-built limitations due to cabinet size, the
Alexanders remain asatisfactory purchase if you need to
accommodate the smallest speakers you can find. Regardless of level,
they never present atiny soundstage, and this makes up for bass loss
with an effectiveness that can't even be matched by the vastly
superior, and twice as expensive, LS3/5A. The only catch is that the
Alexanders deserve far better partnering equipment than you'd
expect to use with speakers in this price category — asituation not
unfamiliar as budget speakers get better and better.
The Alexanders prove Schumacher's theories, and whoever imports
these into Japan will have afield day, filling tiny rooms with
realistically-proportioned sound. For those who are saddled with a
houseproud spouse or matchbox-scaled digs, Alexander will truly
become The Great. +It
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Radlett Audio
THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
"The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

W09276-6497
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back, and that's certainly the case with the
AKING UP HIS his role as the
Holidays Symphony: there are certain
LSO's Principal Conductor, Michael
moments which are undeniably magnificent
Tilson Thomas — already with one of
and beautiful which draw you back in, and
the most unusual discographies in the
which, hopefully, over time resolve you to
business — appears to be easing his way
explore those passages which are mystical
towards the kind of repertory everyone wants
and obscure. I want London audiences to
to record. There's no doubt that, at 43, he has
hear more Ives. But Idon't want to present
more to say about some of the great romantic
his music in away that won't allow them to
works. ' It's advisable to live alittle bit so as to
catch on. The performances will have to be
arrive at a point in life where you begin to
forthright and clear in the best sense. And of
have a viewpoint, which is your own, about
course the programming is so important.'
these pieces — and that's what I'm finding
The planning of his LSO programmes has
with Mahler, the Strauss tone poems,
already produced several remarkable examBrahms's orchestral music.'
ples. Berg's Lulu Suite, for instance, followed
The process, however, is still selective. He
has recorded the Romantics before, of
course. Although he began his conducting
life giving premieres of works by Boulez,
Stockhausen and Stravinsky at Los Angeles's Monday evening concerts, his first
recordings for DG in 1970 included
Tchaikovsky's First Symphony (Winter
Daydreams) alongside Ives and Ruggles.
That was a typically unusual choice: ' I
relished the fact that Iwas the age he was
when he wrote the piece, and that's the
sort of accord Ifind very honest'. Later
Tchaikovsky recordings for CBS included
three of the Suites. 'What fascinated me
there was the perfection of these little
melodic studies, which are slightly largerscale than the ballet music, have more in
the way of symphonic development and
more instrumental experimentation, but
The LSO's new principal conductor
at the same time they're so fresh. The
talks to David Nice
Second Suite is a miracle of Russian inventiveness'.
His Mahler promises to be equally considered, though he may make an exception to
his general rejection of symphonic cycles.
'Because Ifeel very close to all the Mahler
symphonies. But Ifeel it's a mistake to try
and do too many of them in too short aspace
of time. It's better to develop a joint
approach with the LSO: when over the years
that approach becomes clearer and more
settled, then it will be natural to work on
some of the other Symphonies.' Meanwhile
the romantic approach would seem to have
modified his attitude towards other composers. His latest Ives, for example (
Holidays
Symphony, with two versions of The
Unanswered Question, and Central Park in
the Dark), strikes me as rather different in
many of its inflections from his earlier Concertgebouw recordings. Is that something
new?
'Well, I think that to some extent I've
always felt Ives to be aromantic symphonist,
an adventurous one maybe, but nonetheless a
romantic; and people have often been
shocked to hear him played that way. But for
me there are even more insoluble paradoxes
about Ives's music now: like, how much of
what particular line are you supposed to
hear? On the Chicago recording, Ithink you
by a fluid Porgy and Bess sequence: two
can hear an astonishing amount of detail with
masterpieces of 1935, as electrifyingly diverse
those strange intertwining lines. But at the
as Tristan and Meistersinger. In New York he
same time it's impossible for the human mind
managed to gain Schumann the audience's
to remember them all. What you do rememgratitude by placing the Second Symphony
ber is the large outline of an Ives piece, and
after Varèse's Amériques. '
Maybe the gratito get that effect it's important not to
tude wasn't for the right reasons, maybe it
overemphasise the detail.
was manipulated, but Ican assure you they
'The settings are so evocative. I've been
heard the Symphony with fresh ears — they
trying to spend more time establishing those
paid him the sort of tribute they'd reserved
settings. That's very important for the
for Brahms.'
listener, too. There's so much that will not be
Schoenberg's bizarre arrangement of the
comprehended at a first performance. Now,
every great composer has the ability to give a Brahms G-minor Piano Quartet was one
work he programmed with the LSO twice in
listener, in the first performance he hears,
less than ayear [ his Bavarian RSO recording
something that attracts, enough to lure him
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is now on CD]; by the time it reached
Salzburg the spark was still there, but the
critics found the sound little short of incredible. Another piece they worked together on
intensively, performed twice, and went on to
record was Strauss's Ein Heldenleben. Tilson
Thomas's response bears out what he says
about having something to say and being at
the right age to say it. ' Ifind it avery moving
work, and Ifound it especially moving as I
was turning 40 acouple of years ago. Because
after all that's thrilling in the exposition — and
everyone loves those over-the-top, flamboyant earlier sections — something extraordinary happens. For some people, that's
where the piece stops being interesting.
But for me the feeling is that after the
battle's over, you still have to go on living,
and many of the questions that were
raised in the early part of the piece come
back to haunt you. Ithink Strauss faces
himself in the mirror in the dead of night
and says, well, some of the things the
critics said, maybe they were true. And
then he works his way into one of those
wonderful epilogues which seem to
express the gratitude that we all have in
the arts, that we're able to make this
music.
'You have to contend with all the same
terrible human insecurities and frailties,
and you always know there's something in
your work that could be done better or
more consistently; there's no going back
on what you've done — you just have to
keep on trying, and maybe someone will
come along who'll do it better than you have:
that's what the end of the piece suggests to
me. And at 40 Ireally felt the message of
what is basically still ayoung man's piece: this
is what's happened so far — what now? And,
of course, in Strauss's life it was abig turning
point, because he was emerging as an operatic composer.
'It was Debussy who set me thinking about
Heldenleben — you know, his Monsieur
Croche articles, where he says how extraordinary, how fresh it all is. Ireally think that
it's suffered from too many performances
which were simply too stodgy, and in so many
people's minds the piece became asymbol of
a kind of self-satisfied 70-year old German
kapellmeister instead of the very vital statements of a young artist.'
What now, then, for Tilson Thomas? ' I'm
beginning to look at Bruckner, but also a
great deal again at late Debussy, Berio,
Reich. I'm playing Mozart and Haydn, more
piano and chamber music. The Russian
romantic school Istill have to take a closer
look at. There are still pieces I've never
performed, such as Dvorak's New World
Symphony — quite deliberately, but I will
conduct it one of these days, and that will be
a revelation, an amazing experience.'
Mahler, as we mentioned, will take time. 'I'm
still striving for a great deal more inflection
and flexibility, even more than there is at the
moment; and at the same time an ongoing
organised sense of tempo. What often happens in Mahler performances is that people
stretch out one particular event so much that
they lose the big picture which is everything.'
Especially in the case of No.3's vast opening movement. Isn't it a case there of
following Mahler's fairly constant tempomarkings? 'Well, there are quite a few
different tempi, actually, and he's not always
clear about which tempo he's referring to;
he'll sometimes have arit, and then atempo,
and you're never quite sure if he means that
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Have you
heard this
one...?
This is apicture of the Troy Music Hall, in
Troy, New York State, USA. Built in 1875,
it is aperfectly preserved example of the
finest acoustic engineering.
Apart from regular dusting, it has hardly
been touched since the day it was opened.
It sounds utterly magnificent.
Send in an inspired orchestra, recorded by abrilliant and experienced team of British
engineers, and you can really hear the music. And what music

The music of George Lloyd.

cc

One of the most beautiful symphonies written this century"

Henry Fogel, Executive Director, Chicago Symphony Orchestra, (of Symphony No.7, in `Fanfare').

"The fertility, the conviction, the sheer force, the definite character, the
unblushing romanticism of this symphony compelled attention."
The Times

The definitive recording of his Fourth Symphony, conducted by the composer, is now
available on LP, and for the first time on CD, Cassette, and DAT, recorded in Troy
Music Hall. This new Digital recording may be obtained direct from Albany Records, or
through your usual dealer. See below for details. Dealer enquiries are welcome.

HOW TO ORDER
UK and Europe
Direct from Albany Records, at address below:
Prices: CD - £ 12.75
Prices valid until Feb 1989. All prices
LP - £ 7.50
are INCLUSIVE of post, packing and VAT. (UK
Cassette - .£ 6.50
only) Fast Service. Please make cheques payable to
DAT - £22.50
Albany Records (UK)
Albany Records (UK)
PO Box 12, Carnforth, Lancashire LA5 9PD. Tel: (0524) 735873
USA, and other Countries
Please contact Albany Records USA address for prices etc.
Albany Records (US)
Box 355, Albany, New York, 12201. Tel: 518 449 5286

AR 002

From your Dealer. A list of dealers who stock Albany Records will be
provided by return of post. If your usual dealer does not have the recording
in stock, please say that Albany Records will be happy to supply single
orders by return of post.
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T WOULD BE tempting to infer agrand
design in the first 25 years of André
Previn's recording career as conductor:
from the sharp- focused. trail- blazing
revelations of Walton and Vaughan Williams
in the ' 60s and early ' 70s through the opulent
EMI/LSO era and now, in golden maturity,
on to his first Beethoven cycle with the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra. Previn, least portentous of musicians, remains too clear-sighted
to let that pass as the whole story. In one
way, of course, the time must be ripe for the
RCA project: ' Naturally Ihave much more
experience than Ihad in the '60s and ' 70s.
I've changed my mind; I'm much more
conscious of structure, more prone to really
analyzing the Beethoven Symphonies. It's
not amatter of learning the notes any more.
it's aquestion of seeing how it all works. Of
course you can't ever know these pieces. But
now Ican approach them without being too
frightened. I'm daunted, of course. but I've
done my preparation.'
On the other hand, he will happily confess
that the reason why he didn't record the cycle
earlier is because nobody asked him. ' Iused
to justify it to myself. Iused to think, very
sensibly: well now, put yourself in the place
of someone walking into a record shop and
wanting the nine Beethoven's, why on earth
should he want mine when they've been
recorded by everyone since Nikisch? But
really what it comes down to is
overriding ego. Take a classical
actor: if you offered him a chance
to do all the Histories of
Shakespeare, he'd have to be afool
not to try it. It doesn't make any
difference what goes on — you have
to try it.'
Although he likes to think he
would have had the sense to turn
down such aproject in the ' 60s, he
answers without hesitation that he
would certainly have accepted with
the LSO fifteen or so years ago —
and would now be regretting it. I
mention the Beethoven 5 and 7
they made together: his response,
looking me straight in the eye, is
sharp as a knife. ' Yes, they're no
good, are they?' Times have
changed since then. ' Ifound a little pocket
score of Five that Imust have used then, and
Iswear to you Ilooked to see whether Ihad
initialled the cover, because Ithought, the
things Imarked in here are hopeless: that's
impossible, how could anybody ... and it was
me! So that was an eye-opener. Ilooked at it
as some kind of horrifying relic and then I
flung it out and started all over.'
It strikes me that the two Symphonies he's
so far recorded in the new cycle, especially
the Pastoral, are more fresh, more natural
than they would have been then. ' Well. Ilike
to think so. The heroes that Ihave in that
kind of repertory will tend to show you what
direction I like to go in. I studied with
Monteux, and that sort of absolutely natural
music- making is very dear to me. Of all the
old records, the ones that impress me most
are Bruno Walter's, for the same reasons. I'm
not crazy about Toscanini's recordings, I
always feel like I'm being pinned to the wall —
it's become possible to say so more recently! I
haven't heard all the nine by Karajan, but the
ones Ihave Ifind sensational. Don't ask me
which versions. All Iknow is that you can buy
a Karajan Beethoven cycle for anything
between £ 10 and £ 100 depending on when he
recorded them!'
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Previn's tribute to the past strikes only as a
general sympathy with a certain attitude.
Furtwüngler. for example, he would not
presume to emulate. ' He was unique; if you
hear his performances and you actually say.
oh. Isee, he makes a ritard. here and the
tenuto is on the penultimate note, Imust try
that, it doesn't work. It doesn't sound honest,
and I think you have to have had his
particular turn of mind musically to get away
with that kind of performance.'
He agrees with Klemperer's observation
that the conductor must feel the tempi for
himself. ' Of course it can vary from perform-

Principal conductor of the RPO
talks to David Nice

ance to performance. There's that story.
apocryphal or not, of Brahms conducting his
Fourth Symphony acouple of nights in arow.
On the third night someone in the orchestra
said to him, " You know, maestro, it was an
awful lot faster tonight". And Brahms
replied, " Yes. I'm in aterrific mood". Well.
good for him!'
The current absorption in the controversial
metronome markings does not interest him.
'Maybe it would be agreat help if there were
abible for tempi, but there isn't. And Iknow
that during my days at Pittsburg, Steinberg
had photo-statted aletter from Beethoven to
amusic shop saying that he was enclosing his
metronome and would they mend it for him
because it was broken, and Steinberg used to
say, " well there you are — now when was it
broken, and what did he use it for?" In any
case, Idon't think those sort of markings are
anything more than a hint.'
As for the general approach of the authenticists. he refuses to become involved.
'It's anathema to me, because Ican't believe
that Mozart or Haydn or Beethoven wouldn't
have been thrilled beyond description by the
sound, technique and possibilities of the
modern instrument and the modern orchestra. Iwas talking to one of the purveyors

about that sort of Mozart after a concert, a
very nice man, and he said, " You really don't
much like this, do you?" And Ireplied, " No,
Ireally don't. All credit to you, but actually
the idea of having to go overtime in order to
make sure that everybody plays out of tune is
beyond me!"•
'But, you see, it doesn't have to be a
question of original instruments. Ialso don't
subscribe to the way Boulez conducts Beethoven or Schubert — very much a feeling of,
there it is and there it stays.' A question of
beating'? ' Exactly. it's the beat and not the
phrase. Iused to teach at Tanglewood. and
when you take something like the Allegretto
of the Seventh Symphony. well, there's
nothing to beat if you only beat the time. And
Iused to tell the kids. try and conduct the
phrase. and not one, two, one, two. Nobody
needs you for that, and not only does nobody
need you, nobody's looking! That's what you
get used to. But if you conduct the phrase,
they might look. And, of course, it's infinitely
more difficult.'
Listening to Previn's Beethoven, and especially to the RPO woodwind. I have the
impression that the phrasing is very much
shaped: it's possible, surely, to tell even in
these works when the conductor is making
the woodwind play in a certain way'? ' Well,
especially in England. The time-honoured
tradition is that if one of the great orchestras
have played works a lot, they tend
not to rehearse those works very
much. Whereas if you're doing a
new piece by Max' Davies, the
incredible virtuosity of the English
sight-reading takes over. But to
play Beethoven without rehearsals
leaves the gates open for the most
horrendous problems, and habits,
and carelessnesses. When we were
due to record the Pastoral, it just so
happened that the RPO had come
off atour where they had played it
something like 12 times with someone else. And there was a groan
when Isaid, we're recording it next
week — very polite, but still agroan!
And then when they found out that
after three hours' rehearsal Ihadn't
finished with the first movement, it
became adifferent piece, because they were
interested again.
'You can take these Symphonies and
rehearse them for days on end and try to get
closer. You can't do that with lesser pieces.
they just won't stand up to it. It's awonderful
thing to take a work that's overfamiliar to
everyone in the orchestra and rehearse it as if
it were apremiere. Then what Icall chambermusic arguments begin. Someone says, look,
since this is along note followed by aslightly
shorter one in the recapitulation, do you
think it should be that over here as well'? And
then another player says. no, because my
phrasing mark says this. All that can be
overlooked and Beethoven will still sound
good. But once you get beneath the surface
problems on these pieces. they open up
endless vistas, and you can never catch up
with the piece, you just see if you can get a
little closer.'
Last January, after a season and a half as
the RPO's Music Director, Previn took on
the role of Principal Conductor instead,
which still ensures a firm commitment.
Although the majority of his recordings are
those which grew out of his II years with the
LSO, it was in fact with the Royal Philharmonic that his conducting reputation was estab93
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would be better now. You mentioned the
Prokofiev 5. and Ithink differently about that
now — Ifind a real malevolence throughout
the entire work. There are other pieces which
Irecorded long ago, where the company st s.
we need anew digital record of this. And you
say. OK. if it's a good piece. But not for
reasons of believing it could be that much
better. The best example of that is the
Walton First Symphony. I think the LSO
recording of that was really quite startling:
but it was made in the mid-' 60s. So when in
the ' 80s Telarc said, would you make one
with the RPO. Iwas really pleased to do it
again. because Iknew that the music would
be enhanced by that kind of recording. There
are certain pieces that I would never rerecord. If someone said, we really must have
another (
muffin' Burana. I'd say, not from
me! Nor Goldmark's Bogie Wedding Svmphony. Those are records you make with
pleasure once, but not twice.'
Eventually there will be more Mahler —
'there's no crying need. Iknow everyone's
doing it' — Brahms and Strauss with the
Vienna Philharmonic. Nothing typifies Pre yin's refusal to be canonised in his fifties more
than his undiminshed enthusiasm for the
Strauss tone- poems. ' You have to do the
famous ones once in awhile, so soon there'll
be lieldenlehen; but then, the year after. I
can let myself loose on Domestica. I'm
hopeless: as a conductor Istill find Strauss
irresistible. Idon't care how cynical he was
about all that orchestral virtuosity. I'm completely in love with it!' No question. then, of
the Beethoven project being the manufactured zenith of a uniquely wide-ranging
career. But then, as Previn himself points
out, he may yet have time to follow in the
Karajan tradition and produce a second
cycle. Or athird ..

lished in this country ( accompanying Leonard
Pennario in Rachmaninov's First and Fourth
Piano Concertos, also for RCA). Could he
point to any differences in temperament
between ' his' two British orchestras? ' Oh yes.
The RPO's not nearly as febrile. The i.S0
was always the most volatile London orchestra — the most fun and the most problematic.
Some of the performances we gave together
were so electrifying that I'll never forget them
as long as Ilive'. Here the tempers are rather
more even, there's less inter- orchestral strife
than you might find elsewhere, and basically
they're pleased with things at the moment'.
But musically Iwould hate to start noting
differences.'
Is the RPO. then, the right orchestra for
Previn's current feelings on Beethoven? 'The
RPO's the right orchestra to play anything.
I've never believed an orchestra should have
a specific sound exclusively its own. Inever
understood Ormandy. someone whom I
really admired, saying that the Philadelphia
had its own sound. What does that mean?
Does it mean that when they play early
Haydn it's the same as the Rupwdie Espagnoie? You can tell the timbre, perhaps; you
shouldn't be able to tell from the style. I
could point to obvious examples. I'd know
the VP0 when it plays typical repertory. I'd
recognise something as blatant as, say. Chicago playing the Rite of Spring. French
orchestras are fairly easy to spot. but again
it's more for the woodwind sound. not
necessarily for how they're playing.'
His American team. the Los Angeles
Philharmonic, are also, he feels, capable of
anything. Wasn't there, all the same, a
certain toughness apt to his recent thoughts
on Prokofiev — an outlook much changed if
one compares the terrifying new Prokofiev 5
with the earlier LSO version? ' Yes, they can

turn on a kind of steely power that is
extremely impressi‘e. In the Scythian Suite
the brass isn't just good. it's miraculous.
We've just recorded the Janacek Sinfonieno.
and with our trumpets that's quite something!
But on the other hand they played a Mahler
Four for me that was absolutely melting.'
He has recently been discussing the possibility of completing a Prokofiev cycle: I. 5. 6
and 7 have now been released, and 4
(perhaps, he muses, in both versions) seems
likely, though he admits that 2and 3 remain
unfamiliar to him. So the series of rerecordings he made in the early ' 80s will
obviously be complemented by other excursions into fresh fields. The ' second version'
syndiome is something about which he can
again he perfectly frank. ' Ihave to give You
one musical answer and one cynical one. ;The
musical one is that there are certain works
I'm asked to re-record, and I'm pleased
because I like to th:nk the performances

which are really quite perplexing. But
nothing as perplexing as those in Das
Klagende Lied. which I'm performing at the
moment. There, especially in " Waldmarchen", you have asituation where almost any
of the music could be done in 2or 4or 8or
whatever, and you have to puzzle it out as to
how the different sections relate to each
other.
'I'm very fond of the Waldmiirchen movement. 1understand exactly why Mahler didn't
go back and revise it. because it would have
been too major are- write. There are acouple
of very awkward transitions, and quite
definitely some passages where something
which is a six or eight bar section you
recognise really should be a 32- bar section.
The whole is akind of proto-Mahlerian work,
an adolescent version of all the moods you
find in the Symphonies. but the sincerity of
the expression and the beauty of some of
those moments are definitely to be treasured.' So it's not merely aquestion of finding
the key to Mahler's mature style, the foretaste of the authentic symphonic manner?
'No, works like this have avalue in their own
right, and it's particularly important in this
day and age to be able to recapture the
delight of naivety in music. One can go
through astage of feeling it's only proper to
admire the most difficult, the most intellectual kind of composition. and then be able to
come round to the kind of music that is very
simple. like a Schubert song. a Weber overture or " Waldmiirchen", or whatever, hut
which also contains within it something great.

and if it's performed with sincerity, it's a greatest hopes that people will come to
recognise that spark, and that we'll be able to
wonderful experience,
produce it consistently. Because although I'm
'In fact the way I've chosen to do Das
very happy to arrange programmes around a
Klagende Lied is quite different from the way
particular concept or series, ultimately the
Iusually work with them. I'm not telling 'ou
what it is just now: we'll just see how it all
public's interest and imagination must be
captured by its having complete faith, that
works out.' His way with orchestras is. he
when it goes to hear a particular team of
insists, far less verbal than the immaculate
artists working together it's going to hear
presenter and eloquent talker might suggest.
something which will be truly electrifying.
'Of course the approach varies. Because
Then it doesn't matter what the repertory is,
sometimes the work can be sorted out on
purely technical terms, and other times it can
the listener knows it's going to be great.'
Does that apply to even the toughest
be done more poetically. But most profesrepertory? ' Well, Ithink it's aquestion of my
sional orchestras don't want to hear long
poetic explanations about what a particular
attitude there. too. Iused to say it took me 20
years to become reconciled to C major. And
passage is supposed to mean. A couple of
of course. I am now. But my outlook on
words here and there, specific suggestions.
dissonance has changed too. Something like
that's about it. When Iwas conducting the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, and there was
the beginning of Les Noces, to me as an
apassage troubling them in aStrauss piece. I adolescent, and as a musician in my early
found this set- book approach: " the first six
twenties, suggested aggression, a kind of
defiance which Imyself felt in certain works
measures happy, and then suddenly on the
G-flat sad". And they could do that. It may
at that time. But now the whole use of
dissonance in Stravinsky suggests to me some
sound simplistic, but it's often far better that
kind of folkloric association. Because you
way.'
hear these little hands in Russia, or Hungary,
And specific remarks seem to be exactly
or Bulgaria in which the instruments are out
the secret when he works with the LSO.
of tune — there you find the kind of sonorities
'They're a fast- working bunch who can do
that Stravinsky used. not to he dissonant hut
anything. and the more to the point you can
to suggest the peculiar idiosyncrasies of the
be, the greater the precision with which
sort of music that fascinated him. So that
they'll follow your remarks. They have avery
means adifferent way of thinking about it. a
distinct, virtuoso rhythmic-drive approach to
different way of playing it. Because then
music, which I like very much. But what
counts most is that the concerts we've done
you're playing dissonances exultantly.' And
the audience senses that? ' Oh yes. the auditogether which have succeeded have had this
ence senses everything'.
kind of spark. And it would be one of my
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continuing impetus to achieve high SPLs with
the minimum number of drivers, cabinets and
amplifiers. First, the continuous rms power
handling capacity of voice coils has been
driven up, by around 10-fold, above 800 watts
for bass drivers, and 100 watts for hf. Next.
advanced horn loading techniques provide an
immediate 10 to 100-fold gain in conversion
efficiency. Third, refinements in horn geometry have yielded dispersion patterns which
largely overcome acoustic interference
between cabinets. In the TMS-4 illustrated,
patented techniques are used to prevent cone
break-up, while the midrange driver presents
auniquely pure resistive load to the amplifier
across 21
/ octaves. With a sensitivity of
2
107dB SPL at 1W at lm, the symptoms of
approaching the limits with this speaker
(namely increasing distortion, reduced bandwidth and thermal compression) are kept at
bay up to 140dB SPL at 1m.
On the surface, power amplifiers have long
been measurably more efficient than the
speakers they drive. Used en masse though.
their aggregate bulk and weight, and the
wasted heat released by Class A/B operation,
is embarrassing. Some designs use Class G
(and related techniques) to cut size and waste
heat, but better efficiency can come at the
expense of hyping the already high peak
currents drawn off the mains. At Castle
Donington, the rms current drawn off the site
generator was 600 amperes, with peaks over
2200 amps. Class D, PWM or ' Digital'
amplifiers claiming efficiencies of 95% have
arrived, but headway is slow, because they
have yet to prove their reliability and sonic
quality. Beyond this, a whole new class of
amplification looms, combining class E with
resonant ( Class C) power conversion

techniques to do away with the bulk, weight.
and losses of conventional 50Hz power supplies.

wh at does it all mean?
In 1966, a Belgian engineer warned Charlie
Watkins that his proposed IkW PA would
court a danger to health. Today. even the
public should know better. The ' natural'
SPLs produced by massed acoustic instruments ( notably jazz big bands) can be as loud
as a 10kW PA. Loud music stimulates adrenalin and can be euphoric, and the potential
for hearing damage is more strongly related
to dissonance (
ie, anti-euphonic distortion)
than to SPL. Over the past twenty years,
Turbosound's Tony Andrews has observed
the close correlation between crowd ' trouble'
and nauseous decibels. Irrespective of musical style, when coherent sound prevails, the
ineffable quality of the ' notes between the
notes' is overriding.
Today, the technology which grew up
alongside British R'n'B bands subtly reinforces grand opera (
Aida) and classical concerts (
eg. Hampstead). gives voice to religious gatherings (
cg. the Pope) and has
provided the impetus for remarkable acts of
international charity ( Live Aid, Sport Aid,
Nelson Mandela). ?;ii
Glossary of Live Sound Terminology
Backline: The musicians' own instrument
amplifiers. Clip: When an amplifier enters
overload.
Combo: An instrument amplifier with an
integral speaker cabinet. EQ: Equalization.
Formant: One or more frequency range contaming an instrument's timbre.
FX: Slang for effects', je. processors.

Howlround: Positive acoustic feedback:
when sound chases its own tail. Keys:Keyboards, je. synthesizers. PA: Stands for
both ' Power Amplification' and ' Public
Address*. Pad: Slang for a switchable attenuator. PMR: Peak to Mean Ratio, or ' Crest
Factor'.
Routing: Pronounced ' Root-ing'. the setting
of each channel's route or path, ie. configuralion.
Soundcheck: The equivalent of an orchestra
tuning-up. SPL: Sound Pressure Level.
Splitter rack: The PA's distribution nerve
centre. WEM: Watkins Electric Music was
founded in 1953. Charlie Watkins is generally
regarded as the father of British PA developments.
Further reading & footnotes
Tony Bacon ( Ed.), Rock Hardware — the
instruments, equipment and technology of
Rock, Blandford Press, 1980.
Ben Duncan: A Hi Fi System with Bollocks,
Sound International, August 1980. The history of PA volumes 1, 2 & 3. '
One Two
Testing' magazine, June, July & August 1984.
Analogue Design for Rock 'n' Roll, Rauch
Precision, 1986 ( Reprints available from
Audio Synthesis). Building the largest PA in
the galaxy. Sound & Video contractor (
USA),
August 1988. Steven Court, ' Live sound
evolution', Studio Sound, June 1984.

HOW MUCH POWER?
Venue

Total Power

Club or small auditorium
Major auditorium

1-10kW
10-50kW
50-200kW
50-5(XAW

Stadium
Festival outdoors

BOOKS
DIGITAL AUDIO AND
COMPACT DISC
TECHNOLOGY
by Luc Baert, Luc
Theunissen and Guido
Vergult. Published by
Heinemann Professional, 22
Bedford Square, London
wc 1B 3HH. Hardback.
£20.00. 256pp. 100 diagrams,
10 photographs.

The impact of digital audio has been
followed, in quick succession, by aflood of
publications explaining the technology. This
latest example to come under the scrutiny of
HFNIRR has sold out in its first edition after
just amatter of weeks, helped, it must be
said, by arather large trans- Atlantic order. A
reprint of the title is underway and
Heinemann have assured adequate supplies,
A solid reference tome, the book has been
compiled by three members of Sony's
European Service Centre and although this
means that, throughout, numerous references
to their products are made, as co-inventors of
the Compact Disc, creators of Super-8video
tape and Pulse Coded Modulation (
PCM)
audio recorders, they ought to be at the
forefront of disseminating knowledge.
Although the first few chapters begin in a
simple, easy-to-follow manner that the
layman can understand, the reader is soon
taken deep into the ramifications of digital
filters, binary crossword code, CIRC, block
addresses and PCM data interleave format.
Needless to say, this is atechnical
appreciation of virtually all there is to know
about the digital world.
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The subjects covered include: digital signal
processing, quantization, A/D conversion,
error correction, optoelectronics, CD servo
circuits, signal processing, DAT, PCM, CD
and Video-8.
Perhaps the most pertinent chapters are
those concerned with the various forms of
digital audio tape: covering the basic format,
making comparisons with video tape systems,
the sampling methods employed, and
encoding and decoding procedures.
This must be the definitive book on CD
players and associated technology, and I
would think it essential reading matter for
budding audio engineers, while for the hi-fi
enthusiast it would prove an interesting
insight into the ' happenings' of black boxes.
Whether you can justify the £20 when you
could be buying another three Compact Discs
is another matter, although publications
covering similar topics tend to be nearer the
£40 mark. A place should be made for it on
the shelves of the electronics' department in
every college and at all good reference
libraries.
Trevor Butler
GERSHWIN

by Edward Jablonski. 436pp, 83 b & w
photographs, bibliography, discography and index.
Published by Simon & Schuster. West Garden Place,
Bendal Street, Lon
London W2 2A G.£7
. 50.

The title should have an Son the end, for this
biography improves on all the others
(including Jablonski's own earlier work) by
giving full credit to Ira Gershwin. The last 44
pages cover the years after George's death,
during which Ira worked with other
composers. Jablonski comments, on Ira's
brief collaboration with Harry Warren: ' Ira

•

was rarely comfortable with writing single
songs; he preferred working on aproductiOn,
afilm or ashow, in which the songs were
written for aspecific point for aspecific
talent'.
It didn't always work — yet it would work
surprisingly better than expected. It was
when the young Danny Kaye stopped the
show on the first night of Lady in the Dark
(1940) with Ira's tongue-twister
'Tchaikovsky' that one of his songs got a
better treatment than it had ever had during
rehearsals.
The magic of colaboration worked in 1953
when Harold Arlen took Ira a62-bar
'tapeworm' with no verse that he had written
while working with Johnny Mercer. With
Judy Garland at her peak when A Star is Born
was filmed, 'The Man That Got Away'
became one of the classics of the age; as
Jablonski says, bluesy rather than aballad —
and arguably Harold Arlen's masterpiece.
After that, Ira did alittle more work: The
Country Girl, again with Arlen, but no song
has survived. It left Ira free to compile those
annotated selections from his work, Lyrics on
Several Occasions (1959), an exposition of
the lyricist's art, recently republished.
He was probably the most erudite of them
all, and this book is doubly welcome in
reminding us that there were two Gershwins,
and that Ira did some of his best work after
1937.
As for the main bulk of the biography, it is
superbly researched, and documents
particularly well Gershwin's struggle to
become acceptecd by the musical
establishment.
Denis Argent
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AUDIOPHILES AND MUSIC LOVERS
ONDEMONSTRATION NOW Pierre LURNÉ Audiomeca
Il-SL5 Record Player
An outstanding audiophile product
of innovative design, impeccable
finish and consummate musical
performance. If you are dedicated to
the LP, judge for yourself.
Price £2995 ( ex- cartridge)
MATISSE Reference Tube
Preamplifier
Anew name in high end audio that
sets anew standard of performance.
Very low noise, fine resolution,
MC-MM selection and separate
Power Supply with multi- voltage
facility. Audition essential
Price £2995 inc VAT
ENSEMBLE PA- 1and PA- 1Reference
Speakers
Swiss design excellence has created
small loudspeakers capable of really
top- class performance on the most
demanding analogue and digital
programmes
Prices £1695 - £3295 according to
model and finish
AUTHORISED AGENCIES FOR
CLEARAUDIO • ENSEMBLE
HELIUS • MATISSE • MICHELL
PIERRE LURN É • QUICKSILVER
SOUTHER • SUPERPHON

FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE THE DIFFERENCE
PERFORMANCE HIGH FIDELITY
CHELSEA LONDON SW3
01 352 4845
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INDICES
fide* n. strict conformity to truth or fact; exact
correspondence to the original; precision
of reproduction.
ceccür'ate a. careful, precise; in exact conformity with
astandard or with truth.
définilion n. stating precise nature of thing, meaning
of word; making or being distinct; degree of
distinctness, in outline.
dna'rrac(s) a&n.pl. (
usu. treated as sing.) 1 + a. of
motive force ( opp.static); of force in actual operation
(opp. potential) relating to volume of sound. 2 + n.
amount or variation of volume of sound.
ré'al'ism n. fidelity of representation, truth to nature;
insistence upon details; showing of thing as it is
without glossing over what is disagreeable.
system n. 1 + complex whole, set of connected
things or parts; organised body of material things.-2 +
method, organisation, considered principles of
procedure.
Opinions, Product, Advertising; the choice available
to the consumer at all price levels has never been
greater. Within the limits he has set himself, the role of
the dealer in this triumph of market forces appears
unchanged; aresponsibility to manufacturers and
distributors whose products he is supporting to ensure
those products are correctly demonstrated and
assessed, and aresponsibility to customers to ensure
that products purchased are correctly installed and
performing to expectations. As implied, Phonograph
systems are primarily, but not exclusively, analogue
based and cover awide range of price and
specification. Our cd players are drawn from
Marantz, Cambridge Audio, Meridian and Sfax,
Some equipment will be familiar to anyone who
browses magazine counters while the rest will be
known only to real enthusiasts. Included are the best
loudspeaker at the price, regardless of size (
ProAc
Super Tablette) one of the world's best electrostatic
headphones (
Sfax Lambda Pro) and abeautifully
crafted valve pre- amplifier from Germany (
Klimo
Merlin).
A selection of guaranteed second-hand and
demonstration items ore constantly available and
currently include aMusical Fidelity A370 (# 1699), pair
of Audioplan Kontrapunkt (# 675, inc, stands), a
Michell Gyrodec II with RB300 tonearm (# 499, s/h)
and alate Musical Fidelity A100 (# 299, s/h).
From Manticore to Voyd, Musical Fidelity to Matisse,
we're listening. For details contact:

PHONOGRAPH
60a Erpingham Road. Pulm.
London S%% 15 1BG.
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.- Fri. 10am- 1
pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sat. 10am- 1
pm.
Demonstrations by appointment.
Free delivery UK mainland.
Ft 1,L EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
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RECORD
CLASSICAL
AUBER
101 La Muette de Portici ( Fulton)
BARTOK
101 Dance Suite ( Nowak)
BEETHOVEN
101 Symphony 3, etc ( Goodman)
103 Symphony 7. etc ( Previn)
103 Bagatelles ( Afanassiev)
BLISS
103 Rout. etc ( Gale .Johnson/Nash Ens)
BRAHMS
103 Symphony 4. ctc (Boult)
103 Sextet 2. etc ( Amadeus/Berg)
BRITTEN
103 AMDG, etc ( Edwards)
BRUCKNER
105 Symphony 5, etc ( Inbal)
CORELI.I
105 Trio Sonatas ( Koopman el al)
DVORAK
105 Piano Quintet, etc ( Rubinstein/
Guarneri Qt)
FAYRFAX
105 Missa Albanus, etc ( Christophers)
GIELEN
117 Siring Quartet ( LaSalle Qt)
HANDEL
105 Messiah ( arr. Mozart) ( Mackerras)
I()5 Dixit Dominus. etc ( Cleotiury)
HINDEMITH
I( i5 Viola Sonatas ( Kashkashian/Lcvin)
HOLST
li )9 The Planets ( Ifickox)
109 The Planets ( Williams)
109 The Planets. etc ( Boughton)
LULLY
109 Petits Motet', (('hristie)
109 Atys excerpts ( Christie)
MAHLER
109 Symphony 3 ( Ilorenstein)
109 Symphony 3, etc ( Tilson Thomas)
III Symphony 4 ( Bernstein)
Ill Symphony 5 ( Bernstein)
MENDELSSOHN
III Midsummer Night's Dream ( Litton)
MOZART
Ill Symphonies 25/28/29 ( Mackerras)
113 String Quintets K174/516 ( Guarneri Qt
et al)
113 Davide penitente K469. etc ( Marriner)
MUSSORSKY
115 Pictures at an Exhibition ( Maazel)
NYMAN
113 Man Who Mistook His Wife .
(Nyman)
POULENC
113 Piano Music ( Parkin)
PUCCINI
113 La Bohème ( Bernstein)
113 La Bohème (('onlon)
113 La Bohème ( Karajan)
RACHMANINOV
115 Piano Concertos 1-4 ( Ashkenazy/
Haitink)
RAK
115 Remembering Prague ( Rak)
RAVEL
101 Daphnis & Chloe Suites ( Nowak)
115 Bolero. etc ( Maazel)
SCARLATTI
115 Harpsichord Sonatas ( Rowland)
SCHNABEL
117 String Quartet 3 ( LaSalle Qt)
SCHOENBERG
117 Transfigured Night, etc (Tate)
SCHUBERT
117 String Quartets D173/804 ( Tokyo Qt)

N

SCHUMANN
117 Sonata Op. II. etc ( Pollini)
R STRAUSS
101 Woman Without aShadow ( Sawallisch)
STRAVINSKY
117 Apollo/Orpheus ( Lubbock)
117 Firebird. etc ( Stravinsky)
117 Rite of Spring. etc ( Bernstein)
119 Dumbarton Oaks Concerto. etc
(Whitfield)
TCHAIKOVSKY
119 Manfred Symphony ( Chailly I
WAGNER
119 Tannhauser Overture. etc ( Karajan)
WEBER
119 Clarinet Concertos. etc ( Pay)
119 Clarinet Quintet. etc (
l'ay i'earceiNash
Ens)
WII.SON
121 Piano Concerto, etc ( WildeiThornson)

COLLECTIONS
121 VIKTORIA MILILLOVA ( Bach/Bartoki
Paganini)
121 VIRTUOSO DOUBLE- BASS ( Bottesini)
121 THIS ENGLAND ( 4composers)
121 HARPSICHORD RECITAI, ( Gilbert)
121 HERMANN PREY EDITION
(3 composers. 5CDs)
123 201h CENTURY CLASSICS
(12 composers. 9CDs)
123 DECCA CHAMBER MUSIC
(8 composers. 5 ( Ds)
125 DECCA WEEKEND CLASSICS
(numerous composers. 15 CDs.)

R 0 C K/P 0 P/J A Z Z
AUTOSALVAGE
39 Autosalvage
THE BALANCING ACT
29 Three Squares and aRoof
THE BEATLES
37 Interview Vol 11
THE BLACKBYRDS
39 Beat On - The Best of Vol I
RUBEN BLADES
29 Metiendo Man
JAMES BROWN & THE SOUL Gs
29 Live at Chastain Park
HAROLD BUDD
37 The White Arcades
THE CARTER FAMILY
37 Wildwood Flower
PEE WEE CRAYTON
39 Blues After Dark
CRAZY PINK REVOLVERS
29 At the River's Edge
CELIA CRUZ
29 Introducing Celia Cruz
CELIA CRUZ & WILLIE COLON
29 Winners
DEATH ANGEL
37 Frolic Through the Park
DREAM SYNDICATE
31 Ghost Stories
DUKE ELLINGTON
131 Black Brown and Beige

BEST

REVIEWS
ELLIS BEGGS & HOWARD
137 Homelands
ERIC DOLPHY
129 Unrealized Tapes
FAIRPORT CONVENTION
139 The Bonny Bunch of Roses
FIVE STAR
131 Rock the World
GEORGE FORMBY
139 Leaning on aLamppost
GREEN STRING QUARTET
131 Molly on the Shore
ROY HARPER/JIMMY PAGE
139 Whatever Happened to . . . Jugula?
COLEMAN HAWKINS
131 The Hawk in Europe
OFRA HAZA
137 Shaday
JOHN HIATT
137 Slow Turning
ABDULLAH IBRAHIM
131 Mindif
THE ICICLE WORKS
139 The Icicle Works
THE INSECT TRUST
139 The Insect Trust
INTENSE DEGREE
137 The Peel Sessions
INXS
139 Shabooh Shoobah
MARIA JOAO-AKI TAKASE
131 Looking for Love
BUDD JOHNSON
133 Blues ala Mode
THE JUNGLE BAND
137 The Jungle Groove
JUNIOR
137 Sophisticated Street
LEE KONITZ
133 Subconscious-lee
JOHN LENNON
137 The Last Word
THE LURKERS
139 List Will and Testament
TOD MACHOVER
133 Valis
JOHN MAYALL
139 Bare Wires
JOHN MAYALL
139 The Blues Alone
MAGIC MUSCLE
139 The Pipe. The Roar, The Grid
137

METALLICA
. . And Justice For All

THE 13TH FLOOR EI.EVATORS
139 Bull of the Woods
RUSS TOLEMAN
137 In Earthquake Town
RANDY TRAVIS
135 Old 8 x 10
JETHRO TULL
139 Thick as aBrick
USTAD MASSANO TAZI
135 Marco
VARIOUS
139 Bluesville Vol 1
VARIOUS
137 Hot City Nights
VARIOUS
139 Penny Arcade

MICHELLE SHOCKED
133 Short Sharp Shocked

VARIOUS
137 Rap Tras!

MOMUS
133 Tender Pervert

VARIOUS
139 Songs of Christmas Past

SUNNY MURRAY
133 Indelicay

VARIOUS
139 Sophisticated Sounds - Soul for the
Connoisseur

RED NICHOLS
133 Feeling No Pain

VARIOUS
139 Stax Sirens & Volt Vamps

ORCHESTRA HARI,OW
129 Salsa!
OST
137 The Great Outdoors

OF THE

MONTH

Authentic instruments Troica'
Handel's Dixit Dominus from King's College
Albert Hall Planets' from Nimbus
Poulenc piano music cycle begins
Chailly's impressive Concertgebouw `Manfred'
Authentic instruments Weber Clarinet Concertos

o

OUARDIA
135 Assirem
THE PALADINS
137 Years Since Yesterday
CHARLIE PARKER
135 The Original Bird
ANNETTE PEACOCK
137 Abstract Contact
HARRY PEPL/HERBERTJOOS/JON
CHRISTENSEN
135 Cracked Mirrors
GENE PHILLIPS AND HIS RHYTHM
ACES
139 ILike ' Em Fat
TITO PUENTE
129 Best of the 60s
LOUIS RAMIREZ & HIS LATIN JAZZ
ENSEMBLE
137 A Tribute to Cal Tjader
RJ's LATEST ARRIVAL
137 Truly Yours
BOBBY RUSH
139 Rush Hour
SHINGON BUDDHIST MONKS
135 Japan 7Shomyo
'
NAN SIMOPOULOS
135 Wings and Air
SMALL FACES
139 Small Faces
SPIRIT
139 Spirit of'76
HERB STEWARD
139 One Brother
STRYPER
137 In God We Trust
THE STUPIDS
137 The Peel Sessions
JOE TEX
139 The Very Best Of

101
105
109
113
119
119

VARIOUS
129 This Is Latin Music
VARIOUS
139 Unchained Melodies - Four Stars
of the 50s
VELVET ELVIS
131 Velvet Elvis
JOHN WEILDER
137 Intervals in the Sunlight
TEDDY WILSON
135 His Piano and Orchestra With Billie
Holiday
GEORGE ZAMFIR
137 Beautiful Dreams

o
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS arc based on the Compact Disc, unless indicated • ( LP). The catalogue number is followed by total
playing time, and equivalent LP/MC ( Musicassette) numbers. = monophonic recording. (g) indicates date of first UK
release, eg, on LP — now CD, or LP reissue. ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS arc based on the LP, unless shown: CD.
Equivalent MC number is given in brackets. (
NB. Musicassettes are not reviewed in HFNIRR.) RATINGS Recording and
Performance arc separately graded as asummary of each review. In Rock/Pop/Jazz the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. An additional star — A* or I* — denotes outstanding quality. C) HiFi News & Record Review
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CLASSICAL
R STRAUSS: Die Frau ohne Schatten
Studer/Ku
Vin zingl M uffISchwarzl Bavarian RS() and ChlTolz Boys Ch/Sawallisch
EMI CDS 749 0742 ( 3CDs, 190m 50s) ( 3LPs:
EX 749 ( 1741, 3MCs: EX 749 0744)
Though forced by opera- houses to suggest
expedient cuts in many of his operas. Strauss
knew that the time would come when expertise and finance could meet his every
demand. He was aware that such cuts would
only make an Act seem longer, destroying a
carefully prepared structure and sense of
theatre; and now he finds a triumphant
advocate of that unerring theatricality in
Wolfgang Sawallisch, giving us Die &au ohne
Schatten complete for the first time on disc.
In the astonishing Second Act where the
composer rises so awesomely and unexpectedly to Hofmannsthal's demand for a
'polyphonic interaction of the couples' - the
hitherto unworldly Emperor and Empress,
the too mundane Barak and his confused wife
- a masterpiece of epic stagecraft at last
stands revealed in this performance. Biihm's
live Vienna recording. following the numerous cuts from which this Act suffers so
severely, hurled us into a maelstrom of
disaster and disintegration; Sawallisch also
finds room for aWagnerian breadth that is no
pale imitation of Richard ' the First', since he
paces each scene unerringly towards its
revelation. With the dense, often dark textures of the later scenes infallibly clear and
controlled, the real climaxes carry an overwhelming impact.
All that would count for less if the singers
were unwilling to rise to their characters'
respective crises. Above all it's Cheryl
Studer, in the queasy scene where the
Empress first comes to an understanding of
real suffering and compassion, who manages

AUBER: La Muette de Portici
Soloistsl Ens Ch Jean Laforgel Monte Carlo
PO/Fu/ion
EMI 749 2842 (
2CDs, 149m 08s) digital
La Muette de Portici is one of the most
famous 19th-century operas that, until now,
we have all too rarely had the chance to hear.
Admittedly, its fame is due more to novelty
value ( first French grand opera, first opera
with heroine who does not sing, or even
speak, only opera said to have triggered a
revolution) than to its intrinsic merits; but
these are high, and it makes asplendid work
for the gramophone - or for the stage, though
the eruption of Vesuvius, into the blazing
lava from which the mute girl, deserted by
the viceroy's son, leaps at curtain- fall, might
tax the average production- team! The structure is firm and clear ( five acts, finely controlled by the librettist, Scribe), the music by
turns lyrical and highly dramatic, melodious
and imaginatively scored. The chorus ( mainly
representing Neapolitan fishermen, revolting
in 1647 against Spanish rule) has stirring
music and an important role in the action.
And the solo writing, especially for the
doomed popular hero Masaniello, is skilful
and rewarding. The performance, under the
enthusiastic direction of Thomas Fulton, carries almost complete conviction.
Since we have to imagine the dance and
mime of Fenella, the dumb fisher-girl ( the
libretto, despite weird touches of English,
carries the full stage directions), the main
burden falls on the venerable and still stylish
Masaniello of Alfredo Kraus, and John Aler
HI-FI NEWS ét RECORD REVIEW
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to combine stunning vocal prowess ( abloodcurdling top D- flat) and tonal beauty with a
palpably agonised throb in the voice. And she
manages to carry over the sense of enormity
in the Empress's-predicament throLghout the
less- than- inspired Third Act, which found
Strauss labouring tc‘\ ards an end that in
1916. after he Ariad•c Prologue. he found he
no longer had the heart to complete. Again
Sawallisch balances the by now overladen
strands and moves on the action urgently; in
the stretches of spoken dialogue before the
Empress's crucial ' Ich will nicht!', which very
few listeners can ever have heard before,
conductor and soprano between them stretch
over the tension to breaking point. The
apotheosis. invariably an embarrassment with
its blandly diatonic washes of twittering
unborn children, flows with a firm sense of
direction, and the warm, generous acoustic of
Munich's Herkulewdal treats the bizarre
orchestration very kindly.
Sawallisch is less happy with the myriad
sound-worlds of Act I. where all is exposition
and June Anderson as the young Spanish
couple, ardent and affecting, if occasionally
strained. There are strong, idiomatic assumptions from the supporting cast, very good
choral singing, and lively orchestral playing.
The recording is immediate in impact, broad
in spectrum, unfussy. The pauses between
the acts are indecently short; the sound
unfailingly fresh throughout two unusually
long CDs.
I recommend this issue enthusiastically
and with great confidence. (A/A*:11
Peter Branscombe

BARTOK: Dance Suite/RAVEL: Daphnis et
Chloe - Suites I & 2
LSO/Nowak
ASV CD DCA 536 (
43m 52s) digital C) 1986
Andrew Keener thought the EMI Studio I
acoustic less atmospheric for the Ravel than
Symphony Hall Boston, or St Eusxacile Montreal, but I found the sound ( Boyden/C
Parker) impressive in these difficult scores
chosen by the 1984 Patel( Philippe prizewinner Grzegorz Nowak. Iknow what he means
about Abbey Road. and Iconcur with his
comments on performances Duly ' 86 p991.
The Ravel is sumptuously spread, ' Daybreak'
slow to rise, though beautiful in its way. Not
as idiomatic as Solti's or Fricsav's, Dance
Suite, too, is inclined to asoft- edged musical
view, with some of the detail prenified. Even
so, enjoyable - I'll be returning to this CD.
LP rating lifted to the upper limits of IA:21.
Christopher Breunig

and contrast rather than the steady mounting
of conflict. He treats the first, surprising
human music in the opera - Barak's tenderness - with the kind of unrelaxed sense of
onward movement that marred his Arabella
and Intermezzo; alittle expressive unbending
needn't destroy the shape of this fertile act.
Neither mortal becomes particularly lovable.
We hear only a fusty- toned shrewishness
from Ute Vinzing's Wife, and never - as with
Nilsson - the soul enshrined within ( though
she does have a stock of flame- toned notes
for the Act 2high- points); and Alfred Muffs
Barak is abluff fellow, not especially likely to
set the Empress pitying. Fascination waxes
for the arrival of the Nurse. Hanna Schwarz
at once sensuously youthful and darkly
insinuating: even when she gets to the terrible
point of what the Wife must renounce, she
never sinks to grand guignol. Finally there's
Kollo as the cipher- Emperor: aptly Heldentenorish in a rather strained sort of way. he's
fine until things go wrong for him - and he
never seems to wake at the end from his stony
spell.
So those are the reservations. They
needn't. Ithink, deter anyone fascinated by
this strangest of operas from settling down
with Sawallisch: as I've suggested. where he
succeeds, the effect is as overwhelming as any
in the greatest of Wagner interpretation. The
recording luminously helps him all the way to
the sound- welters of Act 3 ( even there,
perfectly clear); the playing is cultured but
never tepid, and the supporting roles ( including Paul Frey, a future Emperor, as the
Wife's would-be succubus and Cyndia Sieden
in the grateful Straussian cameo of the
Temple Guardian) are typical of the general
polish. Like the opera, it's agenerous labour
of love, and generously flawed.
lA*/A:1*/21
David Nice
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3,
Eroica'
Coriolan Overture
Hanover Band/Goodman
Nimbus NI 5122 (
54m 39s) digital

o

The Eroica was the first great romantic
symphony, a vast and revolutionary work
which hardly encourages thoughts of period
instruments and an orchestra of under fifty
players. Yet that is what we have here, in a
thoroughly researched performance to fit the
requirements of c.1805. Iwas not optimistic,
yet by the time the excitingly defiant Coriolan
drew to aclose, my appetite was thoroughly
whetted. The supportive and spacious
reverberance of All Saints, Tooting, gives the
Hanover Band the grand scale needed by
Beethoven's aspiring music, while the orchestra's differentially assertive tonal character
maintains asurprising inner clarity during the
most densely scored passages. Once one has
adjusted to the bright yet deeply set sound,
the recording is very fine, while its UHJ
Ambisonic encoding enables one to sit within
the church acoustic to worthwhile effect, even
with just a simple Hafler set-up.
Both performances are excellent. They
have the feel of real events, not studio
compilations. There are a few intonational
doubts and other momentary slips - but who
could grumble at the odd fluffed note from
the otherwise quite gloriously fruity horn
episodes in the Trio of ( iii)? Tempi on the
whole are brisk, as is common in ' period'
performances, with Roy Goodman's Funeral
March, for instance, taking 4m less than
Bernstein's while losing nothing in intensity.
101
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Cassette head demagnetiser
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Compact disc storage case
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SCOTCH ( 2pack)
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MAIL ORDER
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DEALER NETWORK
ALDERLEY EDGE iCheshiie Aston Audio 4West SI
ANDOVER Andover Audlo 6 JUrIC'. qoile
ASHFORD : Kent: Photocron 40 orgy Siren!

EASTBOURNE JeffrNs
Aloe, Parade Green Si
EDGWARE JMS Radio 49 Barnbeld Road Waning Ave

BARNSLEY Barmen/ HI-FI Centre 40 Sheltield Road
BASINGSTOKE Absolute Sound & Video 4Feathers Lane
BATH Paul Green HI- Fl Harpers Funkstung London Rd

ESHER Aware 8 Ile Parade Claygele
EXETER Gulliford HI-FI 28 Cowick Sneer

ENFIELD At Labe I59a Chase Soc

LONDON CONTINUED
NW6 Audio I' 190 West End Lane

RAMSGATE F.J. Roger, 10 Grange Road

NW6 Set/Ironic. 81 Saiusbury Road Queen. Perk
SW11 Off Record. 58 Baltersea Rise Clapham Juncbon
SW15 Fotofiel Putney BR Station 161 Paco., High Sneer
WI KJ West One 26 New Cavendish Streel Manlebone

BEDFORD Teristock Video 23 Tawslock Street

FAREHAM Electronequip 59 West Skeet
GLASGOW Stem Showcase 98 Bath Sneer

BELFAST 7KnIgMe Records 33 Solar. Avenue
BIRMINGHAM Superf16 7Sinallbrook Clueeneway
BOLTON Cleartone 235 Blackburn Road

GLOUCESTER Audio Excellence 58 Brostol Roaa
GUILDFORD PJ Equipment 3Bridge Street
HARROW Harrow Audio 21 Springfield Road

LUTON Audio & Visual Systems 12a Park Square

BOURNEMOUTH Sutton, 10 Ger. Place
BRIGHTON Jenne. HI-FI 69 London Road
BRISTOL 7Radford HI.FI 52 Gloucester Road

HUDDERSFIELD Empire Electro 11 John William St
HULL Superfl rDOCk Street

MANCHESTER 3Clearione NIFI 54 Bridge Streel
MANCHESTER 14 Shadows 162 Wdrnslow Road

BRISTOL 8Absolute Sound & Vkleo 65 Park SIClifton

ILFORD At Labs 442 Cranbrook Road Gents HD
IPSWICH Earern Audio 41 Bramlord Road

NEW MALDEN Surrey Cameras 31 High Street
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CLASSICAL
The huge opening movement is more conventionally paced — and mightily effective. I
suspect that some others will nit-pick at this
performance, but for me its sheer electric
tension makes it the version of Beethoven's
heroic vision. A great issue. [ A:1*/11
John Crabbe

Sir Arthur Bliss (photo: Huns Wild/Lyrita)

BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 D Overtures —
Coriolan D Prometheus
RPOIPrevin
RCA RD 87748 (
54m 20s) digital ( LP: RL
87748, MC: RK 87748)
Sharp focus and attention to detail abound in
7(i). The woodwind of the introduction,
tenderly phrasing and carefully balanced,
breathe adifferent air from their summoning
chords; flute and oboe, tellingly counterpointed by strings, usher in the dance as a
thing of lightness and grace, though its full
energy, once unleashed, is cleanly remarkable — strings reaching out to Parnassus at the
first fortissimo without any trace of harshness. So it is strange to find the Allegretto so
lacking in tautness. The plunge into the
relative minor strikes pallidly; then Previn
takes it very slowly, but without the kind of
inner tension that the all- pervasive rhythm
needs at this sort of speed. Here the true grit
needed for the climaxes seems beyond the
RPO's ken: I find myself echoing CB's
sentiments ( August, p78) about the orchestra's claims on the Beethoven market.
As I've hinted, though, ( i) tells me otherwise. So, especially, does the scherzo, with
thematic wisps again lovingly phrased and
argued between sections: rhythm is by no
means the outright winner here. Previn
makes anice pact in the trio with Beethoven's
Assai meno presto: not quite as brusquely
altvaterisch as Toscanini, perhaps, but always
fresh, never pious. The final dithyrambic
frenzy is appropriately physical, with timpani
slightly over-reverberant. Generally, though.
Tony Faulkner's engineering is warm and
natural, serving Previn's view most aptly. The
overtures, like the symphony, together make
up acurate's egg: astiff Coriolan, mistaking
austerity. perhaps, for cold-bloodedness, and
adelightful, thoroughly prepared Prometheus
— auguring brightly for Previn's forthcoming
Mozart. [ A:1/2]
David Nice
BEETHOVEN: II Bagatelles, Op.119 E 6
Bagatelles, Op.125
Valéry Afatzassiev (pno)
Denon CO 72433 (
43m 54s) digital
Perhaps it was a reflection of my chronic
ambivalence towards the composer which led
me to enthuse over Afanassiev's Schubert
(D960) on ECM. JS very quickly weeded his
version out, in his Radio 3 ' Building a
Library' comparisons! Apart from the fact
that, on CD. there can be no excuse for
excluding the Op.33 Bagatelles — and Philips
should surely give priority to aCD transfer of
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich's three sets of
Bagatelles— there is no point in doing them at
all if you are going to iron out all the quirks
and bumps which allow you to relate these
Kleinigkeiten to the late Piano Sonatas and
Diabelli Variations.
Glenn Gould was certainly idiosyncratic in
his recording of Opp.33/126, but, if his
wilfulness proved illuminating at times. Afanassiev's changes in dynamics, exaggerated
pauses. arbitrary omission of ornaments,
merely frustrate the listener — especially
when, purely at the technical level, his
control is so assured. Why, for example. in
the twenty- bars Op. 119:10 totally disregard
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Beethoven .s markings? Hear BishopKovacevich's correct observance of the fillip
alternations and the whole effect is greater.
Or. why the absurdly stilted 9. where only
simplicity captivates? And can this faltering
tempo be Vivace moderato? Why introduce
those plonking staccati in the Andante, Il?
And so on.
When Denon's Tokyo production yields
such good piano sound. catching the line
nuances of tone Afanassiev employs, you
think: if only he had been content to play
Beethoven's edition, rather than his own
(distinctly inferior) distorted one. Perverse.
1A:41
Christopher Breunig
BLISS: Rout D Rhapsody El Conversations
Madam Noy D The Women of Yueh
Quintet
Elizabeth Gale (sop)/ Anthony Rolfe Johnson
(ten)INash Ens/Friend
Hyperion CDA 66137 (
61m 24s) digital C)
1985

I reviewed the LP in April ' 85 and was
enchanted by the glimpse of the younger Bliss
it presented. That so much potential should
have become dissipated as the years rolled by
is to be mourned, but to hear these works is
compensation. All are performed here with
the smooth élan so typical of the Nash
Ensemble and, although the recording is not
always as convincing in its stereo spread or
timbral impact as it might be, the sound is
never less than clear and characterful, and
the varied items of the programme form a
satisfying whole. The CD transfer is the equal
of the LP version and has the obvious
advantages of the medium. Recommended.
[A:11
Doug Hammond
BRAHMS: Symphony 4 D Alto Rhapsody
Janet Baker IJohn Alldis ChILPOIBoult
EMI CDM 769 4242 (
52m 08s) C) 1973, ' 71
Ican only echo DH's comments on Boult's
Brahms 3 (July, p87). It's the lyrical rather
than the Promethean Brahms that stands out
in this clean-textured account — surely alittle
cool in the tragic heights of ( i)'s coda, and
though there's certainly one turn of the screw
in the Passacaglia — in the chords just after
the variations for flute and horns
(tremendously poignant) — we need at least
one more to raise temperatures for the final
assault. But Sir Adrian remains consistently
clear-headed, and he does draw some wonderfully expressive moments from strings: the

leap to B major for the second subject of ( i),
oboe and clarinet; shades of the subtle
Elgarian towards the end of ( ii). As for the
Alto Rhapsody, refer back, if you will, to my
transports of delight in the August issue
(p87). [ A/B:1/21 Rhapsody [ 11
David Nice
BRAHMS: Sextet 2D Andante from Sextet 1
Amadeus Ens/Alban Berg Qt
EMI CDC 749 7472 (
52m 16s) digital
As an admirer of the Amadeus Quartet, I
wish Icould be more enthusiastic about this
recording of part of a concert, given in la
Salle Favart at the Opéra-Comique in Paris,
in homage to that great ensemble. Unfortunately, although some of the atmosphere of
the occasion is well captured, with copious
applause before and after the performances,
the readings themselves are not ones to which
Iwould wish to return. The three remaining
members of the Amadeus Quartet join with
the Alban Berg Quartet ( minus its first
violinist) to form an unwieldy group, prey to
overstated emotion and idiosyncratic articulation and accentuation, combined with
some suspect intonation. The recording,
though possibly faithful to the qualities of the
venue, does not produce the most agreeable
ambience or balance for repeated listening,
and tends to emphasise the presence of the
audience.
The Amadeus Quartet themselves have
produced elsewhere on CD a much more
consistent and satisfying account of the
Second Sextet ( DG — coupled with the whole
of the First, and the Quintets), and although
the obvious enthusiasm of the players on this
present disc may be a source of some pleasure. Iwould have thought that most listeners
would prefer to remember the Amadeus at
their best. [
B/C:31
Doug Hammond
BRITTEN: AMDG I: Hymn to St Cecilia El A
Boy was Born D A Shepherd's carol
London Sinfonietta Voices & Ch/Choristers of
St Paul's/ Edwards
Virgin VC 790 7282 (
64m) digital ( LP: VC
790 7281, MC: VC 790 7284)
This is billed as the premiere recording of
AMDG (
Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam — ' to the
greater glory of God'). Britten's setting of
seven poems by Gerard Manley Hopkins. It is
not certain that the composer wanted them to
appear in the order given on this disc, as he
withdrew the work before publication, but
they make a fine set and contain some
remarkable ideas, imaginatively and skilfully
worked through. The other works here are
better known, but all represent very different
aspects of Britten's genius in writing for
unaccompanied voices, and all pose special
technical problems for their performance.
The London Sinfonietta Voices cope admirably with these problems, whether in the
works for full chorus or in the optional
version of the Hymn to St Cecilia, for solo
voices, and their spontaneity and understanding throughout bring the music and verse to
life. The words from the sopranos are not
always perfectly clear — this may be a consequence of the recording venue chosen — but
the overall effect is enthralling. St Paul's
choristers add a tellingly-open edge to the
sound of A Boy was Born, and the more
closely recorded soloists in St Cecilia bring
agreeable variety to the programme. In this
last work there is an unfortunate tape-edit
(on the word ' re-arrange', as it happens)
which alters ambience and perspective, but
elsewhere the recording is lucid and amiable.
(A/B:1*/1]
Doug Hammond
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The advice isn't new, but it still holds true: choosing your hi-fi dealer is more important than
choosing your hi-fi equipment. Find the right dealer, and he'll guide you to the equipment
that's right for your needs.
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Introducing and evaluating equipment keeps most hi-fi magazines fully occupied. There's
seldom the opportunity to do a similar introduction for hi-fi retailers, which is why we at HiFi
Experience have decided to tell you something about our six specialist hi-fi shops around the
country. There are three in London, all wholly owned by HiFi Experience plc, and franchises which we directly
control in Birmingham; Bradford, West Yorkshire; and Leamington Spa in Warwickshire. Each store has a
highly individual character of its own if not the building, then the manager! Yet each benefits from being part
of a multiple retailer.
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From your, the customer's point-of- view, that means our shops are ready to help each other when it comes
to obtaining an item of equipment you especially want to listen to. Each one stocks arange of equipment much of it British-made- tailored to the requirements of its own customers, but there is astandard of service
that's common to all.
The three years that HiFi Experience has been operating have shown us that, with increased leisure time,
people everywhere are putting ahigher value on good hi-fi. In addition, we've all lately come to expect better
service regardless of what we're buying, and there was an urgent need for hi-fi retailing to reflect that trend
and finally move away from the 'boxes over the counter' approach of a few years ago.
At HiFi Experience we decided to offer anew level of service, one that would apply without qualification at
all our shops, regardless of where they were or how big they were. That meant stocking only equipment we
were satisfied with, in terms of sound quality, construction, reliability and after-sales service. We had to be
able to demonstrate that equipment to the best of its capabilities, and that meant implementing an ongoing
programme to ensure our listening rooms and setting- up procedures met that requirement.
There is a constant effort to improve the comfort and ambience of our demonstration rooms, to make
selecting and comparing equipment as relaxed and enjoyable a process as possible.
Of course, the best equipment and the best demonstration facilities would count for nothing if we didn't
believe we also had the best staff. Good staff is aproduct of good training, and we invest heavily to ensure the
people you will encounter in our shops know their equipment, and how to get the best from it. We undertake
the kind of staff training courses that are far- from-commonplace in hi-fi retailing.
It's all part of an effort to offer you alevel of service that's way above the rest, but should you find you don't
get that level of service from one of our shops, let us know and we'll do something about it. We have
confidence in ourselves, and we want you to have confidence in us.
Each of our shops will do some things slightly differently: we encourage an individual approach to
customers' requirements. But the minimum we expect from each one is good demonstration facilities;
comfortable, well-furnished places in which to listen; an exchange- if-not entirely satisfied procedure; and fair
prices. We also hope they'll convince you that good hi-fi can look good, too, and that you don't need the likes of
aGold Visa card to obtain it! All our shops offer sound- value, inexpensive equipment which will form the basis
of a reliable system for years to come.
It's worth adding that HiFi Experience plc is amember of the British Audio Dealers' Association (BADA) as
are some of our shops on an individual basis. All, however, trade within the terms laid down in BADA 'scharter,
and most often exceed them.
Most people enjoy the experience of recorded music and the world is aricher place for it. Our name means
we can help you share that experience.
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BRUCKNER: Symphony 5 in B 1:1 Symphony 9 in d — Finale
Frankfurt RSOlInbal
Teldec 8.35785 (
2CDs, 91m 39s) digital
(2LPs: 6.35785, 2MCs: 4.35785)
Eliahu Inbal's interest in unfamiliar Bruckner
was made clear in his epoch-making recordings of original versions of Nos. 3, 4 and 8.
Now we are offered the completion of 9made
in the mid '80s by the Italian musicologists
Nicola Samale and Giuseppe Mazzuca.
Oddly, the insert note fails to mention among
completions that of William Carragan, which
was recorded by the Oslo Philharmonic under
Yoav Talmi, and issued by Chandos
(reviewed Jan ' 87). Direct comparison is
hindered by the non-availability of printed
scores. Certainly the Bruckner- lover will
relish the chance to listen repeatedly to two
attempts to achieve the impossible.
Of Inbal's attempt on this summit one is
bound to feel that Teldec have made the task
even harder by electing to issue it on the same
CD that contains arguably Bruckner's grandest finale: that of 5. The performance of this
work ranges wide in terms of speeds and
dynamics; if it hangs fire at times, it positively
glows at others. Tempi tend to be faster than
usual, apart from that chosen for the Scherzo.
The playing is good, but not outstanding —
there are untidy chordings, and rather blatant
brass outbursts. The quality of the recording I
found disappointing: tuttis are rather shrill,
and the dynamic level is so low that at a
normal volume setting it is almost impossible
to detect when the first, second and fourth
movements (all four begin pp) actually start.
On the other hand, mid-range detail is
pleasingly clear, and there are numerous
happy touches. A tantalizingly difficult decision for the buyer can best be summed up like
this: buy Inbal's Fifth if that is the work you
want, and you don't have Talmi's recording
with the valuable completion of the Ninth.
[B:21
Peter Branscombe
CORELLI: Sonatas — Op.1:9 D Op.2:12 D
Op.3:4, 7, 9, 12 D Op.4:8, 12
Monica Huggett, Alison Bury ( vIns)1Jaap Ter
Linden ( v1c)1Hopkinson Smith (theorbo)1Ton
Koopman (hpd & org)
Philips 416 614-2 (
48m 47s) digital

This selection of Trio Sonatas forms a
delightful disc, better suited, because of the
similar format of most of the pieces, to
listening to a little at a time, but no less
desirable because of that. The performances
are splendid, with the two players of Baroque
violins producing very different yet subtly
matched timbres, together providing great
contrast to the brittle tone of the harpsichord
or reedier sound of the organ, and the
warmth of the cello and theorbo bass lines.
The violins are set just to the left and right of
centre and create a dazzle of antiphonal
dialogue or smooth ensemble, interestingly
ornamented repeats (though not as extensively or freely done as would have been
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likely in the Baroque period — we have yet to
hear such embellishments idiomatically produced on record), and real characterisation of
the upper melodic lines. The continuo is
tellingly added, though the recording gives it
undue prominence without the nth degree of
presence, and the whole ensemble is too
closely miked. This is the only blemish on the
otherwise exemplary sound: clear, rich, and
smooth, with the typical refinement of Philips
at its best. [ A:1*1
Doug Hammond
DVORAK: Piano Quintet ]String Quartet in
F, Op. 96
Anur Rubinstein (pno)IGuarneri Qt
RCA RD 86263 (
61m 56s) C) 1971, 72
Rubinstein's chamber- music recordings are
comparatively few. This version of. the
Dvorak Quintet shows how great he could
be, yet it did not remain long in the catalogue. He and the Guarneri ( the same players
as in today's ensemble) seem so well integrated that one might suppose they played
together all the time, and their performance
has unusual refinement and warmth as well as
great rhythmic energy. The Dumka is especially effective, the distinctive sadness of the
movement unperturbed by its livelier interludes; and the dance-like phrases of the finale
are uncommonly shapely and compelling. It
has all the qualities of aclassic performance,
and though there have been other distinguished recordings ( notably the Curzon/
VPO), this would. Ithink, be my favourite,
especially now that the original analogue
sound has been refurbished and the indifferent surface quality of my original LP pressing exchanged for an unimpaired view of the
music. The Quartet has had more strenuous
competition over the years, but this remains a
good and satisfying reading. [ A: 1*/1]
Kenneth Dommett

FAYRFAX: Missa Albanus D Aeternae laudis
lilium
The SixteenIChrisrophers
Hyperion CDA 66073 ® 1983
Fayrfax's Missa Albanus and his glorious
antiphon setting Aeternae Laudis Lilium first
appeared on LP about five years ago, and if
the quality of this music is anything to go by, I
am surprised that nobody has recorded any
more Fayrfax since. The antiphon, in its own
very different way, is as grandly conceived
and cleverly climactic as any symphony, and
the Mass remains a thrilling work, showing
the distillation of the English dialectic in its
regularity of harmonic rhythm, its decorative
imitations, its economical melodic lines, and
its Josquin like thorough-going treatment of
the cantus firmus. Both works exploit the
contrast of different voice groups.
The Sixteen's performances are gracefully
shaped, pure and expressive; though in some
of the louder, higher, fully- scored passages
the sound becomes strident and the recording
seems to threaten to distort alittle. Nevertheless, this remains afine and, to some of us at
least, essential disc. [
B*:ll
Stephen Pettitt

HANDEL: Messiah (arr. Mozart, K572)
Loul Palmeri Langridgel Lloydl Huddersfield
Ch SocIRPO1Mackerras
RPO CD RPD 001R (
2CDs, 126m 57s) digital
(2LPs: RPD 001R, 2MCs: ZC RPD 001R)
In an age like the present when ' authenticity'
is on everyone's lips it may seem strange —
though perhaps also refreshing — that an

arrangement is for once preferred to the
original version of one of music's mightiest
monuments. When the arranger is Mozart,
and his version, the first to be published in
Germany ( 1803), was for a long period the
version in German lands, more than our
curiosity is appealed to. In fact, this recording
is not authentically true to Mozart's version —
which Mackerras himself directed for the DG
Archiv series back in the mid '70s. Now he
omits several numbers from Parts ll and Ill,
re-apportions arias to the voices for which
Handel wrote them, uses the familiar English
words, and ( disappointingly) denies us the
careful re- scoring of ' The trumpet shall
sound' imposed on Mozart by the disappearance of the baroque trumpet tradition.
These reservations may worry purists; the
performance itself can be rather strongly
recommended. Sir Charles (whose fine smaller-scale recording with the Ambrosian Singers and ECO on HMV will still be on many
readers' shelves) is of course a splendid
Handelian. He evidently relishes the colour
and drama added by Mozart's re-scorings;
there is bold, clean, and lively singing from
the Huddersfield Choral Society, affectionate
playing from the RPO, and good if not
outstanding solo singing. The recording is less
successful in capturing the big choruses than
the solo music: amisty quality, some opaqueness of tone, can be remarked both in
reflective and stirring choral numbers. With
so many Messiahs to choose from on CD
(seven on 3 discs, five on 2), only the
unashamed lover of the grandiose is likely to
choose this interesting issue as her or his sole
set. Too little care has gone into preparation
of the text printed in the insert leaflet. [
B:2]
Peter Branscombe

HANDEL: Dixit Dominus E Laudate pueri
Dominum
Isobel Buchanan, Ann Mackay (sops)I
Michael Chance (c-ten)/William Kendall
(ten)/Henry Herford (bass)/Choir of King's
College, Cambridge/ECO/Stephen Cleobury
Decca 421 294-2 (
56m 03s) digital ( LP: 421
294-1, MC:. 421 294-4)
These are delightful accounts of two of the
master's Italian-born works. Soloists, choir
and orchestra are in excellent form, and
Decca have managed to keep the transparency of the famous King's Chapel acoustic
whilst curbing the opulent echoes that so
interfere with one's adequate hearing of just
this kind of music in the chapel itself, unless
ideally positioned. Lovely.
I have recently had cause repeatedly to
admire the alto singing of Michael Chance:
here he is as expressive, as warm and as sure
as ever, the jewel for me in arecording which
crowns the competing accounts of Dixit — and
there are already some very good ones.
[A*:11
Stephen Daw
HINDEMITH: Viola Sonatas
Kim Kashkashian (vla)1Robert Levin (pno)
ECM 1330-32 (
2CDs, 127m 50s)
Hindemith's sturdy, masculine harmonies
and angular rhythms are here offset by a
degree of warmth and thoughtful reverie that
will surprise readers who are familiar with,
say, the various Sonatas for brass instruments
and piano. But of course the viola was
Hindemith's instrument, and that extra
degree of intimacy was bound to result in
music of amore expressive, personal nature.
Of the seven works collected in ECM's
cleanly recorded double-pack, four ( 0p.31/4,
Op.25/1. Op.11/5 and ' 1937') are for
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CLASSICAL
unaccompanied viola, and three ( 0p.11/4,
Op.25/4 and ' 1939') are for viola and piano.
Tersely-wrought argument is paramount virtually throughout, although Hindemith's will
to innovate tenses the already bold nature of,
say, Op.31/4 with its 'contrasts within . . . the
antithetically juxtaposed movements'.
'Beauty of tone is of secondary importance', Hindemith's explanatory rider to his
`Wild' marking for Op.25/1 ( iii), gives some
indication of what to expect. Yet the opening
movement (Phantasia) of Op.11/4 has a
yearning, romantic quality, and the searching
introspection of the Op.25 and 1937 slow
movements brings Bachian economy and
purity into our predominantly gregarious
half-century. My own favourites are the two
Sonatas ( one solo, one duo) written on the
brink of wartime, music that is at once
resolutely individualistic and wisely respectful of traditional formulae. But the entire
series is stimulating and instructive, especially if, like me, you've given in to suspicions
that Hindemith occasionally indulged afacile
technique without much prompting from
inspiration.
The success of this venture relies largely on
the quality of the playing. Kim Kashkashian
projects a full, vibrant tone and attacks the
many vigorous, assertive movements with
tremendous spirit, yet without rasping
aggressiveness ( an unfortunate characteristic
of lesser violists). I've not heard finer viola
playing since the days of William Primrose.
Robert Levin gives strong, utterly committed
performances of the various piano parts and
ECM's recording maintains a vivid
instrumental profile throughout. A fine set.
[A:1]
Robert Cowan
HOLST: The Planets
LSO/ London Voices/Hickox
IMP PCD 890 (
50m 32s) digital
HOLST: The Planets
Boston Pops OrchlWomen of Tanglewood
Fest ('h/John Williams
Philips 420 177-2 (
50m 6s) digital
HOLST: The Planets D The Perfect Fool —
ballet music
PhilharmonialBoughton
Nimbus NI 5117 (
60m 3s) digital
There are already Planets galore on CD, but
being unfamiliar with the whole gamut Iwill
simply report on these three as they strike me
—with apologies to readers who would prefer
cross-references to Dutoit, Previn et al.
The Hickox is a highly competent studio
production, impressively balanced within the
limited but tolerably spacious Abbey Road
acoustic. Brightly ( almost stridently) revealing of every detail, if offers a colossal
dynamic range. The performance starts with
ashatteringly aggressive Mars, followed by a
somewhat over-withdrawn Venus, and a
lightly poised Mercury. Saturn treads with
suitable sadness, but Jupiter and Uranus
make their climactic points with more hardness than humour. Iliked the instrumental
detailing in Neptune, but not the mystic
chorus's rather narrow-sounding placement.
The voices nevertheless dissolve into nothingness very effectively.
The Boston Pops produce aless meticulous
but much more spacious impression. Here we
have a real hall in place of a studio, with
textural detail less in evidence and players
perhaps not so well attuned to the finer
Holstian nuances. But they seem to enjoy
themselves, and Williams brines a less
austere, more romantically indulgent
approach to the work. Thus Mars is at times
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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nearer to a Dionysiac dance than a sinister
evocation of war. The big bass drum is
impressive, and there are some exciting
climaxes and many pleasurable solo contributions. Isee that a synthesiser was used ' to
augment the organ and chorus', but the big
organ chord in Uranus seems to be given a
reedy spikiness rather than bass depth. The
chorus entry is more pianissimo than usual,
but the voices still manage to fade down very
well at the end.
The Nimbus recording has the special
interest of being made in the Royal Albert
Hall, and also throws in the three orchestral
dances from The Perfect Fool — avery apt and
finely played extra 10m of music. I like
William Boughton's approach. Mars is
perhaps not quite as sinister as could he
wished, but Venus is sadly beautiful. Mercury
effectively fleet, and Jupiter fast and rollicking. Saturn's sadly plodding tragedy of lonely
old-age is given aquite terrifying climax and a
very impressive coda, while Uranus has some
splendid firework- fun with his magic — aided
by what sounds like the real RAH organ.
Neptune offers a delicate balance of mystic
mystery, with the final fading ( unnamed)
chorus using the wide open spaces of the
Albert Hall to produce a wonderfully
ethereal effect.
Sonically, this recording is akin to the very
best BBC Prom broadcasts, hut without the
audience noise and with no restriction on
dynamics. The orchestra really is 'out there'
in a familiar space, with adynamic range to
match its modest distance, and presented in
extraordinarily convincing stereo. There is
never any doubt about the solidity and
positioning of instruments. Given an
appropriate replay loudness, this is a magnificent recording. Hickox A/A*: 1/21, Williams
[A:1/2], Boughton IA*:1/11.
John Crabbe
LULLY: Petits Motets
Les Arts Florissants/Christie
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901274 (
64m 30s)
digital
Despite difficulties of authentication, eleven
motets probably by Lully, nearly all for three
vocal lines with continuo, have been put
together for this issue in a way that should
provide variety and contrast. That it is alittle
too much to he taken all at one sitting is more
aconsequence of the manner of performance
than the nature of the music. First impressions are of exceptionally neat, well balanced
ensemble singing, with plenty of tonal contrast between the voices to add interest. It
soon becomes obvious, however, that there is
little dynamic variation, that rhythmic vitality
is subdued, and that the seemingly stylish
swelling through longer notes is repeated
almost to the point of becoming amannerism.
Taken individually, then, each of these performances is asmall gem, but added togther
they become too much of agood thing. The
recording is good enough to carry the readings with conviction but it lacks that last
degree of sparkle, and pales beside that
produced for Lully's Atys. The quieter passages are not completely free of slight background noise, and the diminuendo produced
at the end of Salva Regina by the retreat of
the three sopranos from the miking area into
a more resonant acoustic may disturb some
listeners. A good disc for dipping into, then,
and one which more than adequately presents
some delightful yet little-known music. 113:1/
2]
Doug Hammond
'
LULLY: Atys ( excerpts)
Various soloists/Les Arts Florissants/Christie

Harmonia Mundi HMC 901249 (
67m 42s)
digital C) 1987
1987 marked the 300th anniversary of the
death of Lully, and one of the most important
recording events of the year was the issue of a
complete version of Atys, the fourth of his
tragedie-lyrique works, dating from 1676.
There is little French opera of this period
available on disc, so any version should have
aroused interest, but this performance from
Les Arts Florissants and William Christie was
so finely done that it opened up new levels of
awareness concerning Lully's achievements
in•this genre. Some idea of the qualities of
that three- disc set can be gained from these
excerpts, although Idon't doubt that, after
hearing this present issue, many will want the
complete version.
The solo singing is consistently adept and
stylish ( though Iwould have liked a more
discriminating application of vibrato from the
higher male singers), and the instrumental
ensembles perform with zest and dedication.
The recorded sound is crisp, with excellent
placing and spacing, and, most notably, the
chorus is well captured, with no hint of
meshed textures or imbalance. Above all,
there is aline sense of presence, especially in
the impressive ensembles. It would be possible to quibble over the selection of excerpts
made, but it does present the progress of the
drama and the variety of the complete work
extremely well. Recommended. [ A: I */ II
Doug Hammond
MAHLER: Symphony 3
Norma Procter (con)IAmbrosian Singers/
Wandsworth Boys/LSO/Horenstein
Unicorn UKCD 2006/7 (
2CDs, 97m 51s) C)
1970
Uncanny moments abound in Horenstein's
Mahler 3. Atmospheric is certainly the word
for the dawn and twilight zones between the
first movement action: a brooding sleep for
brute- force nature, a gentle fashioning of
human clay ready for the raggle-taggle marches. Like Haitink, Horenstein keeps a
steady hand here: the final glissando-prefaced
climax, ahuge one, makes one appreciate his
control. The fairy-tale pictures of ( ii) and ( iii)
have a poetry about them which hauntingly
transcends the merely childlike; Horenstein
draws asurprising cheekiness from his ladies,
as well as his boys, in the matin bell-song. As
so often, it's the great Adagio which mars the
reading: barely tolerable as the LSO strings
of the early ' 70s prove earlier on, they're
simply unacceptably thin here, and with
Horenstein indulging some ugly whims in
movement and phrasing ( sudden portamentos after 21) the stature of the reading
falls several notches. The brass playing is well
in the best Mahlerian tradition, full and
coarse when necessary, and magically served
by the recording with horns and trombones
braying at one another over the abyss.
Anyone who already has one or more versions of this symphony must add Horenstein
[mid-priced]; afirst-time buyer would do best
to turn elsewhere. [
A/B:3/11
David Nice
MAHLER: Symphony 3 U Rückert- Lieder
Janet Baker (m-sop)ISouthend Boys Ch LSO
& ChlTilson Thomas
CBS CD 44553 (
2CDs, 123m 52s) ( 2LPs:
44553, 2MCs: 40-44553)
For much of its course, Tilson Thomas's
Third holds fast to the precepts of his ideal
Mahler in its interplay of detail and breadth.
All the same, the work doesn't yet seem to be
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ADVERTISEMENT

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
We are delighted to announce
the extension of our franchise
to include our store in Manchester, in time for the launch of the
CD- 1 Mk.II. This machine will
sell for over £2,000 but promises to solve the last remaining
problems of CD. In the meantime, the CD- 2 is embarrassingly superior to machines
even more costly than its £ 599
price point. Owners of other
machines need not despair,
because very soon the three
levels of digital/analogue converters will be available from
Cambridge Audio's Stan Curtis.
Please telephone for details of
availability and an appointment
to hear things for yourself.
The roots of Cambridge Audio
are, of course, in their amplifiers which continue the tradition of being unbeatable at the
price. This applies to integrated,
pre- and power- amplifiers and
there is one to suit your pocket!
QUAD
ELECTROACOUSTICS
Quad also hail from Cambridge
and continue atradition of distinguished amplifiers, as well as
a tuner and electrostatic loudspeakers both of state-of-the-art
technology and sound integrity.
Quad's reputation makes any
purchase a prudent and joyful
investment in music and for this
reason, we have to be patient
while Quad develop new models which will most likely
become classic products. The
two domestic amplifiers, the
306 and 606 have faced aslight
price increase, but they continue to serve as a textbook
example of reliability, excellence and performance beyond
their price point.
BEARD AUDIO
If you believe that today's valve
circuits need not be cumbersome, expensive, ugly, heavy,
unreliable, euphonic sounding
nor outdated in technology then
we are in a rapidly expanding
minority. And in Britain, Beard
Audio is a rapidly expanding
manufacturer with prestige and
exports throughout the world.
In Britain, the CA.35 and P.35
pre- and power- amplifiers are
remarkably attractive and

The big news in home entertainment is the launch this
month of Compact Disc with
NEWSLETTER
Video. Anyone in the market for
Vol. 4, No. 6
November 1988.
a mid- priced CD Player should
now think carefully about
affordable as centre- pieces to
At the top of our ranges are
buying a sound-only machine.
high-performance musical sysJecklin Floats and Electrosta- The small extra cost of the AV
tems. By now, Beard will have
tics: these are really ear- speak- player will enable you to buy
announced their money- lessers and compete with STAX gold CD's instead of the silver
object mono power amplifiers.
whose prices and quality reach
(sound only). When you feel in
unprecedented heights. Not the mood, you can really make
Telephone or call in for the
only do these devices keep an occassion of your evening's
opportunity to compare Beard
family and neighbours happy, entertainment by switching on
and other valve amplifiers. The
but they offer an intimate the picture. Many of the trade
Music Room is unrivalled in its
involvement with music — a have gone along to preview
serious approach to real Hi Fi!
valid and not expensive alterna- meetings as skeptics, myself
LOUDSPEAKERS
tive to loudspeakers.
included, and gone away
We have always tried to offer
believing that CD-V is far from a
LAST OFFER
our customers a choice of
To get the best from your LP gimmick and that the future of
loudspeakers reflecting the
home entertainment has now
records, you must use the best
enormous divergence of tastes
cleaner and preservative. LAST arrived!
and models available throughFormula One is the most pure The essential idea is the full
out the world. Magneplanars
and effective cleaner money compatibility with silver discs,
offer something special which
can buy. Formula Two, like One, and the ability to use gold discs
has earned them aunique presis applied only once to arecord as sound only media. The cost
tige. From £675 upwards, they
and renders wear into a histor- of the 5" gold video discs will be
should be heard to be appreciical problem. Formula Five is a only £4.99, but at the top end of
ated. At £ 595 the Spica TC-50
stylus preservative; applied the scale a three — four hour
Mk. II offers a smaller offering
each time an LP side is played, it Opera set of discs might typifrom America with alarge reputemporarily coats the tip with cally be £49.90. We believe that
tation and sonic performance.
an ultra- smooth surface. The an extra cost of 20 — 30% is
After a few years' absence, we
economy for expensive carmore than justified for the abilare happy to welcome back
tridges and stylii makes " STY- ity to view, from time to time
ProAc loudspeakers and the
LAST" worth the price for this and the sheer investment in
Studio One (£499) and the
reason alone. However, when such beautifully presented and
SuperTowers (£ 1000) are fine
the three formulae are used collectible products. To our cusexamples of this distinguished
together, the improvement in tomers, all this would be
British name.
sound is substantial. Supplies irrelevant if the picture and
Much depends on careful
are available through the Hi Fi
sound quality were comprommatching to amplifiers, and the
News Accessory Club, or via
ised, but the Philips machines
Music Room staff are experiMoth Marketing from all good (priced at £399 and £499) rely
enced enough to ask the
Hi Fi Dealers, including The on their latest circuitry upon
appropriate questions and
Music Rooms and, of course, which most of the most expenmake the appropriate suggesfrom .
sive audiophile players are
tions. As always, we demoncustomised. Contact STEREO
STEREO SHOWCASE
strate what we suggest and at
Our Sound and Vision shop at SHOWCASE for their explanathe end of the day it is your
98 Bath Street is now taking tory booklet and for details of
opinion which should deterdelivery of the new models the Music Evening in Glasgow
mine your plans.
from Bang & Olufsen. Certain on 31st October: 041-332 5012.
We specialise in all matters of
existing models are proving SECOND-HAND NEWS
quality High Fidelity. But within
Most of last month's bargains
very popular with their reduced
that field we set ourselves the
prices, especially the MX1500 have gone, except the superb
goal of being second to none.
and MX3000, the two smaller Counterpoint SA- 20 power amp
We gather considerable product
TV sets. All B&O televisions are at £ 1,990 ex-dem and fully
knowledge, and can advise on
ideal for hi-fi enthusiasts with guaranteed; the poor man's
all aspects of turntables, arms
sound quality far superior to the Audio Reseach! The MAGNUM
and cartridges; CD, cassette,
norm due to better electronics A40 is known as the poor man's
tuner and other front- ends;
KRELL, so our seond-hand samand proper cabinet construction
amplifiers, loudspeakers and
for loudspeakers. The larger ple at £350 is a snip. Link this
headphones. Headphones have
sets incorporate stereo within a with aslightly used Concordant
now matured into high quality
single elegant cabinet — amajor CA3004 valve Pre-Amp at £595
devices of very serious inten(it sells new for £750 but is
benefit with stereo TV coming
tions — not mere stocking-fillers.
soon.
worth double).

STOP PRESS: JUST IN: 6- MONTHS OLD THRESHOLD FET-10 WITH PHONO STAGE £ 1550; GOLDMUND ST4 £2750; AUDIO RESEARCH
SPII MARK 2 £3995; M-300 £6,500; KOETSU GOLD SIG, £ 1250. ALL THESE ITEMS AROUND 4MONTHS USE ARE IN PERFECT
CONDITION. THEY CARRY OUR FULL 2YEAR GUARANTEE.

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
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061-835 1366
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The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
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CLASSICAL
in the LSO's bloodstream. They know it well.
of course, from Abbado; but too much
rethinking on textures and dynamics has gone
into this performance in too short aspace of
time for it to live and breathe as a performance. Like the same team's Brahms/Schoenberg Piano Quartet and Strauss Heldenleben,
it may well do so the next time they perform it
in concert. But on disc there's all too little
behind the mighty marching of the first
movement. While Tilson Thomas rarely
allows any unrelated lingering or speeding
here ( with one curious exception: the tragic
cor anglais solo at Fig.34, halting exactly
where Mahler asks it not to). neither the
development or the coda tell us how far we've
travelled. Dynamics remain impersonally
accurate; the adventurous resonance is
absent. But, even if I'd exected more from

I'.

the rearing fortissimo cello and bass lines o
the introduction, sonorities often striki
afresh: the counter- arguments of horns
trumpets and tubas at Fig.7 certainly show
the master of balance at work.
Balances are arresting, too, for the field
and forest movements, inflected throughout
with a deliciously sprung sense of naivety.
Never before have I heard the horn's
embroidering the return of the minuet so
tellingly, the wonder of the writing at 121 of
the scherzo. Maurice Murphy's posthorn, as
magical as they come, keeps a decent distance, and the moment of heaven foretold
(Langsam. Fig.28) does evoke for once areal
sense of performance. Dame Janet is awesomely sibylline in the Midnight Song ( lief'
cavernously coloured), though she pulls back
the Angel's song too much in its troubled
middle section.
Then we come. I'm afraid, to the last
movement. Tilson Thomas's slow point- making seems about to work when we first hear
the cellos' tender singing. Once again.
though, he's not prepared to trust Mahler's
repeated nicht citen: it's exactly at these
moments ( bar 64, Fig. 10) that he draws
back. Then the music sounds glutinous and
indulgent ( consider, too, the coda of ( ii):
Mahler asks for the last four bars a tempo
subito — Tilson Thomas actually makes arit.
and it sound similarly sentimental). It seems
that a lucid intelligence has vanished at
exactly the point where the Symphony needs
it most.
Dame Janet's latest Rückert- Lieder need
fear no unkind comparisons with her earlier
version. Maybe the lightness at the top of the
voice can't be commanded now, and she
knows better than to try: that means acurious
hedging around the humorous point of
'Blicke mir nicht in die Lieder'. But ' Liebst
du um Schiinheie has a heartbreaking poignancy. ' Ich bin der Welt abhanden gekommen' a searching depth (just listen to the
pointing of 'Jugend' in the one. 'gestorben' in
the other) — greater even than on that classic
Barbirolli performance. Sound is clean
throughout, slightly lacking in perspective,
but always clearly textured. Symphony [
A/B:
1/3], Lieder [ 1*/1].
David Nice
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pointing up the appropriate 'sobs' in the
cellos and 'sourness' in the winds. The
vehemence of ( ii) leaves most of the competition sounding toothless. Bernstein knows
never to undermine the contrasts: how dramatically the yelping horns and strident
I am surprised at Bernstein. Mahler may
woodwinds of the opening tutti give way to
often have spoken of the need for the
that vulnerable long solo in the cellos; how
soprano soloist in this piece to find ' without
spectacularly the trumpets ring out in their
parody' something of the eager. fresh- voiced.
brief premonition of the Symphony's final
unaffected, country- boy in her singing:
triumph only to sink without trace into the
'naive, child- like' ( has anyone ever thought
stark, faltering, eerie pages that follow.
of approaching Emma Kirby, I wonder?).
These and other such moments ( and there are
But no way. Ifeel sure, would he ever have
many) are masterfully gauged.
countenanced using aboy for this most taxing
For the rest, that problematic scherzo for
and subtly inflected of settings. Helmut Witonce isn't ( Bernstein gives everybody ample
tek is good as breathy, uninhibited, fruitybreathing space, not least of course his first
voiced boy-sopranos go. hut what you gain in
horn for whose radiant solos the whole of
the ' characterisation' you most definitely lose
nature seems to stop and listen); the ubiin the music. Idoubt that Iwould voluntarily
quitous Adagietto is the more heartwarming
return again to this spirited young lad's
for Bernstein not overplaying his hand ( the
well-intentioned yodelling, replete with
phrasing is generous but fluid — the descendassorted scoops and slides.
ing bass line unforgettably sonorous at the
So this in itself sends me scuttling off to
close); and the Rondo- Finale — its fugal string
retrieve the Maazel and Sze11 recordings ( to
which Iwould direct first-time buyers). But I writing bristling as it rarely does — thoroughly
liberating. Listening has been a privilege.
must be thorough here. What else does
IA:1*1
Edward Seckerson
Bernstein offer us? A good deal of food for
thought. as one might expect. Once into the
leisurely first subject (
I say ' once into'
MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer Night's
because on both occasions the ConcertDream — Overture & Incidental Music
gebouw sleigh-bells player fails to read the
Edith Wiens (sop)/Sarah Walker ( m-sop)!
maestro's rubato), his first movement is full
LPO & Chl Litton
of energy and playful Mahlerian contrast —
EMI CD-EMX 9518 (
50m 9s) digital ( LP:
from merrymaking. even crisis, to the cosily
EMX 9518, MC: TC-EMX 9518)
reposeful in the blink of an eye. One or two
tiny lapses in ensemble are surprising, and I
This is one of those issues which provides
would have expected Bernstein to make more
ample pleasure but little real involvement.
of the returning first subject as it steals in just
The playing is fine (some really excellent
prior to the coda. Otherwise, splendid. As is
woodwind), the brief vocal episodes approp(ii), deliciously mordant with all those offriately touching, Andrew Keener's Walthambeat, off-key woodwinds assertively prostow-produced recording well defined within
jected, and one or two aptly ungracious
its ambient frame. But Ihad to concentrate
rubatos. Uncharacteristically, Bernstein's
hard in order to be held — if you see what I
slow movement sounds almost hurried at the
mean. The Overture proceeds moderately
outset. Something is missing: an inner calm,
well, but Andrew Litton barely emulsifies its
sense of rapture, call it what you will.
inherently episodic structure, and goes for
Gradually the pulse eases, the imagination
bigger dynamic contrasts than his overall
takes hold, and in come the long-breathed,
view can really accommodate. The delicate
vaulting string phrases wrung of all intensity.
filigree music all comes off splendidly. with
The ' heaven's gate' climax is duly momensome very hushed pianissimos, and there is a
tous, the closing pages tenderly, wistfully put
general sense of well-rehearsed control; but
to rest. So why doesn't it quite add up for
the hazily romantic drama of tinsel magic and
me? 1don't know.
dreamy fun rarely flows properly. During the
Bernstein admirers like myself are going to
introduction to the March of the Fairies I
want to investigate anyway. of course. DG
thought for amoment that some apt pointinghaven't mastered the Concertgebouw as
up of quotes from the preceding Scherzo was
Decca have ( the woodwind voices are less
going to set the tone for the following eight
subtly drawn into focus), but it sounds well
sections, but this was not to be.
enough. And there is agreat deal, interpretaIn his Oct '77 review of the LSO version,
tively speaking, to absorb and fascinate. I
CB contrasted Previn's laid-back manner
couldn't live with it — most of all that fourth
with de Burgos's over-dramatic one. Litton
movement. But to hear once ... [
A/B:2/31
casts an eye in both directions, but in my view
Edward Seckerson
his baton doesn't quite bring it off. However,
if you wish just to indulge isolated spots of
pleasure by playing the Scherzo, the dotty
MAHLER: Symphony 5
little Funeral March, ' Ye spotted snakes,
VPOIBernstein
etc. do give this CD a try. After all, it only
DG 423 608-2 (
75m) digital ( LP: 423 608-1.
costs £8.00. Perhaps Iexpected too much.
MC: 423 608-4)
[A:2]
John Crabbe
None of us who heard it will ever forget that
Prom performance. This one was taped for
MOZART: Symphony 25 in gf: 28 in C D 29
posterity at around the same time, but in the
in A
location of Inbal's excellent Denon disc: the
Prague COI Mackerras
Frankfurt Alte Oper. And very impressive it
Telarc CD-80165 (
77m 48s) digital
sounds, the handsome Mahogany-clad surfaces of the hall doing wonderful things for an
This generous coupling gives us three marvelorchestra that — let's face it — doesn't need too
lous Symphonies written by Mozart in his
much flattery.
later teens — works of astonishing power and
The thunderous 14th bar of the piece brings
originality, here played for their proper worth
in the full weight of martial percussion to
by Mackerras and the Prague CO. I was
tremendous effect. Bernstein's wistul Trauerimpressed and excited by their 'Jupiter' and
marsch carries a heavy burden; he colours
late G- minor ( reviewed June 1987) and have
boldly but with Mahlerian credibility, dragoften returned to those grandly perceptive
ging the rhythm, tugging at the accents.

MAHLER: Symphony 4
Helmut Wittek1Concertgebouw1Bernsteitt
DG 423 607-2 (
57m 7s) digital LP: 423 607-1,
MC: 423 607-4)
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CLASSICAL
readings. Now it is the early G- minor, bold,
forceful, yet delicate too, with the brilliant C
major ( complete with trumpets and, despite
what the note says, vigorously struck timpani)
and elegant, witty A major Symphonies to
keep it company. Mackerras enhances the
scale and weight of the music by observing all
repeats save the second halves of the slow
movements; the gain is strong. Tempi are fine
and firm, textures open, with telling use of
harpsichord in barer textures; antiphonal
effects, like wind colorations and the occasional oboe or horn solo, have just the right
degree of prominence. There is grace as well
as controlled nervous energy in plenty — Sir
Charles has a natural feel for the pulse of
Mozart's music, with pleasingly unostentatious rhythmic vitality. Even the occasional
rawness of the wind playing is not out of
character. The recording is direct, lively and
spacious. [ A:11
Peter Branscomhe
‘.enr• - MOZART: String Quintets K174 & K516*
Guarneri Qt/Ida Kavafian ( via)/Steven Tenebom (via)*
RCA RD 87770 (
62m 06s) digital
This is the first of three separately released
records of the Mozart Quintets, described as
'Viol Quintets', by the Guarneri with different guest violists who, one assumes, get the
second viola part. They suffer from being
recordings of live performances at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, made in 1985 and
1984 respectively. Readers may not share my
irritation at intrusive audience noise or at
having to listen to their snuffling, rustling and
shuffling immured in perpetutity, or the
choked-off applause at the end, which sounds
more like half-hearted endorsement than
open-handed approval. Pass that and you
come to avery attractive account of Mozart's
earliest venture into the genre. The youthful
quality of the piece is well caught, a strong
attacking opening with a warm Adagio to
follow and a buoyant pair of movements to
round it off. The G- minor is less compelling.
It is a more intense performance than the
Alban Berg's reviewed last month, and
results from a different view of the music's
'psyche'. Even so there is something rather
matter-of-fact about the performance which
evidently strives for but fails to plumb the
depths. The recording is even closer than that
accorded the Berg, but the microphone pattern avoids the edginess that intrudes on the
sound in that version. [A/B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Davide penitente K469 El Exsulate, jubilate K165
Margaret Marshall (sop)/Iris Vermillion
(mezz)IHans-Peter Blochwitz (ten)ISiidfunk
ch/Stuttgart RSOIMarriner
Philips 420 952-2 (
60m 08s) digital
Davide penitente is a pastiche adapted from
the unfinished C-minor Mass. Mozart made it
in 1785 for a concert by the Musician's
Society in aid of widows and orphans. As
no-one was paid for their contributions to
these concerts Mozart probably felt disinclined to write something completely new,
and the Mass being unusable in its liturgical
context came in handy. A new Italian libretto, assumed to be by da Ponte, was
admirably matched to the music and turned
the Mass-torso into a cantata describing
David's penitential thoughts about his adultery with Uriah's wife. To the existing music
Mozart added two new arias, the first, ' A te,
fra tanti affanni', written for his favourite
tenor Adamberger, boasts some fine concerHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tante wind parts reminiscent of ' Martern aller
Allen', and the second. 'Tra l'oscure ombre
funeste', was designed for the ' agile throat' of
Catarina Cavalieri, the first Constanze.
The trio of soloists assembled for this
studio recording is well able to meet the
demands of the music, and Margaret Marshall, also soloist in Exsultate, negotiates the
high tessitura with unfailing clarity and cleanness of line. Vermillion is rewarded with one
solo aria to the music of the original Laudamus te', and ashare in aduet with Marshall
whose tone she complements admirably. The
challenges of Blochwitz's feature are also well
met. The important choral contribution
however is disappointingly congested, and it
is virtually impossible to make out what they
are singing. Sir Neville infuses the playing
with his usual spirit and the orchestral contribution is reasonably well defined and on
the whole well balanced. Davide penitente is a
curio among Mozart's works however, and is
likely to remain so. The two interpolated
arias deserve to be rescued though. [
B: Il
Kenneth Dommett
NYMAN: The Man Who Mistook His Wife
For A Hat
Emile Belcourt (ten//Sarah Leonard (sop),
Frederick Westcou (bar/ Ens Nyman
CBS CD 44669 (
57m 03s) digital
The title of Michael Nyman's chamber opera,
first performed in London in October 1986.
suggests Magritte or the musical eccentricities
of Satie, but has nothing to do with either. It
is based on apiece of psychiatric case history.
Christopher Rawlence. the librettist, took his
theme from areport by Dr Oliver Sacks (' Dr
S', sung by Belcourt) on a ' Dr P' ( Frederick
Westcott) who suffered from a condition
known as visual agnosia. or mental blindness.
This involves a deterioration of the brain's
ability to order into sense the images seen by
the patient, who is unable to recognise
objects, people, or places but only vague
shapes and abstract patterns. Out of this
unpromising material Nyman has fashioned a
nearly-comic opera; at least it has no
markedly tragic features. A mixture of
speech ( straightforward delivery of the text to
the composer's piano accompaniment). parlando recitative and arioso aspiring occasionally to aria, provides the vocal medium
supported by astring quintet ( two cellos) and
harp, in addition to the piano. For the most
part the music consists of blocks of chords
that change shape, colour, and speed to
reflect the words. Melodic line is minimal.
but the effect is initially pleasing — though as
the work progresses the patchwork effect and
generally high volume level begin to alienate;
but the piece is not long enough for this to
become really burdensome. A pleasure to
hear Emile Belcourt. veteran of so many
Sadler's Wells roles. brought to the fore
again. At one point Sarah Leonard (' Mrs P')
is driven to an uncomfortable register. but
successfully conveys the gradual decline of
comfortable self-deception into hysteria as
the doctor unravels her husband's condition.
His state is manifested in adead- pan style as
devoid of emotion as his mind is of visual
logic. The recording of this strange yet
compelling piece is extretnelv good. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
POULENC: Piano Music, Vol.1
Eric Parkin (Imo)
Chandos CHAN 8637 (
58m 32s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1325, MC: ABTD 1325)
Only last year we were treated to adelightful

Poulenc recital by Pascal Rogé ( Decca 417
438-2. Sept '87 p102). and now here we have
another, of equal quality, by the stalwart of
English piano music, Eric Parkin. This is an
altogether warmer disc than Decca's in both
recording and performance. Parkin creating a
slightly more magical atmosphere than Rogé
in the first of the Trois Pièces and the central
Mouvements perpétuels. which appear on
both discs. Also duplicated are Les Soirées de
Nazells, but, sadly, the shorter version. sanctioned by Poulenc, has been used here; these
brief character sketches of the composer's
friends are such apleasure in Parkin's hands:
an easy fluidity and rubato suggest an improvisatory style, as impressive in its range of
dynamics as its varied tone-colours. His
rhythmic vitality is exemplary too — the
wonderfully evocative dances of the Napoli
Suite are dashed off with great panache. That
Parkin is enjoying himself here is never in
question, and his infectious high-spirits are a
pleasurable experience for his audience too.
Chandos have done afine job in capturing
the piano's full-bodied timbre in this resonant
acoustic without losing any of the detail of
Parkin's considered performances. This must
join their release of Poulenc's Complete
Music for Piano Duo (
Oct ' 87 p119) as
another highly successful venture. IA*:1*1
Barbara Jahn
PUCCINI: La Bohème
Reaux1Hadley1Daniels1HampsonlBusterudl
PishkalAccademia di Santa Cecilia/Bernstein
DG 423 601-2 (
2CDs, 114m 23s) ( 2LPs: 423
601-1, 2MCs: 423 601-4)
HendrickslCarrerasIBlasilQuilicolCowanl
D'AriegnalOrch Nat de France/Conlon
Erato ECD 75450 (
2CDs, 101m)
Freni1G RaimondilGueden1PanerailTaddeil
VincolVienna State/Karajan
Rodolphe RPC 3512 (105m 50s) @ live 1963
Istill can't quite believe it: a Bohème that
evinces not the faintest frisson or the hint of a
tear — and it's Bernstein's. Granted, the
all-American team of singers proves for the
most part very hard to love — about which
more shortly — but that's by no means the
entire problem. Nor is the preponderance of
slow tempos; those that struck me as such ( in
the scene where Marcello coaxes the landlord, for example: oddly wistful, not wheedling) turned out to be close to Puccini's
markings, 'wrong', or at best perplexing, only
in mood. It's the Rome orchestra which turns
out to be the liability: how different from
Serafin's players on the '58 Decca recording.
There the strings had rich reserves to match
the singers' grandest phrases; here those
moments never blossom — only in the soft
remembrances of the later acts is there any
body to the sound. As for youthful high
spirits. Ican single out only the Parpignol
episode and the chorus- ladies' can-can in Act
Il as the real thing. Bernstein can bring out all
the inner detail he wants — an oboe line to
match Rodolfo's reveries, a clarinet to sharpen the pain of parting — but that goes for
little when the melodic centre is so lacklustre.
The recording certainly doesn't help: bright
to the point of shrillness, lacking in presence,
bass and resonance, the voices sharply
echoing. Once again, Ican only refer you
back to the fullness the Decca engineers
achieved for Serafin in the very same Santa
Cecilia 29 years ago.
The singing is barely tolerable. I've heard
Mimis in ' amateur' productions more able to
cope with the big phrases (cruelly broad,
admittedly, at Bernstein's speeds), invariably
113
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Carreras (photo: Mike

more touching, than Angelina Reaux. Maybe
some of the embarrassing chesty tones are
designed to suggest awoman with apast: but
only listen to Freni or Tebaldi to hear how
any hints of the virginal little woman can be
avoided without excluding tonal beauty.
Dramatic enigmas abound. Why is this Mimi
so wildly tragic when she comes to ask her
neighbour for alight? Why so hysterical when
Rodolfo tries to kiss her? Can she really have
changed so little when she recalls their
meeting with what's supposed to be her dying
breaths? By then I've ceased to care. The
Musetta, Barbara Daniels, has a similarly
uncomfortable vocal spread, but she at least
knows how to marshall her resources for the
climactic phrases. Jerry Hadley is in adifferent league, at least in Act 3 where he
manages arichly tortured explanation for his
behaviour; unfortunately, like so many
tenors on record ( Bergonzi a scrupulous
exception), he ignores every one of Puccini's
pianissimi in 'Che gelida manina'. The point
is that Rodolfo must woo Mimi gently,
unaffectedly - the real declarations of love
are still to come - but neither Hadley,
Conlon's ( and Colin Davis's) Carreras, or
Karajan's Gianni Raimondi, seem to care.
z
Word had it that Bernstein was particularly
interested in the spirit of a community, a HiIde Gueden so archly Viennese in the
Bohemian society where everyone cares for
Waltz Song, we're transported from Momus
each other. That doesn't strike me with these
to the Hotel Sacher ( Blasi's balance of
singers, nor with Hampson's smooth but
seriousness and just a little coquettishness
under-involved Marcelo, Busterud's shaky
here seems to me exactly right: after all,
Schaunard, or Plishka's bland Colline. But
Musetta is trying to touch Marcello's deepest
this is exactly where Conlon's team ( on the
feelings, too). As the vociferous audience
recording for Luigi Comencini's film*) excels.
confirms, Freni's Mimi is the high spot Repartee around the table at Momus glows
though there's surprisingly little to choose
and sparkles; Gino Quilico's Marcello, with
between this and her 1972 performance, since
likeable tenorish lights in his voice, is absoany extra freshness has an edge set to it by the
lutely Simpatico and you can tell that his
recording's shrill treble. Rodolphe once again
Musetta, Angela-Maria Blasi, doesn't just fill
prove the obstinacy of their 'double durée'
the cliché of atart with aheart. So, of course,
procedure by packaging their single-CD
the concern of the friends over the final
Bohème in a box for two. Never mind: I've
tragedy helps to make it doubly moving. I mastered the mono channel adaptor trick and
wondered if Iwas overcompensating for the
it really isn't much trouble. RI: I/21, Bernstein
shock of Bernstein's Act I by indulging in
(C/D:ii41, Conlon 1A/B:1*/ I
1.
David Nice
Conlon's immediately afterwards; listening to
the whole at asafe distance, Idon't think so.
Conlon's is afast- paced tour of Parisian life,
RACHNIAN1NOV: Piano Concertos 1-4
but always with authentic fire and heart for
Vladimir Ashketiazy (pno)1Concertgebouwi
the lyrical climaxes. The calm codas of the
Haitink
First and Third Acts have areal air of magic
Decca 421 590-2 ( 2CDs, 133m 36s) digital Ct
about them, and the dramatic transitions to
1986-7
the Act 1love duet and Musetta's breathless
interruption of the hell-for- leather mock duel
Solo and orchestral playing of equal interest
work as well as Iever remember in the opera
here. this reflected in the balancing. Finest of
house. Barbara Hendricks turns in asurprishis four recordings. Ashkenazy's Concerto 3
ing performance, so much more than the frail
with Haitink was ' Record of the Month' Nov
seamstress I'd expected. Whether or not the
'86; ES praised 2/4 in April/Aug '86 recording helps her, she manages the most
'fabulous sound . . you'll return here for the
taxing phrases expansively, and uses an
music'. Agreed - and 4(i) is especially gloaltogether darker, inward tone-colour for
rious.
Mimi's dreams and disappointments. CarThis full- price coupling throws in 28m
reras, slightly under strain, is absolutely
more music: the equally recommendable First
committed, though Imust repeat reservations
Concerto" [ March ' 88].‘ But raises the quesabout the handling of the Act 1 aria. The
tion, who wants to be without the Paganini
sound is vivid enough, once again a shade
Rhapsody? ES thought Ashkenazy's remake
harsh in the upper reaches.
rather ' predictable'. not as witty or quixotic
Karajan's 1963 Vienna performance profas he would have liked. Incisively accompafers the real live experience of the three
nied by the Philharmonia it scores in the
(unfortunately that also means lusty audience
quieter-variations; yet Ashkenazy's absorbed
disruptions of the garret love-scene and a manner, his fastidious articulation, seem to
great deal of furniture being hurled around
me far too valuable to discard lightly. So by those four mature students): a more
obvious duplication problems for the wouldrobust proposition than his sweet-toothed
be purchaser. [ A*/A:1/111
studio successor, especially in the scrambling
Christopher Breunig
horse-play of the outer acts ( Iwish Panerai's
wouldn't shout so). Still, there are signs of
RAK: Remembering Prague
dangers to come. The VPO portamenti, so
Stephan Rak (gtr)
charming in the playful badinage of Mimi and
Chandos CHAN 8622 (
50m 27s) digital ( LP:
Rodolfo in Act 1, add to the over-indulgence
ABRD 1310, MC: ABTD 131(1)
of the love duet and much of Act 3. And with
*At the Barbican Cinema from 26 December
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Stephan Rak is a Czech guitarist who has

spent some time living in Finland and who,
though now based in Prague, continues to
travel extensively, apparently concentrating
on his own compositions. A recent broadcast
of some of these gave afair impression of the
range (or rather lack of it) of his work. Until
one hears him in some of the standard
repertoire it is difficult to confirm the full
extent of his virtuosity as aguitarist despite
the enthusiasm accorded his performances.
He is credited with mastery of the tremolo, a
device he employs extensively at the expense
of clear melodic lines. Rak seems drawn to
non- European ideas, and his Danza Mauretana (
one of the best things here) has the
authentic sound of North Africa, as the
Sonata Mongoliana played in his broadcast
had of the Gobi. The title piece and The
Czech Chorale (
a lengthy musing on the
Hussite Hymn) are the only specifically
nationalistic pieces, though Hora/Czardas
has an indeterminate Balkan flavour. Apart
from the Chorale these are all comparatively
short and concentrated. It is when he
attempts extended composition, as in First
Love and Hiroshima, that the lack of variety
becomes most apparent and the music takes
on an air of uncertain improvisation. This, I
believe, is Rak's first appearance on British
labels and Chandos have accorded him an
admirable vehicle for his talents. IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
RAVEL: Bolero CI Pavane pour une Infante
defunte 111 La Valse D Alborada del gracioso/
MUSSORGSKY ( orch. RAVEL): Pictures at
an Exhibition
NPOIPhilhartnonialMaazel
EMI CD EMX 2007 ( 70m 57s) C) 1973. '63
Maazel*s '63 Pictures is faultlessly executed
and interpretatively refined. Winds and brass
surpass themselves ( try the 'Chicks' and
'Catacombae') and Walter Legge's recording
blends a mass of detail without obscuring
individual lines. The ' 73 Ravel selection is
less imposing. Bolero is all lacquer and
lip-gloss: sensual, seamless and slick, save for
a couple of ugly rallentandos along its final
stretch. Iwas irritated by an edited ' take' that
alters the side-drum image from 4m 04s to
around 4m 09s; and at 6m the drummer
momentarily disappears altogether! The
Alborada is heavy, taut and emphatic, with
full, translucent textures in the plus lent
sections. The Pavane is warmly projected and
La Valse is big, forceful and a little woolly.
These ' 73 sessions yield afull body of sound,
albeit with patches of rigged balancing.
Worth sampling for the sake of Pictures.
13: 1/31
Robert Cowan
SCARLATTI: Harpsichord Sonatas, Vol.24
Gilbert Rowland (hpd)
Keyboard KGR 1024 •
This recording, about halfway through Rowland's continuing complete venture, features
the (single-movement) Sonatas K119 in D,
120 in D-minor, 63 in G, 472/3 in B-flat, 48 in
C- minor, 205 in F, 8 in G- minor, 177/8 in D
and 382/3 in A- minor. The performer seems
to me to bring out the Spanishness of
Domenico Scarlatti's personality better than
anybody else. In his zest he occasionally
hurries a little, but I find that a positive
quality here.
Gilbert Rowland's grand plan has suffered
unfairly in that LPs are losing out somewhat
to the all-pervading CD; Iheard this disc in
between good CD recordings, and both
editing and pressing have been so well managed that any distinction was hard to hear. In
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CLASSICAL
any event, there is a rumour of Keyboard
CDs on the way. and Icannot but continue to
express my wondering delight at both Scarhitti's rich invention and Rowland's developing
response. [
A:11
Stephen Daw
SCHNABEI.: String Quartet 3/GIELEN:
String Quartet, ' Un Vieux Souvenir'
LaSalle Qt
DG 423 109-2 (
75m 28s) digital
Quartets by composers better known as
performers - pianist Arthur Schnabel and
conductor Michael Gielen. Schnabel takes a
single motive devised within the A- and E- flat
of his musical initials. His densely chromatic
writing never repeats. and moves forward
through the ghost of classical sonata form in a
single large-scale movement. The spare
musical material is teased apart and probed
exhaustively.
Gielen's Quartet is a remarkably direct
piece taking two Baudelaire poems (Carrion
and The Swan) as inspiration. Rather than
employ a reciter. Gielen has the players
themselves declaim phrases from the poems the choices of language and excerpts being
with the performers. The players are also
expected to hiss and stamp. The music is
instantly evocative, the whirling glissandi
immediately conjuring images of svarming
flies. Gielén also indulges in ' theatrical'
touches, such as the literal entry of the
second violin playing amelody from Zemlinsky's Lyric Symphony which is rebutted by the
first violin. The priée paid for this directness
is a naiveté which Ican imagine taxing the
listener's patience. In both works playing is
technically veiv fine, though the final ringing
dissonant chords of the Schnabel seem
uncharacteristically shaky. Recording is
exemplary. with superb dymimics and
imagery.(A*: 11
David Prakel

SCHOENBERG: Verklârte Naeht 1: Chamber Symphony 2
ECO/Tate
EMI CDC 749 0572 (
50m 49s) digital (LP El.
749 0571. MC: EL 749 0574) Jeffrey Tate ma vprove the man to make you
whistle Schoenberg in the street! In the
summer recess for Radio 3's Record Review'
enough versions of the Op.9 Chamber Symphony were found to provide an how : of
comparisons: the Second is extremely rare by
contrast. It is the playful ('mi fuoco that
listeners will take away with them.( although
the movement reverts to the material of the
opening Adagio movement, ends darkly).
Perhaps. if the work were truly in the
repertory. the ECO would have found alittle
more energy in ( i) - though they are certainly
on target with all the notes. It must be
difficult for the conductor, because there is
no obvious pulse to convey: and the first
movement breaks off unexpectedly. Schoenberg set it aside for 33 years before completing it in 1939. There is nothing grey, or
daunting here.
But Tate's masterful holding- together of
the strings arrangement of Verklürte Nadu is
what makes this issue so compelling. Istill
baulk at the written passage some ten
minutes into the piece. where violins slither
upwards in repeated scoops over plucked
strings: and the score is averitable rag- bag of
ideas. Tate makes the \\ hole thing flow from a
profoundly atmospheric opening: never is it
an effort to concentrate. It is as if he see.s the
piece whole, and the ear takes in not just the
narrative but the likenesses with Wagner's
Siegfried Idyll. Strauss ( especially Meu-finor111-FINEN'S & RECORD RE\ II v,
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',lumen) etc. The richness of the strings
rescoring is underlined by line ECO playing.
and excellent recording. Produced at Abbey
Road, the orchestral textures are clear yet
not spotlit, and there is asense of air in the
studio about and bet \\ cell the players. You
can hardly blame FNII for the off-putting
cover arts‘ork sim:c this is the composer's
own nightmarish painting of 1910. ' Der rote
Blick'. EA: I*, If
Christopher Breunig
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in g, DI73 D in
a, D804
Tokyo Qt
RCA RD 87750 (
55m 27s) digital ( LP: RL
87750, MC: RK 87750)
The Tokyo String Quartet have just the right
mixture of elegance and high spirits for the
early G- minor Quartet, in which their refinement is nicely lightened by hold bucolic
touches; they play it for what it is, awonderful product of youthful genius. The A- minor
Quartet of nine- years later is emotionally and
technically a whole world away, but the
players are fully up to all its considerable
demands, artlessly conveying that veiled mystery at the heart of awork which on a more
obvious level contrasts sweetness and desolation. The turbulence, even violence, that the
Lindsay% ( for instance) find in this music is
only hinted at by the Tokyos. On the other
hand the latter score over the Alban Berg
Quartet on Teldec, the only direct rival in this
coupling, by virtue of their observance of the
first- movement repeat in the A- minor work,
and in the more modern recording. RCA
have achieved a positioning close enough to
convey the feel of actual players involved in a
real performance, but not so close that one
feels the players are right on top of one. ( A:11
Peter Branscombe

SCHUMANN: Sonata Op.1 I C Fantasy
Op.17
Maurizio Pollini (jato)
DG 423 134-2 ( 63m 07s) 0 1974
Recommendable, first of all, for the sheer
quality of the piano playing. In both works
Schumann at some points makes unreasonable demands. but Pollini conquers all difficulties completely. His masterly technique is
musically important. especially in the Sonata,
because it enables him to convey the often
extremely mercurial character of some of the
movements, to mitigate the repetitive effect
of Schumann's sometimes rather insistent
pattern- making by means of his vast range of
colour and inflection. The drive of his playing, seemingly quite unrestrained by executive limitatit ins. helps conceal too the finale's
episodic nature. Pollini's interpretations, of
the Fanta\y as much as of the Sonata. are
scrupulousk faithful to all the composer's
markings. and seem to me completely free of
idiosyncracies. Certainly his view of the
Fantasy is less subjective than most, and
satisfyingly so. [ A: It • )]
Max Harrison

STRAVINSKY: Apollo C Orpheus
Si John's OrchlLubbock
ASV CD DCA 618 ( 63m 11s) C) 1980
Whilst warmly praised in Gramophone for
attention to the letter of the scores, Lubbock's performances were criticised severely
in HFNIRR [
Jan ' 80 pill] on just that very
point. In Quality Monitor the Boyden/Faulkner recording ( for Enigma. then) at least was
upgraded to A* for its beautifully natural and
coherent stereo imaging.

In Apollo, CD remastering brings sharper
channel separation to the dark string sound:
something Ithought not altogether welcome.
Textures in Orpheus are seductively luminous, with the advantage that the ear is freed
from LP surface distractions. If you surrender
to the lulling refinement of Lubbock's readings then it will all seem very beautiful
indeed. If. on the other hand, you think the
refinement is achieved by too cautious a
pacing ( and comparisons show the definitive
Stravinsky/CBS coupling to be far more
pungent, the composer's rhythmic projection
giving the slow sections real sinew), then
these ASV versions will just grow to sound
more and more as Ates Orga found them:
'over- static, too one-dimensional . . . frustratingly disruptive'. Generous access points
here. [ A:31
Christopher Breunig

STRAVINSKY: The Firebird D Scherzo à la
Russe D Scherzo Fantastique* C Fireworks
Columbia SOI*CBC SO/Stravinsky
CBS MK 42432 ( 63m 29s) C) 1961-63

The composer of Agon has little ss apathy
with the sinuous supplications of the Firebird
-even Boulez in ' 75 unbent to her arabesques
- though Ivan's solo horn and the strings of
the princesses' Khorovod still seem to hold
him captive ( a later recording of the 1945
Suite finds even greater affection for the
ballet's impressionistic early stages). He goes
on to delight in the lavish scoring of his
Rimsky days, helped by a 1961 recording of
astonishing depth - excellent perspectives for
the swooping, snapping brass of Kastchei's
hordes, and aremarkable dynamic range well
illustrated by the opening chords of the
'Infernal Dance' ( piccolo and bass drum).
Stravinsky keeps atight rein on that dizzying
climax, colourful and precise. without sounding horribly barbaric in the manner of more
recent interpretations; but then Fokine's
choreography is surprisingly playful too. The
near-contemporary Scherzos, celebrated here
for the abstract virtues of the orchestration
rather than any illustrative qualities, are
nearly separated from the ballet by the pawky
little nonsense- rhyme Scherzo à la Russe re-scored in 1946 from the original Paul
Whiteman Band arrangements. Jazz and
chamber works in the next issue, please.
[A/B:I*1
David Nice

STRAVINSKY: Rite of Spring E Pulcinella Suite*
1.50:•NY PO/Bernstein
CBS MK 44709 ( 58m) C) 1960. '
72
Two contrasting aspects of Bernstein's conducting here. The NY Pith -Melia is harddriven, with some exciting playing hut little
real repose. The gutsy feeling is exaggerated
by harsh sound: winds are spaciously set in
the centre. but with edgy strings cramped in
narrow sectors left/right. There is some ele117
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gant oboe playing in the second Gavotte
variation, hut the Duetto ( trombone/double
bass) is rather crude and sketchy. There is
one less track on the CD than shown in the
booklet.
All the sections in Le Sucre can he accessed. This was a quadraphonic production.
done at Abbey Road. The orchestra was
spread in avast oval around the rostrum, and
the consequent remixing to two channels
reflects that synthesis. with instrument locations inconsistently set in depth perspecti‘e.
In fact, the CD sounds rather greyer than the
quadraphonic ( analogue) LP. Iwas present at
the sessions, and vividly recall how Bernstein
eased the psychological pressure on the players by acting as ads ersary against his producer ( the phone \\ mild ring. Bernstein
would groan. ' He says we've got to do it
again. It seemed all right to me . . ..). Bv this
means, with everything painstakingly
covered, he was able to ask the LSO for a
complete re- take. Part 2 impressed me then
as electrifying hut, coming back to the
recording. what strikes me more is the
steadiness of the unfolding. the inexorable
logic revealed, time suspended. The interlocking precision of it all reminds you of
Ravel.
Bernstein's actual timing is 3m 49s longer
than Stravinsky's 31m 32s-:in seven movements there is close correlation, elsewhere
timings are up to 35 percent longer. Perhaps
the most thought- provoking of the recent
Bernstein CD reissues. 18/C/D:1
Christopher Breunig

STRAVINSKY: Concerto in E 4 .'
Dumbarton
Oaks' E2 Ebony ( oncerto* E Symphonies of
Wind Instruments ( 1920 & 1947) ti Octet
*Mark van (le 14'iel ( eh) Emirmion Ens
It'hitfield
EMI CDC 749 7862 ( 61m 36s) digital ( LP: EL
749 7861. MC: EL 749 7S())
John Whitfield's group follm‘s the acclaimed
Britten record rifF.V .RR Nlarchl with an
attractive Stravinsky programme. including
both the original and rescored/revised forms
of SvmphooTev: '
an austere ritual unfolded in
terms of short litanies between different
groups of homogeneous instruments'. Crossreferencing could have been aided by juxtaposing the two versions on the CD. with
index points. Instead, the Octet is interposed:
a reading so at viriance with the composer's
that you rather wonder at its validity. For
instance, the section in ( i) coming after the
preliminary flourish is given adreamy characterisation where Stras nsky's own could not
be more sharp. lucid, and -ass : Ike. 1also find
the readings of Symphonies perky. cheerful,
too brilliant - they are more in the mobile
manner of Petrushka. or L'histoire du soldat.
In Ansermees hands. the 1920 original
(though some half- minute quicker) becomes
darker. cranky, enigmatic music.
Idid like the ' Dtniharton Oaks' Concerto:
the pacing is attractive, with asly laziness in
the motor rhythms. And best of all is the
Ebony Concerto - more true to the composer's slight misreading of the jazz idiom. I
would say, than in Rattle's 'Jazz Album'.
The recordings set the groups out nicely
before us: and Paul Griffiths's notes are. as
ever. exemplary. My comparisons included
rather superior- versions of the Octet and
'Dumbarton Oaks' on a forgotten CfP production of 1974, with the Nash Ens. under
Howarth. Although the pointing veers
towards Malcolm Arnold in the Octet at
times, the playing is consistently sharper in
profile. rhythmically tighter than anything
here. If the pre- echoes on LP are not tape
111-1-1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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print- through, someone at EMI should listen
to them with aview to retransfer: it included
the Suite from L.Histoire. IA:2111
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Symphony
ConcertgebouwIChailly
Decca 421 441-2 (
55m 37s) digital ( LP: 421
441-1. MC: 421 441-4)
Idoubt that Manfred is ever going to sound
more impressive. As Chailly's string basses
resolutely stalk the darkest recesses of
Tchaikovsky's opening pages, the weight and
depth of sonority says it all. I've heard some
Decca recordings in recent times, but this is
one of their very finest: complete mastery of a
spectacular but potentially very ' difficult'
hall, with the presence and clarity of inner
parts ( woodwinds particularly) never sacrificed to the sometimes troublesome reverberation time.
At the risk of repeating myself ( and I've
run dry of superlatives for their achievements
in Amsterdam). Decca give us the best of
both worlds: the Concertgebouw's legendary
romantic ' bloom', but that hard- fought foi
focus and immediacy, too. There are pages
here that have never sounded cleaner or
more revealing. Just listen to the way in
which the finale's sprightly second theme is
tossed about from one instrumental group to
another in the thick of the bacchanal. Its
rhythmic profile is never compromised
wherever it appears, even way down in the
string basses. Or the lengthy fugato section
(happily Chailly does not follow his idol
Toscanini's example in cutting it) whose
pulsating climax is marked here with brilliant
rhythmic detail in the horn parts. Chailly's
keen ear is much in evidence throughout, but
his production team must take credit for
ensuring that we hear what he hears on the
podium. That's the point. The chattering,
air- treading woodwinds ' neath the alpine
waterfall of ( ii) are focused and articulate,
the pastoral delights of ( iii) really breathe in
this acoustic ( Chailly wonderfully relaxed,
the Concertgebouw's first oboe something
special). And the big moments: the first
movement's mighty coda, horns and trumpets
(magnificent) stretched beyond the limits,
tam-tam, bass- drum and cymbals weighing in
heavily; or the gothic arrival of the organ
(very Byronesque) proclaiming Manfred's
death. Suffice it to say that here's aperformance and recording which would sound good
no matter what you played it on. Is there
higher praise than that? [ A*:1*1
Edward Seckerson
WAGNER: Tannhhuser: Overture E
Tristan und isolde: Prelude and
Liebestiwl
Jessye Norman (sop)IVPOIKarajan
DG 423 613-2 (
54m 12s) digital ( LP: 423
613-1, MC: 423 613-4)
This disc, recorded during filming of Karajan
in Salzburg during 1987, was released in the
same week as Karajan's terse severing of his
directorial connection with Austrian festival so whatever else, it now has an added
documentary aspect. One cannot infer
motive from a recorded performance, but
Karajan seems to want to distil awhole life's
Wagner conducting into these relatively brief
pieces. The Tannhauser overture suffers
most, carrying the emotional and interpretative weight of the whole opera - Karajan's
performance in its precious attention to detail
calling into question the whole reason for
performing opera overtures in concert. Even

in the Siegfried idyll Karajan presents an
intensely condensed, microscopically
examined piece; his concentration is fatiguing
to the listener, especially in light of his slow
tempi here. The recorded balance unduly
favours the strings. Where this intensity pays
off is. predictabl-y, in the Liehestod radiantly
sung by Miss Norman, though the opening
moments lack the dramatic hush she found
for her 1975 recording with Colin Davis.
Surprisingly little else has changed in her
performance. though Karajan more masterfully unfolds the score than Davis, behind her
dominatingly powerful voice. A disc more for
posterity and later historical analysis than to
be bought as a Wagner ' pops' recommendation. Truly difficult to rate. [ A:1*/3]
David Prakel

WEBER: Clarinet Concertos 1 & 2D Clarinet
Concertino
Anthony Pay (clo/Orch Age of Enlightenment
Virgin VC 790 7202 (
53m 04s) digital ( LP: VC
79(1 7201, MC: VC 790 7204)
An irresistible record! - These are beautiful
works, justly loved by clarinettists and public
alike, and though there are plenty of recordings of them, including CDs of just these
three works with Eduard Brunner. Janet
Hilton, and Sabine Meyer as soloists. Ihave
no hesitation in commending this new issue.
Anthony Pay. playing a modern copy of an
early 19th-century instrument, has just the
right blend of spirit and dignity, poetry and
brilliance for these works. The OAE relishes
Weber's atmospheric writing, yet there is no
lingering over detail for its own sake. The
recording gives prominence to the clarinet
without neglecting the orchestra; balance is
natural- sounding, in a pleasant acoustic though in one or two climaxes the tuttis
struck me as slightly harsher in quality. Ishall
often return to this disc for the perceptive,
bold, refreshingly lively performances. [ AA/
1*1
Peter Branscombe
WEBER: Clarinet Quintet D Flute Trio
Anthony Pay ( ch /Judith Pearce ( fie) ' Nash
Ens
CRD CRD 3398 ( 53m ( 15%) 0 1981
Here is a very welcome ressue of the Nash
Ensemble's coupling of two of Weber's excellent chamber works - the brilliant. cheeky
and eloquent Clarinet Quintet. with Anthony
Pay in top form: and the less showy, more
deeply reflective Trio for flute, cello, and
piano. Here Judith Pearce. Christopher van
Kampen. and Ian Brown respond deftly and
119
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stylishly to each other's prompting: two
performances that go straight to the heart of
the works. The recording - always very good
analogue - here takes on abloom' and purity
that are at times almost startling in their
impact. [ A: II
Peter Branscombe
WILSON: Piano Concerto L] Introit ( Towards
the Light ...)
David Wilde (pno)ISNOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8626 (
52m 15s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1315, MC: ABTD 1315)
This present disc substantially expands Thomas Wilson's representation in the record
catalogue, yet both the works recorded show
his compositional style to be far from
unapproachable. and the Piano Concerto,
especially, may be heard to be a tightly
constructed, absorbing piece, worthy of inclusion in anybody's CD collection. This work
was completed in 1984 to acommission from
Bryden Thomson ( with Scottish Arts Council
backing) for performance by David Wilde
and himself, and, clearly, all here have the
piece under their belts. Wilde plays better
than Ihave heard him do before, capturing
with delicate intensity the ruminations of the
slow introduction and then expanding out
into the lights and shades of the following
three- movement structure, all played without
break. The Scottish National give of their
best, in both this and the following Introit of
1982, finding themselves strained only by the
unanimity demanded of the upper strings in
some of the higher passagework. Idoubt that
either work will find more dedicated performers to champion it, and the fruits of this
dedication are astutely retained by the Chandos recording. The orchestra and soloist are
naturally positioned and balanced, set in a
not too resonant acoustic, and the impact and
dynamic range of the performances are then
allowed to make their own effect without
undue highlighting or artifice. A most
rewarding issue. [ A:11
Doug Hammond

VIKTORIA MELLOVA
BACH: Partita 1/BARTOK: Violin Sonata/
PAGANINI: Introduction and Variations on
'Nd lcor piu non mi sento'
Viktoria Mullova
Philips 420 948-2 ( 66m 26s) digital ( LP: 420
948-1, M(': 420 948-4)

here preened. polished and much loved: its
stately dances (
Allemanda, ('orreme. Sara banda and Temp di !larva) and lively ' doubles' are adorned in awoven tapestry of tone
that tapers from ajuicy G to the silvers high
reaches of the E- string. Tempi are sensible
(although the famous Boma is broader than
usual) and chording is immaculate. This last
quality is essential for the effective projection
of Bartok's grand Solo Sonata, as tine an
essay in unaccompanied violin writing as this
century has so far heard. Mullova & a u. a
welter' of tone from her instrument in ( i).
wrestles successfully with grim counterpoint
in ( ii), wanders far among the lonely reaches
of ( iii) and dazzles us with her left hand
agility in ( iv). Solo fiddle records can fray the
nerves very quickly. hut this one prompts me
to write: can we now have the other Bach and
Paganini solo works, plus solo sonatas by
Prokofiev and Hindemith? The recording
captures what sounds like the full range of Ms
Mullova's tone. garnished with just asuggestion of ambience. A marvellous CD. IA*:11
Robert Cowan

THE VIRTUOSO DOUBLE- BASS
BOTTESINI: Fantasia ' Lucia di Lammermoor' E Romanza Drammatica L
1 Introduzione e Bolero E Romanza ' Une Bouche
Aimee* LI Capriccio di bravura E Elegia in
Re E Fantasia ' Beatrice di Tenda' El Grand
Allegro di Concerto
Thomas Martin tdbl-basIdaquelyne Fugelle
(sop)*,Anthony Halstead (pou)
ASV CI) DCA 626 (
71 m 49s) 3
[ 1983-4
This CD is not a direct reissue of the
same- named Thomas Martin LP. It is, in fact.
a selective compilation from Martin's ' Virtuoso' and ' Romantic' Double- bass discs
recorded for ASV in 1983 84. The selection
offers the pick of the plentiful musical plums
there. l'he hest of these opera transcriptions
sing from Martin's bow. Bottesini's humanisation of the double- bass's voice becomes
complete in the French song, with the soprano Jaquelvne Fugelle - who is appropriately strong in her lower registers. Recordings are good in the main. tluMgh the balance
between bass and s,)ice is nut ideal, and
piano tone veers towards the dangerous.
Original performance recording rating
stands, though value for money rating soars.
IA/B:11
David Prakel

THIS ENGLAND
ELGAR: Serenade for Strings/DELIUS: Prelude to Irmelin El 2 Pieces for Small Orchestra/HOI.ST: St Paul's Suite Ll Brook Green
Suite/WARLOCK: Capriol Suite
RPOI Barlow
ASV CD DCA 623 ( 64m) digital ( LP: D('A
623, MC': ZC DCA 623)

By up-ending this recital you can start by
sampling the sheer extent of Ms Mullova's
virtuosity: Paeanini's facile. acrobatic Variations utilize just about every trick in the
book, yet the net result is simply ... beautiful
violin playing. Bach's noble Partita emerges
NEWS& RECoRD REVIIW
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With such a line-up of genial English music
this issue should he awinner. yet Icannot say
that I found it particularly inspiring. Thé
sound quality is variable, ranging from the
listenable. in those works for small orchestra.
to the acceptable but irritating, in the works
for string orchestra. where edginess and lack
of warm
- th
dominate. More importantly.
though, a number of these readings show
only meagre involvement and empathy for
the idioms of the various composers. To take
the Elgar as an example. the first movement
is tepidly paced and seems to get nowhere.
the second exhibits superficial emotion only.
and the third fails to balance the first and
second. With suddenly dead ambience
between movements, this all adds up to a
performance of the complete work that fails

to convince. The Delius and Warlock pieces
are given with more conviction, although the
sound in the Capriol Suite is still scrawny at
times. but Hoist's Si Paul's Suite, not a
technically difficult work, misses rhythmic
drive and bounce in the dance movements.
Taken all round, then. not a disc Iwould
recommend in preference to many of the
similar collections available in the catalogue.
[B/C:2/3I
Doug Hammond

HARPSICHORD RECITAL
Music by Frescobaldi, Byrd, Froberger, Purcell. Handel, Rameau, JS Bach, FCouperin &
I) Scarlatti
Kenneth Gilbert ( lyu')
Novalis 150 018-2 (
61m 38s) digital ( LP: 150
((18-1, MC: 150 Ols-4)
This recital gives an impression of the breadth
an, 1 depth of resource of Kenneth Gilbert's
playing that is impressive and thoroughly
enjoyable. The instruments, the acoustical
setting. and sensitive recording enhance a
generous measure of excellent music that is
highly satisfactory whether heard cumulatis-. ely tit is played out of strict chronological
order in the sequence of the composer- list
above), or on CD by selective cueing. Highlights include the selection of composerarrangements from Rameau's ' Pygmalion'
ballet. Bach's ' Italian Concerto' and some
excellent playing of 17th- century keyboard
music - much of which Ihad never associated
with Kenneth Gilbert.
Documentation is scanty, but the aim here
is clearly to delight and to entertain, and in
this. Gilbert and Novalis have certainly succeeded with me. [ A: I*I
Stephen Daw

HERMANN PREY EDITION
SCHUBERT: Die schtine Müllerin
Hermann Prey (bar)/Gerald Moore*, Leonard
(pnto)
Philips 422 241-2 (
61 m 51s) ® 1973
SCHUBERT: Winterreise
Hermann Prey ( bar)1Wolfgang Smvallisch
(pnto)
Philips 422 242-2 (
68m 24s) C) 1973
SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang U ' Der
Wanderer'* E 'Der Fischer*** El .
•Erlkiinig'**
Hermann Prey (bar)/Gerald Moore", Leonard
llokanson**,Karl Engel (puas)
Philips 422 243-2 (
63m () Is) C) 1974
LOEWE: 10 Ballads
Hermann Prey ( bar)IKarl Engel (imo)
Philips 422 244-2 (
45m 55s) C) 1974
R STRAUSS: 20 Songs
Hermann Prey ( bar)! Wolfgang Smvallisch
(imo)
Philips 422 245-2 (
48m 46s) C) 1978
This special release of five mid- price CDs,
aimed principally at the German market
(label presentation and leaflet notes and song
texts are resolutely German in language). will
be eagerly seized on by Hermann Prey's
admirers, though they may well have the old
LPs ( recorded between March 1971 and
August 1973, some of them not issued until
much later). Over a comparatively brief
time-span there is a striking difference in
vocal quality - the hest predictably very good
indeed, perceptive and firm, the less successful sones hectic and mannered to an extent
that Ifind surprising in a singer then ( in his
early 4(Js) presumably at the height of his
111
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powers. Die schline Müllerin struck me as the
least successful of the live, but then Hokanson's accompaniments are hardly models of
sensitivity. Wituerreise is much better, both in
detail and concept. with line accompaniments
and deft vocal colouring. Schwanengesang,
despite wan and unwieldy singing. has its
moments. especially in the darker songs: the
make- weights here are just that.
The Loewe is easily my favourite of the live
CDs: awell-chosen group of splendid songs.
several of them unfamiliar: and Prey. uell
supported by Engel. has just the right touch
for the narrative mode — ' Graf Eberstein is
nothing short of brilliant. There are pleasures
in the Strauss disc too ( a tine ' Allerseelim .).
but mannerisms, lugubrious timbre and
croonings as well. The technical quality ( all
are ADD) is consistently high. with clean
sound. alert balance, and very little jangle
from the various pianos/pianists. Overall
(A/B:1/31.
Peter Branseombe

20th CENTURY CLASSICS
BERG: Lulu' Suite C Three Pieces Op.6
Altenberg Lieder* Op.4
Margaret Price* (sop)/LSO/Abbado
DG 423 238-2 ( 66m 32s) C) 1971
HONEGGER: Symphony 3 ' Liturgique'
Symphony 2
BPOIKarajan
DG 423 242-2 (
58m 52s) C) 1973
LUTOSLAWSKI/PENDERECKI/CAGE/
MAYUSUMI: String Quartets
LaSalle Qt
DG 423 245-2 (
63m 23s) C) 1966. ' 76
MADERNA: Quadrivium C Aura L Biogramma
N German RSOISittopoli
DG 423 246-2 (
67m 27s) C) 1980
MESSIAEN: Quartet for the End of Time
Yordanoff ( vIn)ITetard ( v/c)! Desurmont ( cil)!
Barenboim (pno)
DG 423 247-2 (
49m 09s) C) 1979
SCHOENBERG: Piano Music
Maurizio Pollini (pno)
DG 423 249-2 (
50m 03s) CI
1975
STRAVINSKY: Les Noces I: Mass
Eng Bach Fest Ch & OrchlBernstein
DG 423 251-2 (
44m 31s) C) 1977
WEBERN: Passacaglia Op.1 El Five Movements Op.5 D Six Pieces Op.6 D Symphony
Op.21
BPOIKarajan
DG 423 254-2 (
46m 06s) C) 1974
WEILL: Threepenny Opera' Suite for Wind
Orchestra 0 Violin Concerto Op.12 D Mahagonny Songspiel
Mere! Dickinson (m-sop)IMary Thomas (msop)1Langridge (ten)/Partridge (ten)/Lu.ron
(bar) Rip pon ( bas)! London Sinfoniettal
Atherton
DG 423 255-2 (
71m 26s) C) 1976
DG have created a new mid- price label —
'20th Century Classics' — that will be exciting
for the CD collector as the DG ' Collector's
Series' proved for the LP. Sadly, however,
the first remastered disc in the series is not
without its problems. The Margaret Price/
Abbado Berg LululAltenberg Lieder collaboration has long been atop recommendation on account of first-rate sound quality and
the outstanding performances of both orchestra and soloist. Remastering has stripped the
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LP sound of its slightly distant richness and
replaced it with an unwelcome brashness:
strings becoming almost acidic. Previously an
A graded recording it now becomes difficult
to reproduce. 113/C:11
Thankfully, the remastering story is very
different for the classic Karajan Honegger
Symphonies. Hiss level, however, is a little
high. Uniquely. Karajan generates a mysterious tension and atmosphere in the Second
Symphony where the scale and power of the

Berlin strings is remarkable. In the Third he
gets deep beneath the skin of the work.
vividly portraying the horror and despair of
the first movement and yet turning around
the crushing climax of the ponderous
Andante into pure elation. The power, perspectives and textural clarity set this recording
apart as an object lesson in the art. [
A/A*:11
The confused choice of the LaSalle String
Quartet Lutoslawski coupling is now resolved
as both the Penderecki and Mayusumi — from
the old DG ' Avant Garde' label — are joined
here by the later Cage Quartet recoupling.
Impenetrable sleeve notes have been
replaced with an excellent overview of the
four pieces by Paul Griffiths. The binding
thread of this music for string quartet is the
suspension of harmonic interchange, of ' call
and reply' between the four instruments — the
strng quartet is rather used as one multistringed instrument. The Cage Quartet is a
disturbing, distorted reflection of the conventional, written when the composer was much
influenced by the music of Satie. Recordings.
as ever with the LaSalle. are vivid, the
distinctive Pendereckian ' fluttering' and col
legno slaps especially so. [
A:1]
The clutch of late orchestral pieces by
Bruno Maderna is given in truly dedicated
performances obviously well rehearsed by
Sinopoli for the parallel radio broadcast. The
spatial concept of Quadrivium. for four percussionists and orchestral groups, translates
only adequately to the stereo medium. Aura
— a Chicago Symphony commission — pays
oblique tribute to the lyrical splendours of
Berg's music. Spectacular analogue recording
excellently remastered, now with no fears of
cartridge mistracking in the powerful brass
'interjections' of Aura. [
A*:1]
Recorded in the presence of the composer,
the Messiaen Quartet opens in a curiously
wooden way. Claude Desurmont's clarinet
playing lacks the necessary crisp edge —
contrast Barenboim's venom and Desurmont's rather throwaway playing in the opening moments of the second movement. My
preference is with the Kontarsky recording
coupled with Rattle's Turangatila on EMI,
though there is no better recorded version
than this — both recorded balance and performance favour the piano. (
A:1/21
Pollini's complete Schoenberg piano music
is a keystone recommendation — particularly
welcome at mid- price. Like the String Quartets these works cut a swathe through
Schoenberg's creative output, exemplifying
the totally chromatic writing in Op.11, the
epigrammatic distillation of this style in
Op.19, the first tangible move to dodecaphony in Op.23, reaching the first serious

application and thorough working out of the
technique in the Suite Op.25, leading to
further refinement in the final brief pieces
Op.33A/B. Masterfully, Pollini mixes power
and insight; recording is slightly dry but
dynamically encompassing. [
A:1]
In Stravinsky's folk wedding Les Noces and
Mass Bernstein emphatically underlines the
fact that both works spring from the same
fountainhead of Russian folk music. His
Noces is envigoratingly raw — helped by a
highly competent quartet of ' name' pianists —
yet even in the Mass his directing is urgent.
The Trinity Boys' Choir has a pleasantly
concise diction. The rather dry ' orchestration
of four 13ianos, percussion and choir is better
handled on CD. IA:11
Karajan and the BP() would not necessarily spring to mind as the best purveyors of
the crystalline brilliance of Anton Webern's
music. Yet the Webern orchestral disc is quite
possibly one of their finest. The Passacaglia
undergoes aunique transformation: no other
players or conductor have quite managed to
bring off drawing us into its mysterious inner
emotional world. This is a unique musical
accomplishment backed by an opulent
recorded sound, capable of remarkable
impact from CD. [
A*:11
The three outstanding Weill recordings,
made by David Atherton with the London
Sinfonietta after the 1975 Berlin Festival, are
now brought together on one very generously
filled CD. Always spirited, the performances
of Threepenny Opera suite and Mahagonny
Songspiel may strike some listeners as atouch
'civilised'. Weill's music is provided with a
close, muscular recording — less appropriate
in the Violin Concerto however. [
A/A*: 1 ]
David Prakel
•:.`,Itiiftieéa •
DECCA CHAMBER MUSIC
With their Rossetti covers, all live of the
latest chamber music reissues look tempting —
even the greybeard Schubert Octet recording,
balanced by Decca with 21m of music by
Mozart.
Generally. recoupling or added material
brings playing times of 65-72m, although the
first disc has just the accepted Mozart/Beethoven Piano & Winds Quintets. But, robust
and concentrated. the 1966 performances by
Ashkenitiv London Wind Soloists 1421 151-2.
52m 02sl -are just as enjoyable as, say. the
Luptr Concertgebouw or Perahia/ECO principals. Iespecially like the timbres of Terence
MacDonagh's oboe, and it is good to hear a
keen, youthful Ashkenazy in a phase well
before his directorial aspirations were
rewarded. The remastering avoids thickening
of full ensemble, and keyboard/winds
balances are good. [ A:11
From the Maltings recordings of Brahms's
Piano Trios. by Julius Katchen ( one of his
very last projects), Josef Suk, and Janos
Starker. Decca have recoupled Op.8 with the
C major. Op.87 [
421 152-2 C) 19691. The
pianist's entry in the B major is enough to
make the hair creep — and what a glorious
ensemble! The tempi chosen allow Brahms's
music to speak naturally, and the listener is
aware of the give and take between players.
ADRM picks up on the * buzzy' nature of the
cellist's tone, which is sweeter on my SXL
transfer. but in compensation the piano is
more focused, a little more secure. 113:1/11
Clifford Curzon's 1960 recording with the
(Boskoysky led) Vienna Philharmonic Qt of
Dvorak's Piano Quintet was coupled on LP
with Schubert's Quartettsatz. The CD [
421
153-2 C) 1960. '
621 replaces that by Franck's
F- minor Quintet. In the Dvorak. Curzon's
aristocratic, cool st‘ le is a foil to the sweet
123

It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his supersystem reproduces instrumental
sounds realisticallù and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! Mow realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
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Julius Katchen (photo: Decca)

CLASSICAL
lyricism of the Vienna strings: ADRN1 stabilizes the piano imaging and brings
homogeneity to strings ( difficult to reproduce
on the LP). We need some modern recordings of the Franck. but this serious, rather
reserved account - affecting as the Lento
develops - remains absorbing. fB/C:11
Hopefully. DG will persuade Kremer and
Argerich to record the Franck Violin Sonata,
or, if not, will transfer to CD their Danezowska/Zimerman recording. In 1980 Chung
and Lupu taped the piece for Decca. at
Kingsway Hall, together with Debussy's
Sonata. On CD [ 421 154-2 C) 1962, ' 80] there
are generous couplings: the Debussy Sonata
for flute, viola, and harp, and Ravel's Introduction & Allegro, with Osian Ellis/Melos
Ens. These artists made alater version of the
Ravel for EMI, but this ( Oiseau Lyre) original sounds staggeringly good here, with
only asuspicion of agrubby edge to unmuted
strings to betray the vintage. Musically it is
unsurpassed - though the new Chandos is its
equal ( the only recommendation among
other recent CD versions, cg Calliope.
CRD).
In the Franck 1am not quite convinced that
Chung's directness matches the luminous
fantasies implied by Lupu ( rather too strong a
partner for her); even so, an interesting
version. ( Note that Penguin gave it arosette.)
The Debussy Sonata is another matter; here,
Chung's sense of colour, scrupulousness, and
her oriental disposition to the music, coupled
with Lupu's sensitive but more discreet manner, put this alongside distinguished predecessors such as the Oistrakh/Bauer, or Silverstein/Tilson Thomas. The Melos's Sonata.
imaginatively detailed, brings the listener
closer to the music than in the distanced but in its contrasting way - equally lovely Boston/
DG version from 1970 ( nla). Strongly recommended as a package. [ A:1/1*1
Last, the old Vienna Octet in Schubert's
D803. It is surprising that Decca did not use
their - rather preferable - New Vienna Octet
recording from 1976, particularly in view of
recent Octets from Kremer/DG and St Martin's/Chandos - both of which one should
have! Still, this elderly runner, despite tape
hiss and pinched timbres, is still worth hearing ( the players sound at such ease with the
music; no striving after effect, or the ' definitive statement'), and the addition of Mozart's
Divertimento, K205. scored for 2horns/string
trio, has to be taken into account [ 421 155-2
C) 1956, '64].
Replaced by the later Boskovsky-directed
Volume, this recording was originally coupled with the Cassation K99. A CD timing of
72m 22s shows why the accompanying March
K290 has been omitted here. Stylish and less
dated than the Octet. [ C/D:1/2][B: 1I
Christopher Breunig
DECCA WEEKEND CLASSICS
Decca break the £5 CD price barrier this
month, with arange of fifteen reissues attractively packaged with artwork of Gallic levity.
and with playing times mostly around one
hour. ( No liner notes are included though.)
Generally the repertoire is popular and,
whilst not all of the couplings are really
recommendable, there are some classic
recordings transferred to CD for the first
time, to be welcomed by serious collectors.
Pick of the batch is surely Julius Katchen's
stereo recording with LPO/Boult of Rachmaninov's Paganini Rhapsody, coupled with
the 2nd Concerto (
LSO/Solti) [ 417 880-2 C)
1959, ' 60]. I'd like to interpolate a plea for
Decca to consider a Katchen retrospective.
His 1957 @ RhapsodylDohnanyi Nursery
I
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ting extras [ 417 873-2 68m 22s C) 1959. ' 61.
'641. The brightness of upper strings. pinching harpsichord, and the so- deliberate pacing kill one's good will to a group which
helped put Vivaldi's music on the gramophone map. Not the type of recording that
transfers well to Compact Disc either ( the
fillers are a little more acceptable). [C:3/21
Pay a little more, and you can do better
with the Tchaikovsky & Mendelssohn Violin
Concertos than Ricci's Netherlands Radio
PO/Fournet coupling [ 417 687-2 C) 1975 Phase 4production]. A close balance reveals
details of Ricci's tone- production which
would have sounded better with greater
distance, and in the faster music the bowing
roughens - whereas the lyrical Tchaikovsky
Canzonetta and, to lesser degree. Mendelssohn Andante are likeable. Intonation problems abound. [ C:3/2]
I have never felt that Curzon/Solti/VPO
made agood recipe for the Tchaikovsky First
Concerto. (RC strongly disagrees!) On CD it
Song Variations coupling was even more
reappears with Curzon's classic Grieg Piano
scintillating than the remake. Prime examples
Concerto recording with LSO/Fjeldstad [ 417
of ear:y ffss recordings. these transfers betray
676-2 C) 1969, ' 60]. At £4.99 worth having for
their vintage in thinness (Rhapsody), and
the Grieg ( there's the much cheaper LP
strings fizzmess/heaviness in the Concerto.
option, of course), whilst the Tchaikovsky is
[C:1/11 but remarkable solo artistry.
certainly more interesting than, say. the
Many consider Istvan Kertesz's VPO
Bolet/Dutoit. [
B/C:2/1]
Dvorak ' New Word' superior to his later
Karajan's Mozart Symphony 40/Jupiter'
version with the LSO (especially with its
recoupling with the Vienna Philharmonic
vigorous scherzo). It comes on ' Weekend
[417 695-2 C) 1960, ' 63] has never been widely
Classics' with an Israel PO Smetana Vltava
admired. Textures are massive, phrases slide
filler [ 417 678-2 C) 1961, ' 63]. Not quite as
along as on rollers, and the flavour is very
individual as the Fricsay/DG Dokumente'
'echt-Karajan' - 41 ( i) especially. Well.
CD reissue, but gently attractive in the
there's some kind of Mozart for everybody
Smetana. and the refurbished Dvorak is quite
these days. PB likes his Mackerras. and I'll
remarkable technically. [ A/C:1]
Popular repertoire, Ihave said. Yet it is a admit a sneaking fascination with Karajan.
welcome surprise to find, as filler to the
Boskovsky's smaller-scaled Mozart is repVPO/Schmidt-Isserstedt Eroica, much of
resented here by acoupling of the Posthorn
George Szell's Vienna recording of the
Serenade with Eine Kleine Nachtmusik; the
incidental music to Beethoven's Egmont
players are the Vienna Mozart Ensemble [ 417
(though now shorn of Wussow's Grillparzer/
874-2 C) 1969, ' 73]. Many will approve. hut
Goethe narrations, and three musical numisn't this a rather heartless K525? It is lithe,
bers, regrettably including ' Kliirchen's Tod').
smoothened over an angular framework. The
Pilar Lorengar sings the two Lied [ 421 024-2
Posthorn is rather finer, and the CD transfer
72m 04s C) 1965, ' 701. The Symphony. sane
excellent: sonically this compares well with
and traditional, but perhaps more deeply felt
the full- price Harnoncourt/Teldec. A bargain
than one had remembered it, sounds only
[A/B:2/1*].
slightly dated; the Szell coupling is a little
'Weekend Favourites' is a61m collection of
spoiled by the close voice balance. You hear
movements ranging from Bach's Air to the
a great deal of the conductor, too, in the
Comedians' Gallop, with as ill-assorted a
Siegessymphonie! 1B:11
roster of artists ( Marriner to Stanley Black)
Beethoven figures in one of just two piano
[421 174-2] [ A/C:1/31.
CDs, with Radu Lupu's luminous- toned 1972
Arias and choruses from Handel's Messiah
coupling of the Moonlight/Pathétique/Waldare taken from the Sutherland/McKellar/
stein [
421 031-2]. This is most distinguished,
LSO/Boult recording of 1961 [ 417 879-2, 64m
and thoroughly representative ( this pianist
47s]. A sense of dignity prevails; the choruses
can sound detached and over-ridingly arroare fresh, and, even if the words are lost and
gant on an off day). The CD makes the attack
vowel sounds curious. Sutherland is affecrather bangy in the Op.27 finale; transients
tingly musical. A good transfer. [ B:1]
were more happily accommodated on the
The one other vocal CD is of Puccini arias,
SXL, so IA/B:11. A Chopin Favourites'
from Bohème, Tosca, Butterfly [
417 686-2 C)
selection, with six pianists [ 417 690-2] con1958-72]. Nine singers are represented - in
tains nothing of distinction, except Peter
the case of Virginia Zeani [ 4] this is one too
Katir's (g) group of four Waltzes. [ CA]
many - Tebaldi, di Stefano, Bergonzi, Bjorlotherwise [ A/C:3/4].
ing included. With an opera catalogue like
At 44m 45s five Rossini Overtures offer
Decca's, how could they fail? My favourites
poor CD measure; they come from a 1961
were Chiara (Bohème), Weathers (
Butterfly/
LSOiGamba collection - Magpie/Silken LadGianni Schicchi), Bergonzi (Bohème). It
derlBarberlSemiramide;Tell. Smart, up-andhardly matters that some of the tapes are
down performances short on charm. which
gritty and dated . . . [
B/D:1/21.
will probably mostly put you in mind of the
Finally, a Stowkowski/LSO compilation
famous Hoffnung cartoon about the conduc'Wagner Weekend' [421 020-2 ® 1966, ' 73]
tor. Understandably, this was a ' demonstrawith some Phase 4recordings from the Ring,
tion recording' in its day, and the young
and alive performance - RFH June ' 72 - of
Pierino Gamba had the advantage of the LSO
the Mastersingers Overture. Trenchantly
in one of its happier eras. [ B:2/31
fired, and with profound care over sound,
Turning to Concertos: Münchinger's 1959
3tokowski's Wagner must be ranked with
Vivaldi Four Seasons, with Werner Krützinthat of Toscanini and Klemperer; they really
ger/Stuttgart Soloists, must surely be dismismeant it. The contrast with Maazer,s Telarc
sed for its rigidity and plainness, even if the
synthesis is telling. EA:1*1
Corelli Christmas Concerto and Pergolesi
Christopher Breunig
Flute Concerto 2 (
with Rampal) make temp125
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"I could never
do that"
Read some magazines and you could be forgiven for
thinking that woodworking requires years of training and
experience.
TRADITIONAL WOODWORKING, anew quarterly
magazine from the publishers of Do It yourself, Britain's
leading home-improvement monthly, can help
you learn the tricks of the trade. With practical,
how-to-do- it features, TRADITIONAL
WOODWORKING WILL SHOW you how
to use wood in and around the home.
In the next issue we tell you how to
restore traditional timber features,
wood staining, wood panelling,
traditional window conversions,
using aradial arm saw and much
more.

The third issue
of TRADITIONAL
WOODWORKING on sale
at the end of October, price
£1.40 AT YOUR NEWSAGENT.

TRADITIONAL

001)11110RM G

ourself

For apost-free copy, send acheque or postal order for EI . 40 made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd. to
TRADITIONAL WOODWORKING, Link House, Dingwall Ave., Croydon. CR9 2TA.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
RUBEN BLADES: METIENDO MAN
Caliente HOT 103
CELIA CRUZ: INTRODUCING
Caliente HOT 112
CELIA CRUZ & WILLIE COLON:
WINNERS
Caliente HOT 113
ORCHESTRA HARLOW: SALSA!
Caliente HOT 104
TITO PUENTE: BEST OF THE '60s
Caliente HOT 105
VARIOUS: THIS IS LATIN MUSIC
Caliente SHOT 1
Thirteen years ago, high quality salsa hit
Britain via Island Records, who used the
Fania stable as the source of the goodies. The
music was mainly Cuban in origin, but
beefed-up and given an edge by its New York
location. Now Charly records have obtained
the Fania back-catalogue, and their initial
release programme on the Caliente imprint
comprises ten LPs. Over the years, salsa has
become diluted by schmaltzy commercialisation, but this stuff is raw, hard and full of
vitality. The rhythms are driving and it's
impossible to listen to this material without
being compelled to get up and dance — or at
least to tap your feet.
A few of the albums are knockouts, like
Tito Puente's The Best Of The Sixties. Puente
is one of the governors of salsa, playing
timbales and vibes and leading a series of
dramatic big bands. The e
power of his
music stands the test of time well as classic
music like this just does not date. IA:11 Still
going strong is the queen of salsa; on Introducing Celia Cruz, her songs go right back to
the roots of Cuban music. The sharp interjections of the trumpets make exciting punctuations in this rich mix. [ A:1*I A newer, slicker

ritty

THE BALANCING ACT: THREE SQUARES
AND A ROOF
Illegal Records ILP023
A good indie this. Smacking of a heavily
Anglicized Byrds/Papas with a touch of
acoustic REM, the Balancing Act play melodic acoustic songs with enough electronics
and percussion to avoid rotting the teeth.
This American band actually show an astonishing similarity to the Liverpool hand The
La's, though they are two albums ahead of
them and have the backing of mighty Miles
Copeland to keep them afloat. The album is
very well recorded with simple but effective
semi- acoustic arrangements and, where
necessary, some complex and lively harmonies. This is not loud music, neither is it
ponderous or pretentious. It contains gentle
lyrical and musical humour, ' It's not easy
being human. But it's hard to be cement ...'
This is about the best record Ken Kessler has
sent me. [ A:11
Neville Farmer
JAMES BROWN & THE SOUL G's: LIVE
AT CHASTAIN PARK
Charly Groove JAM 1984
Here's Brown repeating just about everything he's ever done before. Which means
that I, in turn, have to repeat everything I've
ever said about brother James before. You
heard the Apollo shows? Of course you have.
Well, here's the update. The setting? Chastain Park in Brown's home town, Atlanta,
Georgia. The date? The catalogue number
presumably provides the clue to that enquiry.
Does the record contain yet another version
of ' Papa's Got A Brand New Bag'? Do Ihave
VII- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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album is Celia Cruz and Willie Colon's The
Winners, but I prefer the earlier session.
[A:1/21 Ruben Blades' Metiendo Man is an
early offering from one of the newer salsa
stars; smoother stuff, but the bite is still
there. fA:11 A rich, brassy sound characterises Orchestra Harlow's Salsa! with vocals
from Junior Gonzalez. Larry Harlow — he's
actually Jewish — has become one of the best
arrangers in salsa with one of the liveliest
rhythm sections (check the cowbell players)
and acaptivating line in horn section phrasing. His un named bass pla)er is a prime
exponent of the ultra- laid- hack approach to
bass- lines; there is so much space between

the notes that you can take bets on where the
next one is going to land. [ A:1*/II Failure to
identify that musician highlights one of my
only complaints about these reissues: the lack
of personnel details on most of the sleeves.
If you are still not sure of your way around
this music, for just £. 99 you can get hold of
the sampler This Is Latin Music and pick your
way through 12 titles. Other releases in this
welcome series include two various artists
sets. Salsa Greats Vol I(HOT 102) and We
Got Latin Soul Vol 2 (HOT III), Ray
Barretto's Hard Hands (HOT 109) and the
Fania Allstars' Latin Jazz Fusion ( HOT 110).
Ken Hyder

to answer that? The
all here — re- runs of
'Please. Please, Please'. IGot You ( IFeel
Good)* ' Get Up 011a That Thing'. ' It's A
Man's. Man's. Man's World'. ' Get On The
Good Foot', ' Try Me' ... need Igo on? I
mean, this is a double- album we're discussing. Listen, the titles could go on for ever.
Okay. you've got the location, you've got the
bill of fare. All that's left to discuss is Brown
and the Soul G's musical application. It's at
this point that Imention the fact that I've
never heard a had James Brown album yet.
And I'm not about to change the habits of a
lifetime. Of course. James rips, snorts, and
stomps through his party- pieces in a manner
that suggests an inc else would be a fool to
smuggle them a‘\ ay and attempt cover versions. He doesn -thave to say it, hut with
every utterance. he proclaims ' This is mine
and mine it stays'. Every vocal is some kind
of ' keep off the grass' statement. How about
the band then? No problem. Maceo Parker's
there. taking care of business, squirting and
squealing all the right phrases in a manner
that makes you wonder why he's never been
up there among the poll-winners. Here, he's
at his inventive best, even eliciting comments
of admiration from aboss who obviously still
regards those fills with some degree of awe.
even taking into account his own divinity.
The rest of the hand, St Claire Pickney
(tenor). Joe Collier ( trumpet), Larry Moore
(keyboards), etc.. they play it tight and right.
stretching out on the final thumping riff that's
'Jam' and moving the blues through the door
by the jukebox and out into bop alley. So to
the final question — does James sing ' Georgia
On My Mind'? In front of aGeorgia crowd?
You're kidding. of course. He not only sings
it but turns it into an anthem before watching

it swirl out of sight in waltz mode. No more
questions, just advice to buy. But you knew
that Iwas going to say that before Istarted.
didn't you? Irepeat, no surprises. [ A:11
Fred Dellar
CRAZY PINK REVOLVERS: AT THE RIVER'S EDGE
ABC Records ABCLP 17
Does the idea of lead and rhythm bass sound
gimmicky or just an interesting twist to the
original guitar band theme? Idon't know. I
just feel that if the idea has any promise. it is
not fulfilled here. The Crazy Pink Revolvers
have played some impressive indie gigs and
have attracted a fair following but this is a
record which lacks lire in its raw pub rock
stomp. It's afair production and areasonable
recording but just doesn't offer anything new
—Sorry. [
13:2/31
Neville Farmer
ERIC DOLPHY: UNREALIZED TAPES
West Wind CD 016 CD (
44m 29s)
The appearance of long- undiscovered tapes
of deceased geniuses always amazes me.
Dolphy has been dead for over 20 years now,
and I thought that the trickle of taped
sessions had dried up. But here the sleeve
proclaims: 'The very last recording 1964.'
The line-up sees Dolphy sharing front-line
duties with fellow Americans, Donald Byrd,
trumpet and Nathan Davis, tenor. The
rhythm section is French.
While nobody screws-up the session, the
energy levels are flat. The pieces are played
with professional competence, but the spark
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is missing. Except in Dolphy. of course. Even
in stronger company. Dolphy stood out as
something special. but here he's way ahead of
the contributions of his side- men. Whether it
is in the simplicity of his wailing honks, or the
bubbling intensity of his bass clarinet. Dolphy
spews-out ideas, imagination and audacity.
Of course his technique was the envy of many
other horn players but that wasn't what made
him stand out, it was his ideas and his energy.
The first piece on the disc sounds like a
cross between ' Sketches of Spain' and Coltrane's ' Spiritual'. Unfortunately it's the
string-of- solos kind of session, and you have
to sit through the pedestrian when all you
want is Dolphy and more Dolphy. Because of
the unevenness of the individual contributions, it is not one of Dolphy's best recordings, although he inspires, as always. So that
leaves the • ae of this release mainly in the
hands of the Dolphy freaks. and I'm glad to
say there ar still a good few of us about.
[A:1*/21
Ken Hyder
DUKE ELLI I(;TON: BLACK BROWN AND
BEIGE ( THE 1944-46 BAND RECORDINGS)
RCA Bluebir 16641-1-RB ( 4 LPs)
This superb ft ur-disc box is the companion
and follow-up to The Wehster-Blantim Band
(5651-RB), which covered what is usually
regarded as Ellington's greatest orchestra as
recorded in 1940-41. It would be hard to
argue that the 1944 line-up matched the
earlier one: aft • • the departure of ' growl'
trumpeter Cootie Williams in 1940. and the
premature death of bassist Jimmy Blanton.
Ellington lost Barney Bigard, Ben Webster
and Juan Tizol in fairly quick succession. All
these men were replaced ( roughly speaking.
by Taft Jordan. Junior Raglin, Jimmy Hamilton. Al Sears and Claude Jones respectively).
but things were never the same again. 1-1(íwever, bearing in mind conditions in the music
industry generally. Ellington should be
admired for having' kept a hand together at
all, let alone one which was still great by any
standards and with which he was able to
premiere his first long work. Black. Brown
and Beige, at Carnegie Hall in December
1943. Critical disapproval and the Musicians'
Union dispute combined to discourage him
from recording the whole 50 minutes- plus of
Black, Brown and Beige, but this set starts
with the 18 minutes or so of items recorded
for Victor the following year. The only vocal
from the suite is that subtle setting' 'The
Blues', with Ellington's discovery Joya Sherrill, who then follows Al Hibbler's ' IAin't
Got Nothing But The Blues' with ' I'm Beginning To See The Light', from the same
month, December 1944. As always. Ellington
was constantly providing the band with new
material and new ideas ( including some
beautiful vocal backgrounds) and there are a
few re- made versions of earlier items. Less
essential than The Webster-Blamon Band,
this set is still pretty vital, and despite the
rather worrying liner- note reference to ' computer assistance in removing both noise and
distortion', it sounds all right. RCA must be
congratulated for taking a serious approach
to the astonishing wealth of material Ellington left them with. [
H:11
Steve Harris
DREAM SYNDICATE: GHOST STORIES
Enigma/Virgin ENV 506
VELVET ELVIS: VELVET ELVIS
Enigma/Virgin ENV 510
Now that Virgin has taken over the distribution of Enigma, one of America's foremost
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Way, etc) leading the soiree. Irresistible? To
independents, we can look forward to the
ready availability of their diverse doodlings.
me, certainly. If you picked up on the
Penguin Cafe Orchestra, latch on to this one.
First releases have included records by the
[A:11
Fred Dellar
likes of Devo, Christian glamsters Stryper
and our very own Al Stewart, but the real
meat ' n' potatoes ( in this somewhat biased
reviewer's opinion) come in the form of this
COLEMAN HAWKINS: THE HAWK IN
pair of guitar magicians.
EUROPE 1934-7
Dream Syndicate has released four albums
ASV Living Era AJA 5054
on four different labels and this latest is the
This collection effectively samples Hawkins'
only one of the four that you can lay your
European recordings, kicking off with the
hands on without a search. ' Ghost Stories'
three numbers he cut with Stank:\ Black in
sees the group on typical form with the twin
London on 18 November 1934. Hawkins later
said that he couldn't get on with the rhythmic
guitars of Steve Wynn and Paul Cutler
style of the English musicians ( pianist Black.
surging and spiralling over steam- hammer
rhythms. What it really is, is modern blues
Albert Harris on guitar and Tiny Winters.
and the inclusion of a version of Blind
bass) but he played ravishingly on this date.
Surface noise is muted here compared with
Lemon's ' See That My Grave Is Kept Clean'
previous reissues, but without too much loss
neatly underlines the fact. Doomy yet
uplifting.
of brilliance. In Paris the following spring,
Hawkins recorded with a French big band
The sound of Velvet Elvis is much lighter,
courtesy, at least in part, of a trademark
that also included Django Reinhardt — ' Avalon', ' What A Difference A Day Made' and
Mitch Easter production job. It's clever
above all ' Stardust', included here, were also
pop/rock with a million reference points ( as
long overdue for reissue, although they did
hinted at in the name of the group), but there
appear ( with better sound) on an outstanding
is a coherent sound in the songs of guitarist
Dan Trisko, best exemplified in atune like ' I US CD, Coleman Hawkins and Benny Carter
(DRG Swing CDSW 8403). Stranded in
Got Everything' which friskily entraps the
Holland ( the Nazis refused him entry into
listener in a playful web of melody. [ Both
A:11
Pete Clark
Germany, effectively ending his tour with
Jack Hylton's band), Hawkins became a
featured solo with the best Dutch dance
FIVE STAR: ROCK THE WORLD
band, The Ramblers. The results are represented here by ' Meditation', ' Netcha's
RCA PL 71747
RCA PD 71747 ( 56m 37s) CD
Dream' and ' A Strange Fact'. Most of side
two is devoted to the wonderful 1937 Paris
I've always imagined that Michael Jackson
sessions with Benny Carter, the first of these
was going to turn into Diana Ross — at least,
again featuring Reinhardt ( if only playing
rhythm) and the second including George
that seemed to be the plan. But, surprise,
surprise, he's actually metamorphosed into
Chisholm in the ranks of Carters Dutchplain old Deniece Pearson from Romford. If
based orchestra. Closing the album is an
you can find abetter Jakko elsewhere, let me
uptempo duet with pianist Freddy Johnson,
know. I'd say that the impression was now
'Well All Right Then'. Not to be missed.
about perfect. What else of the Pearson pop
111:1*1
Steve Harris
machine? Well, they've moved on abit. Not a
lot, which is understandable, bearing in mind
their history of vinyl success. But they've
ABDULLAH IBRAHIM: MINDIF
edged amite or two harder, brought in Leon
Enja CD 5073-50 (
39m 26s)
Sylvers to write songs and produce half of
their tracks and now seem well placed to
You can see how Ibrahim's music would work
move on and conquer America. It's aglossy
as a soundtrack, for it is a soundtrack of
affair then, nigh perfect in many ways, funky
humanity. At any rate, this disc features the
where it's meant to be. well performed and I pianist's music for the French film Chocolat
bet that the accompanying videos won't show
shot in the Cameroons. The lineup does it
cinque etoiles putting atootsie out of place in
justice. On drums there's Billy Higgins, and
their terpsichorean routine. So why am I you can't be much more earthy than Higgins.
yawning? [ A:21
Fred Dellar
On bass there's David Williams; with Ricky
Ford and Craig Handy, reeds, and Benny
Powell, trombone. One of the tracks, African
Market, is an old Ibrahim favourite. Other
THE GREENE STRING QUARTET:
pieces have avery Ellingtonian feel to them,
MOLLY ON THE SHORE
especially the lush ballad ' Star Dance'.
Hannibal HNBL 1333
If there's a criticism it's that the act of
playing for a film, rather than just playing,
Electric? And some! On paper this sounds
seems to have taken some of the extra edge
the sort of stuff that mad professors dream up
in aged B- movies. Two guys armed with a from the music. That often happens to music
made for movies, and that's why Itend to
viola and aviolin meet up with two beautiful
girls equipped with nothing but acello and a avoid soundtracks. So while it's not the most
exciting Ibrahim music I've heard, Ibet it
violin and go where whole orchestras have
sounds great with the film. [
A*: I/21
never cared to tread before. Well, something
Ken Hyder
like that. Imagine though, some arrangements by a guy who used to play trombone
for Spike Jones, another by Percy Grainger,
MARIA JOAO/AKI TAKASE: LOOKING
ye gad! A re-working of Joe Venuti's 1927
FOR LOVE
jazz scoot ' Doin' Things': a chunk of David
Enja 5075
Grisman-composed bluegrass; more contemFrom a 1986 meeting in Leipzig. Portuguese
porary jazz shots that include Lenny Pickett's
singer Joao and Japanese pianist Takase
'Dance Music For Four Saxophones No.4',
startt:d to work together as aduo, and this set
Don Pullen's ' Big Alice', Mingus' Goodbye
was recorded live at the Leverkusen jazz
Pork Pie Hat', replete with the sort of vocals
festival. The two women take a high-energy
Slam Stewart would have administered along
approach to be-bop, standards and recent
with his bass- lines and, to conclude, alengthy
material. Joao setting scat speed records and
tribute to The Doors, with Richard Greene
demonstrating an extraordinary power
(ex- Bill Monroe's Bluegrass Boys, Kweskin's
through her enormous range. Her delivery
Jug Band, Seatrain. Garcia's Old And In The
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
has adirectness that makes her exciting, hut
the raw, uninhibited quality of her vocalese
will make some listeners squirm in discomfort. Perhaps the best way of putting this is to
describe the style as self-indulgent — but then,
this is afestival recording. and it is easy to see
how Joao gripped the audience. Takase's
piano style is founded on endlessly propulsive
bass- lines, over which she offers adazzling if
not always stylistically-coherent right hand.
Sound quality is of demonstration standard.
but though the liner- note suggests that Maria
Joao is ' Portugal's answer to Bobby McFerrin', 1 doubt if KK would go for this.
Despite that [ A*:21.
Steve Harris
BUDD JOHNSON: BLUES À IA MODE
Affinity AFFI69
Made up of two February 1958 sessions, this
is one of the better LPs that originally
appeared in the ' mainstream' series on
Decca's Felsted label almost 30 years ago. If
it had not been for the requirements of that
necessarily backward- looking series we might
have heard Johnson in livelier company, for
he always had progressive sympathies. The
other horns, Charlie Shavers ( trumpet) and
Vic Dickenson ( trombone), play decently —
and Shavers more soberly than usual — but
neither has anything much to say. Johnson,
who has an inventive yet rather too relaxed
duet with Shavers on ' Leave Room In Your
Heart', is more interesting, and his tenor
solos often sound authoritative from their
very first phrase. On one date the pianist was
Ray jiryant, and he takes quite agood solo
on ' A La Mode', unoriginal but forcefully
flowing. It's too bad that the other pianist,
Bert Keyes, had to play the electric organ on
'Used Blues', hence gluing- up the whole
performance. But that instrument was very
fashionable in ' mainstream' circles in those
days, or at least with producers of ' mainstream' recordings. On the other five tracks,
with Joe Benjamin on bass and Jo Jones
behind the drums, everything swings firmly.
f
B:21
Max Harrison
LEE KONITZ: SUBCONSCIOUS-LEE
Original Jazz Classics OJC186
This is music whose very high quality makes
its consistency amazing. These four classic
1949-50 sessions by Tristan° pupils, with the
master himself at the piano on the first of
them, are indeed welcome back. Supple
linear astringency is what unites the solos and
ensembles, force and joyous swing are what
characterise this music as a whole. The best
of the solos, Tristano's above all, are brilliant. Hear him in ' Subconscious- Lee' and
'Progression', hear Konitz and Billy Bauer on
the latter; in fact hear Konitz on all 12 tracks.
There is an austere lyricism present also, as
on the lovely piano solo which opens the
mid-tempo ' Retrospection', which, like the
slower 'Judy', is quite without sentimentality
or histrionics. Sal Mosca is at the piano for
the remaining dates, and the final quintet
session of 1950 has afluid lightness very much
its own, as the altoist demonstrates on Ice
Cream Konitz' (one of the worst puns in jai/
history!). The middle dates are from asextet
made by adding Warne Marsh on tenor, who
fully matches Konitz. Try them on ' Tautology', a marvellous perpemum mobile spinning of endless melody ( and another wildly
inappropriate title). [
B:1]
Max Harrison
TOD MACHOVER: VALIS
Bridge Records BCD 9007 (
77m 31s) CD
HUH NEWS & Ri CORD REVIEW
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(Available from P Smith, 91 Mount Pleasant
Road, Brixham, Devon TQ5 9RU. Tel 08045
6614)
Opera. be it real or rock, is not my cup of tea.
preferring as I do to have the messages
transmitted in bursts of under three minutes.
So, hating both Tommy and Aida. I
approached Valis with some trepidation, but
not total dread. After all, CB was staggered
when Iespied the disc on his desk and burst
out ' Philip K Dick!', for how would I. the
Arch Philistine, recognise the subject for any
opera, modern or vintage? But CB didn't
know that Iam a science fiction reader of
impeccable taste, and that PKD is in my
all-time Top 10, and that Valis was one of his
last novels. This ultra- modern operatic version is as much atest of studio technology as
it is amusical version of awork from the man
who gave us Blade Runner, so Ihad as much
fun with its sound effects as Idid with its skill
in converting an SF nightmare into song. And
it does communicate the ' Dick-ness' of the
work as effectively as did Blade Runner. It's
hard on the ears, just as Dick's writing is hard
on the sensibilities, and there's no lack of
invention to convey anot-quite- real world. It
can only really offer its full operatic worth to
someone familiar with Valis in book form
because of the novel's complexity, but this
CD's musical aspect will find favour with
techno-rock fans who've never even heard of
PKD. Thank goodness it comes packed with
a full libretto; it may even inspire you to
check out Dick's other masterworks. [ A/
A*:II
Ken Kessler

MICHELLE SHOCKED: SHORT SHARP
SHOCKED
Cooking Vinyl CVLP I
Forget those Walkman- recorded campfire
tapes, forget too all the brouhaha about
Shocked's role as a political activist. What
we're talking about here is Shocked's true
debut album and one which makes it on a
purely musical level, not as some kind of
polemic. The influences here are not Marx
and Sparx but Doc Watson, Guy Glark,
Norman Blake and Guthrie. There are tales
of East Texas, well-dusted, slap bass blues.
country-rock of the sort Joe Ely used to ship
out of Lubbock. love-songs that read like
pages from some Steinbeck book. The lady
sings better than you ever thought she would
and the back-up, substantial yet sparse
enough not to kill off Shocked's acoustic
appeal, is right, tight and brought to you
courtesy of such musicians as Al Perkins,
Byron Berline and Rod Piazza, along with
Pete Anderson. the guitarist who produced
both this album and those of Dwight
Yoakam. Why should Iwaffle on? [ Beats me
Prod Ed] This is. quite simply. one of the
year's finest releases. But watch out for that
speed- metal reading of the closing Fogtownl
[A:1*1
Fred Dellar
MOMUS: TENDER PERVERT
Creation CRELP 036
Al Stewart, as far as Ican remember, was the
first British singer to use the dreaded F-word
on his sexually aware Love Chronicles, one of
the albums of 1969. Now, nearly twenty years
later, there's apang or two of déja vu in the
air. For Momus ( his mum knows him as
Nicholas Curry), like Stewart, hails from
Scotland and has the sort of voice that'd
easily get him onto some sound-alike show,
presumably rendering ' You Can Call Me Al'.

Like his Glaswegian role model, Momus
(who, if Ican toss in some trivia, hails from
Edinburgh) also likes to get hackles rising by
lyrically sexual means. But that's where
comparisons end. For Momus is into darker
things than the once bedsit hero. He hits a
line somewhere between Brel and Joe Orton,
fashioning such non- Top Of The Pops statements as ' When Ileft home, Ialready had
five years of self-abuse under my belt' and
'On Sundays, I'd stop at the botanical gardens and under my uniform something would
harden', his song titles ranging from ' A
Complete History Of Sexual Jealousy — Parts
17 to 24', through to ' The Angels Are
Voyeurs'.
But if you imagine that Momus' world is
dark and to be avoided like the back-end of a
Soho bookshop, then you're wrong. For this
is an album of brilliant light and colour tinged
with shade. And Momus, if he is a pervert,
claims he's atender one. And Ibelieve him.
Brilliant. [
A:11
Fred Dellar

SUNNY MURRAY: INDELICACY
West Wind CD CD005 (
50m 38s) ( distributed
by Impetus)
Murray is the most original jazz drummer in
the history of the music. Where other great
players emerged to make their own contribution, you could always hear where they were
coming from in the beginning. But when he
came to notice with Albert Ayler, Murray's
style was complete and it was a total departure to previous drumming styles. But this
CD will disappoint Murray fans, for there is a
lot of doodling going on among the other
players, and very little playing from Murray.
The session was recorded at aGerman jazz
festival, and it sounds like Murray and John
Lindberg, the bassist, were at aloose end and
decided to team up with saxophonist Wolfgang Schmidtke and guitarist Uwe Kropinski.
Both Murray and Lindberg are seriously
under- recorded. The music doesn't gel the
way it should, and you wonder why this set
was released. [
B:2/3]
Ken Hyder

RED NICHOLS: FEELING NO PAIN
Affinity AFS1038
Though badly out of date order, this is a
representative selection of 17 recordings from
the vast quantity led by Nichols in the late
1920s. His so-called Five Pennies varied in
number from five players on the pioneering
1926 ' Washboard Blues'/'That's No Bargain'
date to nineteen on ' Sally, Won't You Come
Back' in 1929. But the 1926 pieces, taken
with ' Buddy's Habits'/'Boneyard Shuffle',
which add Miff Mole ( trombone), and the
1927 ' Bugle Call Rag', which adds Joe Venuti
(violin), are definitive statements of the New
York school's virtues.
Their music could almost be called the
West Coast jazz of its time, extending the
technical resources of jazz and doing so with
verve, sometimes with elegance. Amidst all
this relatively advanced music there is an
occasional patch of absurdly bland singing. as
by Scrappy Lambert on ' Smiles'. Yet the
chief points are made by Nichols, Mole, Jack
Teagarden, Benny Goodman, Jimmy
Dorsey, Pee Wee Russell, Adrian Rollini
solos, and by interesting arrangements written by Fud Livingston and others. Sample
Dorsey and Teagarden on ' After You've
Gone' or the passage in ' Ida' where Rollini's
bass saxophone leads the ensemble and which
greatly intrigued the young Gil Evans. [
H:1]
Max Harrison
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OUARDIA: ASSIRE.M
GlobeStyle ORB 030
There is awealth of excitingly rhythmic music
in Algeria. and this album represents just one
part of the tradition. Ouardia is a I3erber
singer who sings within the tradition. lier
voice has all the agility usually associated
with North African music. but she sings all
these tricky lines with an amazingly relaxed
elegance.
There is a bubbling cauldron of rhythm
played on isntruments ; ill within the same
pitch range, and that makes it sound all the
more intense. Typically there may be asteady
four to the bar feel with adouble-time pattern
on top; and underneath there's atriplet ligure
against the four. The musicians play for the
music as a whole and tend not to push
themselves froward for attention, hut the
tambourine player is especially groovesome.
It's agreat album and it's instantly enjoyable.
1A:11 « Ken Hyder
CHARLIE PARKER: THE ORIGINAL BIRD
Savoy 11.7 1854 ( CD 11)7 18541
Designed for those who've seen the book and
read about the film, this is agenerous helping
of the real thing. Fis enumbers from the epic
November 1945 record date including that
most accessible and familiar Parker blues
'Now's The Time' ( which in other hands
coarsened into the R&I3 standard ' The Hucklebuck•) and the quintessential bop of
'Koko'. Next come some of the 1947-48
recordings with Miles Davis. including the
trumpeter's proto-cool tunes ' Half Nelson'
and ' Milestones on which Parker plays tenor
instead of alto sax. The Parker quintet with
Miles is heard as broadcast from the Royal
Roost club on ' Groovin' High'. ' Ornithology'
and ' Salt Peanuts': here the recording is
crude and compressed compared with the
generally line sound of the Savoy studio
sessions, but the excitement of the live
appearance still comes through strongly and
adds another dimension to the collection.
Finally, from the same venue, but with
Kenny Dorham in place of Miles. comes an
atmospheric ' Be Bop'. With ' Parker's Mood'
providing an unmissable centrepiece, this set
samples most aspects of Parker's work,
although you need to look elsewhere for the
classic ballad performances. Intelligent compilation, good transfers and attractive packaging make this both an introduction for new
Bird- listeners and a handy short-cut for collectors who sometimes don't feel up to
ploughing through the false starts and outtakes on the Complete Savoy Sessions.
Savoy's earlier CD, the 22 track 70- minute
Bird/Tite Savoy Recordings ( Master Takes)
would be the completist's choice, but when it
comes to listening. The Original Bird is
at least.
Steve Harris

HARRY PEPL/HERBERT JOOS/JON
CHRISTENSEN: CRACKED MIRRORS
ECM 1356
The back cover has three small inset pictures
of the players. One, Christensen. the drummer, looks' as cherubic as ever, but the other
two look mischievous and wild. Once you
start to listen to the music you find that the
cherubic drummer has been knocked off his
Nordic boogaloo and, especially on the Pepl
piece ' Reflections In A Cracked Mirror', he's
edged into some manic freneticisms.
Throughout the album there is an air of
11E11 NEVOi & RECORD RE.V1EM
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mystery and surprise. Some pieces are throwaway chunks of sardonic humour, and
although a lot is going on. there is a marvellous feel of understatement. Here, the booming. reverberant sound seems to work for the
music. not to prettify it, but to mark the
contrast between the upfront playing and the
distancing of the sound. Ultimately it's not an
enjoyable record, it's more a record that
gnaws at your sensibilities. undermining \ our
expectations. There are moments when it
even approaches tenderness. IA" :21
Ken Hyder
NANA SIMOPOULOS: WINGS AND AIR
Enja CD 5031-31 ( 7hn 38s)
Born in Baltimore in 1958, Nana Simopoulos
started on guitar at six, and continued hér
classical studies in Greece when her family
returned there in 1970. But by 1977, she was
back in the USA. and studied with Ralph
Towner before basing herself in LA, where
she recorded her first album, Pandora's
Blues. in 1983. Three of the Pandora's Blues
tracks fill out the CD running time on Wings
and Air — ' Mitoon . and ' Through The
Keyhole' feature Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins behind Simopoulos's bouzouki, while
'Dare You' uses electric guitar sounds and
synthesizers. The new material features fairly
exotic percussion from Matthias Sudholter
(didgeridu). Art Tuncboyaci and ( ubiquitously) Nana Vasconcelos: • Pulcie's Dance'
offers Miles- like Don Cherry while ' Jamming
With The Animals' and the title track are
dominated by a gritty Jim Pepper on tenor
sax. Despite the presence of such stars, and
the intriguing appearance of Ara Dinkjian's
oud on ' Wings and Air', the most arresting
sound is Nana Simopoulos' voice. singing
'New Moon' ( atune whose first strain closely
resembles ' On Broadway') and the album's
opener 'Time To Re', hypnotic, beautifully
played, and sung off-key with a voice like
sour cream. Those who are attracted to Nana
as a kind of Greek Astrud Gilberto will lind
the rest of the album less accessible, but it
still must rate IA":1 I.
Steve Harris
SHINGON BUDDHIST MONKS: JAPON 7
SHOMYO
Ocora CD C 558 657 (
55m 22s) ( distributed
by Harmonia Munch)
One of the most satisfying and challenging
musical experiences ive ever participated hl
happened afew weeks ago when Iperformed
and recorded with a Brazilian cellist and a
Japanese Zen Buddhist monk who played
shakuhachi. The music was all improvised,
but throughout the proceedings. the strength
of the flavours of Japanese traditional music
was tantalising.
This disc reminds me of that mixture of
influences and backgrounds. Although this is
pure Japanese mus ic, lovers of Gregorian
chant will find afamiliar point of departure.
To say ' pure Japanese' is perhaps misleading.
because Japanese music is itself greatly
influenced by China, and in this context-,
China was influenced by India.
Like Gregorian chant, the overall effect of
this singing is deeply peaceful. The bends and
dips in the singing add interest, and make this
adisc to pursue. It's Sunday morning music
for the non-specilically religious. IA*:1*
Ken Hyder
USTAD MASSANO TAZI: MARCO
()cora CD C559035 (
73m) ( distributed by
Harmonia Munch)

With this CD. this French label continues its
tradition of finding and releasing the very
best of ethnic musics. With 7
3 minute's
playing time, you get your money's worth
to6. On first listening, this sounds like alot of
North African music- with passionate singing,
agile percussion and strident string playing.
But as it goes on and gets into passages of
improvised interplay, you realize that you are
listening to something very tast
indeed.
There is a passage where the singers and
musicians do a kind of Moroccan version of
swapping fours, adevice much popularized in
bebop. This school of playing is known as
Arab- Andalusian and it has atree of modes
where each mode has specific healing purposes according to medieval Arab medicine.
Again, this is a religious music, and it's
hardly surprising that aspiritual atmosphere
permeates the performance. The recording
quality is superb. and it's the sort of music
you want to put on again and again. IA":11
Ken Hyder
TEDDY WILSON: HIS PIANO AND
ORCHESTRA WITH BILLIE HOLIDAY
ASV Living Era AA 5053
This includes Holiday's early readings of
'Miss Brown To You', ' Easy Living' and
'What A Little Moonlight Can Do*, usually
omitted from the ' comprehensive' CBS reissues, along with that marvellous ( instrumental) ' IFound A New Baby' recorded in
1937 by an all-star septet including Buck
Clayton, Buster Bailey, Lester Young and Jo
Jones. What makes this LP unusual, though,
is the way it documents some of the other
singers who worked with Wilson during the
'Holiday years' — or earlier, in the case of
Midge Williams, with ' Where The Lazy River
Goes By', December 1934.
If you discount Roy Eldridge's suggestive
novelty ' Mary Had A Little Lamb', the
remaining vocal contributions are by Ella
Fitzgerald, Helen Ward and an obscurer lady
called ' Boots' Castle. They get one number
each. Sound quality is fair, though with some
echo apparently added. It is a pity that the
packaging is let down, on the front, by an
unfortunate and tacky piece of artwork, and
on the back, by an appallinely clumsy system
of keying the personnel listing to the text, so
that if you want to know who is playing you
are forced to struggle through some truly
horrible prose. If this doesn't put you off,
[H:I/3].
Steve Harris
RANDY TRAVIS: OLD 8 X 10
Warner Brothers WX 162
At the time of writing. Old 8X 10 is the top
country music album in the USA. In all
probability, at the time of reading. it'll still be
clinging Oil to that top spot. That's the kind of
appeal the North Carolina boy has these
days. Because he's youthful and has hard and
handsome looks, he's accepted 11\ those who
are normally into pop fan clubs. But because
he remembers the old ways. the Nashville of
Ernest Tubb, Patsy Cline and Lefty Frizzell.
he hooks into those who have tuned into the
Grand Ole () pry since they were knee-high to
a dobro. He (Kies it again on this, hi. third
Warner album, delivering honky-tonk swingers and blues alongside Tennessee jukebox
ballads. The songs are all chosen with care
and sung much the same way, as if asnapshot
of George Jones had been projected on the
wall of the studio while Travis recorded, just
to remind him of how things should be. If so,
Ishould think that same snapshot winked in
approval. IA: II
Fred Dellar
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CAPSU
THE BEATLES: INTERVIEW PIC DISC
VOL Il
Baktahak CBAK 4009 (
38m 002) CD
JOHN LENNON: THE LAST WORD
Baktabak CBAK4014 (
55m I3s) CD
A fine sequel for those who collect the
Beatles' Beatlemania-era chat, while the
Lennon is doubly poignant because it was
recorded on the day of his death. Both are
worthy archive items, but avoid the LP
picture disc version of the Lennon CD
because vinyl picture discs are not the best
playback medium. [
HI
HAROLD BUDD: THE WHITE ARCADES
Land Records LANDO3
This ' mood piece' was so soothing that our
reviewer passed out by track 2. If this were a
new tranquilizer, it would earn ( A: II. But it
isn't.
THE CARTER FAMILY: WILDWOOD
FLOWER
Mercury 834-491-1
Not New Country, but Pure Country, with
the First Family in top form. Despite the
presence of ( young) Carlene, this concedes
nothing to the likes of Griffith, Travis or
Oslin, so approach with caution if you're a
recent convert. If you've long adored ,hitkicker music, then you'll find this [
A:lj.
DEATH ANGEL: FROLIC THROUGH THE
PARK
Enigma/Virgin CDENV 502 (
56m 50s) CD
Non-stop metal thrash that's wa-a-ay better
than average. Recorded ' in just two weeks',
which is only 13 days longer than real EIM
requires. Unwisely, they've made the mistake
of including lyrics in the booklet. Ignore 'em
and just tune your air guitar to ' Road
Mutants' and ' Mind Rape'. [
16:1]
ELLIS BEGGS & HOWARD: HOMELANDS
RCA PL71885
Can you forget Kajagoogoo? Good — that
means that you can approach this with an
open mind. Despite agut feeling that it was
going to be 1988 pop of the prefab variety
(Wet, Johnny. Brother ad nauseum), this
beats them all hands- down because it cooks/
rocks like something from the raunchier set.
At times, it almost drives like Broken English
or the Georgia Satellites, so one Googoo can
forget his past . . . if you'll let him. [ A:11
OFRA HAZA: SHA DAY
Teldec/WEA WX198
Wow! Who'd've thought that Ofra Haza
would move from Ace catalogue cult status to
disco queen? This Yemenite Jewess has taken
traditional melodies, coupled them with a
1980s beat and turned a generation into
philoSemites without them even knowing it.
The material is exotic and familiar at the
same time, sort of like learning Hebrew
phonetically. Which begs a question: is the
title meant to be cheeky? [ A*:11 because it's
also a sonic delight.
JOHN HIATT: SLOW TURNING
A&M AMA 5206
So how does Hiatt follow Bring The Family,
his masterpiece of 1987 with a hickoryflavoured LP that owes more to Johnny
Horton than anythine by the New Country
brigade? And it's not just the sound of Hiatt's
voice, a grainy, plaintive instrument an
octave away from asombre-mooded Fogerty.
The melodies, the lyrics — throw in a HamHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mond organ and you'd swear that the Band
was back. IA:11
INTENSE DEGREE: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 053
Hardcore thrash recorded live at the Beeb in
February. Archetypal life- sucks- and- thenyou- die material, an energy boost for the
terminally alienated and probably of more
relevance to the young than a YTS scheme.
(A/B:2]
THE JUNGLE BAND: THE JUNGLE
GROOVE
Charly Groove CRBI197
Lots of ' et funkvs' and repetitive bass lines.
dance mu-sic so devoid of variety that it seems
like an interminable 12-incher.. Musicians of
this calibre ( ex- James Brown!) should know
better. 111:2/3]
JUNIOR: SOPHISTICATED STREET
London LON LP53
Junior's back, sans Ms Wilde. This voice is
so-o-oseductive that you're more than willing
to overlook the rather anonymous material,
which just goes to show that it sometimes is
the singer not the song. [
A:1]
METALLICA: ... AND JUSTICE FOR ALL
Vertigo 836 062-2 (
65m 29s) CD
If we remember our HM genres correctly.
chart- toppers Metallica are among the top
practitioners of the ' speed' ethic. And while
there is plenty of lightning- fast excess to
ensure that in-car auditioning will lead to an
endorsement, there are actually touches of
subtlety here and there. Forget that though,
and skip straight to ' Eye Of The Beholder'.
Heavy? Heavy! This one's positively massive.
Kiss your woofers goodbye. [ A*:11
OST: THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Atlantic 781 859-1
The soundtrack to afilm about wallies in the
wild is the last place you'd expect to find the
Blue. Brothers Redux. But Avkrovd has put
his Elwood glasses back on and cooked up a
wicked LP with fresh material from Wilson
Pickett. Sam Moore, abunch of former Blues
Brothers sidemen and some non- soul guests.
Shame it won't outsell Dirty Dancing.
[A: I/21
THE PALADINS: YEARS SINCE
YESTERDAY
Aligator/Sonet AL 4762
Yet again the Sonet crowd locates another
earthy rhythm ' n' boogie outfit, this time a
trio from San Diego with the chops which the
Stray Cats lacked. The drummer went a bit
heavy on the designer stubble, but so what?
Have Drums Will Travel? [
A:111 and more
than enough to keep us going until the next
Fabulous Thunderbirds release.
ANNETTE PEACOCK: ABSTRACTCONTACT
Ironic Records IRONIC 5 (PO Box 58.
Wokingham. Berks RGI I 7HN)
Latest release from a cult favourite, still
obscure but now more accessible. Peacock
marches to the beat of her own drummer, but
we can't help noticing touches of Sade and
Purim in there. This could score with yuppies
who know that they ought to know better.
[A/B:1]
RJ'S LATEST ARRIVAL: TRULY YOURS
EMI Manhattan MTL 1035

LES
Glossy dancin' music differing from the usual
beat fodder by virtue some clever hooks and
De- De Lietta's distinctive vocals. IA:1]
LOUIE RAMIREZ & HIS LATIN JAZZ
ENSEMBLE: A TRIBUTE TO CAL TJADER
BPG/Ace BPG 1013
Wonderful Latin jazz, heavy on the vibes.
The new breed of ethnic purists may find this
a bit pale since it doesn't scream salsa and
offer ascratch ' n' sniff cover yielding asmell
of chilli peppers, but that's their loss. IA:II
STRYPER: IN GOD WE TRUST
Enigma/Virgin CDENV 501 (
38m 06s) CD
The ultimate oxymorons — Christian Headbangers — return with another cliched,
tedious alternative to conventional
preaching. Thank goodness you can't judge a
book by its cover, because this is the Bible
clothed in lamé. Maybe they should emulate
Cliff, and keep it in perspective. Musically.
Stryper is strictly run of the mill, so the
religion gimmick is probably all they've got.
1A:31
THE STUPIDS: THE PEEL SESSIONS
Strange Fruit SFPS 054
Caught live at the Beeb in May 1987. another
bout of hardcore. Listen closely and you
might even detect melodies, something best
not associated with this genre. And you
thought that punk was dead... IA/B:11
RUSS TOLMAN: DOWN IN EARTHQUAKE
TOWN
Demon FIEND 125
Fine follow-up to the ex-True Westman's
Totem Poles & Glory Holes, sparse and
Velvet-y/Dylan-y enough to appeal to an
even wider audience than that which follows
the rest of the Byrd- droppings. ( A:1]
VARIOUS: HOT CITY NIGHTS
Vertigo PROTV 15
Vertigo 836 057-2 (
66m 20s) CD
Thematic alternative to Now That's What I
Call Music, but the title them is adhered to in
only the loosest of terms. Recent and not so
recent biggies from Queen. Bon Jovi, Pat
Benatar, Rush. Kiss, Heart. INXS and other
stadium fillers. 16 tracks in all. [
A:1/21
VARIOUS: RAP TRAX!
Stylus SMR 859
Terrific 20 tracks intro to the genre alternatively, acheap way of getting 20 hits. Bomb
The Bass, the delicious Yazz & The Plastic
Population, Run-DMC, LL Cool J, and — of
course — James Brown. IA:I/2]
JOHN WEIDER: INTERVALS IN SUNLIGHT
Gold Castle/Virgin CDVGC3 (
35m 56s) CD
Ex- Animals, ex- Family — what possesses a
pedigree guitarist like Weider to go New
Age? The blurb says that this mainly acoustic
set ' has more to do with J.S. Bach than
Johnny B. Goode'.
[ A:2/31
GEORGE ZAMFIR: BEAUTIFUL DREAMS
Philips 836 056-2 (
47m 34s) CD
A touch of the ol' nose-flutes with Zamfir
doing Aztec versions of the twelve schmaltziest muzak masterworks of all time. If you
can bear saccharine in doses which would kill
an urban rat, revel in the twee splendor of
'The Shadow Of Your Smile', ' Annie's Song'
and ' Somewhere My Love'. Makes James
Galway sound like Ian Anderson. [ A:31
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REISS
AUTOSALVAGE: AUTOSALVAGE
Edsel ED 286
More strange psychedelia with folk roots
from aNew York band so obscure as to rival
the Insect Trust ( see below) in sheer collectability. For all of its dated aspect, there's some
superb musicianship and fine melodies to
render it more than a curio. [
A/B:1]

Mobile Fidelity UDCD 510 (
43m 42s) CD
Timed perfectly to coincide with both the
release of the Tull retrospective box-set and
CD rot, this is the band's 1972 effort on gold
CD. Tull at its peak, so forgive the affectation of only two tracks running over 20min
per. Kinda makes a mockery of track selection, doesn't it? [
A*:1*]

THE BLACKBYRDS: BEAT ON — THE
BEST OF VOL I
BGP/Ace BGP 1012
Sweet, mellow funk, including the band's
trademark ' Walking In Rhythm'. A classy
set; hard to believe that they flourished
despite disco. [
A:1/2]

THE LURKERS: LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT — GREATEST HIT
Beggars Banquet BBL 2
Part of the kick-off batch for Beggars Banquet's ' Lowdown' budget series. A footnote
band in the history of New Wave, perhaps.
but rot to be overlooked. C'mon, its only
£3.99. [
B/C:1/2]

PEE WEE CRAYTON: BLUES AFTER
DARK
Charly CRB 1186
Wonderful companion to the existing Ace
collections, capturing this champion blues
guitarist in the mid- 1950s and early 1960s
with sides from the Liberty and VeeJay
catalogues. A must if you've worn out your
T- Bone Walker LPs. [
H/A:11
FAIRPORT CONVENTION: THE BONNY
BUNCH OF ROSES
Woodworm Records WRO1 1
The Fairports as a four-piece, circa 1976-7.
Some rousers and some gorgeous, sparse
performances which will probably do more
for the hardcore than the novice. [
A:1]
GEORGE FORMBY: LEANING ON A LAMP
POST
London RECDL4
35 choice examples of the ukulele-pluckin',
music hall king's best material from the early
1930s. Funnily enough, it st II amuses ...
even those born after the invention of stereo.
[H:1/11
ROY HARPER/JIMMY PAGE: WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO ... JUGULA?
Beggar's Banquet BBL60
Strange that this should have been aflop first
time around, but now that Page has been
'revived' because of his solo LP, interest
could be renewed. Eerie folk, psychedelia
from ' 85. IA:112I
THE ICICLE WORKS: THE ICICLE
WORKS
Beggars Banquet BBL50
Beggars Banquet BBL50 CD (
42 m 40s) CD
The band's 1983;4 debut restored to the shops
in budget form. Complex melodies, thoughtful lyrics — yes, friends, it's the Buffalo
Springfield for the 1980s. [A/B:1/11
.THE INSECT TRUST: THE INSECT TRUST
Edsel ED 290
This very odd band lasted long enough to
produce two LPs. Edsel reissuing their first
from 1968. Like across between the Peanut
Butter Conspiracy and Steeleye Span. this is
one for drugged-out folkies. 18:1/21
INXS: SHABOON SHOOBAH
Mercury MERH 812 084-1
Now that the band has mega-star status, this
early ( 1982) material will shift off the back of
the recent stuff. The years have added
sophistication, but this retrospective glance
tells you more about how Inxs retained their
rockin' soul despite the success [
A/B:2]
JETHRO TULL: THICK AS A BRICK
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MAGIC MUSCLE: THE PIPE, THE ROAR,
THE GRID
5Hours Back TOCK 009 (Dist. by Revolver)
With a title like that, what could it be hut
rampant hippie weirdness? Circa 1971 British
drug-casualty muzak, so precious as to suggest ahoax. But it isn't. One for the gang at
Funhouse 18: II
JOHN MAYALL: THE BLUES ALONE
London 820 535-2 ( 40m 37s) CD
JOHN MAYALL: BARE WIRES
London 820 538-2 (
45m 25s) CD
Two more titles closer to completing Mayan's
London catalogue. Blues Alone is a sparse
1967 effort with JM playing everything bar
the drums courtesy of Keef Hartley. while
Bare Wires heralded Mayall's entry into blues
psychedelia, complete with a 23min suite.
[A/B:1]; IA/B:21
GENE PHILLIPS AND HIS RHYTHM
ACES: I LIKE 'EM FAT
Ace CHD 245
Ace's second volume of the ex- Mills Brothers
sideman's Modern Records output, jazzy
R&B guitar work from 1946-50. Like the title
suggests. Phillips had asense of fun, and the
material is all good party stuff. Highlights
include ' Stinking Drunk' and Snuff Drippin'
Mama', but all 16 tracks are winners. [
H:1/2]
BOBBY RUSH: RUSH HOUR
Charly CRB 1196
Fantastic get-down session of soul- flavoured
R'n'B nasty enough to satisfy your houseshakin' needs. Though a decade old, it cooks
hard enough to deserve club-circuit success.
so Dis — you have been warned. [
A/B:1]
SMALL FACES: SMALL FACES
London 820 572-2 (
44m 07s) CD
Exceptional mid- price 16-track package consisting of the hand's first LP plus bonus
material. Beyond adoubt the most frantic of
the Beat Boom acts, and still under appreciated. [
A/M:1] (
Note: This mono disc contains
'ShaLa- La- La- Lee' in stereo.)
SPIRIT: SPIRIT OF '
76
Edsel DED 251
The killer West Coast band's ' Bicentennial
Memorial Album', produced with only California and Cassidy from the original line-up.
A double LP oddity, notable for its very
strange cover versions. [ A/B:21
HERB STEWARD: ONE BROTHER
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 884 (
69m 29s) CD
A veteran of Woody Herman's 2nd Herd.
circa 1947, woodwind maven Steward has
released only two solos. MFSL has culled the

UES
best from these 1962 and 1981 efforts, the
result being smooth. sophisticated mood
music of greater therapeutic value than any
New Age. [
A:1/2]
JOE TEX: THE VERY BEST OF
Charly CDX29
A masterpiece of archive plumbing. Two
LPs, chronologically programmed and carefully annotated, with the kind of sleeve notes
you want to read. The hits, some rare sides —
28 tracks proving that the late Joe Tex was
one of the greatest soul men of them all.
[A/B:11
THE 13TH FLOOR ELEVATORS: BULL OF
THE WOODS
Decal LIK40
Thus ends the reissuing of the Elevators'
material on International Artists. recorded
just before Roky Erickson did aSyd Barrett.
It doesn't quite predict his pending crack-up,
as it's more accessible than you'd expect of
these Texan psychedelicists. Maybe tIrcit's
why Roky snapped... [
A/B:2]
VARIOUS: BLUES VILLE VOL I: THE FOLK
BLUES
Ace CH 247
The cream of Prestige'; Bluesville subsidiary.
with early 1960s rural blues from Scrapper
Blackwell. Lightnin Hopkins, Lonnie Johnson, Snooks Eaglin and other giants. [
A113:1/
2]
VARIOUS: PENNY ARCADE — DUNHILL
FOLK ROCK VOL 2
Big Beat/Ace WIK 77
16 more tracks from the likes of the Mamas &
Papas and Barry McGuire, slightly less ' commercial' than Vol 1, but still alesson for those
who want to access the roots of the Bangles.
[B: 1/2]
VARIOUS: SONGS OF CHRISTMAS PAST
London RECDL 7
18- track alternative to a rockin' Christmas,
with selections from British pop vocalists of
the 1940s and 1950s. The Beverley Sisters,
Vera Lynn. Anne Shelton ... beats the hell
out of Run-DMC for spirituality. [
H/A:1/2]
VARIOUS: SOPHISTICATED SOUNDS —
SOUL FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
Kent/Ace KENT 079
As the title says, 16 silky. seductive selections
from lesser known artists. ( Okay, so Leslie
Uggams was huge on US television variety
shows, but that counts for little over here.)
One for those who likes his or her compilations to be filled with rarities. [
A/B:1/2]
VARIOUS: STAX SIRENS & VOLT VAMPS
Stax/Ace SX103
For fans of the ladies. 15 selections which
reveal why the Stax/Volt axis is the most
coveted of all soul catalogues. Kim Weston,
Judy Clay, Shirley Brown, Jean Knight, Inez
Foxx — we are talking a stable of thoroughbreds. 111:1/11
VARIOUS: UNCHAINED MELODIES —
FOUR STARS OF THE 50s
London RECDL 10
10 tracks each from Jimmy Young. Dickie
Valentine. Lita Roza and Joan Regan. All
whitebread MOR, hut wait until you hear
how good mono can sound. especially the
Jimmy Young material. [
M/A/A*:1/2]
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BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,
CREEK, DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,
KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ, NAIM
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur 8, Fri open till 9pm

Major credit cards welcome

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR

HOPKINS HI-FI
THE SPECIALIST

DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH VVYCOMBE
BUCKS

IMMXCrioXIEDEIIMMII
Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

-if

THE

real

HI FI specialists

THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.
Quad Dual Onkyo - technics- NAD Ino Kenwood
Cambridge Audio Acoustic Research - Bose B&W • CelestIon •
Denon Mason. Mordaunt.Short Onofon GEO • Tannoy •
Yamaha • AR Electronics • Heybrook
B L • Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio Harman Kardon Anston
DEMONSTRATION ROOM

38-40 FRAITON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 58X. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

in Buckinghamshire

Ama. ARG. Alphawn. Amin, Technica ( CD Players also'. ADC. AH.
A&R. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. Dosis. Dual.
Isiposure. Gear. Goldbug. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodelk. Heybrook.
Harmon Kardon. KL.F. Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Manir.. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. Mordaum•
Short. Malian, Monster. Mpg. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. HAD. (Makin.
Paragon. Philips ( CD only). Ps Audio. Proton. Quad. QE.D. Rma.
Hotel. Revolt. Revolver. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teat CD. Thorens.
Trio Cl). Walker, Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
02% 28790
OPE N IOam-hprn. Monday- Friday, 9.30am-5.10 Saturday
rredo rard

la,

dim, .o-rilahie

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
HI Fl SPECIALISTS
THE HI Fl SHOP
4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM. CLWYD
TEL 0978-364500

ADC,

AKG,

Alphason,

Aucho-Technica,

B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek,
Denon,
Dual,
Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz,
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther,
Meridian, MFSL, Michell,
NakaMonitor Audio
michi,
Musical Fidelity,
Ortcdon, Philips
Nagaoka,
(C.D. only), Quad,
Revox,
Rogers,
Sennheiser,
Shure
Sondes, Spendor,
Thorens,
TDK, KT DC, Tannoy, Zenn.
Five Weys Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 06437.
Demonstrations by appointment
9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

Telephone ( 02572) 71935

11111 `31.11tIliETS

Audio Projects
IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi-fi attic
for musical sounds from
QUAD
LINN
CELESTION
DUAL
BEYER
HEYBROOK
I ) ENON
Q.E.D.
INCA TECH
STAX

MORDAUNT-SHOR I
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and others

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list

We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752-669511)
140

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

superior high fidelity equipment by

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION CONTACT
BEVERLEY SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599 EXT. 469

•
•
•
•
•

• A & R Cambridge
• B&O BB&W
• Castle • Celestion
• Denon B Dual • Marantz
• Mission 111 Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short • Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi U Pioneer ID Philips CD
Quad 111 Rogers 111 Rotél 111 Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy 111 Technics
Thorens 111 Tio B Yamaha etc

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R,

MONITOR
SOUND

45 Headingley Lane,

Leeds

LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

GEelp WILEY
f./M,TIEFI 1F 4(

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAF )
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 513b
Tel (
0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday
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ANALOG AUDIO

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

HI-FI Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267

(BOWERS E

Find'ley's Centre for Celeshon, Denon, Dual, Marantz,

WILKIN1)

NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

111-111 MARKETS.
,
Irl J
CIIIESTEU
b
111
HIDE
le

GRAHAMS HI-FI

The Specialist Hi -Fi Shop That Cares.
Care For Your Records.
E-Stat Anti- Static- Record Sleeves
E-Stat is a carbon fibre impregnated record sleeve which
absorbs and disperses static charges from records, reducing
the static build up which attracts dust and dirt. To be
convinced try an E-Stat sleeve at our expense! The first 200
replies will receive aFREE E-Stat sleeve for home trial. E-Stat
sleeves are now only available from Grahams HiFi.
PRICE £8for 2packs of 10
£20 for six packs of 10
Knowln Disco-Antistat.
The record bath system which uses special liquid to remove
dust and dirt; it leaves no residue and reduces static charges.
Disco-Antistat is internationally tried and recommended and is
now only available, in the UK, from Grahams HiFi.
PRICE £25
Decca Diplomat Record Brush
This is a compact British made record cleaning brush. The
cleaning head is made of millions of Carbon Fibres which,
when manually applied to a record surface, attract accumulated dust from the grooves.
PRICE £.50
Care For Your Stylus.
Audio Technica AT637
This is asafe, vibrating electronic stylus cleaner which power
cleans harmful particles from delicate phono styli without
requiring removal from the cartridge. This reduces the
possibility of damage through handling.
PRICE £20.50
If you would like a full list of our mail order products please
send your name and address to the FREEPOST address at
the foot of this advertisement.
All prices include postage and packing. To order phone
01-837 4412 or send a cheque/postal order or your Access/
Visa card number to:
GRAHAMS HI- Fl LTD, FREEPOST,
86-88 PENTONVILLE RD, LONDON, N1 9HS.
Telephone: 01-837 4412

Retailers of quality

W . stwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
/,
UDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
N IM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
Aupio TECHNICA TANNOY WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
STANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH
SENNHEISER
MARAN12
LOGIC
EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment

46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD

Tek Oxford (01165) 247783 Closed Thursday

UM)

5arrier

24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey GUI 30S
Tel 0483-300947

WINGSe
Now U K Agents for

CONSULTANTS

(32 YEESTEELN ROAD, ST.LEONARDEL ( 0424) 442975. )

Selected
frorta

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMAN, &MOON,
MONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MAIYTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBKOOK,
& Many more.
• OPEN MON-SAT9.00-6.00.
• WU DEMONSTRATIONS- IN STORE & IN HOW

HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
H
A

E
3
H

—ALSO—
AIWA • YAMAHA • DENON • KENWOOD •
ROTEL • QED • NAD • SONDEX • MARANTZ •
KENWOOD • HARMAN KARDON • TEAC •
ONKYO • PROTON • THORENS • DUAL • In •
KEF • TANNOY • CELESTION • ROGERS •
CELEF • WHARFEDALE • SPENDOR •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • GOODMANS •
AUDIO TECHNICA • SENNHEISER •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 0903) 206820

z
garrott--)

ro j
ers.

(INN PRODUCTS •CRUf 'I
ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR

MONITOR
ARMAN KARDON
AUDIO* •INCAT
EXPOSURE
ECH
H
ELECTRONICS • QUAD
•R ATA. JPW • ION • SENNHEISLR
TANNOY • DENON ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
• CREEK AUDIO* CELES'FION •
Hours of Opening
Mon Ries Wed Sat iOam-6pm
Thies Fri Ictim-9pm

Hastivigs_HLF1

EXCLUSIVELY
COMPACT DISC

Specialists ir CLASSICAL JAZZ, POP/ROCK, pus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade- In Service, Listening Facilities, Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order,
Access & Visa. Personal & Friendly Service.

NO STAMP REQUIRED.

Warstones
HiFi

audio equipment

40 Little London, Chichester, West Sussex P01 9 I
PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

,- artnces

and diamond styll

also analogue audiophile
records supplied
88

errs
Expensve

Southbridge Rd, Croydon CRO 1AF
(01-688 6565)

54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

1-1

ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC
all at:

Jeffries
Hifi

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
l..trnnt Mrouannnd DettasGarrorr P". Croft
A.',units. Si) At owns. KlIpst hHorn Speakers
Spate 10 Speakers and Spate Deck. Esterrn And,.
R. war. hArnphliers. Mentor Turntable + Arm

FZIIÇMMI

AI BUR IPARADE
eRLEN SIREF I. EAS IBOURNE
0132i, 31.136
fW IONDON ROAD. BRR ill ION
10273)(094M
CLOSED MONDAYS LATE NIGHT WEDApm

-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED-Quad -Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warks.
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SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

Reference, Propnus MFSL Sheffield Lab. Aloe MMC Windham Hill. Telarc. AMG,
Cheeky. RCA Direct Cut,
Japanese etc send SAE for lot
JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A. - BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER MFSL
Revolver. For Sale, Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPER (e £ 15 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE corning soon)
SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS
Lab 11 - Harty James - Still Harry £600
We stock the full ronge el Sheffield LPs at
£12 95 each
NOW SACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HOWARD A FRIENDS
£12.95
NOW IN STOCK - LASS 25 - 26
27.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDEJAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - C13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamic, crystal clear Gooditime small group Jan Also on CD at £ 14 99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD- C9.95
The Cream of the tracks from the much sought after Opus 3label
GAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. - 3titles in stock
We carry avast range of CD'a, but are really vinyl spec ' allots- we un
supply all UK labels of conventional pressings. We stock electronic. folk,
Soul, R.:ffe .tlij.jr. Fusionf:c on UKezliJoesIngs.
« 0'8 rem «volL
irfreeril•lag Way.
We endeavour to offer aprompt and helpful mail order service
P/Packing sEt for the 1st LP and 25p each thereafter. We are open for
browsing at,
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM, KENT. 01-658 3464

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
BEVERLEY
SIMPKINS
ON 01-686 2599
EXT. 469

A&R Cambridge
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Gold Limited
Acoustic Research
Albany Records
Arjay Interiors
Ariston Acoustics
Audio Excellence
Audio File, The
Audio South
Audio T/AT Labs
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiocraft
Authentic Audio

Meridian

Chandos

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS

NOVEMBER RELEASES

CHAN 8641 / 2 CD; DBRD / DBTD 2014 • LP 8( Cassette

World famous artists on Meridian

Glazunov; The Seasons / Violin Concerto
Shumsky / SNO / Jàrvi

John Shirley- Quirk
Evonne Kenny
James Bowman
The English Chamber Orchestra
Thea King
The BBC Philharmonic Orchestra
John Bingham
David Sanger
The Choir of New College, Oxford
The Choir of St John's College
Christopher Herrick
Dennis O'Neil
Roger Vignoles
John McCabe

CHAN 8596. CD; ABRD / ABTD 1285 . LP 8( Cassette
Brahams: Symphony No 3
Schumann: Overture, Scherzo and Finale
LSO Járvi
CHAN 8646 . CD; ABRD/ AND 1332 . LP 8t Cassette
Ravel: Piano Music Vol. 1
Louis Lortie
CHAN 8620 CD; ABRD / ABTD 1311
Schubert: Sonata Duo in A, D574

Meridian CDs are obtainable from all good record shops or
post free from the
address below . Ell 99 remittance with order.

SUPERIOR SOUND

Fantasie in C, D934
Lydia Mordkovitch / Gerrard Oppitz
CHAN 8544 CD ABRD ' ABID 1252. LP & Cassette
Handel: Chandos Anthems Vol. 1 (nos. 1,2,3)
Christophers / Dawson / Ian Partridge

DIGITAL AUDIO

The Sixteen Choir and Orchestra / George

MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

78
8,14,72,80
96
24
40
92
112
52
122
138
14
108
88
84
112
112
86
32
18
120
127

Cambridge Audio
Cambridge Systems
Technology
Cambridge University Press
Celestion
Chew & Osborne
Complete C D Collection, The
Cosmic Hi Fi
Covent Garden Records

14
138
64
72
138
118
94

Datasound
Derbyshire Hi Fi Ltd

132
90

142

Palmer / Davies / Howell LSO / Chorus / Hickox

COMPACT DISC

30

CHAN 8600 CD; ABRD / AND 1293

MERIDIAN RECORDS, PO Box 317,
ELTHAM, LONDON SE9 4SF.

Tchaikovsicy: Symphonies (Box set)

Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free CD offer.

CHAN 8672 / 8. CD; DBRD / DBID 7001 LP & Cassette

Edwards, Ian
Goldring
Great Products & Publications
H.W. Int ( Shure)
Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harman UK Ltd ( JBL)
Harmonia Mundi
Hayden Labs ( Sennheiser)
Hayden Labs ( Denon)
Hi Fi Corner
Hi Fi Experience
Hi Fi Markets
In Hi Fi Ltd

Bandor ( Miniature Loudspeakers)
Basically Sound
Beyer Dynamic Ltd
B&W Loudspeakers
Brady & Son, W.A.
Brentwood Music Centre

Elgar: The Dream of Gerontius
Parry: Blest Pair of Sirens/ I
Was Glad

K.J. Leisuresound
Kelvin Laboratory Ltd

138
50
86
76
114
34,35
100 "
60
62
128
104
82
124
66
68

Leighfield, Martin
Lockton Shops PLC

68
48,49

Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd
Mission Electronics
Monitor Audio
Moorgate Acoustics
Mordaunt Short
Moth Marketing
Music Room, The

IBC
OBC
IFC
82
46
7
110

Nakamichi B&W ( UK) Ltd

36

O'Brien Hi Fi
Orell Electronics Ltd

84
78

Oslo Philharmonic / Jansons

Oxford Audio Consultants

58

Path Ltd
Paul Roberts Hi Fi
Performance Hi Fidelity
Philips
Phonograph Ltd
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios

16
54
98
10,11
98
74
58

Radford Hi Fi
Radlet Audio
Ral Audio
Rayleigh Hi Fi

134
90
86
130

Salisbury HiFi
Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre
Sony Audio Tapes
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Studio Power
Steve Boxshall Audio

112
106,107
12
96
44
102

TDL Electronics
Tandy Corp
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd
Technics
Thomas Heinitz
Top Tape
Unilet

22
70
42,43
38,39
138
102
6

Wharfedale Loudspeakers
Wilmslow Audio

26
58

Yamaha

20
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A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £16.80 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK £24.80
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £42.50 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

... SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

HPFI

NEWS
REC( Rt
Please send me 12 monthly issues of Hi Fi News &
Record Review commencing with the next avaitable issue.

FN I
I' \17
(Please print in block capitals)

Name•
D £ 18.00 UK and BFPO
D £25.00 Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire

Address:

D £45.00 Overseas Air Mail
Ienclose cheque/International money order payable to
Link House Magazines Ltd.

CI

VISA

Ell

Credit card no.

ACCESS/
LI DINERS
MASTERCARD
Expiry date:

Signature

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

LIAMEX
To HiFi News & Record Review, Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd.
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 SHP.
Iunderstand that Iam committed to one year's subscription
and shoJld Iwish to cancel no refund will be made.
Registered in England and Wales No 1341560

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 45p per word ( private), minimum £ 11.25 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
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PROAC STUDIO ONE SPEAKERS, black,
boxed, ( as new) £300. Nakamichi BX-100E
cassette deck, one year old, boxed. £250. Tel:
Boris 01-881-6540. (
L)
QUAD FM4, Stolle automatic rotator, FUBA
UKA8 Aerial, mast- head amplifier, never used
outside. £325 mint. Tascam porta one, multi
track professional studio cassette £350 mint Box
0743. ( L)
KRELL PRE. AMP PAM5 mint boxed £650
o.n.o. Rare I.M.F. Turntable series 300, similar
to Gale - Michell. Offers. Can deliver. Phone
(0304) 821787 eve. ( L)
D.N.M. 2a pre- amp with series 3 boards, serviced personally by Denis Morecroft £450 o.n.o.
Also Quad 405-2 just serviced £ 175 o.n.o. Tel:
01-300-4150 ( Sidcup) Answerphone if out. ( L)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-I1Mk2 Black Preamplifier £3900, Audio Research SP-9 £ 1375 both
units as new with guarantee. Perreaux SA- 3
class- A pre-amp. PMF3150 power amplifier
300w/c £ 1100. Tel: 01-771-7106. ( M)

THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end
bargains. All carry aone-year parts and labour
guarantee, and a telephone call to Brian Rivas
on ( 0264) 57536 could make your dream a
reality. The Pinewood Music Company, ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clat ford,
Andover, Hampshire, SP 11 7HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)

,ee"
Falcon DIY SPEAKERS
/Send for our FREE price list
/PL17 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2bill (air) overseas)

SPENDOR BC3 REFERENCE MONITORS
£450. Tannoy York Monitors 15" Dual Concentric £400. Linn Sondek LP12. Grace Arm.
Ortofon MC10. £275. Tel: 091-281 1172. ( L)
QUAD 34/FM4/405 with rack and pedestal stand
£495. Rogers LS2 Speakers walnut £90. All
perfect condition boxed etc. Southampton
477831 late evening ( 10-11pm). ( L)
MARK LEVINSON ML3 AMPLIFIER 200
watts per channel less than 3 months use from
new £3000. Threshold Status 2 £750. Burmester
785 pre- amp £300. Tel: ( 0532) 442124 day ( 0924)
451066 evenings. ( L)
BEOMASTER 1900 SENSITOUCH AMPLIFIER, Beogram 1100 Turntable, Technics Cassette Deck 6307.78. All good condition. Pair
Pioneer S-27I Speakers - New. Offers. Tel:
(0460) 52194. ( L)
ONE PAIR OF BLACK QUAD ELS 63's, brand
new, sealed cartons. £ 1150 o.n.o. Tel: 01-3287032. ( US)
MAGNEPLANAR MGM Immaculate condition, magnificent sound. Bargain price for a
quick sale: 1400. Also VTL 100 watt monoblocks. Cost £ 1400 new; Recently re-valved.
£675. Can demonstrate both. Tel: ( 0734) 789150
(L)
PAIR BBC LS5 MONITOR SPEAKERS. Must
sell as moving to smaller house. Offers. Blackett, Trenale, Tintagel, Cornwall. PL34 OHP. ( L)
HIGH END BARGAIN. Apogee Duetta MkI
Speakers for sale. Good condition, can demonstrate £ 1,500 cash only. Tel: after 6pm 01-5894840. Ian. ( L)
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS
KITS
Dome twee ers with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

EX-DEMONSTRATION SPEAKERS. A number of x-dem SD ACOUSTICS SD I , SD2. SD3,
and SD OBS speakers in different finishes
available. Tel: S.D.Acoustics for details on:
01-949-1623. ( N)
TWO KRELL KMA200 MONO POWER
AMPS. Mint condition, ex our M.D.'s music
room Free delivered in U.K. £4,995 the pair.
Sumiko MDC800 ' the arm' £400. Ortofon
MC2000 cartridge £ 100. SME Ltd Steyning,
Sussex BN4 3GY ( 0903) 814321. ( L)

PURE SOUND ARE TICKLED PINK to have
been selected as one of only ahandful of dealers
authorised to offer the worlds finest pre- amplifier, THE PINK TRIANGLE PIP II. At only
£2670 it represents tremendous sonic performance and value for money. Audition it with the
new S.D.Acoustics OBS Loudspeakers and be
amazed. Special offers this month include items
from Audio Research, Acoustic Energy, Target
and Deltec. Secondhand includes Michelle
Transcriptor Reference ( all glass) complete with
original arm, and, due to bad cheque one only
PIP II Pre- amp at a considerable saving. Tel:
Karl 051-645 6690 ( 24 Hrs). ( L)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO MkII, absolutely as
new. Service history/documents. £ 1950 for quick
sale. PROAC EBS Rosewood cabinets (Qom
new) £ 1200. KUZMA Tonearm £275 Boxed and
guaranteed. Conrad Johnson PV4 stunning
valve Pre- amp £325. Kinergetics KBA 200
Power Amp £ 1650. AMP-01 Pre-amp fully
loaded £ 1000. Tel: The Final Upgrade on 01449-5624. ( L)
CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, but other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 135.
Modification available on Philips CD160,
CD460, CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz
CD56, CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road. London WC2.
(A)
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SPECIALISTTUDIO EQUIPMENT
BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR
EI-OEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND HI-FI
•Our prices are as low as those in the private ads - but we also offer afull
12 months partsaa bout guarantee, part- exchange, mail order and
credit facilities ...
•We buy all unmarked Hi- Ft equipment for Cash ...
•This is what the FINANCIAL. TIMES said about us: 'Attractive discounts
are available at Sound Deals ... Friendly servi., if you are inter.ted in
atrade-in do talk to them.'
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration facilities ( if you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade station)
•These are afew of the reasons why in just over three years we have built
upe massive clientele of regular customers and friends ...
Phone for details now on (0767) 312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
548 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE SOIS OAP
PS. M25 via Al to our door is only just over 35 minutes.
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1URN'l ABLES, ARMS. CARTRIDGES. S1 YU.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC: AKG; CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD; GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME; THORENS.

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01.SO4 5467. ( X)

Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 7XX TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 1000-6.00

CLASSICAL SOUNDS — FREE ( Hi Fi, TV,
Video, Installation and Consultation) site
inspections, systems advice, service, repairs,
sales ( most good makes). JOE ( Hi Fi Consultant) 7 DAY 2411R ANSWERING SERVICE.
(0923) 243446. ( M)

IMPORTER of high quality
audio products is looking for
a young and enthusiastic
sales person. Required to
work on own initiative,
marketing a range of five
audio accessories.

NEW! QUAD 33 — ULTIMATE UPGRADE

Chen upgraded with the m, $ 14707 the Quad :13 will challenge ois
'modern design tor transpareticu and bass lirmnes.s
611707 C pair £ 49.50 + hhi
51310111
pair — £ 32.00 +

QUAD 33 disc board u fade
Replacing the internal Quad disc amplifier board st Ith the new $ 86011
greall) improues II' reproduction 'The SB600 © has is more natural
perspectlue and a sweeter toi, end lespeciallu on > Nimbi
66600 — £ 27.50 + 1ST

Application should include
CV and photo.

COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
fherload non-linearitu distortion results from the linel mismatch
lx.tween Cf) plauers 12 uolts) and tupical radio. auk amp inputs.
(100m% like Quads This glues ahard grittu treble, asollened bass
and an uncomfortablu high uolume Our Cl) aitenuators eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural sound %% allele In- line or
as complete I5m leads Other sensith ties matches mailable
—

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HEN/RR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at f5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way. they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

Salary and Company Car
offered commensurate with
age and experience.

QUAD FM3 TUNER UPDATE
The Quad 1
,513 tuner has a characteristic forward sound balaner
especiall) noticeable su Ith the upgraded Quad 33 Our SB503
(*WWI board replaces a plug-in des ice within F513 tuners ( from
serial no 58851 anti glues much impnwed transparencu I,, FM
reception
S8503 — £ 29.25 +

©

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity. Nautilus, Japanese. also
Sheffield, Reference..Wilm.n. Chesky. M & K.
Proprius, Super Disks, Direct- to- Disc hv many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest,- Nitty
Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $ 25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while dollar is
weak. Selection is good! The Source, Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043. Salina, Ks. 67402-2043,
USA. Tel: 913-825-86(19. ( A)

WANTED

Introduced in 19/11 Ihe Soundbin 58101 upgrade boards hase
modernised and () Dad 33 s around the world Our new
58707 ilug in ir iii boards r‘cred the perlormance tit ruco the
68101 especialls tor dislorlion. frequencu response and noise
performance \\ llrclain the full use of the lone. Slier and balance
controls

ledbie: 66200

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI- Fl
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WFIN
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360

All available. Genuine Equipment Spares lk Manuals, even
for some of the early models

Please reply to Box No. 0741

£ 12.20 614233 ü ( phono) — £ 14.50

66265 © ( DIN plug to phono sockelril — £ 17.50
Leads, 66245 © Opinion plugs iiliono pluel — £ 17.50
58285 C) ( DIN plug, photo, phut, -

L1710 11.1 -

hST

SOUNDBOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
LINDFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, RH16 RUC.
TEL. 04447 4371

HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia,
within 2 weeks of publication. Also hack
issues are available.
Please contact:

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre-amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.

Audio Q Imports, 64a Burvrood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

eSiderealKops The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
e SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors —
Stunning

eDNM

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford. Leak Stereo SO & NI. Quad
Turntables: Canard 301. Thorens TD224 MKIII
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS SME 3000 & 3012 et ,
Loudspeakers: Tam% 15' - Monitors and 11112. Axiom Si) Wharteda'd
Airedale. Quad ESL etc
New Illustrated 22 page Wanted List - available upt,n rogue):
13ti,:er collects mareas on aregular has,.
The Birder Wireless Company Ltd.. Tides How, Cossham Street.
Mantiotsfield, Bristol. 8S173211. Telephone (0272) 565472 Anytime.

EwS
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'
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T
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(These rates are
encluseve hf VAT)

RATES
TRADE:
55p per word
Min £ 13.75
PLEASE

PRINT

IN

PRIVATE:
45 per word
Min £ 10.75
BLOCK

BOX NO's:
extra

CAPITALS

•KIMBER KABLE'speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean —
open — transparent — smooth.
•Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
•Write for Autumn Price list.

ce

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKELSMERGH, KENDAL
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247

QUAD DEALER North England, South Scotland invites you to hear Quads' range, including
ESL 63S, either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND HOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle, Spendor, B & W. Nakamichi and
most leading makes. Phone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 "Fair Place" Watermillock, Penrith, Cumbria. (
X)
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TWO IMPORTANT BEATLES
BOOKS DIGESTED BY
KEN KESSLER

T

HE BEATLES HAVE been the
subject of more books than any
other pop- act in history. Their bibliography coincides with the
development of rock- book- as- art form, with
titles ranging from circa '64 cash- ins to
scholarly efforts by the likes of Wilfred
Meller's, autobiographies, ghosted autobiographies and biographies of people so far
removed from the Beatles that their only
connection is having been alive in the 1960s.
My scant Beatles library runs to over 200
titles, of which 175 are either totally banal,
trivial, biased or too error-ridden to be of any
reference salue. Yet, despite this plethora of
titles, afew books remain to be written about
the most influential pop group of all time if
future musical historians are to have the
complete picture.
Post-Beatlemania Beatles books fall into
two categories. The first is the factual, statistical stuff: discographies, ' filmgraphies', performance details and the like. This area has
been well- served, the definite texts needing
only periodic updating to account for the
myriad releases which will continue to appear
as long as pop music survives. Only one text
remained to be written to close the chapter on
the factual aspects of their career, and that
has just been published. But more anon.
The second category is the troublesome
one, the history-cum- biography which relies
not on catalogues and calendars but on the
faultiest of sources: memories and opinions.
Two types of biographies have flooded the
market, on the Beatles as a group and the
Beatles as solo artists, and every one has
been dissatisfying. Even those written with
access to prime sources — the Beatles and
those close to them — have been diminished
by personal prejudices and faulty memories.
Ringo Starr, Paul McCartney and George
Martin are all on record with some factual
howlers, but you have to accept that the lives
they've led have been so eventful that recalling it would tax any memory.
The latest ' solo' biography to appear is the
controversial The Lives Of John Lennon by
Albert Goldman ( Bantam, £ 15). As with
Goldman's previous biographies on Lenny
Bruce and Elvis Presley, it's a no- holds-

barred account very much in keeping with
modern societal trends. This is the age of
hero-debunking — everyone from Churchill
to Kennedy — and rock subjects by their very
nature lend themselves to salacity with a
facility matched only by criminals and
clergymen.
The Goldman book never stood achance.
With his track record, he alienated every
prime interviewee from the day he
announced the project. Its publication has
been preceded by serialization in the Daily
Mai/, followed by arms- up- in- horror commentary from everyone even loosely connected with pop music. It is asupreme irony,
allowing for Lennon's famous remarks about
Christ, that this coincided with the furore
over Martin Scorsese's The Last Temptation
of Christ. a film slammed as blasphemy
before its critics saw anything more than a
synopsis. In the same manner. GoId man s
book was pilloried before anyone had time to
wade through its 700- plus pages.
The reality of it is much less than you've
been led to believe. What you should know is
that the same outcry accompanied his Elvis
tome, and yet there were no law- suits ( to my
knowledge) to ' prove' that Goldman lied.
What the detractors loathed was the shattering of amyth — atragedy in asociety where
we need heroes more than ever before — but
they made it sound like Goldman writes
novels, not biographies. The same has hapThe Real/ir
(coca NM)

pened with The Lives Of John Lennon, with
those who cherish Lennon's memory quite
justifiably not wanting his dark-side revealed.
You should also know that I am of the
Beatles hardcore following; you don't amass
6(10 of their LPs if you have only a casual
interest. It is not to my delight that Iread an
almost wholly negative treatise on a hero.
But some things must be pointed out if you
are to understand what Goldman has done;
we could argue ' Why did he even bother?'
(Financial-gain notwithstanding) into the
next century.
For starters, little was revealed that any
trivia-minded Beatles fanatic didn't already
know. be it Lennon's drug usage or alleged
dalliance with Brian Epstein or his infantile
behaviour during his ' Lost Weekend.' But so
what? Is there anyone alive who hasn't done
something stupid at some point? Nothing
could be written about Yoko Ono that would
improve her image among those who blame
her for the Beatles' break-up; this book
certainly won't make you think any more of
her. Indeed, Ifound nothing revelatory, and

all the while, in the back ot my mind. I
wondered how Goldman's 1200 interviewees
were made privy to events at which they
weren't present.
The most unsavoury aspect of Goldman's
absolutely thorough, exhaustive, but tedious,
book is its tone. Even the most innocuous
actions are given an air of the bizarre or
sinister. Everything that he ridicules as ludicrous he also takes too seriously. But Idon't
think that anything anyone could say about
Lennon can diminish that which Goldman
nearly fails to emphasize: that Lennon made
some of the finest music of this century. I
suppose that Goldman thinks he's satisfying
the kind of morbid curiosity which keeps
papers like The Sun in business, or that he
really is adding a definitive chapter to the
rock- lit canon. Unfortunately, what we cannot be certain of is that he delivered what
Lennon once screamed for: Gimme some
truth'. Because the only person who knows
the entire truth was murdered in December
1980.
No questions of any sort can be raised
about The Complete Beatles Recording Sessions (Hamlyn/EMI, £ 12.95), the last necessary book of the factual variety. Unlike any
book ever written about the Beatles, this one
is absolutely above reproach as regards the
quality of information. And — at last — it
tells the Beatles fanatic about every single
track the band produced, with dates and
session details taken straight from Abbey
Road's archives.
Turned from a list into prose by Mark
Lewisohn, this project was overseen by
Abbey Road's Kathy Varley, who — against
ridiculous odds — persevered in seeing it
transformed from coded jottings into readable text. An Abbey Road colleague. John
Barrett. had catalogued all 4000- or-so hours
of Beatles tapes with every detail regarding
mix, track numbers, which version was
released as an LP or single and so on, until he
filled what must be the most valuable notebooks in Beatle lore. Sadly, Barrett died
before the book it underway. so Lewisohn
was called in to produce the text. EMI
augmented it with previously unpublished
photographs and reproductions of the studio
documents.
This one will drive Beatles snobs up the
wall, because — short of atypographic error
— its data cannot be challenged. Copious
records were kept and stored, and these were
the source of times and dates, personnel,
technical details, working titles and everything else one could want to know about the
most important aspect of the Beatles: their
music. Unlike the Goldman work, which you
can actually read if so inspired, this book is a
Trivial Pursuit reference tool to enjoy the
way a film- buff dips into Halliwell. And it
closes the chapter on the Beatles as far as
straight information is concerned.
But I know that's not enough to satisfy
either the publishers or the fans, and Beatles
books will continue to appear. As Iwrite,
Lennon's sister Julia is about to release a
book, and two more volumes on their bootleg
LPs are scheduled. But as far as I'm concerned, the only books which remain to be
written are authoritative biographies with
truly final chapters. And Ihope that George,
Paul and Ringo won't make that possible for .
at least 50 years.
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WIN TWO TICKETS TO A TOP AMERICAN ROCK CONCERT.
Every component that cornes from Marantz these Gays seems to receive unanimous
accolades. The PM45 amplifier, for example:
"SOUND QUALITY IS SIMPLY VERY GOOC INDEED"
"HIGHLY COMMENDED"

WHAT HI-FI AWARD'S 1988

HI-FI ANSWERS, BUDGET HI-FI SUPPLEMENT

"RECOMMENDED"

HI-FI CHOICE

In fact, we're so confident that every Marantz hi-fi product is the best of its kind, we
want you to try them.
Simply find your nearest participating Marantz Dealer and ask for ademonstration.
Providing it's before December 15th, the first thing the Dealer will do is give you an
entry form for our Rock in America competition.
The chance to win afree trip for two in one of the major US cities to see the rock and
roll concert of alifetime.
You don't have to buy anything to enter. We just want you to know that Marantz are
the best. Good listening. And good luck.
Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd, 15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harnondsworth, Middx UB7 OM Tel 01-897 6633.
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